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THE NEW YORK SUN, MONDAY, AUGUST 6, 194;). 

1 NOVEL PREDICTED 
ATOMIC EXPLOSION 

1 

S • s B b E d• w not an Aryan. She continued to · ctence ees om n tng ar :::r~ ~~ :~~~~; ~ ~!~ek~i~:~ 
· · Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry, 

at Berlin·Dahlem. From there 

Physicists Also Expect It to Have Profound she we?t to Sockholm. 
• • She IS the author of at least 

Influence on Peacetime Pursuits. two books on the atomic theory: 
"Beitraege Zur Physik Der Atom· 

. kerne," published in Germany in 
Atomic power promises to end the Pacific war qmckly 1926, and "Der Aufbau der Atom· 

and to exert tremendous influence in peaceful pursuits in kerne," published in Germany in 
. . 1935. Max Delbruck collaborated 

the post-war era, New York sc1enbsts agreed today after with her on the latter work. 

President Truman's revelation of the new atomic bombs Scientist s Verify Her Prediction. 

just loosed on Japan. Within two weeks after the 
Dr. George B. Pegram, dean were highly int~rested in the de· publication of this calculation the 

of the Graduate Faculties of Co· velopment and predicted a stag· great physics laboratories in the 
lumbia University and professor gering new force from this source. United States, England and Ger· 
of physics, was in a day-long con· Princeton University official~ many had verified her prediction. 
ference and declined to talk with said the great physicist, Dr. AI· She was banished from German 
newspaper men. Through his bert Einstein, was away on vaca· shortly afterward, but Hitler put 
secretary he informed the press tion and could not be reached by all available physicists at work 
that he was not allowed to dis· telephone. on atomic bombs and atomic 
cuss the d~velopmen~. which has Jewish Woman Started H t ~wer at t':e Kaiser Wilhelm In· 
I been earned on w1th greatest un · stltute, Berlin. 
secrecy. He stated that the Gov· The atomic bomb hunt started What the scientists found was 
ernment's announcement from right after the war got under way that a rare form of uranium, 
Washington would have to stand when a German mathematician, a known as 235, when bombarded 
without embellishment from him Jewish woman, Lize Meitner, cal· with low electrical energy {in the 
at this time. culated that something which had form of neutron rays) would re· 

1 Dr. Pegram announced on Jan· puzzled scientists for ten years act by splitting some of its atoms 
1 uary 31, 1939, that Columbia was really an explosion cf atoms almost squarely in two. 
j I Univ~rsity's new atom-s:nashing of o.ne forn: of the metal uranium. 
, mac_Wne, or cyclotron, had ac- L1se Me1tner, according t o the 

complished the largest conversion Yiddish Scientific Institute, 535 ( 
or mass into energy ever obtained West 123d street, is a physicist J 
by man by the creation of 100,. who was born in Vienna in 1878. 

1 000,000 electron volts from a She was associated with the Uni· 
shattered atom. versity of Berlin, first as a lee· i 

Dean Pegram conducted the turer and then as an ..Issistant I 
experiment with Prof. John Dun· professor, until 1933, when she ; 
ning and several laboratory was dismissed because she was i1 

assistants. The experiments were 
proposed by Prof. Enrico Fermi, 
Nobel prize winner in physics in 
1938, who was at Columbia. 
They were suggested by theories 
advanced by two German scien· 
tists. 

T-wo Choices 

Harold Nicolson, British au
thor, in a book of fiction, "Pub· 
lie Faces," published in 1933, 
spoke of the possibility of an 
atomic explosion "that would de· 
stroy all matter within a con
siderable range and send out 
waves that would exterminate all 
life over an indefinite area." I i The writer becomes more spe· 
cific. "Mr. Bullinger," he writes, 
"was not very clear in his own 
mind as to the nature or poten
tiality of this second line of re
search. He knew only that the 
experts had begun to whisper the 
words 'atomic bomb' and ••• had 
explained to the Cablnet .•. that 

ll
a single ... bomb, no longer than 
this inkstand . . . could by the 
discharge of its electrons destroy 
New York." 

I 
Nicolson was not the only Brit· 

ish w~itcr interested in atomic 
explosiOns. The Earl of Birken· 
head, who "The World in 2030" 
was published in 1930, wrote: "A 
biological discovery may well 
plunge the world into such a I 
catastrophe as would destroy 
civilization for a thousand years. 

, As you are reading these words, 
: some disinterested researcher 
may detonate an atomic explosion 

I 
which v.:m involve the world, and 
reduce 1t to a flaring vortex of 
incandescent gas." 1. 

By Eleanor Roosevelt I 
Experimentation Deeply Secret. 

The experiment at Columbia, 
in which the heavy element of 
uranium was used, was held at 
thetime to be comparable in sig· 
nificance to the original dis· 
covery of radio activity thirty· 
five years ago because the power 
created was at least ten times 

. greater than the natural amount 

\ 
The news which came to us yesterday afternoon 

o! the first use of the atomic bomb in the war with 
Japan may have surprised a good many people. 

but scientists-bOth British and 

this uncivilized way of settling our difficUlties. We 
can no longer indulge in the slaughter of our young 
men. The price will be too high and will be paid 
not just by young men, but by whole populations. 

I
' of energy released by radium. 

Since the war the experimental 
work necessarily has been car· 
ried on in great secrecy and little 
was !mown of recent develop· 
ments. I 

"The announcement today may 
prove to be one of the most im· 

I 
portant chapters in the history of 
science," comemnted Dr. Harvey 
N. Davis, president of the Stevens 
Institute of Technology, Hoboken. 
"I could not be quoted about the 
development or the use of atomic 
energy because we have not con· 
ducted studies or research along 
those lines. But they have done a 
great deal of work on it at Co· 
lumbia University. I think it IS 

entirely possible that a great new 
force will be found and used 
here." 

SciPntists of the Western Elec· 

I 
tric Company, Inc., said they had 
not worked on the specific prob· 
lem of the atom However, they 

URANIUM. 
The sensational publicity given 

the atomic bomb and the element 
· uranium, necessary in the produc· 
• tlon of the new earth-destroying 

force, turned the market's atten· 
tion to certain mining stocks. 
The Vanadium Corporation re· 
ceived considerable space as a 
producer of uranium, and the l 
stock, which had closed down a 
quarter yesterday at 24, opened 
on 1100 shares at 24~t and ran up 
to 27 1,.. before meeting profit·tak· 
lng, induced no doubt. by the slide 
of prices all round on the rumors 
of another ultimatum to Japan 

1 
d the guessing of an early 

American-have been working 
feverishly to make this discoverY 
before our enemies. the Ger
mans, coUld make it and there
by possibly win the war. 

This discovery may be of great 
commercial value some day. If 
wisely used, it may serve the 
purposes of peace. But for the 
moment we are chiefly con
cerned with its destructive 
power. That power can be 

multiplied indefinitely, so that not only whole cities 
but large areas may be destroyed at one fell swoop. 
I! you face this possibility and realize that, having 
once discovered a principal, It Is very easy to take 
Iurther steps to magnify Its power, you soon face 
the unpleasant fact that in the next war whole 
peoples may be destroyed. 

• • • 
The only safe counter weapon to this new power 

is the firm decision of mankind that it shall be 
1l--ed for constructive purposes only. This discovery 
l(;.ust spell the end of war. We have been paying 
an ever increasing price !or indulging ourselves in 

r 

In the past we have given Up service to the de
~ire for peace. Now we meet the test of really work
mg to achieve something basically new in the 
world. Religious groups have been telling us for a 
long time that peace could be achieved only by a 
basic change in the nature oi man. I am inclined to 
think that this is true. But if we give human beings 
sufficient incentive, they may find good reasons 
for reshaping their characteristics. 

• • 
Good will among men was preached by the 

angels as they announced to the world the birth 
of the child Jesus. He exemplified it in his life 
and preached it himself and sent forth his disciples, 
who have spread that gospel of love and human 
understanding throughout the world ever since. 
Yet the minds and hearts o! men seem closed. 
. Now. however, an absolute need exists for fac
mg a nonescapable situation. This new discovery 
cannot be ignored. We have only two alternative 
choices: Destruction and death-or construction 
and life! If we desire our civilization to survive 
then we m st accept the responsibility of construe~ 
tive work and of the wise use of a knowledge 
greater than any ever achieved by ma.n be!or~:. 
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THE FUTURE OF OIL ;~ 
AND ATOMIC POWER ~~ 

n! 
Chicago, Aug. 7 (A. P.).- cl 

About 50 per cent of the petro· 
leum industry's annual output is at 

"safe and secure" from competi- J\ 
· D G w tion from atom1c power, r. liS· $l 

tav Egloff, a leading authoeity e
1 on petroleum technology, said lo-
1 day. a 

Dr. Egloff, chief chemist at the ~· 
Universal Oil Products Company t• 
and a pionE'er in a process known s 
as "oil cracking," said in an in· a 
terview that nearly half the in· 
dustry's production is utilized for P. 
purpose other than power. e 

"Atomic powel~as an econom· a 
ically competitive substitute for ~ 
gasoline for ships, planes, cars 7 
and other vehicles-still appears a 

be on a long road ahead," he i 
aid. ~ 
"Howev<>r, assuming that time 

comes the oil indu try stlll will 
be ne~ded to provide lubricating 
oils for the machines driven by 
atomic power. Wax and other by. E 

products from petroleum still will I 
b<> on the market and other uses 1 

may be expected to be developed 
by research." 1 

He said the petroleum industry 
1 was "watching very carefully" 1 

every source of energy with the • 
billty t.o provide power and that •· 

"welcomes discoveries convert- ' 
into practical use which will 1 

the war and develop new ~ 
uses in the peace period." -

He descsibed development of 
the atomic bomb in three years . 
as "literally a scientific and tech- I 
nical miracle." 1 
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Radium Rays Provide Atom Bomb's Trigger 
. . W d U • 235 too fast to break other uranium Beryllium, Paraffin ax an ranium- atoms. But if they could be 

AI U d • F• • M h • slowed down they too would 
SO Se In Iring ec aniSm. break atoms, and would presum-

ably set off an atomic explosion 
By HOWARD W. BLAKESLEE, by the large numbers of atoms 

As.•ociatrcl l'rrs., SdcHre Editor. Cracking SimultaneOUSly. 
The trigger which was expected to set off the atomic Gennans Tried Heavy Water. 

bomb was a fairly simple mechanism, as planned just It was calculated, and pub
before the secrecy blackout. lished, that this kind af slow· 

Censorship permits now a de· the beryllium, they were travel· down could be accomplished read· 1 
1 t · b ing too fast to have any _effect ily. ~his would be ?one ~ither by 

scription of the ear Y ngger e· on the uranium. Here the JOb of packmg the uramum m paraf. 
cause it details were published the paraffin wax came in. It fin, to slow the neutrons, or by 
before the blackout. slowed down the neutron rays. using ~lain water as the slowing 

The mechanism was a bit of When the neutrons reached the agent, for water works about as 
radium, a bit of the common very slow speed which is qesig· well as paraffin. 
metal beryllium, some paraffin nated by 25,000 yolts, these par· Whether this ex;periment was 
wax and a little uranium 235. It ticles easily split the uranium done or even tried never was pub
was developed at Columbia Uni· atoms in twain. lished. When the blackout went 
versity, and in modified form in That split released enough e~- on scientists had not had enough 
other American laboratories as plosive energy to make an atom1c uranium 235 to make the test. 
well as in England, France and bomb possible. The problem was The unexplained use of heavy l Germany. to get the uranium to continue water by the Germans, from a 

The rays of the radium struck exploding its atoms automatical- plant in Norway, might be con· 
the beryllium and caused that ly after the trigger had sta~ted nected with attempts ta slow 
metal to emit rays of its own. the fire. The pre-war uramum down the speed of neutrons to 
These rays from the metal were atoms supplied a key to this last produce atomic explosions in 
different than those from radi· problem. uranium. Heavy water contains 
um. They were neutrons, which When a uranium atom split it hydrogen of twice normal weight. 

I 
are non-charged particles and emitted not only the explosive And in ~atcr of_ p_araffin ~he 
very penetrating. energy, but also a few neutrons. hydrogen JS the prmc1pal slowm 

As the neutron rays came off These neutrons were traveling barrier to neutrons. 

The Hand of God By Eleanor Roosevelt ' 
THURSDAY.-When William Cowper, in his 

"Light Shining Out of Darkness," wrote the lines: 
God moves in a mysterious way 

His wonders to perform: 
He plants his footsteps in the 

sea. 
And rides upon the storm. 

He was hardly thinking about 
our new world-the atomic world 
in which we are living today! 
One must, however, feel the 
hand of God as one ponders the 
story of Dr. Leise Meitner work
ing with her two German col
leagues. 

When Hitler came to power 
the first steps of our new discovery had been made. 
Hitler tried to force Dr. Meitner to divulge her 
knowledge; but being a Jewess and seeing the 
rising tide of hate, she left for Copenhagen. Her 
knowledge finally reached the famous scientist, Dr. 
Bohr, who was then working in the United States. 
Dr. Meitner, I understand, says that she does not 
know how much she contributed to the ultimate 
making of the atomic bomb. This much we know
that at the foot of the pyramid there was a woman 
who had the courage to face new knowledge. How 
ironia that it is the Germans' hate and persecu
tion of a minority which may have prevented them 
frO!ll making this discovery first. 

• • • 
I wonder If we can learn from this story a lesson 

which I think God 1n His heaven must be trying 

very hard to teach us. He does not discriminate 
on lines of race or religion in the tools which he 
uses. Clearly He is asking us whether we have 
learned the lesson that in His world there is no 
place for discrimination or for hate. He has given 
into our hands the knowledge of a force so great 
that men can bring about their own destruction. 
God must believe that man has reached the point 
where he can bring about his own salvation. 

• • • 
As I read that dramatic story of Dr. Meitner's, 

I could not help thinking that her courage was a 
challenge to every other woman in the world, and 
that perhaps we were meant to see that women 
have a grave responsibility which we cannot shirk. 
Many of us recognize and admire the greatness of 
Mme. Curie, who gave something beneficent to 
mankind. But Dr. Meitner contributed the first 
steps in an invention which gives mankind power 
over his own fate. It is a great step forward, but 
like all steps forward it is somewhat awe inspiring. 

Not to be afraid of it, one must have great faith 
in human beings. Person after person has said 
to me in these last few days that this new world 
we face terrifies them. I can understand how that 
feeling would arise unless one believes that men 
are capable of greatness beyond their past achieve
ments. The times have usually brought us a leader 
when we needed him. The times now call for man
kind as a whole to rise to great heights. We must 
have faith or else we die. 

( J 

Decisive Days By Eleanor Roosevelt 
FRIDAY.-! could not help feeling a little sad 

yesterday when the news came that we had had 
to use our second atomic bomb. I had hoped that 

after the first bomb, which was 
followed by Russia's declaration 
of war and their prompt entr7 
into Manchuria, the Japanese 
would decide to accept uncon
ditional surrender, and the loss 
of life could come to an end. I 
still hope that may happen; and 
it is also the hope of a great 
many other people. for all news 
agencies seem to be aware that a 
momentous decision must be 
made within the next few days. 

• • • 
In the rapid succession ot world events, I am 

interested to see how short are people's memories! 
Once upon a time the Americans and the British 
were being urged at every turn to start a second 
front in Europe. At that time, the Soviet Union 
was carrying a very heavy burden .in the :WH 
against Germany. She thought us over-caut1ou.> 
1n our preparations and a long time coming to her 
ald. People in this country were quite indignant 
at this. They wondered f Russia did not under-

stand that an ocean lay between us and Europe, 
and that problems of supply and transportation 
were overwhelming. . 

Now the boot is on the other foot. If 1t had 
not been for the atomic bomb, we ~ould ~ave heard 
a continual wail because the Sov1et Umon was so 
slow In coming to our aid. She is reciprocating by 
wondering whether we have no understanding of 
the fact that an army had to be transported 
practically across a continent! I can hear some 
people say: "Oh, but the Russian arm~. needs no 
supplies. They can live off the country. Perhaps 
-but guns and ammunition and all the other 
mechanized eqUipment must get from Germany to 
the borders of Manchuria, and it ~ probably a 
tremendous feat that the SoViet Uruon has been 
able to join us so soon. 

• • • 
Somehow we must try to get over some of the 

attitudes we have held. not only as regards ~he 
Soviet Union but as regards other people. For m
stance, I heard someone say the other da~: "~ell, : 
perhaps we will be fighting the Soviet Umon. In 
the light of the late developments, that now means 
annihilation. There is only one answer to these 
!ears, and that ls a belief that the Soviet Union 
and the United State..<;, as well as the United Na
tions as a whole. can live peacefully together-and , 
a determination on the part of their people to do so. 
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But perhaps the money, the team
work of scientists of many nations and 
the zeal that went Into the almost god
like task of aplittlng the atom will 

_ .. U-y-G_U_S_T __ 8..:..,_1_94_5_. _______ _,
1 
turn out to be an investment In peace. 
It is recognized by everybody that the 
bomb must be one thing or another, 
an instrument of life or an instrument 
of death. It will not remain long the 
secret possession of the nations that 
invented it, but for the present, for the 
crucial interval when the world must 
be organized as an entity or divide into 
spheres of power, it is controlled by 
three democratic nations. Although 
many may deplore that it was used 
first by the United States, this fact un
derlines that in a special if not exclu
sive sense it is controlled by us. It is 
another sign and instrument of our 
power to shape the future of the world. 
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Abroad 
The Promethean Role of the 

United States 

By ANNE O'HARE McCORMICK 
d Thousands upon thousands of words 
y have been and will be uttered about the 

atomic bomb. It has caused an ex
plosion in men's minds as shattering 
as the obliteration of Hiroshima. Com
pared to the change in the very design 
and balance of force foreshadowed in 

e this new release of energy, the revalu
e tion of Marx and Lenin, the speed-up of 
- the Power Age, are like a. mere shift
d ing of the gears of progress. From the 
e dawn of creation until the turn of this 
'f century the atom was the indivisible 
~ unit of matter. The inhabitants of this 

It is hard to foresee the conse
quences of the new force we have re
leased. It changes the conception of 
armies, navies and air forces, changes 
the face of war itself. It is obvious 
that if It is to continue to be a. weapon 
when this war is over, whoever uses 
it first will be the winner. But the 
winner will preside over a dustheap. 

'f planet rested, so to speak, upon a floor 
1 of solid particles, unaware that these 
t infinitesimal paving blocks were dy· 
f namite, waiting to be blown up. 
t This week has changed all that. The 

Developed to its ca.pacity, the atomic 

I 
bom JlQJI.ke.s peace imperative by mak
in~ wa.r impossible. Even if it is n~ver 
used again, it must shorten the fight 
with Japan. Even if it is never used 
again as a carrier of death, it is the 
most unanswerable argument yet ad
vanced for a community of nations 
leagued together for self-protection in 
the pursuit and maintenance of peace. 
The atomic bomb can turn the world 
into a graveyard or a garden, and the 
United States, the Prometheus who has 
dared the heavens to invoke this power, 

e earth is no longer solid. Out of the 
e forces that hold it together human 
1. genius has summoned forces that tear 
o it apart. The bomb that burst over 
s Japan contained destructive energy 
1 enough to destroy a great city. It was 
1 an ultimatum to end all ultimatums 
• because it was only a small sample of 

what lies hidden in the laboratory 
where soldiers joined with scientists to 
produce in record time the deadliest 
weapon in the history of war. 

But the ultimatum was not only to 
Japan. The first reaction of the Allied 

, world to this literally earth-shaking l 
event was relief that this engine of im- 1 
measurable destruction was not in the_ 
hands of the enemy, as it might have_ 
been if the Germans had been able tor 
hold out another year. But in this re- 5 
lief was no elation; it was mixed with_ 
wonder, fear and deep misgiving, for 5 
every man knows in his heart that the 
bomb that harnesses the fire of the sun 
and the sleeping forces of the earth it
self to the business of war is an ul
timatum to the human ra.ce. Make 
peace, it says, or perish. 

Not Launched Lightly 
The words spoken by the detonator 

make everything said about it sound 
hollow. Yet the statements of the 
President, the Secretary of War, Mr. 

t Churchill and the military officers who 
described the tests in New Mexico are 
solemn and weighty pronouncements. 

' They are the utterances of men pro
foundly conscious of the gravity of the 
decision they took in approving the use 
of this last weapon to end the war. It 
is a weapon developed by the scientific 
brains of democratic nations, with the 
decisive help of great German pioneer 
research workers like Dr. Albert Ein
stein, Dr. Lise Meitner and others whom 

L Hitler rejected because they were "non
Aryan." It was launched under the 
aegis of democratic powers, the United 
States, Great Britain and Canada. Not 
even Russia shares the knowledge of 
the formula and the process by which 
nature's most potent secret has been 
put at the service of man. 

It was not launched lightly. The 
words of the democratic leaders ex
press the solemn sense of responsibility. 
They fear for the use of the most thrill
ing and the most terrifying discovery 
of our time. They know that it de
pends on them whether it becomes a 
terrible boomerang or the ultimate 
force that will revolutionize interna
tional life. It depends on the demo
cratic peoples. It is impossible to 
imagine any government spending 
$2,000,000,000 on a laboratory or any 
other experiment that would bring 
peace to the world. If nations used 
their brains and their wealth prodi
gally to win peace as they do to win 
wan, the story of the twentieth cen
tury-the most scientifically advanced 
and the bloodiest In history-might be 
different. 

has assumed the first responsibility for 
deciding which it shall be. 

In the words of Mr. Churchill: 
"This revelation of the secrets of na

ture long mercifully withheld from 
man should arouse the moat solemn re
flectiona in the mind and conscience of 
every human· being capable of compre
hension. We must indeed pray that 
these awful agencies will be made to 
conduce to peace among the nations 
and that, instead of wreaking measure
less ha.voc upon the entire globe, they 
may become a perennial foundation of 
world prosperity." 

\ 
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ro y ~hompson===~ 
Disintegration....,or Integration? 

By God's mercy British and American science outpaced all 

German efforts. Possess ion of t hese powers by the Germans ••• 

might hare altered the results of t he w ar • • • and prof ound 

anxiety was fel t by the informed.-Winston Chur chill. 

The atomic bomb was not the product of British or 
American science, but the r esult of co-operative efforts of 
international scient ists, t he chiefs of whom by the grace of 
Adolph Hitler came into the world of the western democ
racies. 

Dr. L ise Meitoer was a German, 
a rsociate of Prof. Otto Hahn, emi· 

ncnt Ge rman 
physicist. S h e 
had to leave Ger· 
many be c au s e 
she was of t h e 
Jewish race. She 
carried with her 
knowledge of the 
w o r k in P rof. 
H a h n ' s labora
tory, an d r e · 

c e i v e d impetus to further re
se-arch , which found a key to the 
mystery, through a report in a 
Ge-rman scien ti fi c review. 

Prof. Niel!:; Bohr is a Dan~, ~ He 
also h3.d personal reasons for 
wishing to use his brain in b~alf 
of the democracies resisting the 
oppression of his countrymen. 
P r of. Enrico Fermi was an Italian, 
who used the presentation of the 
N obel Prize to come from (:itock· 
holm to America, and escape the 
Fascist world. 

So there IS a poetic justice
perhaps the justice of God- in the 
fact t h at Hitler's aggression 
against the Jews and his neigh· 
bors helped deliver into the hands 
o! the western democracies the 
most terriblP weapon that ever 
existed. 

• • 
Need We Have Used I I? 

But whether God's mercy will 
be associated with its invention, 
the futur-.!•wm have to record. It 
is difficult tc justify in the name 
of God the first use to which it 
was put. The atomic bomb gave 
us such powPr that we might have 
been able to refrain from its use. 

We could have invited the Jap· 
anese Premier and the Swedish 
and Swiss Ambassadors to Tokyo 
to witness its demonstration in 
an unpopulated desert, and seen 
to it that their reP.ort reached the 
Japanese people. That would 
have started the. bomb on the 
right career- as a liberator, not 
destroyer, of humanity. 

If the Japanese surrender now, 
they would have surrendered 
from the demons tration in the 
desert, and peace would have 
s tarted by an act of peace and 
the salvation o( tho usands of 
children's lives. 

* * * 
Like No Other Discovery 

I can "recall no other discovery 
decisive for war which was in· 

·vented primarily and specifically 
for war and thus found its first 
use. The two main weapons of 
t his war so far- t he tank and the 
bom be!'- are the outgrowth of 
geniu! in the service of peaceful 
devclojprnent, for the conquest of 
distan~ and the air. 

I hope it is still up to us to 
decide whether atomic disintegra· 
tion shall cont inue to be used for 
destruction, or become, with its 
development, man's liberator 
from the ve-ry cause-s of war. Na
ture is neutral, and perhaps has 
no interest in man at all, or even 
in this particular planet. 

* .. * 
A Greater E v<"nt Than the War 

At any rate, what happened 
last month in New Mexico and a 
few days ago in Japan is a n event 
that puts this whole war into the 
background. Man has discovered 
the original source of a ll energy 
- the source that warms the 
ear th a nd create-s a ll its resourc
es; the source that causes the sun 
eternally to burn. 

To pu t it profanely, he has dis. 
covered the source of inexhausti-

ble wealth. Two para bles come 
to mind : The story of P rome
theus, who stole fire from heaven 
and brought it to m an to make 
him independent, and of the na
ture of God. And the s tory of 
the tower of Babel, which started 
as a br idge into the heavens, and 
to God, but which fell through 
t he confusion of tongues. 

Both are parables of the re
venge of t he gods. For men re
mained men- not good enough. 

• • ,, 
Everything's Outmoded 

With this invention everything 
we have h itherto done or even 
considered as a means of p revent
ing war is completely outmoded. 
Every concept of checking aggres
sion is inadequate. When atomic 
energy is f urther developed, along 
with jet propulsion, no power or 
combination of powers can check 
any aggressive state that has this 
y.reapon, and no state, however 
aggressive it may be, will attack 
another state which has it. Man 
is not made to fight atomic energy 
or to go to war against the sun. 

The concept of dividing the 
world into two or three great 
power spheres, each "ith stra
tegical thises or that, is childish. 
The concept of Balance of Power 
becomes a fairy-talc. If Switzer
land had this we-apon, and the 
Soviet Union did not, Switzerland 
would be more powerful than the 
Soviet Union. 

A political deduction as logical 
as the instinct of self-preserva
tion can immediately be drawn 
from this greatest of all human 
discoveries: There must be a 
world state. There cannot be sev
eral states or spheres each with 
sovereign power to do as it likes, 
and each, and eventually all, in 
possession of this weapon in vari· 
ous stages of development. 

In the hands of any one power 
it can become, even without being 
used, a blackmailing instrument 
against all human liberty; in the 
hands of all, and uncontrolled, it 
will spell doom for mankind. It 
is not enough, after this, to con. 
trol German and J apanese la b· 
oratories and industr ies. 

All the laboratories and indus
tries of t he earth must be con
trolled and t hat is possible only if 
t he world is under one control. 
We cannot live politically in the 
seventeenth century and scientif· 
ically in the fiftie th. 

But since the r oot cause of all 
wars is fear of losing or hope of 
gaining means of subsistence or 
wealth, this discovery, tha t ul ti
mately, if canalized in tha t direc
t ion, can provide inexha ustible 
s ources of energy for all man· 
k ind. ends all reason for war, and 
its consequences should be total 
and universal disarmament. 
America has the greatest oppor· 
tunity t o save the world ever of
fered any people. It will not be 
hers f orever. 
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Put Atomic Energy Under Public Ownership 
It is not too soon to tackle the problem atomic energy. Some ot these, such as t~e I inYoh ed in the applic<ltion of atomic oil and power companies, may be b1g energy to pe<H:etime use. enough to tunt development of the 

l atom. It eems to u. t 1at ·o enormous a . . . . f . good brouctht into being by The btggest problem m the use of powei or ' "' . . , ~ . . . . t. . th f· ·t th t . a vast exp 'ndilurc of Government funds, atomic ene1gy uses 10111 c a~: . a. m ought to be public property, under Go,·- th.e p1~ewar world th.~ ~tm:dard of ln.Jng, ernment ownership from the , ery start. e\ en m such counb1es as the l!·. S. A., It eems to us that only Government was too l~w to enable us to utJhze the . 1 · d opention can insure the sources of power we already had. There ownc1s11p an ' · ,. " . . d t' " · ·1 ·I d full deYe lo ment and the wise use of "as .0~ ei pro uc l?,11 m OI , <:oa, an t · p electnc1ty, and overproduction of a onuc power.. grains-another source of energy. The Canadtan . <?o' ernment, though The potential of atomic energy is . o right-of-center poht1eally, sceJ?1S .to ha'e great that it constitutes a governmental grasped this hmdamental prmc1ple far rather than a commercial problem. The better than our own. ome two }:ears .ago problem is to raise living standards to the Canadia~1 .covenunen~ nationahzed the point where all these new power posEldorado Mmmg & Refinmg, Ltd., the sibilities can be utilized instead of curworld's largest producer. of ura~lium, an? tailed or wasted. This can be done only declared that all new dJsCO\enes of ~s under government ownership. precious or~ ~ould b~ the property of A glimpse of the danger involved the Crown, 1.e., public property. merely in setting up a regulatory corn-
U d 'd d mission is provided by the Stimson state-n ecz e ment on atomic energy. The Secretary of But our own Goverument seems un- \Var announced the membership of an decided and that indecision may prove interim committee to consider the prob-momentous. The only hint that President !ems implicit in the new form of energy. 1ruman gives as to his plans is that he But all the members of this ccmmittee will recommend to Cor.gress "the estab- are men of conservative cast of mind. lishment of an appropriate commission Those who are not themselves scientist to conb·ol the production and use of are bankers, lawyers or big businessme atomic pO\\er within the United States." by profession. And those who are scie This is too Yague for safety. tists are men friendly to the big mono Mere regulation by a commi sion is listie interests of this country 

not enough guarantee that the ne\~ di;
coverv will be developed and apphed m 
the public interest. We have an Inter
state Commerce Commission to conb·ol 
the railroads-but the railroads control 
the Interstate Commerce Commission. 

The principal companies invohed .in 
this new discovery seem to be lmpenal 
Chemical Industries in England and 
duPont in America. Both are huge con
cerns, with commensurate political pow
er, power great enough ultimately to 
control any regulatory commission set 
up to control them. 

Both are associated with restrictionist 
policies, aimed to create profitable mar
kets for their wares, sometimes at the 
expense ot public welfare. Both were up 
to their necks in cartel deals with the 
Germans before the war, and documents 
publi bed by the Justice Dept. have 
shown that both intended to resume 
these ties after the war. 

Others Interested 
-· The development of atomic energy is 

not a monopoly we can hope to keep for 
ourselves. The Germans, the Swedes, and 
the Danes, as well as the British and the 
Canadians, have been working on the 
problem of atomic energy for many 
years. 

Put atomic energy here into private 
commercial hands and it will be essential 
for the company or companies involved 
to learn what their opposite numbers 
have discovered about atomic energy in 
other counb·ies. It will be natural for 
them to make cartel and patent deals 
with each other, and these will again be 
caiTied on secretly and irresponsibly and 
in terms of private advantage rather than 
national policy and public nee<!. 

.?roducers of competing forms of 
energy, such as oil, coal, elecb·icity, will 
seek to protect themselves by secret mar
keting agreements with the developers of 

Background 
The public has had some experience 

with three of these scientists. Dr. Van
nevar Bush, director of the Office of 
Scientillc Research and Development 
and president of the Carnegie Institu
tion, was before the T EC early in 1939. 
His evasive testimony on the question of 
how foreign patent and cartel agree
ments restricted American production in
dicates how closely he is wedded to the 
big-business and monopoly point of view. 

Two other members of the Stimson 
"interim" co:nmittee are Dr. James B. 
Conant, president of Harvard Univer
sity and chairman of the National De
fense Research Committee, and Dr. Karl 
T. Compton, president of the Massachu
setts Institute of Technology t.nd chief 
of the Office of Field Service in the 
Office of Scientific Research and De
velopment. 

Both are able men and no doubt have 
done valuable work in the war pragram. 
But their record on the Baruch rubber 
committee indicated that their judg
ment is not always to be trusted. 

Their recommendations and conclu
sions were eminently satisfactory to 
Standard Oil, but events have proven 
them wrong on one major point after 
another. They were wrong in favoring 
rubber-from-petroleum o v e r rubber
from-alcohol; most of our synthetic rub
ber has had to be made from alcohol, 
not from petroleum. One of the reasons 
for :.his is that the Standard Oil petro
leum process they favored did not work 
well and developed many "bugs " 

Misiudgment 
Conant and Compton and Baruch were 

wrong in dismissing the fear that the 
Standard Oi] rubber-from-peb·oleum 
process might conllict with the produc
tion of aviation gas. The rubber pr<?gram 

We repeat: the first essential in mak
ing certain that all the vast peacetime 
possibilities of atomic energy will be 
used in the public interest is to keep it 
under public ownership and develop
ment. And if we can really tap these pos
sibilities of creating plenty, of raising 
living standards, not only for ourselves 
but for all the world, we shall have taken 
a long step, too, toward solution of that 
other problem made ~o urgent by the 
atomic bomb-the elimination of war. 

-I. F. STONE 

had to be shifted more and more to 
alcohol because the rubber-from-peb·o
leum process did conllict with production 
of aviation gas. 

The situation which faces this .. in
terim" committee differs only in magni
tude from that which faced the Baruch 
rubber committee. The oil interests were 
fearful of the vast competitive possi
bilities which organic chemisb-y has un
locked in grain. 

The alcohol, furhual, butylene glycol 
and other solvents which can be made 
from grain are capable of producing the 
same range of fuels, plastics and syn
thetics which can also be produced from 
petroleum. The oil interests did their best 
to block and disparage any program for 
making synthetic rubber from grain, and 
the Baruch-Compton-Conant report sup
ported the views of the oil propagandists 
in Washington. 

But atomic energy promises to become 
a far more serious threat to the great oil 
combines than is grain, and one may be 
sure that they will fight to stifle or to 
take over this new potential competitor 
by every means in their power. One of 
these is their influence over the large 
Eastern technical schools, universities 
and scientific foundations. 

The Comptons and Conants are typ
ical of the kind of men who would be 
likely to sit on anr, Government com
mission to "control' private companies 
making atomic energ}. And they are 
closer to the duPont and Standaid Oil , 
point of view than to the public. 

Entered as Second Class Matter, Po~t Office, N.Y., N.Y. 
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Science and 
Civilization 

=By Edward R. Murro ~ 
N. Y. Post Corre. pomlent 

London 

For almost six years millions of European have lived with C 

the knowledge that their homes, their families, and their livPS b 

might be destroyed by explosives which came out of the sky. ~ 

Life was uncertain; long-range planning eemed futile; war be· d 

>= came a way of life a mixture of resignation and recklessness. p 

~ People did not live as though they had a hundred years before t 
them. Days and nights, friends, .food, familiar streets, music and t 
memories took on new quality ant! were more important because 1' 
there was no promises that they could any longer be enjoyed at h 

._: leisure. 

., But through it all, most people believed that somehow, some<- c: 
0 , 

0 time, the dangers would disappear that victory would permit men 
L to build homes, dream (lreams, and live under skies that were 

~ 
z 

beautiful and mysterious but not threatening. That hope has A 
died. The sky has become a cannon's mouth. Humans have 
demonstrated that they can destroy humanity, and the world faces 
the question whether science is compatible with civilization. 

Four Years of Awful Progress 
Four years ago a single German plane droppped a single bomb 

about a block from where this is written. It weighed 2,000 pounds. 
It demolished one sturdy building, killing about 30 people. A dozen 
houses were consumed in the resulting fit·e and scores of buildings 
were severely damaged. One atomic bomb of the size dropped on 

Samuel Grafton is on vacation 

Hiroshima has an explosive force equal to 10,000 bombs of the size 

e 
a 

that struck that building four years ago. The mathematics arc V 
simple- any Londoner can figure it out for himself, and many have t 
been doing so. The result is a sense of awe, uncertainty and almost I 
desperation, which will leave its mark upon people and politics in I 
every country that has experienced bombing so long as those coun 
tries exist. 

. / 

Nothmg El'ie Seem Important { 
Russia's declaration of war against Japan, the redrawing of the\ 

map of Europe, Britain's new Labor government seem scercely · 
to engage men's attention. 

No statesman has been bold enough to predict that thls is the 
last war. The settlement in Europe has been based on power. The 
powerful nations have created an organization and made laws from 
which they are exempt. 

It is folly- it may even be suicide- to assume that this weapon 
will not be used in a future war. I remember too well the discus
sions at Geneva about limiting the use of submarines and bombers. 
When in all history has a nation, engaged in war, refused to use 
an available and effective weapon? 

I know some of the scientists who were engaged upon this task, 
and the desperate sense of urgency which drove them on. Unless 
an equal degree ?f urgency and, if you like, fear can be developed 
by those responsible for the conduct of relations between nations 
~hen !J10St certainly within measurable time the pigs are going t~ 
mhent the earth- if there are any pigs left. 

On ~ednesday of next week the British government will an
nounce Jts program for the coming session of Parliament Those 
wh.o expect startling, revolutionary proposals will be disappointed. 
~side from the socialization of the BanK: of England, the legisla· 1 

twn proposed will follow the lines agreed upon by the coalition 
gove~·nment There will not be any pmposal to nationalize the cot
ton mdustry. 

I. understand that Sir Oswald Moseley, Britain's homegrown 
Fascist lead. r who spent most of the war in jail, is now writing 
a~ e~pl~natwn of why and wh.ere Fascism went wrong. Sir Os- , 
~ ald s literary efforts are not li kely to result in a best seller. 

~--~~~--=::;=:;;,;;;;;;;;;::::::-----.:..:' C::.:::opyrlght, 1945, New York Posl) 
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We Who Made Bomb 
0 

ll Must Control It 

By Marquis W. Childs 

Washington. 
e A few years back Thornton Wilder wrote a play called 

"Our Town." That play got closer to the root of things t han 
~ most of the transitory scribbling which is done these days. 

In the play, a young girl and 
- her brother are itting at the 

open window of their hou e in a 
tl little New Hampshire town, look· 

ing out at the stars in the night 
sky. For a moment they're 

0 touched with the wonder of it. 
The young girl (this is set 

e down from memory) is thinking 
1- about herself, one lonely indi
y vidual in the mysterious vastness 

of the world. She recit~s her ad· 
dress for her brother: She Jives 

>l on Maple Street in Hampton Cor
ners, Crawford County, New 

L- Hampshire, U. S. A., the Earth, 
e the Universe the Mind of God. 

The poetry of this, as done on 
the stage, was beautiful and mov· 

e ing far beyond the words them
>t selves. 
y That blinding flash of light on 

the New Mexico desert and in 
s, crowded Hiroshima fills us with 
y terror and horror. The cynic at 

the club round table said: 
'Well, it's just like gi\,jng load· 

ed machine guns to a cage full 
of apes and then turning them 

d loose in the streets." 
d But it fills us with awe, and 

with wonder. It is like the feel
ing we have when we see a star 

•e fall across the night sl<y. It is 

from the inside in Washington 
and London. At the center of 
power, he nevertheless seems to 
have been less corrupted by pow
er than mo t individuals who are 
so exposed. He had just come 
from lunching-this was a year 
and a half ago-with three scien
tists who were working on the 
atomic project. He reported that 
conversation as follows: 

"They tell me that perhaps they I 
will not be able to stop the ex
plosion when once they produce 
it: that quite possibly it will go 
on to tear apart at least the 
planet on which we live. I'm 
afraid I could not regret it too 
much. If that should happen, as 
I understand it, death would be 
painless and instant and those j 
still unborn surely could not com
plain. Perhaps the human experi
ment has been a mistake." 

He was not being either cynical J 

or funny. He spoke out of the 
infinite sadness which came from 
his knowledge of the suffering 
and horror which man has in
flicted on man in this terrible 
ronflict. 

It is the supreme tragedy of 

,y like the feeling of the girl in this moment- that the new dis· 
.o Thhorn

8
ton Wilder's beautiful play. 1 ~overy, ~hich dwarfs every phys

al T e adness of 1\lan 1~al achievement of the race un. 
A crude hand, an ignorant, un· t1l now, had to be used first for 

knowing hand has grasped the the destruction of human life. It 
is stuff of which the universe is was used to create more fear and 
>y made. These scientists, for all I hate. Women and children as 

that they produced this thing, well as men, undoubtedly by 
are almost as ignorant of the thousands, are till crying in 

il- root cause as are we ordinary agony and terror because the 
mortals. You can read between mind of man has unloosed the 
the lines of the account of that force of forces. 

;h testing on the lonely desert and Responsibility 
c- see that they were not at all sure 
!TI what was going to happen. Their This is why those responsible 

conflic~in15 reports on the effects for unleashing the new power 
1e of rad1atwn after the bomb has . 
" exploded confirm their doubts. J must meet. m solemn awe at once 
ld It calls to mind the remark of to control 1ts use as the re ponsi· 

a wise and philosophic Britisher I bility not of a nation or a group 
who has seen this entire war of nations, but of the race itself 

1 The obvious suggestion has bee~ 
, made that the entire project be 
turned over to the new United 
Nations Organization. 

It seems to me that this is too 
big. a burden to pile on an organi
zatiOn not yet in being. We can
not wait until the new league is 
ready to take on such a load. 
Every moment that goe by jn. 
creases the danger that thi will 
become a matter of competition 
among all the nations. 

The primary responsibility be
longs to those who have evoked 
the new force. A working part
nership of Britain, Canada Aus
tralia and the U. S. did th'e job. 
Let responsible representatives 
from these countries meet at once 
to serve as trustees until the new 
league is prepared to take over. 

Like curious children, we have 
forced the lock on the forbidden 
door. Now, unles we mean to 
destroy ourselves, we must guard 
the entrance. 

-... 
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~~ Scientists W am Against Misuse of Power 
(Cop!lright,1945, by The Newspaper PM,Inc.) 

II CHICAGO, Aug. 9.
Abuse of atomic power 
would mean "the begin-

- · ning of the end of the 
world" and if America allows it to 
engender international jealousies 
instead of international solidarity, 
"God help us all." 

This warning was issued today 
by scientists at the University of 

1 Chicago who took an active part in 
the creation of the earth-smashing 
atom bomb, but who must remain 
unnamed. 

"It must be fully realized by this 
country and the world that what 
we do with this new power from 
now on is frau§ht with unbelievable 
consequences,' one of them said. 

He added in warning language 
that "the world as we knew it no 
longer exists, and it is the devout 
obligation of America to know the 

danger as well as the glory in
volved in atomic energy." 

While America may have no in
tention of using atomic power as 
a threat, he said "its very existence 
is a threat because it is now made 
and cannot be unmade, and we 
alone have it." 

With equal solemnity, Chancellor 
Arthur H. Compton, of Washing
ton University in St. Louis, who 
directed research at the University 
of Chicago as dean of the Physical 
Sciences Division until this Sum
mer, quoted former Prime Minister 
Churchill in saying: 

"This revelation of the facts of 
nature long mercifully withheld 
from man should arouse the most 
solemn reflections in the mind and 
conscience of every human being. 
We must pray that these awful 
agencies will be made to conduce 

I 

peace among nations and, instead 
of wreaking measureless havoc upon 
the entire globe that they may be
come a perennial foundation of 
world prosperity." 

While secrecy continued to en
velope details of the work done by 
the Chicago scientist, it was learned 
that the group worked with "fever
ish intensity" and in "mortal fear" 
that the Germans might beat 
America to the draw in perfecting 
the atom bomb. 

When the news first reached 
America that the Nazis were using 
jet propulsion bombs, a great fear 
fell upon those in the project who 
knew what this might mean. 

One man said: 
"What did the jet bombs have in 

them? That's what we wanted to 
know. If they had our explosive the 
war was over and Germany had 
won it. That's how close it was." 

t 



1zo BIG AERIAL BLOWI 

Japanese Port Is Target 
in Devastating New 

Midday Assault 
I 
RESULT CALLED GOOD 

lF oe Asserts Hiroshima' 
Toll Is 'Uncountable' I 
-Assails 'Atrocity' J 

By W. H. LAWREICE 
By Wlreltss to TKJ: NEW YollX Tn!&5. 

GUAM, Thursday, Aug. 9-Gen. 
Carl A. Spaatz announced toda.y 
that a second atomic bomb had · 
been dropped, this time on the city 
of Nagasaki, and that crew mem
bers reported "good results." 

The second use of the new and 
terrifying secret weapon which 
wiped out more than 60 per cent 
of the city of Hiroshima and, ac
cording to the Japanese radio, 
killed nearly every resident of that 
town. occurred at noon today, 
Japanese time. The target today 
was an important industrial and 

1
shipping area with a population of 

' about 253,000. 
The great bomb, which harnesses\ 

the power of the universe to _de- , 
stroy the enemy by concussion, 
blast and fire, was dropped on the 
second enemy city about seven 
hours after the Japanese had re
ceived a political "roundhouse 
punch" in the form of a declara
tion of war by the Soviet Union. 

Vital Transshfpment P oint 
l GUAM, Thursday, Aug. 9 (lPI
INagasaki is vitally 1mportan_t. as a

1 lport fot· transshipment of mthtary 
supplies and the embarkation of 
troops in support of Japan's opera
tions in China, Formosa, South
east Asia and the Southwest Pa
cific. It was highly important ~s l 
a major shipbuilding and repa1r 
center for both naval and mer
chantmen. 

The city also included industrial 
surburbs of Inase and Akunoura on 
the western side of the harbor, and 
Urakami. The combined area is 
nearly double Hiroshima's. 

Nagasaki, although only two-
1 thirds as large as Hiroshima in 

population, is considered more im- 1 

portant industrially. With a popu
lation now estimated at 253,000, its 
twelve square miles are jam
packed with the eave-to-eave build
ings that won it the name of "sea 
of roofs." 

General Spaatz' communique re- ~ 
porting the bombing did not say 
whether one or more than one 
"mighty atom" was dropped. 

Hiroshima a 'City of Dead' 
The Tokyo radio yesterday de

scribed Hiroshima as a city of 
ruins and dead "too numerous to 
be counted," and put forth the 
claim that the use of the atomic 

Continued on Page 6, Column S I 

---=========! 
NAGASAKI BLASTED burned alive by high _temperature unless some mea~s or hardening 

while those who were mdoors were them can be proVlded," the broad-
crushed by falling buildings." cast contmued. 

By 2D ATOM BOMB Authorities still were "unable to The broadcast to the United 
obtain a definite check-up on the States went on to ask: "How will 
extent of the casualties" and "au- the United States war leaders 
thorities were having their hands justify their degradation, not only 

Continued Fram Page 1 ful in giving every available re- in the eyes of the other peoples 
lief possible under the circum- but also in the eyes of the Ameri

bomb was a violation of intema- stances," the broadcast continued. can people? How will these right
tion&l law. In the destruction of property eous-thinking American people feel 

The broadcast made in French even emergency medical facilities about the way their war leaders 
d di t d t E am sev were burned out, 1'okyo said, and are perpetuating this crime against an rec e 0 urope, c e - relief squads were rushed into the man and God? 

eral hours a.fter Tokyo had directed area from all surrounding districts. "Will they condone the whole 
a report to the Western Hem!- The Tokyo radio also reported thing on the ground that every
aphere for consumption in America that the Asahi Shimbun had made thing is fair in love and war or 
asserting that "practically all liv- "a strong editorial appeal" to the will they rise in anger and de
ing th" gs human and animal people of Japan to remain calm in nounc~ this blot on tJ:e honor and 

m ' ,; facing the use of the new type tradition and prestige of the 
were literally seared to death bomb and renew pledges :o con- American people?" 
Monday, when the single bomb was tinue to fight. The broadcast said that "author-
dropped on the southern Honshu [A special meeting of the Jap- ized q_uarters in Tokyo made J:be 
city. anese Cabinet was called at the followmg statemen~ on Aug. 8 WI_th 

The two broadcasts recorded by residence of Premier Kantaro regard to the Un_tted States d1s-
, · Suzuki to hear a preliminary re- regard for humamty: 

the Federal Communications Com- port on the damage, The United "International law lays down 
mission, stressed the terrible effect Press said.] the principle that belligerent na-
of the bomb on life and property. tions are not entitled to unlimited 

European listeners were told A Propaganaa Front choice in the means by which to 
that "as a consequence of the use Voice broadcasts and wireless destroy their opponents. 
of the new bomb against the town transmissions aimed at North "This is made clear by Article 
of Hiroshima on Aug. 6, most of America. and Europe during the 22 of The Hague Convention. 
the town has been completely de- day apparently were trying to Consequently any attack by such 
stroyed and there are numerous establish a propaganda point that means agair:st open towns and 
dead and wounded among the pop- the bombings should be stopped. defenseless citizens are unforgiv
ulation." For example, a Tokyo English able actions. The United States 

[The United States Strategic language broadcast to North ought to remember that at the 
Air Forces reported ye~terday America, acc';lsing ~eric~n lead- beginning of the fighting in China I 
that 60 per cent of the city had er~ of,tomentmg.~n atrocity c~m- it protested to Japan on numerous 
been destroyed.] pa1gn in order to create the rm- occasions in the name of humanity 
"The destructive power of these pression that the Japanese are against smaller raids carried out 

bombs is In describable," the cruel people," as preparation for in- by Japan." 
broadcast continued, "and the cruel tensive Allied bombing of Japan, [Article 22 of The Hague Con
sight resulting from the attack is took up the subject of atomic vention of 1907 Respecting the 
110 impressive that one cannot dis- bombing, and described it as "use- Laws and customs of War on 
tinguiah betwe~n men and women less cru~lty" that "may have given Land states: "The right of 
killed by the f1re. The corpses are th~ Umted. Stat~~ war leaders belligerents to adopt means of 
too numerous to be counted. gu1lty consciences. injuring the enemy is not un-

"The destructive power of this "They may be afraid that their limited"] 
new bomb spreads over a large illegal and useless and ne~dless The Tokyo announcer used the 
area. _People who were o~tdoors at bombing may eventual_ly brmg a French phrase "villes demilitar
the tlme of the explosion were protest from the Amencan people ises," or "open towns," although 
============================= Hiroshima was known to be a 

WHERE THE FIRST ATOMIC BOMB FELL quartermaster depot and a garri
son town of considerable military 
importance. 

Aur. 9 , 1945 

The symbol on the map indicates the approximate spot, north 
of the docks, where the new explosive that wiped out 60 per cent 
of Hiroshima was dropped. 

The description of the havoc 
followed the line offered earlier in 
the broadcast to the United States, 
the "disastrous ruin" that struck 
the city, crushed houses and build
ings, and "all of the dead and 
injured were burned beyond recog
nition," said the broadcast. 

I 
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ATOMIC POWER 
Beyond the veil of dust and smoke 

and aearing death which waa Hiro
shima. there are many fascinating 
fields of speculation for the use of 
atomic power for beneficent rather 
than destructive ends. The whole reve
lation of the fission of the atom has 
come with such a. sudden thunderclap 
that one is left bewildered and at a 
loss to know Which of its many impli
cations beyond those of immediate de
struction of the Japanese enemy may 
prove to be substantial and real, and 
which chimerical. Obviously a train of 
developments which involves many 
difficulties and complications must lie 
between the utilization of the explosive 
force of the atom for bombing and the 
chaining of this force a.nd its channeliz
ing to the ends of peaceful industry. It 
can be hoped, however, that the same 
intensive application and teamwork on 
the part of research and science which 
has marked the new development of 
the breakdown of U-235 for a. weapon 
may result in many applications which 
would change radically the nature of 
our everyday lives. 

Already scientists of the National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
have suggested that an end resul 
might be a form of prime mover for 
aircraft which would so materially re
duce the fuel load as to extend enor
mously the economy and efficiency of 
flight. William B. Stout, former presi
dent of the Society of Automotive En
gineers, has indicated the possibility, 
through the use of atomic force, of an 
automobile engine no larger than a 
brick. In countless other fields of in
dustry and transportation the events 
set in motion by the first trial of the 
new bomb at Alamogordo Airfield, 
New Mexico, and the first combat use 
at Hiroshima may be the firAt links in 
the chain of development profoundly 
affecting our whole civilization. Knowl
edge of the new power is still so cir
cumscribed by the necessities of secur
ity and still so young in point of time 
that such projections must necessarily 
be highly speculative. But when we 
consider the speed, for example, with 
which the development of the turbo
jet engine has been brought to a. point 
where it may make obsolete previous 
conceptions of applied power based on 

the reciprocating principle, it does not 
seem too fantastic to assume that a. 
future harnessed breakdown of the 
atom can have effects at present al
most inconceivable on the industry and ' 

I life of tomorrow. 
----~= 

ATOM RlllALS PET AIN 
IN FRENCH INTEREST 

By Wtreleaa to To Nzw YORK Tuns. 
PARIS, Aug. 8-The atomic 

bomb caught up with and in some 
cases surpassed Marshal Henri
Philippe Petaln's trial today in the 
amount of attention that it r e
~elve~ .in the French press, where 
1t~ ~mhtary and industrial potentl
ahbes were equally discussed. 

Assuming that its economic value 
would prove the more important 
In the future, the French News 
Agency said that "the Anglo-Saxon 
~ations" h~d a double advantage 
m that the1r laboratories could so 
far apply atomic energy while 
most uranium, from which it is de· 
rived, was In Britain Canada 
America, Sou\h Africa ' and Aus~ 
tralia, although there were deposits 
also in Austria, Madagascar, Por
tugal , the Congo and Russia. 

Albert Grand cabled from New 
'York to Liberation that three 
months ago Dr. Albert Einstein 
had .s~i~ that, "unfortunately, the 
poss1b1hty .of atomic disintegration 
IS not entirely Utopian." Several 
writers here emphasized the bomb's 
appalling destructive power. 
... Combat commented that it was 
mdec.ent to celebrate a discovery 

that f1rst serves the most formida
ble destructive power that man has 
held in centuries," especially in this 
world, which is "delivered over to 
violence, incapable of control in
different to justice and hu'man 
happiness." 

I 
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70 YEAR EFFECT technical manuals for the Navy,,m ny scientist& vho have been en• 

noon clarifying his position as the at mic bomb ha·e been sustained 
· E Issued a statement yesterday after- g ed in the d&relopment of the 

0 F BOMBS D ENI 
1
D :u~~:S;:P!~ ~~~c~ee;er~i~~t!~i~h b hopes for the uture, which it is 

he declared that Japanese visiting a ropriate that I should express 
the Hiroshima ruins would be in o their beha.J.l. These hopes are 

Atomic Research Head Scouts danger for seventy ;years. Dan- n different fr<m those that have 
. . . gero~s secondary radiations would in pired the leaJers of our Govern-

Long RadtoactJVJty-Expert continue around the bombed city m .1nt in encour.tging and support-

H Cl 
'f' for that long, he had declared. . 'f . 

ere an tes Statement Dr. Jacobson was questioned for m this work. 
several hours yesterday by Gov- t is our cowiction that these 
ernment agents, including special h es will be iJ.ared by the Amer-

Spectal to TIB Ntw Yo"" TrM.s. agents of the Federal Bureau of ic n people. 
WASHINGTON, Aug. 8- Dr. J . Investigation, and a spokesman e have bel~ved that the use of 

Robert Oppenheimer, director of said later that he was ill and upset · 
the vast research project that de- by the furore his article had en-1 th s weapon 11 the war agamst 
veloped the atomic bomb, today gendered. His later statement 'Ja an might ).elp to shorten that 
said there was no reason to be- follows: w~r and be & benent to the world 
lieve the bomb explosion over "1. It should be clearly under- fo~ that re!lslfi alone . But above 
Hiroshima left any appreciable stood that my connection with the all we have tt.ought that this spec· 
radioactivity on the ground. Si- 'Manhattan Project' [the code ta ular and terrifying technical de
multaneously, the War Depart- name for the atomic bomb work] ve opment ·y.oould force upon the 
ment said other scientists who was in a minor official capacity. pe pie of tWs country and all the 
worked on the project similarly ~"2 . Naturally the material In w r-we~~:ry peoples of the ~orld a 
thought no such effect would re- is story represents my opinions recognition. first, of how rmpera
sult. ather than confidential informa~ tive it baa 'become to avert future 

The statements were issued by ·on. war~, an second, ho~ the coop· 
the Department as comment on a "3. I find that as a result of er11~10n aild understandmg be~ween · 
newspaper story by Dr. Ha rold later information eminent and nations Which has seemed destrable 
Jacobson that the bomb would qualif ied scientists connected with for so loig has become a desperate 
leave killing radioactivity behind \he project do not agree with some n~cessi~~· · 
for seventy years. ?f my opinions. As h~ been so clearly stated by 

"Based on all our experimental "4. I am surprised and pleased the President and by the Secretary 
work and study and on the results to learn that the results of the of Wf1.r, the atomic bomb is only 
of the t est in New Mexico," Dr. J~ly experiment in .New Mexico in- oJe f 'roduct of our rec~nt .techno· 
Oppenheimer said there is every d1cate that only mmor amounts of lcgic al advance. As sc1entls ts, we 
reason to believe' that there was radioa~tivity are present after the s}ar•e . their confidence that con
no appreciable radioactivity on explos10n and that these quickly strr.t.ctlve developments o! g.reat az:d 
the ground a t Hiroshima and what di~~ppear. 1astmg benefit to mankmd Wlll 
little there was decayed · very 5. To my knowledge, the man- eventuate from this work. The 
rapidly." ufa.cture of atomic energy In the general outlines of many of these 

The war Department said that Umted States has been skillfully developments are even now clear 
In the opinion of "qualified ex- pla.nr:ed and provided with such to us. 
perts" who had been studying the efftcter:t lrilfety precautions that 
bomb from all phase.s, no such there 1s no dang?r to any of the 
thing would happen employes on the Manhattan Proj-

All the scienti~ts connected ect.' " · 
with the atomic bomb project had The SJ?Okesman said there. was 
been pledged to secrecy under no question, as reported earher in 
the Espionage Act, it was ' said a t ~he d~y, of :J?r. Jacobson's renounc
the War Department, this includ- ~g hiS earh~r statements as hav· 
ing Dr. Oppenheimer Dr. Jacob- mg been wrttten by someone else. 

t ' He wrote them and cleared them 
son and o hers . . But, because the through the Office of War Infor
story was published under Dr. mation in Washington it w 'd 
Jacobson's name, the Department • as sal · 
a~ke~ Dr. Oppenheimer to furnish ATOM HELD PEACE AGENT 
h1s v1ews. 

Dr. Jacobson Tells Views 
Dr. Jacobson, a technician on 

the staff of Philip E . Wilcox, Inc., 
of 39 Park Avenue. which prepared 

All Foreign Sabotage 
Of Atomic Bomb Foiled 

By Tht Assoetated Prell. 

WASHINGTON, Aug. 8-The 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
sa1d today that no foreign
directed sabotage had been com
mitted at any atomic-bomb 
installation although German 
agents in this country had or
ders to get specific information 
on the bomb and on uranium. 

German spies were directed to 
make contact with key personnel 
at atomic-bomb plants and to de
termine among other things 
the type of protective devices 
used, a Federal Bureau of Inves
tigation spokesman said This 
indicated that the Germa;.s were 
encountering trouble in their 
atomic developments, he said. 

The spokesman emphasized 
that no contacts had been made 
by the German agents with key 
employes of the plants. Special 
secvrity measures were invoked 
to protect these individuals from 
physical harm, he said. 

From a foreign power the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
learned that the Germans were 
inquiring about the Pasco 
Wash., plant, the spokesma~ 
said. As a result, the Army took 
over the protection of this in
stallation. 
. Th~ Federal Bureau of Inves

tigation_ studied 269,303 appli
cants' fmger cards for the "Man
hattan District Project" and 
found that 31,223 persons had 
criminal records worth investi
gatmg by the Army, the spokes
man said. In addition, the Fed
eral Bureau of Investigation 
mvestlgated every person em
ployed by the atomic-bomb de
velopment. 

Scientist Links Discovery to Neces. 
sity for Averting War 

t 

By DR. J. R. OPPENHEIMER 
Nortb American Newspaper Alliance. 

SANTA FE, N. M., Aug. 8-The 

Task Posed for U11 
TO THE EDITOR OF THll NEW YORK TIMES: 

We have increased our control over 
energy and power 20,000 times and 
more. We know that if nations use this 
power within the atom in fighting each 
other we can, with new developments 
certain to come, destroy all animal life 
in a short time. Al~o we knpw that 
the social antagonisms-racial, na
tional and economic-now brewing 
among men shall certainly cause an
other war. 

Therefore, unless the United States, 
which first used atomic energy de
structively, uses its relatively enormous 
power to increase by 20,000 times the 
power of the United Nations of the 
Earth, man shall destroy himself. 

The United Nations must have even 
more power over all people on earth 
than the United States Government 
has over its people. Future develop
ments may increase atomic power so 
that even a small group in the United 
States, operating secretly, could cause 
fantastic destruction. 

I do not believe' that there is enough 
unity and will among the world's lead
ers to create such a. United Nations 
organization. Therefore, I believe the 

1 United States should use all its power 
to obtain military and political control. 

If this is not done soon other na
tions will soon use atomic power them
selves, and a world state will become 
an impossibility. ROBERT HARROW. 

New York, Aug. 7, 19•5. 
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Atomic Bomb Poses Problem ' \ 

[ntelligencc Needed to Prevent Use of ' 
New Power for Destruction 

To THII: EDITOR OF THII NIIW YoRK TIMES; 

A creeping feeling of apprehension Is 
felt throughout the world aa to what, E 

exactly, would be the use made of the c 
discovery of the atomic power which c 
was revealed after the dropping on p 
Japanese soil of one of the most de
structive weapona ever devised by the 
technological ingenuity of man. 

The now man-harnessed terrific pow
er of atomic energy poses for human 
beings the greatest of moral choices 
they have ever had to face-between 
educating themselves for doing good or 
allowing their latent bestial passions to 'l 
bring total catastrophe upon them-
selves.1 s 

The United States and Britain are, e 
for the present, in possession of a for- c 
midable secret and able to manufacture t 
the weapon that could extinguish the I' 
lives of hundreds of thousands of peo- f 
pie in a brief second or the machines 1 

that would improve the quality of per- c 
formance of every motive-power mech- 1: 
anism and thus save many of the fast- I 
being-depleted storea of fuel materials t 
now employed for that purpose. 

Thus the fate of humanity largely 
rests upon a course of wisdom or one 
of primitive ferocity the two great na- 1 

tions may choose to follow hereafter in 
world affairs. 

The discovery, moreover, brings to a 
climax the urgency of placing only 
men of great vision and warm human 
understanding at the head of legiala
tive bodies and foreign affairs offices. 
It is more on these two branches of 
government that laws and policies 
making for genuine cooperation or for 
friction with other governments may 
de\lelop in the future. 

On entering a new phase of stupen
dous energy-releasing discoveriea for 
mechanical uses we must all feel < 
obliged to devote our best intellectual < 
energies to the development of social ~ , 
science and the science of government 
to that perfection that will enable them c 
to meet successfully the many strange 
demands of a new and portentous era 
in human existence. May intelligence, 
warm sympathy and affection guide us 
safely through a future pregnant with 
possibilities for much good or for evil 
more hellish than any yet known. 

A. GARCIA DIAZ. 
New York, Aug. 7, 19•5. 

NO VATICAN STAND 
IS TAKEN ON BOMB 

No Statement on Its View Is 
Likely Unless the Pope 

Speaks for Himself 

By Wlr<l ... to Trul NEW YORK Tu!U. 

ROME, Aug. 8-The Vatican as 
auch has not taken any stand 
against the atomic bombing of 
Japan and in view of reports to 
the contrary yester<lay this cannot 
be too strongly emphasized. 

It is quite true that among the 
hundreds of priests in the Vatican 
a feeling of deep personal revul
sion against the use of so awesome 
a weapon has welled up. It is true, 
also, that the Vatican in a collec
tive sense has always deplored the 
inflicting of war's horrors on civil
ian populations and to that extent 
is likely to view the effect of the 
new weapon with dismay. 

But for obvious reasons a formal 
statement of Vatican opinion on so 
moot a matter would not be forth
corning save from the Pope or the 
Secretariat of State. In any event 
it would certainly have been pub
lished in the Osservatore Romano, 
Vatican City newspaper, and dis
seminated through the daily bulle
tin of the Vatican press service 
directed by Federico Alessan
drini. who is associate editor of 
the Osservatore Romano. 

Signor Alessandrini said today 
that no such statement of policy 
had been authorized. Tonight's 
Osservatore Romano carries only a 
news round-up on the atom bomb. 
Strongly Catholic newspapers like 
the Popolo and the Quotidiano did 
not use yesterday's story although 
they are subscribers to the agency 
that distributed it. 1 

It is also worth noting that the ! 

completely unofficial but deeply 
entrenched private agency run by 
Msgr. Enrico Pucci did not attempt 
to speak for the Vatican in this 
connection. Msgr. Pucci, who has 
been repeatedly disavowed as an 

r 
IE NEW YORK TIMES, Tf 

that during a private audience the 
Pope granted him and Carleton A. 
Hardraker, correspondent of News
week, today they showed the Pon
tiff an Associated Press dispatch 
published in t!le Army newspaper 
Sta~s and Stnpes, which said the 
Vatican opposed the use of atomic 
bombs on Japan. 

[_A Vatican City dispatch, 
wh1~h quoted "an authoritative 
Vatican source" as making a 
statement to that effect was is
sued by The Associated Press in 
the United States but was with
drawn from publication when the 
source would not permit himself 
to be named.) 
Mr. Noyes said the Pope de

clared he had not been aware of 
any such staternent. He added that 
the Pope used the telephone, pre
sumably to check the source of the 
statement, then told the corre
spondents: "Yes, the statement 
was unauthorized." 

authorized spokesman by high ____ _ 
Vatican attaches, merely declared . . . . . 
that the atomic bomb had made a versial matters mvolvmg mterna- can had taken no off1c1al stand on 
"deep impression" on the Vatican. tiona! relatio~s . . the atom bomb. 

The Conservative Agenzia Ro- This certamly applies in the . 
mana d'Informazioni, which is present case, as was shown by the Pope Demea Statement 
close tQ the Christian Democratic way in which yesterday's Osserva- ROME, Aug. 8 UP)-Pope Pius 
party and specializes in Vatican tore Romano discussed the atomic XII was quoted by an American 
news, denounced the story as bomb. It will continue to apply at newspaperman today as denying 
a "fantasy." lease until the Pope decides to lthat anyone had been authorized 

The Vatican in general prefers speak for himself. to express the Vatican view on the 
to remain, as one American at- At the office of Myron R. Taylor, use of the atomic bomb against 
tache put it, "gray'' rather than the President's envoy to the Vati- Japan. 
taking a stand that would make it can, a high ranking aide assured! Newbold Noyes Jr., correspond
"black" or "white" on contro- this correspondent that the Vati- ent of The Washington Star, said 
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Die Laufbahn Lise Meitners 
Andere jiidische Mitarbeiter bei der Atombambe 

Ueber Nacht hat der :-;am einer Prof. Dr. Lise 1eitner hat die found· · · some further uranium prod-ucla with u"n•u.pec:ted properliea. • nese Jiidin, die Hitler mit 5dn n Ras- Ergebnisse ibrer Forschungen zur proauc:u; w re at nn• bo.uev .. u 1o .,,. 
sengesetzen aus Deutschland ver- Zertriimmerung der Atome in E'in e1· •aotopea of radtum and ac:Untum; by caretul chemical test•, however, it was tri rb, die Runde um den Erdball Reihe von Schriften und Abhand- found later that they were actually 
gemacht. Die Atombombe, die ~o- Jungen niedergelegt, die wegen ih- isotopes of balium and lanthanum. Thus It wes nec:eosary to aasume the eben zum er ten :\iale mit fii rch - re r ein wissenschaftlich-techni- existence of an entirely new type of 
terlicher Wirkung an Japan er- schen Charakters im wesentlichen ~:~:."I:~ re;~~:~~ t~~o •P!~~g .':!aft~~ 
probt \VUrde und von P ra s ident nur dem Fachmann ve rs tandlich nuc:Jei. ... 
T r11man und Premierminister A tt- und deshalb dl'm gros en Publikum ""Thb new type of nuc:lear reaction can be simply understood on the baaia lee sowie Winston Ch urch ill in he- wenig oder garnich t bekannt ge- ot the general ideaa of the mechanism 
sonders feierlicher F orm als ei n wot\ IPn sind. Wir nennEn hie r die ot nuc:lear trensmulaJion developed In later yeAr by Bohr. Acc:ordmg to Erei~is von welterschii t ternd·re- grundlegenden Arbe iten Prof. Meit- the• Ideas. a nuc:Jeus behaves in many 
volutionierend E' r - W;rkung und ner s, aus dPnen wir weiter unten respec:la almila:tly to a Uquid drop. 

and. th~ new type of tran.imutat,on, Tragweite, sowohl fii r den Kr ie3' e inige Ausziige wiEdetgeben: " Bei- for which we propo1ed the name 
wie fiir den F r ieden, hingestellt t riige zur Physik det A tomlren1e"; ""fission; · may therefore be compared with the div>don of 1uc:h a drop into worden i ·t, beruh t, wa s die Vor- " Atomvorgiinge w ul ihre Sic/ltba •- smaller droplet• u a re1u1t of a 
arbeiten angeht. zu g-u tem Teile machun~" (1926); " Dcr Aufbaa deformation produced by an external 

h disturbance. For highly charged nuclei. auf den p ys ikal ist:hen Forse hun- der A to mkern e" ( 1. 35 zu"am me n 1uc:h a deformation will in feet requi:re 
gen dieser jiidiRchen Re fu ge!'-W fs- mi t Prof. Max Delbriick ; " O n tlu • relatively small energy. 1lnw 1he restoring influence of the 1urfac:e tensenschaftler in und ihre1 :M itarbei- Products of the F ission of Cro 11 ium don arisln!J from 1he short :range 
ter. and Thorium Und Er N cut ro r• B on1- nuclear forc:ea will be largely c:om-

Ih 
~ · '" pensated by the elec:troslalic repulsion r .~ameistLiu.lfciln l •. vv ie ba rdm.ent" (193fl,Kopenh ageli,Zll- of the separating fragnanJa of the 

die am t rikanische un<l engli l'che am men mit Dr. F risch) . nuc:lcus. In the cou:t:!e of the sepa-
p b rating process. lhls repulsion will more-resse u ereinstimmend am Ta e. In der le tztgena nnten Abh a nd - over give the fragment. very large 
der Bekanntgabe de E !nsatze der l unfi , die nur in eng li scher pr a che kinetic energie•. · .. Juat on account 
Atombombe j:!egen Japa n bet cnt \'Orliegt und in Band X VII , .:-J r . 5 ~~P!~/!..,!."t~~e e~n;::le r;;e~~~ ~f.:'~ 
ha t , wa r e ohne die ex perim n tellen der )fathematisch- Phy ika l i~chen processes was also aoon obtained partly 
Arbeiten Lise !\l eitner~ tl nd l· hre!· :Mitteilun !?"n der l(!! l. Da"" nt'-chen by the obrervatlon of the large ionlsa-.. c - lion produced b!" each of the high 
Kolle~ en H alnt, St l"aSS IIWitrl, F risch W issen schaftlichen Cesellschaf t a us •peed nuc:lear iragmenla. partly by the 
un d Peier/.~ , d ie pra kt.ische Ver- dem J ahr e 1939 zu linden i ~1 , hat ~~:=i~;~:r; ,~/:~!::!~~l~r!':t:::.Jr::d 
wi r klichu ng- der ungeh ue1· li chsten clie jlidische F or cherin die gena ue thorium. afforded by 1he power of the 
T'" ff d h high soeed fragments to penetrate "a e er • 'euzeit ka u m moglich c ilderu ng ih rer Expe r im~nte throu<>h thin foU. of aolld maHer:· 
gewe~en. iiber d1e Verwandlung von Uran- Mitorbeiter Lise Meitners 

Die Lcsuf!:ahn der Forscherin iu m und Thorium du1·ch eut ronen- W ir haben schon oben d ar auf 
Wer i t Li ~e :l-1 eitner ? Die F or - Bombard ierur.g ge~reben . Zum bP~- h ingewiel' n , dass Prof. Lise Mei t

~che r in, d ie in deutschen und ~eren Vers ta ndn is der Au~ziige ;,tus ner die Ex perimente, deren a lle-e
inte•·nationa len Gelehrt nkrci~en dieser Darstellung sei hier vonYeg m E> ine Natur die vors tehenden Zi
llin!::!'\t ein c Ber i.i hm t heit war, i t erklart, dass " Isotope" in der neu- ta te kenn zeich nen, in Gemeinscha f t 
a m 7. ~ cvcmbcr I RI I'l in Wien ce- cren Physik die iiblich P Bezeic h- mit Dr. Ott o R obert Frisch a usge
bon m, mithin bereits G7 J ahre ~ lt. nu ng von Elementen oder Atom- f i.ihrt haL Dieser is t , wie wir er 
:-;ach einer P rivatdozentur in Ber- arten ist, die a n gleicher Stelle im fah1en, dE'r ~effe der F or scherin 
lin wurde Li se :l-1eitner ausR r · P eriodischen System der E l mente un d fben f a ll s in Wien geboren . 
orden tl ic her Profc~•or fiiJ p~1 y~ ik l'tehen. Sie unterscheiden ~ich le- Dr. Fri_ch wai vor sein Em durch 
an l!u Universitiit Berlin nnd )fit- digli ch rlurch d ie Versehiedenheit HitlE'r e•·:twtm genen Verlassen 
glied cles Kaiser Wilhelm- l n~litut~ ihrer Atomge wichte, d. h. ihrer Deul5chland Dozent a n der Uni
flir Chemic in Berlm-Dahlrm. Bier Kernmasse. D urc h die Entdeckung· ve r~itat H antbw g, g ing z!Hliichst 
war ihr H auptat·beitsp;ebict die Ra- rler I so tope h at das AtomgPwicht nac:h London, urn seine F or sch un
dioaktivitat. Sie unter~uch e di(' in der Chemic se ine beherr~chende g n iibet Kernph ysik f or tzusctzen 
Znfall;.pt·odukte ci <' ~ R,.rliums, St llung verloren und an die Kern- und arbeitetc da nn in Kopen hagen 
T horium;; und Akt i n i un 1 ~ •owie ladu ng abgegeben . Unter '"/ so111e- am ln~titu t von P rof. Nie ls B ohr. 
das Auftreten dcr Beta - ~trahlen rie" ( Isomerism ) wi r cl in de r Che- Dort entwickelte er mit ~einet· 
1!)18 entdeekte ~i - gemein~am mit mie die E rscheinunJ:r ver~landen. Tan1e, wit- oben geschildert. die 
Otto flnlt 11 <i'l: Prota klinium Fer- dass chemische Verbimlunrrtn bei · Them·ie der " nuclear fissi on". 
11er Iieferte ~ie in den JPtzl€n Jah- g-.leicher qual itativer unci (j~antita- F1·i>'eh wurde 1943 britischer 3iir
ren vo1· Hitler fundamenta l wich- ttver Zusammensetzung- ;;ich the- ger. Er i~t h ute 41 J ahre alt. 
t ig. BeitJ"iig-e zur Ph~· ~ i k clu Atom- mi.;ch un d ph ysikalillch unter>chei- Eben!'o hat nach eng lischen Mit-
keJne. den. teilungen c!H noch jtinge;e, erst I 

l'l:l.i wurd~ Prof. Or . Li~P . l eit- lm Kopenhaqener Labora- I :l J ahre alte, Prof. R udolf Er-11sf 
ncr von den . ·azi~ al~ ··::'llicht- torium f'(il ~Is. ein ji.idischer Refugee aus 
a rierin"' ihrer l.Rhr· un<l F rseh- In clcr Kopenhagener Abhand- Berlm , ei~ hohes Mitverd ien~t an 
unoost'itt"gke,·t etllholl~n 1 ·· . . <lu Entwtck lung der Aton1b b ~· ' ' nnr llns lung u btr d te Expernnente die die · . om e. 
<!em I.a11cle g-ejazt. ~i< ging n~t Grundlagen fiir die A.l ' b b I ~elerl ~. sett 1940 br it ischer B urger, 
l'ac·h n·· k . l . om om e ~~· hLute .· d b "t• h I anemar · , wo >Je !):39 am ~chuf, fii hr t P r of. Li~e :\ieitner u. i · . ~ : \\I er r1 tsc e nfor-
J n;;titut ftir theorel i•chP Phy~ik in a . a us: matJOnHhen;;t hervorhebt, "einer 
Kopenhag-en ·ihre tm~.:<· h ue1 bcrlcu- ""Th f " t . deJ h t> J vorragendsten t heoretischen 

II e u s experunent of F e rmi on Ph ,.. ·1 ~ . • E ., . tun~s\·o £11 l<:xpe1 im<:ute Ztli'am- the transmutation of uranium and j Y· •~el Ill ,ngland . E r geho5rte 
men mit Dr. Olio H"l•l 11 !<'t isrh thorium. by neu tron bo.mbardment ~~ · von A nfang an zu den Mit<> lieder 

f h ready dJac:losed several mterestlng new de< Ch . " n nus ii t·te, die <ie dann in liner features. which were invesli'laled more I · " 0 n · urch1ll u nd dem briti-
Abhandlung in den \fittfilungs- c:~osely in the following years espe- ~then Gcnera l ~tab eingesetzten K 
! I c:tally by Hahn and Meitner. a:v:l Hann l 111 ·t 0 E . O-J iittern det• K.td. Dii11i~chen \Vi.- Meilner and Strassmann. In the cas~ 1 E<' 7 llT nhv1cklung einer 
~en~chaftlicht>n Gc!'e!l•chaft au .. of ·~nanium. len different radioactive A tomlm:nh . Ein Rockefeller t· 
! ... , 1

. h bod1es were found lo resull from the P< 1· I . lUll" JC im .J ahre l!J:!!l bc<chrid;rn transmutation. In the case of thorium. nl JUm lliH <he Be1·ufun g auf den 
hat. Von Kopenhag<'n ging Prof. ~ix transform.alion .Pr.oducts with chem- Lc-hrquhl fiil· angewand te l\1ath _ •. 1 . h •cal properhes Similar to those of mat'k I . U . . e ;v e1t1.et uac Stockholm. \\ o ihr radium and actinium were - found . 1 an r er mvers1tiit B irming-
~:u·e .\rbeiten tiber di t' Entl.inclung apa:rt fro~ a. radioactive thori um ham bezcug~n d ie Anerkennunoo 
l \ l!otope. wh1ch 11 p roba b ly conv e rt e d <li ~ · . · . · ""' ~ er .-..tomenergie ~eit 1 !J:lR die .\fit- Into a orotac:tinium Isotope · eme ~~~~en. Ch.lftl 1chen A r ei-

arheit in d~r Sehwerli!<t·IJ1 n Akacle- ""Following .the remarkabl~ · ~bserva- ·ten in En!! land gefunden haben . I \''' h tlon by Cur•e and Savilch of !he I Pc·icrl~ i<t < •t 1. • mi l' < er '' 1 ~!'\('I!St Hf(en dngc·tra- occ:uren~e of lra_nsmutallon products . : . . (:! I ICS E' Il1 J a h re a uch 
gen halten. of uran>um c:hemtcally similar to rare :11!1ght d d€1 R oy al Soc iet y tl 1 ____________ earth elements. Hahn and S!rassmann WEltber iihmt n u nd f "" h d ' .er 

u ren en t;-.·ls-
1 ~e ~<c:ha!tiichen Korperschaft G ros~
hn 1 an men>'. 

DJ ti ji.idiH·h Name n : Li ~e Meit
ne r, Rr•?n~ Frisch, Ernst P eierls 
· : : ~!reJ , rhe H itler in seiner Stu
P J ~h t at au~ Deutschland hinaus
!JJPb .... 

... ~n<l ihnen ·ll1 U5S noch cin vierter 
JUd i cheJ Name hinzug efiigt wer
den. Df·l <1€. a merikanisch en P ro
fe:·~or .. ?1 • J. R ohe1·t Oppenheime1·. 
D>c~tr Ill ~lW York am 22. April 
l !J04 ~ebmenE' von deut h ... d. ' sc -J u 1-

Friday, August 1 0, 1 945 

schen Eltern stammende Gelehrte, torium geplant, organi s iert und ge
der in Harvard und Gottingen stu- Jeitet, das in der Nahe von an ta 
dierte und an diese r deutschen Uni- Fe, N.M., die Atombombe zu p1·ak~ 
versitat seinen Doktorgrad erwarb, tischer Verwendung im Kr iej!"e 
is t heute Direktor des California entwickelte. Von ihm sa~t Kr i eg~ 
Institute of Technology. Er gilt sekretar Stimson riihm end : '"The 
als einer der hervorragendsten development of the bom b it5eH ha !' 
Spezialisten Am erikas auf dem Ge- been largely due to hi s ~:·eniu s an<l 
biet der Kosmi:-:chen Strahlen und the inspiration a nd leader ~hip he 
der Atom physik. j has given to his as ocia te~ ." 

O ppenh eimer hat da!' Labora- Richard Dyck. 
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II Ein sensationelles Dokument II 
1.1_ Deutsche Offlziere bezeugen deutsche Greueltaten ~~--

von Ma;or EUGEN KUMMING-Miinchen, • 
£~ 

; 

~~ ehemaligern Offizier beim Oberkommando des deut chen Hecrcs ! 
I 
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6. August 1945 
Der sechste August des Jahres Neunzehnhundertfiinfund

vierzig wird in der Crt!schichte der Menschheit fortleben, wie 

kaum ein anderer Tag in der Historie dieses Planeten. Scheu 

und Grauen, Ehrfurcht und Fassungslosigkeit muss sich in 

jedem Menschen zu einem Tumult der Gefiihle und der Ge

danken mischen, der die Offenbarung der Entdeckung der 

Sonncnenergie miterlebt hat. Noch kann niemand voll er

fassen, was geschehen ist. Aber eines steht fest: unser ge

samtes politischeS) soziales, medizinisches, wi senschaftliches 

Denken und Leben wird damit - wenn auch allmahlich -

auf andere Grundlagen gestellt werden. i\.m 6. August 1945 

hat eine neue Epoche der Menschheit begonnen. 
Die Entfesselung des Atoms ist nicht mehr und nkht 

weniger als die Entfesselung der Krafte, ans denen das Welt
all ent tanden ist und lebt. "Oh, dass ich erkenne, \\fas die 

Welt im Innersten zusammenhalt" - dieser Sehnsuchtsruf 

Fau~ts, der am Ende alles seines vergeblichen Wissensdran
ges ich auf den Selbstmord vorbereitet, hier ist er erfiillt 

worden. 
Sind die Menschen darauf vorbereitet? Diese neue Macht 

aller irdischen Machte ist in Crt!stalt einer Flieger-Bombe zu

erst in Erscheinung getreten, in ihrer Eigenschaft als eine 

zerstorende Macht. Wir wissen heute, dass wenn die Alliier

ten die en Wettkampf der Laboratorien nicht urn fiinf Monate 

gewonnen batten, viele von uns wohl heute nicht mehr lebten, 

dass New York vermutlich nichts weiter ware als eine Krater

land chaft. Aber nicht eine verwiistete Statte wie es heute 

dri.iben in Europa Tausende gibt, mit ragenden Ruinen und 

mit kleinen Oasen des Lebens dazwischen, sondern nichts ais 

eine Leere. Denn der Staub der atomisierten Stadt ware 

lang tim Winde verweht. Man weiss heute auch, dass Afrika
plane der Deutschen fiir einen raschen Vorstoss nach Bel

gisch-Congo vorlagen, wo sich neben den von der kanadi
schen R~gierung tibernommenen Eldorado Goldminen im 

Great Bear Lake-Gebiet in Kanada die gros-ten Vorkommen 
an Uranium befi11den. 

Die Welt halt seit dem 6. August Tod und Leben in ihrer 

Hand. Niemals hat sich das menschliche Hirn bandigen las
~en . Immer tiefer ist es in die Crt!heimnisse der Natur ein

gedrungen. Jetzt hat es das bisher grosste gelost. Wird die 

Menschheit sich nun selber aufiosen? Wird es ihr gelingen, 

.die Elemente, die es nun beherrscht, zu bandigen? Wird es 
verhindert werden konnen, dass diese in die Hande von Men
schen fallen, die sie in Cii.sarenwahn, in Mordlust, in Tollheit 
an ·ich reissen? 

Je mehr man tiber das nachdenkt, was hier geschehen ist, 
desto mehr verirren sich die Crt!danken in Rii.ume, die bisher 

ausserhalb der Grenzen aller Phantasie gelegen haben und 
die ja auch erst durch dies Geschehen in wahrstem Sinne des 

Wortes dcnkbar wurden. Es gibt nur noch die Wahl: Frieden 
oder Vcrnichtung. Jede politische Isolation hat aufgehOrt. 

Es gibt grundsatzlich bald keine grossen Staaten und 

kleinen ~taaten mehr. Bevolkerungszahlen spielen bald kaum 
norh Pin<> "Rnll.o T~l.. - - · "bald" - und bald sind zwanziO' 

•itrii.ume also. Der Begriff d;~ 
der Ozeane, ist schon in diesem 
mg herabgesunken, ,J etzt wird 
s werden. Internationale Roh
wie Koble, Oel, Wasserkraft
ndungen Schritt fiir Schritt er-

ben der Staateri daraus resultie
ts gesamte physikalische Denken 
revolutioniert werden. Und da
heit in Frieden der Entwicklung 
1me auf. Die Tore des Weltalls 
Unendlichkeit tut sich dem Er
~istes auf. Wird man jetzt die 
konnen? Wird man Getreide 
etwa Nonvegen in eine Tropen
n? Werden die Menschen hoher 
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Der Beginn 
Atom-Zei 

Von ARNO BRASCH 

Der Autor dleses Artikels. Dr. Arno Brasch. ist der beriihmte Atom- 1 
physiker, der zusammen mit Fritz Lange die Atomzertriimmerung mit 

kiinstllchen Mitteln begonnen hat. Besonders bekannt wurde er durch 

seine Versuche auf dem Monte Ceneroso. wo er aus Cewlttern grosse 

Energien und Spannungen fiir die Alomzertriimmerung herauszuholen 

suchte. Brasch und Lange waren es auch, die als Erole die kiinslllche 

Radloakllvilat untersucht und festgeslellt haben. 1933 verllessen beida 

Deutschland. Brasch ging nach den Vereinlgten Staalen, Lange nacb 

Russland. 1938 arbeltete Brasch mit Jolllot und Irene Curie In Paris 

an einem Atomzertriimmerungsapparat, den dann die Curlei welter 

benutzten. 1939 glng Brasch an das Callfornlsche Inslltut fiir Techno

logie In Pasadena. Zur Zeit ist er in New York mit Verouchan elner 

neuen Strahlenchemle baschaftlgt. In der "N. Y. Times" schrleb vor 

elnlger Zeit Waldemar Kaempffert iiber Brasch: "There is no doubt in 

my mind that Brasch's pioneering may constitute the basis of entbely 

new electronic industries.'' 

Der sechste August 1945 gehort 

in den Kalender der Sternenstun

den der Menschheitsgeschichte. 

Die dramatische Erkliirung un· 

seres Prasidenten iiber die endlich 
geg:iickte Erschliessung atomarer 
Energien beendet eine okonorn i
sche und industrielle Epoche, die 

mit der Erfindung der Dampfma
schine be!:ann. -Gleichzeitig kiin
digt der Priisider,t eine neue Aera 
unbeschriinkter industrieller An
wendungsmoglichkeiten von sol
cher Tragweite an, dass selbst die 
Fachleute noch zu erschiittert sind. 
urn in allen Einzelheiten das Ge
schehene zu wiirdigen und zu er-

Oas neue Deutschland und das neue 

Wenn auch die Beschliisse von Potsdam die endgiiltige 

Entscheidung der kommenden Friedenskonfcrenz iiberlassen, 

so wird bis dahin zum mindesten im Osten ein fait accompli 

geschaffen worden sein. Der ''provisorische" Zustand diirfte 

dann nur noch formal in einen dauernden verwandelt werden . 
T t ·-- ----- .. 'L ... __ ,. ..,. ... ~,...f. 1Ho Vortt>11nnrr ~ ... - ........ .... " ··-,1 
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NorSe Pai~troopers Blew Up Nazi Atomic Bomb Factory 
Band of Nine Patriots Destroyed Germany's 

Heavy Water Plant in Valley. 
BELIEVED SITE OF NAZIS' ATOMIC PLANT 

By WENDY MuGOWAN. 
Stoll Corre«pondmt o/ 't'HII N11w YoaJt S'ON, 

Copyright, 1945. .AU Rights Reserved. 

Rjukan, Nonvay, Aug. 7.-The failure of the Germans 

to perfect and produce an atomic bomb for the utter de

struction of London doubtless was caused by the heroic 

exploit of Sverre Haugen, one of a band of young Nor

wegians who destroyed the German plans. 
It 1s possible that they saved to provide vast areas of Norway 

the world from the horrors of a with electric power. 

powerful new secret weapon fall· Below the project . lies Lake 

ing Into Axis hands. Rjukan is Tinnsjo, ~~ross wh1ch hea~ 
. . , water, fertthzer and other cherm
m what 1s called locally the 'Val- cal products are ferried for 

ley of the Moon." It is the scene transportation to Oslo. Above 

of a vast Norwegian hydro-elec- lies Mamoth Lake and the Mos

tric project including the largest van~ Dam. The mountains are 
. . precipitous all around the river 

d1rect electrtc current plant In between Rjukan and the electric 

the world. Its wartime Interest plants are set under the cliffs 

and importance springs from the towering like the Grand Canyon. 
fact that it manufactures "heavy The winter is long and extremely 
water." severe here. 

For Generating Heat. ~verre !!augen, one of nix;e pa-
"Heavy wa~r" may yet prove tr10ts, chmbed down. ternfymg 

revolutionary in industry. Hither- cl~ffs, crossed . the nver, then 
to its use has been primarily for cbmbed to the factory. 

medical research, but the Ger- Patriot Tells Story. 

mans ~ommandeer~d. four tons "Nine of us trained in the Nor
from RJ_ukan, a ~uff1c1ent amount wegian forces in England and 
~or thetr expe~tmental . research Scotland for the task of sabotag
m effor~s to buil~ atom1c bombs. ing the apparatus," he said. "Ffve 
Norwegian scientists 11:sed heavy of us who were to form the cover 
water. for the generation of the party were parachuted into the 

most mte!lse heat. . . Haredanger country in the fall 
The ass1stant c~emtc~l engmeer of 1942_ It was winter in these 

at thehproject, KJ_ell Ntelsen, sal~ mountains. We had only four 
that_ t e pro~u.ct ttself had no ex weeks' provisions, but had lived 
ploslve qu::llttes, but t~e Ger- here four months before the rest 
mans used 1~ as a cat3:lyhc agent of the party came with more sup
t~ough whtch t? split the_ ura- plies and equipment. Bad weather 
mum atom, hopmg to ,devtse a had delayed them. We lived in 
way to h~~ess the atoms energy mountain huts, eating reindeer 
and u~e 1t m bombs of great de- moss and shooting reindeer for 
structJve power. They succeeded food ' 
only partially in these experi- ' 

Associated Prese W irephoto. 

ments. "We did reconnaissance all that This hydroelectric factory at Rjukan, in Norway, ia aaid by the Norwegian Information Service to 

Nielsen said that the Nor- time, skiing over the country," 
t "Oft have been used as an experimental station by the Nazia in their quest of an atomic bomb. The 

wegians and Germans knew of con inued Haugen. en we saw 
American and British progress the enemy, but they never saw news agency said that the .occupying Germans made their teat• there until the Norwegian under-

along this line. He explained that us. When the second party ground wrecked the plant m 1944, 

heavy water definitely can be dropped it was a week before we -----------------------------------------

used as a source of energy, since could contact each othe~. h ~h~n NAVY IS' STUDYING water close to a fleet could cause 

it does not deteriorate or change the planes were ready a 0 great damage. 

its chemical properties. ~~~pg~~o~~ ~:nw~~~ cl~~o~ ~~ ATOM BOMB'S USE On the face of it, _surface ships 

New Horizons Open. exact way. Yes, I was frightened, would appear at th1s stage to be 

A min~te/quantity of the prod- but especially because if the Ger- ~1!~~ ~~~~~~le ai~~~ghb~~~:. 
uct, obtamed thr~ugh the use. of mans caught me, they would sus- All this may change, however, 

he~vy water uranmm, c~>Uld dr1ve pect the plan. W hi gt A 8 (A p ) _ when anti-aircraft guns are en-

ships' acros~ the Atlantic ~or two "The next night was pitch as n on, ug. . . . abled to throw atomic shells back 

years ~ontmuous operatiOn. It black," recalled Haugen. "We all The Navy expects the principle and flll the skies with a concus

takes SIX months to produc~ ~he climbed down the mountain. The of the atomic bomb to be ex- sion no present-day plane could 

wate_r, whic~ from ~tart to fmtsh slopeswerehorrifylng. Wecrossed tended in time to naval shells withstand. 

requ1res thirteen different proc- the frozen river and went up the d k t Th k ld th t th 

esses. Its application in industry t liff, an roc e s. ~ spo esman sa a e 

would open up vast new fields, it 0 her c · This would give these already atomic bomb, had it become avail· 

is believed. RaUroad on Mountain. hard-hitting weapons terrific able e~lier, would have been a 

The Germans, in their expert· At this point he interrupted new power A single shell hit f~ea~ aid toi th~t ~a? t in the 

ments, never achieved an explo- his narrative to indicate the rail- which a ~odern dreadnaught ts an ca~pa gn t t: J 0 wage 

sive from the split atom, but road high on the opposite moun- could easily take new might for ho carlryd e war 0 e apanese 

th d d · 1 t • · i ' orne an • 
e'! succee e m revo u tomz ng taln. instance, tear it to fragments if 

their robot bombs. The major "That's how we fooled the the shell carried the explosive -------

weight of the buzzbombs was Nazi," he went on. "We used that power of the atomic bomb. 

fuel. With energy produced from route to the plant. They had a A navy spokesman; discussing 

the split atom, fuel _could have heavy guard on the bridge you the subject today, declined to I 

been reduced to a mmute quan- see down there over the river. h!!-Z3-rd a guess as to what the 

tity, leaving the rest of the At the factory six of us acted as discovery of how to release 

weight for explosives. a cover party and three got in- atomic energy might mean event- ' 

It was explained that this was side and did the job of exploding ually to naval warfare. I 

the chief use to which the Ger- the apparatus. we had 100 per He recalled, however, an in· 1 

mans planned to put atomic cent success. Of course, we had stance when an ammunition ship 1 

bombs. They would have been inside help and we knew every blew up from a torpedo hit. The 1 

able to travel a vast distance inch of the country. We only blew underwater concussion wrecked 

and would have possessed. colos- up the apparatus 50 the Gennans the sterrlng gear of a destroyer t 

sal damaged power. The chtef ob· could not force continued produc- well-removed from the scene. a 

stacle of splitting the atom was tlon of heavy water for many Undoubtedly, he conceded, an c 
the . lack of con~rol, he~ce the months." atomic bomb dropped into the f 

terrible danger m expenmenta-
tion. 

Problem for Allies. , 
The problem for the Allies was ' 

to get the heavy water appara
tus blown up, leaving the plant · 
intact. Rjukan is at the head 
of a wild valley, where winter · 
gales blow trains right off their 
tracks. Snow-capped Gausta, the 
highest mountain in southern 
Norway, overlooks the town and 
plant. The project was built on 
the slope of Gau!lta, down which 
course scores of powerful water
falls, whose energy is harnessed 

'"" 

SHATTERING BOMB 
WAS NOT LARGE 

Bv A8oociate<l Pre,., 

The shattering atomic bomb 
that hit a new high in destruc
tion at Hiroshima may have 
been far smaller than at first 
believed, a censor-approved As
sociated Press dispatch from 
Guam indicated today. 

It referred to the bomb as 
"small enough to be carried by 
any American bomber or 
fighter planes," yet doing the 
work of 150 Superforts each 
dropping seven tons of incen· 
diaries and demolition bombs-
1,050 tons. This would be prog· 
ress in reverse from the 
blockbusters of the Europ\;an 
campaign. 
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TRUMAN FINDS 
APPREHENSION 

.-. 

ing in an article written by one possible to produce a rocket that 

of the scientl~ts who worked on will reach any section of the j 
the born~ proJt;et. . globe from any other section. It 

Most d1~turbmg to. the capital, will be possible to aim that rocket 

howe~er, lS the realiZation th~t with perfect accuracy by radar 

J'!lankmd-after a c~uple of m1l· control. It will be a simple mat

lion years of determmed effort- ter to load the rocket with atomic 

OVER NEW BOMB has. actually and conclusively explosives. And a whole war has 

ach1eved the power to destroy begun and ended in a single , 

hims.elf and the earth upon ~hich blinding flash. 

he hves .. He _can. ~ow bu1ld a All of this adds up to the one 

• • • • bomb wh1ch Will disn~te&Ta~e the comprehensive realization that 

Jubilabon m Washington a_tmosphere surroundmg ~hiS en· the world can never survive an· 

tire planet. They also realiZe that other war. The atomic bomb has 

Gives Way to Fear ~ad this power fallen unluc~ny put the Japanese up against thf' 

mto the _han~ of a madman llke proposition of making peace or 

f P til• a] 1m l Adolf H1tler, 1t would _have been committing suicide, but it has put 

0 0 IC pac • used. !or that purpose m the I~t the entire world up against virtu-

tragic hours before the Naz1s ally the same proposition. 

. went down to defeal Against the stern necessity for 

CAPITAL SEEMS OPPRESSED Twenty-four hours ago, mem· maintaining peace forever, the 

bers of Congress were earnestly United Nations charter in its 

debating among them s e I v e s present form affords but puny 

CoTernment Agencies Begin whether or n?t the new disco':ery hope-even to some of those who 

E I P 
. sho';lld be gtven to th~ Umted most earnestly championed its 

to Va Uate rograms 1R Nations ~ecunty Counc1l and to ratification. The capital here is 

I : ht f At . A oth~r A~he~ g~vernme.nts. Today beginning to understand that it 

Lt.lg 0 OMIC ge. theJr thmkmg .IS ~rOWing Up, and iS not SUfficient for the strong 

they are begmmng to c~mpre· nations to keep peace among the 

By PHELPS ADAMS. hend the fact that even If the little nations. They must keep 

IP•""'I to TH11 N~>w Yo:al< SeN. bluep~ints 8:fld formulre for this the peace among themselves as 

The New York Sun Bureau,) new mventiOn _we~e to be de- well. Nor can peace be main· 

washlnJton, .&u1 . s. s stroyed, the scientists of other tained- as the charter contem

President Truman returning to nations would discover the secret plates- by the use of force be· 

hi• White House 'desk today, anew in their own laboratories. cause force means war, and' war 

found the national capital more Other Nations Will Get It means total devastation of the 
· earth. 

apprehensive than jubilant over O';!r militarr 3:nd naval leaders These are the doubts and fears 

the terrifying success of the realiZe that w1thm a few years at with wh. h P 'd t T 

. . best other nations will have . . Ic resJ en ruman 

atom1c bomb Which has fallen atomic explosives of their own, no fmds h1mse_lf confronted as. ~e 

with almost as devastating an matter how closely we guard our returns to h1s desk today. Th1s JS 

impact upon political thought knowledge. We can no more pre· ~get:;:. t~!te h:~ b~~nted W:sh
here as it has upon the Japanese vent that than Leonardo Da Vinci the Pots~n r s fm IS re~r on ) 

. . . . could prevent the invention of the . . . am C?n erence, an even 

military base. at Hiroshima. submarine by merely destroying m the 1mmed1ate effect of the 

For forty-e1ght hours now, the his own plans for one as he did a bomb upon the outcome of the 

new bomb has been virtually the few centuries ago. J_a_p_an_ e_s_e_w_ a_r_. --------

only topic of conversation and More awesome still is the real· --

. . . . ization that the political develop· 

diSCUSSion m Washmgton as men ment of the world has not kept 

in every branch of the Govern- pace with its scientific knowledge 

ment have sought to recast and - that we know of no way to pre

re-evaluate their programs for the vent the misuse of this new di~

future In the light of this revolu· covery. The thought of negoti· 

tionary entrance into what is now ating an international series of 

acclaimed as the "atomic age." treaties renouncing the use of 

For two days, it has been an un· atomic explosives in war inspires 

usual thing to see a smile among no confidence in any one. 

the throngs that crowd the Treaties renouncing the use of 

streets, and a good wisecrack poison gas were executed after 

would be as out of place here as the last war, yet there is depend· 

at a funeraL able evidence that the Japs used 

Uranium Was Named for Uranus, 
Father of Forces of Destruction 

The entire city is pervaded by a gas in China, and the only reason 

kind of sense of oppression and that it has not been widely used 

among many persons there is a by the Axis :Powers in this war 

sense of fear that forces some to is that both Germany and Japan 

admit- a little shamefacedly- were fully aware that the Allied 

that they would be happier if this nations were ready to retaliate 

$2,000,000,000 gamble had failed instantly in kind, and that our 

and if the knowledge humanity gases were better and more 

has just gained in the laboratory abundant than theirs. 

could somehow be bundled up in 
a sack and lost in the river like Fear Another Pearl Harbor. 

an unwanted kitten. With the atomic bomb, how· 

Could Destroy MIUlkind. ever, the power to retaliate can 

During this period many addi· have no deterring effect. ~ne 

tional facts about the terrors of Pearl. Harbor. sne~k attack w1th 

atomic bombing have seeped out, atomtc expl?s1ves m t?e next war, 

despite censorship rules prevent- and ~here w1ll be no VIctim left to 

ing their publication and have retaltate. 
been passed along by means of Partic'l!larly. frightening is the 

the overworked capital grapevine. ~anne_r m whic~ the three great 

The first published information mvenbons of th1s war lend them· 

concerning the deadly radio-ac- selves to a combination. that will 

tive after-effects of these explo· prove _the. complete engme. of. de· 

sions was revealed locally here In slruct10n m the next. W1thm a 

the Washington Post this morn- few years, certainly, it will hP 

When the metal uranium, constituent of the deadly atomic 

bomb, was discovered and named by Klaproth in 1789 (in honor 

of the newly discovered planet Uranus), the scientist scarcely 

could have realized how appropriate the name some day would 

prove to be. 
In Greek mythology, the god Uranus was the personification 

of hea"en, and by Ge, the earth, had as children the Titans, 

the Cyclops and the Furies. The Titans, primordial beings of 

enormous strength, are typical of the power of force. The 

Cyclops were one-eyed giants who forged thunderbolts for Zeus. 

The three Furies were Tisiphone, the avenger of blood; Aiecto, 

the Implacable, and Megrera, the quarrelsome. 

Now the modern Uranus, wed to earth, again spawns children 

whose power forl{es thunderbolts and who form a legion of 

avengers for Pearl Harbor. 

--

/J 



Atom Explained for the L in the form of electrical voltage., J 

a'"man That voltage is the ener~ which l 'J makes the present atormc bomb. 
Whenever the smaller chips that 
are knocked off from the other 1 

Science Expert Breaks Down Technical by the . right kind ot neutrons atoms break loose the electrical . 
br eak mto two nearlY, equal energy that held them in the J 

Express1·on w ·th s· 1 T · 1 pa rts. atom is released in the form of ' 
I 1 Imp er erm1n0 ogy • When uranium splits in two, electrical voltage. But in all of I 

some of the electrical attraction this chipping only small amounts ! 
<! that held it together is given off of energy are obtained. By HOWARD W. BLAKESLEE, 

Associated Press Science Editor. 
Here is a layman's description of the scientific terms 

which have been variously used in discussions of the 
atomic bomb which was dropped on Japan: 

Atoms are the units of which drogen, for example has three 
all matter is made. There are particles and uranium more than 

ninety-two different kinds of 
10~he particles are electrons, 

these atoms, one for each of the which are negative bits of elec
ninety-two chemical elements. tricity, ; protons, which are posi
These ninety-two elements range tive bits of electricity, and neu
f rom hydrogen lightest in weight trons, which have no electrical 

. ' . . ' charges. Protons and neutrons 
u p t o_ uranlUm, wh1ch ~~ the most both are nearly 2,000 times heav
~ass~ve. In betwee~ he carbon, ier than electrons. 
tm, rron, gold, radlUm and all 
the other known substances in All Made in Same Pattern. 
the universe. Every one of the ninety-two 

Every one of these ninety-two atoms is made in the same pat
different kinds of atoms is made tern. Each one has a center like 
of exactly the same kind of small the sun with electrons circling 
particles. The only difference around it as the earth and other 
between one atom and another is planets circle around the sun. The 
in the number of particles. Hy- atom's sun is made up of pro

CAN STORE ENERGY 
tons and neutrons. The particles 
in each atom are held t ogether 
by electrical attraction. These 

i. 

. forces are relatively tremendous. 
Ric~and, Wash., Aug. 8 CA. P .). They are so great that it is al

- MaJor Joseph F. Sally, 32, chief most impossible to 9-amage an 
of production at the Hanford En- atom of any kind. 

Curies Claim First Atomic Research 
By t ho Au oolatod Pro&&. "The use of atomic energy and 

gineer Works said last night that 
the supply of atomic energy could Smashing Is Misnomer. 
be stored safely in "large quanti- Splitting or smashing an atom 
ties. It won't spoil in storage." means an attempt to knock out 

PAIMPOL, France, Aug. 9.- the a tomic bomb had its inception 
Scientist Frederic Joloit-Curie, in th e discoveries and work a t the 
son-in-law of Pierre and Marie College of France in 1939-40 by 
Curie, the discoverers of radium, Mr . and Mrs. Joloit Curie, Halban 

Not a visitor yesterday got some of its electrical or non-elec
closer to the production works trical particles. This splitting is 
than the city limits of Richland done by directing rays of mil
twenty-six miles away, but offi: lion~ of volts in electrical energy 
cers in charge of the press visit aga1nst atoms as targets. The 
promised a tour of the project rays usually a r e made of some of 
area today. the particles. th~t compose an 

issued this statement today : and Kowarski." 

Harry D. Riley, 37, of New atom, that JS either elect~ons, 
York city, chief of services, said protons o_r neutrons. Sometimes 
Richland cost $50,000,000 to build X-rays ":'111 damage an. atom .. 
from "sagebrush to city." Smashmg an atom IS a miS· 

nomer. Atoms are so tough that 
no atom has ever been smashed 
by human means. The best that 

' has been done has been to knock 
1 a few of the particles out of an 
· atom like chips chopped out of a 
• tree. 
l Only one atom has ever been 
- split. That atom is uranium 2315. 

Uranium atoms when bombarded 

.y .r tt ~ Atomic Bomb Seen Speeding End of War on Japan. 
1

..., 
Washington, Aug. 8.-There is no sense of jubUa- atomic bomb en:erges as far more deadly than any 

Uan or .even of triumph here over the development gas bomb ever I~vented. 
of the atomic bomb. There is a sense of horror and Am~rican public opinion at the moment is quick 

of reluctance to use the weapon to destroy Japan. 
The hope is that the Japanese militarists will see 

that the discovery rea.lly gives them a way out of 
their dilemma and that negotiations leading to the 
occupation of Japan may b~ begun soon. 

But no'body here seems able to fathom the possible 
reaction of the Japanese leaders to the bomb. Its 
destructive power sounds so incredible that It may 
be that several more bombs will have to be dropped 
before the Japanese realize that the broadcasts are 
not as fantastic as they must :aound. 

The Japanese, of course, don't know whether we 
have one bomb or a large quantity and they cannot 
be sure whether the whole thing isn't just a means 
Clf inducing their surrender and thus avoiding an 
invasion by our forces. But in due time the Japa
nese will disca>Ver that there are plenty of bombs to 
continue the destruction. 

So it may be that the end of the Japanese war 
Is merely a matter of weeks now, if not days. 

Certainly the frightfulness of the bomb has pro
duced already on this side of the ocean psychological 
repercussions that make one wonder whether the 
4levice to end all wars, so long predicted, has now 
finally materialized, When a war weapon becomes 
ao easy to manufacture that it can be used by either 
•Ide, there is apt to be non-use. Thus gas was used 
In the first world war but not in this war. 

The fact that the United States would not use gas 
but has used the atomic bomb disposes of any argu-
1rl.ent that humane consideration prevented the use 
.r gas by us in the P~i!ic war. It would appear 
-.ow that the United States believed the Japanese 
.. ould use gas in China. where the latter's armies 
)l'e not equipped to fight it and that the riBe of 
.«&ses might be detrimental to our own fofce~ . on 
.uch small islandl u Iwo Jlma because of changing 
.ma Whatever the reuon for non-use of gas, the 

to lnslSt that any or all measures be taken to end 
the war against the Japanese. But a sober second 
thought will come eventually and the respo~sibiiity 
for using the atomic bomb will weigh more and 
more heavily as time goes on. 

The belief prevails that the United States and 
allies will perhaps issue another ultimatum and will 
not use the bomb extensively until absolutely neces
eary to force the submission of the Japanese. In 
other words, the United States would rather be In 
the position of employing the weapon as a coercive 
measure rather than for actual destruction. 

As a matter of fact, the bomb is so new and the 
test in this country was so recent that nobody knows 
just what damage the first one did in Japan. It is 
believed, for Instance, that the Japanese themselves 
do not know what struck them and possibly a.lJ com
munication with the affected area and all persons 
within it have been destroyed. Hence the whole 
world is left to guess, along with the Japanese, as 
to what the power of the weapon really is though 
no one doubts that it can do damage beyond any 
one's imagination. 

The problem for the Japanese military leaders has 
been simplified, however, by the atomic bomb. They 
have the choice of permitting the Japanese empire 
and many of her people to be killed for the honor 
of their country In a sort of suicide sphit or of 
surrendering and building the hope that some day 
the Japanese empire may be strong again and per
haps Invent its own atomic bombs as a measure of 
self defense, i! not offense. 

Clearly the atomic bomb places upon mankind a 
greater responsibility than it has ever faced to find 
means to use reason instead of force to settle inter
national disputes and to curb the greed and selfish
ness which feed the economic unrest out of which 
l!O often has come the urge to aggression . 

C<>pttirht, t9fS, All J\lrh~ J\tftri'H, 
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Atom Scientist Can't Stand Noise 
Even Alarm Clock 

Jangles His Nerves, 

Dr. Dunning Says 
By HERBERT KAMM, 

World-Telegram Staff Wnter. 

There are no alarm clocks in the 
home of Dr. John Ray Dunning. 
The man who helped develop the 

I 
most destructive weapon of all 
time, the atomic bomb, can't stand 
the noise they make. 1 

So he Invented a little gadget 
that automatically turns on the 
radio every morning, and he parts 
with slumber to the pleasant 
strains of breakfast music wafting 
into his bedroom. 

But his penchant for things sci
entific didn't always produce thP. 
desired results, the 37-year-old 
Columbia University professor con
fessed today. 

-. Columbia Professor 

Sleepless for Days 

On Research Tasks 

the beginning of a lot of things." 
Rigid censorship forbade him say
ing more than that about the 
atomic bomb, produced six years 
after he and a fellow scientist split 
the uranium atom for the first I 
time in a subterranean laboratory 
at Columbia. 

A man of boundless energy (he 
has gone for as much as a week 
with little sleep), Dr. Dunning de
votes his spare hours at home to 
constant study and research, Sci
ence is both his avocation and 
vocation, his hobby and career. 

More often than not his child
hood experiments in his home 
town of Shelby, Neb.. backfired, 
like the time he hooked up a 
thingamajig to a power line and Dr. John Ray Dunning. 

plunged the neighborhood into World-Telegra.m Photo. 

He lives at 4501 Livingston Ave. 
in the Riverdale section of the 
Bronx, with his wife and two chil
dren, John Ray Jr .. 7, and Ann, 
21,':!. Ann still prefers dolls. but 
Junior already has begun to flirt 
wl th the mysteries of science. An'd 
his electric train never is on the 
blink. 

darkness by blowing out the fuses. 
Built Radio station. I equipment. ~nd It would wo1:k.'' 

, , . Dr. Dunrung, whose expenments 

'I wasn t discouraged, though," and research In atomic energy be

he said with a chuckle. "I built gan more than a decade ago, has 

some of the first radio sets In been associated with Columbia 

town, and before I was out of hlgl:;l since 1929, when he joined the 

school I bullt a radio station and faculty as an assistant in physics. 

sold it. As recently as 1936, when he was 

"Still, when I entered Nebraska abroad on a traveling ~ellowship, 

Wesleyan University," Dr. Dun- the theqg that atoiruc energy 

ning recalled, "I wasn't quite sure could be J)roduced from neutrons. 

whether I wanted to be a lawyer, a and harness the basic force of the 

minister or a scientist. Then I universe for peace as well as war, 

came to the conclusion that sci- was generally ridiculed. 

ence was more fun. I found I Start of the Beginning. 

usually could wave my hands over "Now," he said, "we have started 
I 

Atom Bomb Staggered 
M~n Who Conce·ived It 
B~ the United Pre•$ 

LOS ALAMOS, N. Mex., Aug. 9. 
-Scientists who have worked for 
years to develop atomic power to
day were permitted to express 
their own opinions on the highly 
secret world-shaking discovery. 

Statements by three men who 
helped perfect the Japan-smash
ing atomic bomb at Los Alamos 
were released by government pub
lic relations officials. 

Said Dr. Enrique Fermi, Nobel 
prize winner: 

"Atomic power may be used not 
only for purposes of destruction, 
but probably will prove also an 
Important factor in progress. One 
might also say It is certainly the 
hope of scientists who contributed 
to this development that peace
time applications and wise use of 

- this tremendously powerful wea.p
~ on may ultimately serve to lm
~ prove human relations." 
: Dr. Emlllo Segre commented on 
f the spectacular effect of the 
1 bomb's detonation: 
j "The first test of the atomic 

bomb staggered the Imagination of 
even scientists who had a clear 
theoretical knowledge of energy.1 

No man-made experiment had ' 
shown effects on such a. scale. 
Only the great natural phenomena, 
like volcanic eruptions and the I 
aurora boreali5, are comparable 
to lt." 

~ From Dr. Bruno Rossi came this 
statement: 1 

: "My feellng, which Is shared by 
I mo t of the cientlsts who helped 
l In the development of the atomic 
: bomb and witnessed the first test, 
' is one of awe for the tremendous 

source of power which has been 
put at the disposal of mankind. 

"The thought of possible con
sequences of the discovery has 
more than a sobering effect on the 
satisfaction !or the success of our 
work. What we all fervently hope 
Is that the very destructiveness of 

atomic energy will be a powerful 
factor in deterrmg people from 
future wars." 

l Defense Against I 
Atom Bomb Futile. 
By J. BERNARD McDONNELL, 

Scrtpps-Howard. Staff Writer. / 

WASHINGTON, Aug. 9.-Jap 

claims that they are devising de
fenses against the atomic bomb 
are scouted here. Our experts tried 
5000 ways of forestalling its effects. 
All failed. 

Officials say our faclllties for 
producing atomic bombs are be
Ing extended so swiftly that we 
probably shall be making morr 
bombs that we can usc. Behind 
the three great government plants 
making at.omlc bombs are l1un
dreds of smaller concerns doing 
their part. 

• • • .I 

Dr. Karl Herzfeld, physiCist at 
Catholic University here, cited 
these facts concerning the atomic 
bomb: 

The force of its explosion travels 
more than 7000 mlles a second. 

A piece of uranium 235 tne 
size of a pin head would contain 
50 ml!llon mlllion mllllon atoms. 

When one of these atoms is 
split it generates 200 million atom
Ic volts of energy. 

• • • 
Splitting a singlr atom need not 

cause w h o I e s a 1 c destruction. 
Scientists for some time have been 
watching pieces of spilt atoms 
flying around behind glas3. 

The big bang comes when the 
explosion of one atom splits the 
next atom and It in turn explodes 
another and so on. The cumula
tive effect does the business. 

·(S) 

: Atom Bomb Called \tJ"' ~ 
; Unfortunate Precedent. d 

By Dr. Carlton Palmer. 
No matter how great the havoc 

any nation may bring upon an
other through the use of atontic 
bombs in the future, it wlll be 
justified. for it need only point 
to our unfortunate precedent to 
support its mania of destruction 

We may come to regret our in
fernal example. The virtual ab
sence of protests from the thou
sands of rellgious leaders shows 
how our dlabollcal propaganda of 
"bestial rats" and the "roast 'em 
alive" mania dulls our humanity. 
Yet even the bomber crewmen 
that dropped the missile were hor
rified by the unprecedented ex
plosion. 

"We are now prepared to ob
li terate every structure in Japan." 
boasted an official. This bomb 
was dropped in the heart of a 
city of 343,000 humans to wipe 
out mllitary objectives and inno
cent alike. Yet this a t is hailed 
by responsible leaders as the great
est achievement of the war. 

Secretary Stimson assures us 
that every great mdustrlal nation 
will develop this type of bomb. 
President Truman discloses that I 

future attacks shortly may be in- 1 
te~;~sified. · 1 

When the Nazi resorted to tn- t 
discriminate bombing of civllian 
areas we barely found words ade
quate to condemn their outrages, 
but when we obliterate 300,000 1·f 
clvlllans In Dresden and blast a 
greater number . in Hiroshima by 1 
improved Nazi methods we justify 
It in the boast of more efficient ~ 
American destructiveness. I 

The n tlon t.o which the people 
of all the world have been accus
tomPd to turn for humanitarian a 
considerations may yet be despised i 
for launching against another 
nation an invention, the destruc- f~ 
tive use of which may become the 01 
scourge of humanity. AI 

Long I land City, N. Y. 
1 

tic 

World Conference 
To Outlaw Use of 
Atom Bomb Urged 

Flame-Thrower Ban 

Also Demanded by 

The People's Lobbx,· 
By ROGER W. STUAR~. 

World-Telegram Staff Writ'er. 

WASHINGTON, Aug. 9.-De

mandlng that atomic bombs and 

flame throwers be outlawed as 

weapons in future wars, the Peo

ples , Lobby, Inc., today called for 
a new International conference to 
adopt such a. ban as soon as the 
present war ends. 

The lobby, whose president is 
retired Methodist Bishop Francis 
J. McConnell ot New York, specif
Ically has asked the four con
gressional delegates to the San 
Francisco conference-Sens. Tom 
Connally and Arthur H. Vanden
berg and Reps. Sol Bloom and 
Charles A. Eaton-to request Pres
ident Truman to call the proposed 
world meeting. 

Not even an international po
llee force should be permitted to 
use such weapons, the organiza
tion contends. The use of gas, 
germs and bombing of undefended 
areas also ought to be prohibited 
it declared. ' 

"As elected representatives of 
th~ United States at the San 
Francisco conference," the con
gressional delegates were told 
"you have a keen appreciation oi 
the necessity that the United Na
tloru implement the high resolves 
there reached, since the atomic 
bomb has forcefully reminded us 
actions speak louder than words." 

Benjamin C. Marsh, executive 
secretary of the lobby, said that 
his group holds that •·science has 
a higher mission than to hasten 
global suicide." 

The reque.~t to the four dele
gates observed that acceptance of 
decent standards for armed con
flict and for international policing 
is tully as important as the neces
sity for economic stabll!ty. 

"We therefore ask," the message 
said, "that you reque.c;t the Presi
dent, In addition to the undertak

, ing he has given to seek measures 
L which wJIJ make the splitting of 

the atom of oclal value, to call 
an international conference as 
soon as the Pacific war ends. 

"Society," the organization con
cluded, "condemns the 'third de
gree· In domestic justice, and the 
practices we would ~utlaw are the 
'third degree' in international re
lations. We should remember 
scientist~ of other nations may 
make the atomic bomb commer
clalll' practical before we do, and 
'God's mercy' may not be as 
timely again." 

- Catholic Paper Scores 

· Atomic Bomb's Use 
th• Unilrtl Pr,.t. 

LONDON, Aug, 9.-The Catholl< 

Herald, under the heading "Ut· 

terly Indefen. ible," today de· 

nounced the use of the atomic 

bomb. 
''Throughout thf' war," it said 

"t.he Holy Father ha~ persistent!) 
maintained a. Christian distinctior 
between legitimate and illegitimat1 
weapons o! 'ft'ar. This teachin~ 

has in practice been ignored bl 
the belligerent..'!'. ' 

"Now the process o! lnvrntint 
more and more terrible and mon 
and more indiscriminate weapons 
regardless o! morals, ha-$< reachec 
its climax.'' 



, ·rruman Guides New Strategy 
e President Takes Personal Charge of Drive

Radio Speech Due Tomorrow at 10 P · M. . 
1 

Washington, Aug. 8 (A. P.).-}>resident Tru~an, ta~- l 
. ing personal direction of the drive which he beheves w11l 
' knock Japan out of the war, summoned Secretar~ of War 
: Stimson today for a first-J:and report on the atomic bomb- 'j 
· ing of the ~nemy homeland. J _ _,.,._,.. 

) When the next bo~~ wm be re· TRUMAN TAKES CHARGE 
• leased was a military secret 

: known pnly to the White House OF BOMBING STRATEGY 
and the High Command, but the 

: Japanese continued to ignore the 
, Potsdam ultimatum to surrender, Continued :from P•l' l. 

· and It was reported that the time fict>s, he t old reporters that he 
· was running short on another one had g iven t he President add!· 
· of their cities fated to suffer the tiona! details on t he ef fect of the 
, doom of Hiroshima. a tom bomb on Hiroshima. These 

fir t he decltned to discuss. 
One of the President's s Mr. Tr uman worked on the 

acts on returning to his White speech t oday, as well u on a 
House office · today, after a mass of other paper work which 

' month's absence at Potsdam, was accumula t ed during his mont h
to schedule a radio report to the tong absence. He held his call· 
nation for 10 o'clock, Eastern lng list to a minimum, inclUding 
war time, tomorrow n ight. At brief conferences wi th Senator 
the White House it was learned Hatch (D.-N. M .) and Kilgore 
that the President would have (D.·W. Va .) and Secretary of War 
something to say about the Stimson . 
atomic bomb and its use against Associa tes of the P resident ln · l 
the Japanese. dica t.ed t hat h is report on t he 

Charles G. Ross, press seer~· P otsdam conference pr obably 
tary said that he didn't know If will mention t he new and revotu
the ' something was about the tlonary bomb used f or t he f irst 
bomb would be a new iiurrender· time a ga inst Japan. These ai'l· 
or-die ultimat um to the Japa· sistant! said t hat t hey did 
nese, and he would not speculate not know, however, if t he pres-
about it. identlal address wauld go in to 

Byrnes Joins Conferees. any gr eat er detail on t he P a-
James F . Byrnes, Secretary of cific war, a phase ignored in 

State, joined the Truman-Stimson the Big Thr et> confer ence an-
aft J seph c nouncement because of Russia 's 

conference soon er 0 t · neutrality. Mr. Tr uman sched· 
Grew, Under·Secretary of Sta e, uled a meeting with hie Cabinet 
had personally broughtDes~ for F riday, and decided t o wit h
papers fromWhit~te ~tate e .When hold any news conferences until 
ment to the e ous · he has given his public r epm·t 
Stimson left the executive of· on t he Big Three meeting. 

The President brought back 

Scientist Says 
Bomb Left No 
Radioactivity 

:Pt Dr. Oppenheimer 
Denies Story of Danger
ous Aftermath 

By United Press 

WASH! GTO , Aug. 9.-Dr. 
J . R. Oppenheimer, director of the 
$2,000,000,000 research project 
which produced the atomic bomb, 
says there was no reason to be
lieve the bomb explosion over Hir
oshima left any "appreciable radio
activity on the ground." 

Dr. Oppenheimer's statement 
' ''as issued by the ~Tar Dept. in 
denial of a newspaper sto1y under 
the signature of Dr. Harold Jacob
son, physicist, which said the 
atomic bomb would leave kming 
radioactivity in its wake for 70 
years. 

"Based on all of our experi
mental work and study, and on 
the results of the (July 16) test in 
New Mexico," D r. Oppenheimer 
said, "there is every reason to be
lieve that there was no appreciable 
radioactivity on the ground at 
HHiroshima and what little there 
was decayed very rapidly." 

Pledged to Secrecy 
Dr. Oppenheimer, Dr. Jacobson, 

and all other scientists connected 
with the atomic bomb project had 
been pledged to secrecy under the 
Espionage Act, the War Dept. told 
United Press. 

As a result of the story published 
under Dr. Jacobson's signature, 
however, Dr. Oppenheimer was 
asked by the War Dept. to make a 
public statement of his views as 
to the accuracy of the Jacobson 
article. 

, with him t he official copy of the 
protocal signed with Britain and 
Russia to keep the peace oi 
Eur ope. He also carried home 

!with him agreements with the 
,British f or t he final knockout 
j blow against Japan. 

Oppenheimer personally di
rected the first test of the atomic 
bomb at the Alamagoro Army Air 
Base in New Mexico. The War 
Dept. credited him with "achiev
ing an implementation of atomic 
energy for military purposes." 
· In New York, Dr. Jacobson made 

a statement through his employe1:s, 
Wilcox Inc. He himself was smd 
to be "too disturbed" to talk to the 
press. 

Jacobson's statement read : 

'Mn1or Post' 
\ 

"The excitem!'nt caused by my 
article yesterday prompts me to 
make the following statement: 

"~ It should be clearly undcr
sto0cl that my connection with the 
Mm.hattan Project was in a minor 
official post. 

~" aturally the mat~r~al in this 
story represents my opm10n rather 
than confidential information. 

"1! I find that, as a result of later 
information eminent and qualified 
scientists connected with the proj
ect do not agree with some of my 
opinions. 

"~ I am surpdsed and pleased to 
learn that the results of the July 
experiment in New Mexico incli
cate that only minor amounts of 
radioactivity are present after the 
explosion, and that these quickly 
disappear." 

~ /1W YORK WORLD-TELEGRA> 

Truman Confers 
1 With Key Advisers 
On Atomic Bomb 

Peacetime Use Not 
Discussed; Parley 
Report at I 0 Tonight 

8~ the Unit•d Prn•. 
WASHINGTON, Aug. 9.- Presi

dent Truman today summoned his 
key policy makers to a White 
House conference with him and 
the men who perfected the atomic 
bomb. 

The President's action was ap
parently hastily decided on. Called 
to the White House were Secretary 
of State James F. Byrnes, Secre
tary of War Henry L. Stimson 
and four of the men intimately 
connected with development of 
·the atomic bomb: Dr. Vannevar 
Bush, director of the Office of 
Scientific Research and Develop
ment; Dr. J ames Conant, presi
dent of Harvard University; 
George L. Harrison, New York 
insurance executive, and Maj. 
Gen. Leslie Groves, executive di-
rector of the atomic bomb project. 

2d Atomic Hit. 

" HOKKAIOO, 
'i 

300 
$TATUTE MllU 

Associated Press Map, Auc. 9, 1945. 

Another atomic bomb rocked 
Japan, this time at Nagasa ki, 
indicated by arrow, following 
first historic atomic bombing of 
Hiroshima (underlined). 

Half-Hour Conference. I Bomb Stir Mi. ed Feelings 
Mr. Harrison is alternate to Mr. __ __.___ 

Stimson as chairman of an interim . . ' u-1·llt committee appointed to make rec- General Op1mon Seems to Turn n 

ommendations to the President Horror Against i\1issile 
for national and international 
control of the atom bomb after 
the war. 

The President talked with the 
scientists and Cabinet members 
about 30 minutes. None of the 
men-all members of the interim 
committee-would say what was 
discussed . It appeared possible 
that Mr. Truman might have dis
closed some of the things to be 
said in his broadcast tonight. 

Truman Talk Tonigh t. 
Mr. Stimson said later that the 

White House conference did not 
go into the peacetime uses of 
atomic power, with which the in
terim committee is concerned. 

The President's radio report to 
the nation at 10 o'clock will reveal 
some of the background of Soviet 
Russia's agreement to join the 
Allies In the Pacific, Charles G. 
Ross, White House press secretary, 
said . 

The 30-minute address over all 
networks also will supply addi
tional details of the Big Three 
Berlin conference and will deal 

I briefly with the atomic bomb. Mr. 
Ross said the speech would be 
about 3600 words long. 

To THE EDITOR o~· THE N&W YORK TIMES : 
The destruction of Hiroshima by an 

atomic bomb fills me with horror. 
Sixty per cent of the city was de· 
strayed and presumably 60 per cent of 
the population- men. women and chi!- , 
dren-were killed. There was no pre
tense of precision bombing for military 
purposes and the notice that the city 
was to be bombed contained no state
ment to ant icipate such a hideous re· 
sult as occurred. It is a stain upon our 
national life. 

Neither Germany nor ourselves used 
poison gas, nor have the J apanese done 
so except in isolated instances, if then. 
Here was a device far more deadly and 
far more indiscriminate than poison 
gas and it has probably wiped out 60 , 
per cent of the 300,000 people of that 
city. If the use of this terrible power 
can be confined to war personnel and 
war material , all right; but if 1t will 
result in the killing of 100,000 women 
and children, it is all wrong. 

When the exhilaration of lhis won· 
derful discovery has passed we will 
think with shame of the first )lSe to 
which it was put. 

WM. CHURCH OSBURl'l . 

Garrison, N. Y., Aug. 8, 1945. 

Deteriorated ·Morals 
To TH!l EDITOR OF THE N&W YORK TIMES: 

I am horrified at the indiscriminate, 
inhuman and un-Christian bombing of 
cities which we are coillJnitting. The 
latest achievement of "civilization,'' the 
atomic bomb, which the President has 
hailed as ushering m a new era, merely 
highlights what we have long been do
ing. With such a weapon there can be 
no question of precision bombing . It IS 

I 
s1mply mass murder, sheer terrorism 
on lhe greatest scale the world has yet 
seen. 

A few years ago we were aghast 
when the Germans bombed Co\'entry 
indisc!'iminatelj . Either our moral in· I 
dignation then was mere pretense, 
something to be cast aside once we 
wer·e in a position to retaliate. or we 
have meanwhile sunk to the spiritual 
level of the Nazis. If there 1s any mor· 
al order in the unherse, our disregard 
of human values will as surely make 
forfeit any claim of ours to moral 
hegemony as drd the crimes of the 
Nazis and Fascists. 

FR\"'CIS R . WALTO •. J 
Wellesley, Mass., Aug. 8, 1945. 

• 
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War Plants 
Leveled to Ground 
By Blast 

By U11ited Press 

"GUA 1, Aug. 9.-Tokyo con
cedes that most of Hiroshima has 
been desh·oyed completely by the 
single American atomic bomb 
dropped Monday. It said blasted 
and blistered corpses "too numer
ou to count" littered the ruins. 

"The impact of the bomb was 
so terrific that practically all liv
ing t11ings, human and animal, 
were literally seared to death by 
the tremendous heat and pressure 
engendered by the blast," one 
Tokyo broadcast said. 

Amelican reconnaissance pho
tographs CQnfirmed that four and 
one-tenth square miles-60 per 
cent of the built-up area-of Hiro
shima had vanished almost with
out trace in the world's greatest 
explosion. 

May Be 100,000 Dead 
Unofficial American sources es-

timated Japanese dead and 
wounded might exceed 100,000. 

Five major war plants and 
scores of smaller factories, office 
buildings and dwellings were 
known to have been leveled. Only 
a few skeletons of concrete build
ings remained in the obliterated 
area. Additional damage outside th~ 
totally-destroyed section still was 
being assessed. 

Radio To:k}'o, breaking its si
lence of more than 60 hours after 
the raid, said the "indescribable de
sh"Uctive power" of the bomb had 
crushed big buildings and small 
dwellings alike in an unparalleled 
holocaust. 

Inhabitants were killed by blast, 
fire and crumbling buildings, Tokyo 
said. Most bodies were so badly 
\tattered that it was impossible to 
distinguish between the men and 
tl.e women. 

Prepare for Invasion 
As Tokyo painted a fearful pic

ture of the catastrophe, some 
sources saw a possibility that Japan 
might reconsider her rejection of 
the Allied demand for her sur
render before she is invaded. 

"It shouldn't take the Japanese 
long to think this over," one rank
ing officer said. ''\Ve plan to pre
sent them with bursting atoms as 
often as possible." 

Preparations were continuous 
through the Pacific for an invasion 
of Japan if necessary, however. 
Everywhere transports were on the 
move with supplies and troops. 

1 TI1e Japanese charged over the 
Tokyo radio that the U . S. A. was 
violating Article 22 of the Hague 
Convention (to which Japan never 
subscribed) and showing disregard 
for humanity by attacking a non
military city with the atomic bomb. 

Hiroshima actually was an impor
tant quarte1master depot and gar
rison city_!.?!_~~~- Japa~~:e army. 

Priority Liberation 
Three assistants who had worked 

\\ ith Dr. Lise Meitner in research 
on the atomic bomb before she fled 

·from Austria were liberated by 
American troops and shortly there
after disappeared - apparently 
taken to the U. S. A. on the highest 
priorities- ' BC reporter Grant Parr 
broadcast from Vienna. 

PM, THURSDAY, AUGUST 9, 1945 

This is Hixoshima. Within jagged circle is, at a rough estimate, the 60 per cent of built-up area 
wiped out. 

USSR Not Telling 
How Much It Knows 

By Unit ed Press 

MOSCOW Aug. 9.-The extent 
of Russia's kn~wledge of the atomic 
bomb remains a mystery today out
side of government and scientific 
quarters. 

It is a matter of military security 
whether Soviet scientists have been 
trying to produce an atomic bomb 
and it seems unlike!} that there 
will be any disclosme here of the 
extent to which Russians were 
aware of American, British and 
German experiments. 

From time to time Soviet news
papers have briefly mentioned the 
work of Russian scientists on split
ting the atom. The wei~ known 
physicist Abram Federovteh Joffe 
in the Moscow News June 16 told 
how in 1930 he obtained a big ap
propriation from the late Serge Ord
zFionikidze, then chairman of the 
Supreme Council for National 
Economy, to start work on the 
atomic nucleus. 

There have been articles in news
papers regarding the cyclotron atom 
splitter. 

News of the atomic bombing of 
Japan caused a great sensation here 
among Russians and foreigners 
alike. One aspect which at once 
appealed to Russians was the . al
most limitless range of wart1me 
achievements in the realms of pun 
and applied science by the intimate 
collaboration of American and Brit 
ish scientists. 

Russians were aware of some 
major achievements through Anglo
American cooperation b'ut to th 
Russian at large- as to the Amcri 
can at large- President Truman 
announecment that the first boml 
had hit Japan wa a tremendot• 
surprise. 

Russians were impressed also b 
the number of men and womc 
working on the atomic bomb an 
by the enormous production scale. 

Why Nazis Hoped 
By U11ited Preu 

OCCUPIED GERMANY, Aug. 
9.-Germany's great wave of op
timism last Winter, it was revealed 
today was based on belief that 
rockets and buzz-bombs equipped 

with atomic warheads woulj hort· 
ly be hurled against the Allies. The 
Germans, it was learned, be · ved 
that their atom-splitting experi· 
ments were far enough advanced to 
enable them to win the scientific 
race with tl)e Allies and with it. 
the war. 

vr ' ~ MIT Head Says. Bo,rnb 
May Cut War Deaths 
Bv the A.uociatect Preu. of geophysics at Harvard Unlver-

Manlla, Aug. 9.-Qne of the sity and noted authority on earth
world's great physicists, Dr. Karl quakes. to set up ~ Pacific branch 
T compton president of Mass- of the Office of Sc1entlfic Research 

· ' and Development. 
achusetts Institute of Technology, Compton is director of the Pa-
descrlbed the atom bomb today ciflc branch of OSRD, which is 
as the most portentious scientific composed of civilian scientist.~ who 
achievement In history. throughout the war have supple-

Dr. Compton told correspondents mented the research and develop
at Gen. of Army MacArturs head- ment o! the War and Navy De
quarter!! he believed that despite partment.:;. 
the atomic bomb's terrible patency He ar.d his associates played a 
it will have a tendency to "actu- leading part in the development 
ally reduce the number of lives of the atomic bomb. 
lost In the war--certainly for Am- ''The brilliance was so great 
erlca and possibly also for Japan that it was blinding. We had 
Itself, it her rulers are sen ible been warned to look away, One 
enough to realize what may be in man failed to heed the warning 
tore for them and act accord- and he was blinded.'' said Dr. 

ingly." Leet. who witnessed the first test 
The grey-haired scientL~t is here of the bomb in New Mexico from 

with Dr. Donald Leet. professor a di~tance of 50 miles. 

Scientists Foiled laps 
Seeking U.$. Atom Data 
BJI tho A.uociattd Prn• the Imperial University, Tokyo. 

BERKELEY, Calif., Aug. 9.-A Their stay was marked by only 
year before Pearl Harbor Jap one incident. Dr. Donald Cooksey, 
scientists attempted Ho obtain the assistant dir ctor of the radiation 

~ laboratory, caught. a snooping Jap . 
latest American secrets on atomic His actions caused him to be per
power research, but were foiled by manently barred from the labora
Nobel Prize Winner Dr. Ernest 0. tory. 
Lawrence and his band of brllliant However, when three eminent 
young physicists. Jap physicist~ . Drs. Iimori, Yauki 

The story was told today by. and Watanabe, made a hunied 
University of California scientists. (trip to the U. S. in 1940, they were 

A group of Nip physicists spent barred from the laboratory by a 
most of 1938 and part of 1939 at nrw rule promulgated !or their 
the laboratory, with numerous benefit. 
other foreign physicists. At that Durin&" thrir two days at Berke
tlme they were shown every ley, the American scientist. filled 
courtesy, given blueprints of the the Japs with a comtant flow of 
cyclotron and aided in construe- accurat e, but worthle~s Informa
tion of a cyclotron of their own at tion. 

.• 
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WHERE SECOND ATOMIC BOMB FELL 

A s111ocfated P ress Wirephoto, from Army Air For<'es. 
The Japanese city of Nagasaki M it appears in a mosaic of high-altitude aerial photographs taken recently in preparation, presumably, 

for toda,y'a attack. 

-
U.S. Used Nazis' Bomb Spies ~ 

lJ I I ~ 
FBI Reveals That Five Agents Sent ·Over to ~ 

America Double-crossed Germans. 

Washington, Aug. 9 (A. P.).-The FBI said today that 
five German spies sent to the United States after 1939 to 
asce1i:ain atomic bomb developments were persuaded to 
double-cross the Nazis and work as counter-espionage 
agents. 

Several spies were intercepted crets on atomic power research, 

lin Europe and South America en bl;lt wereDfoiEle4 bytaONoLabel prize. 
. d wmnel.", r. rnes . wrence, 

route to th1s country and rna e and his band of brilliant young 
d o u b I e agent~ before . !~ey physicists. The story was told 
launched any espionage achvttJes today by University of California 
for the Nazis, an FBI_ spokesm3:n scientists. 
said. He would not disclose the1r A group of Nipponese physi
names. . cists spent most of 1938 and part 

As a result of Amer1can alert- of 1939 at the laboratory with 
. ness, the FBI said, no sabotage numerous other foreign physi· 
jof any kind waas committed in cists. At that time they were 
an atomic ~lant. ~h_e ~erman shown every courtesy, given blue
":gents carr1ed spec1f1c . mstruc- prints of the cyclotron and aided 
tlons from the German h1gh com- in the construction of a cyclotron 
mand to get information on the of their own for the Imperial 

!atomic bomb experimen~al pro· Univt>rsity at Tokyo. 
gram, the spokesman sa1d. Their stay was marred by only 

t The Germans were especially one incident. Dr. Donald Cook· 
1interested in protective devices sey, assistant director of the ra-

l
used in atomic experi_ments, in diation laboratory, ~augh~ a 
the sources of uramum, and snooping Japanese. H1s actions 
whether any explosions had oc- caused him to be permanently 
curred in the atomic plants, indi· barred from the laboratory. 

'! eating, the spokesman said, that 
the Germans were experiencing Twenty Britons Help. 
difficulties in their atomic bomb However, when three eminent 
research. One spy, who worked Japanese physicists, Doctors 
for the FBI as a double agent Iimori, Yasaki and Watanabe, 
two and a half years, transmitted made a hurried trip to the United 
fake information on our atomic States in 1940, they were barred 
bomb program to the Germans from the laboratory by a new 
and, in return, received inquiries rule promulgated for t.heeir bene-

1rrom Berlin which proved of value fit. During their two days at. 
to the FBI. Berkeley, the American scientists 

filled the Japanese with a con· 
Jap Scientists Foiled. stant flow of accurate, but worth-

Berkeley, Cal., Aug. 9 (A. P.) . less, information. 
~ A year before Pearl Harbor Dr. Lawrence disclosed yester· 
Japanese scientists attempted to ,day that since December, 1943, 
obtain the latest American sc- twenty British scientists under 

-
>rof. H. S. W. Massey of the Unl· most closely guarded secrets. The 
rersity of London have been radiation laboratory at Berkeley 
vorking on atomic bomb research haas been a research center, and 
tt Berkeley. Since the start of not, as some had supposed, a link 
he war, the 4,900-ton cyclotron in the production chain of atomic 
1as been one of the country's bombs. 

1 Disposal Suggested 
TO THE EDITOR OF TH.I!I NEW YORK TIMES: 

Science has reached to the fringe of 
the universe and stolen the secret of 1 

life inviolate since the beginning of 
time . 

Let us thank God the larceny was 

I ours and not our enemies' and then 
dump the whole thing into . ~e mi~dle 
of the Allantic or the Paclflc, WhiCh· . 
ever is deeper. 

Man is too frail a being to be en
trusted with such power as atomic I 
energy possesses. 

WlLL!AM H. F \~~I~ G. 
Shoreham, Vt., Aug. 8, 1945. 

Care rged in Handling 
TO T H. & EDITOR or THE NEW YORK TIMES : 

The air is full of the news about. ll1e j 
atomic bomb. Horr-ible as il may be to 
those who al present ate getting the 
taste of the destruction, we must not 
forget that we can be boomeranged in 
just as hellish manner- not from the 
enemies, but through mistakes in han
dling the weapon, because of many un
foreseen, uncalculated reasons. It may I 
strike us back just as we strtke. I 
hope il does not. But, I feel, there's 1 
always the danger of our getting an 
"afterglow" of th!s ternble agent. 

JLLILS Z!RJ:>.S.I\.Y. 

New York, Aug . 9, 1945. 

' 
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Bomb Jitters A,re"
1 
Unjustified CATHOLIC NEWSPAPER 

ASSAILS ATOMIC BOMB 
I ! Js I I ( ( 

LONDON, A g. 9 (}p) - The 
Catholic Herald today criticized the 
atomic bombing of Japanese cities. 

World Held Quite Safe Until Far 
Than Small Atom Split Is Attained. 

explosion is just as unknown to
ore day as ever. The religious newspaper, in a 

front-page editorial, said use of the 
bomb "is not only utterly and abso
lutely indefensible in itself but the 
reaching of this appalling goal 
lights up for us all the immorality 
along the path we have all been 
treading." 

By HOWARD W. :ULAKESLEE, 
A ., 'tOC'latcd P rrss Scin tce Edi tor. 

The public jitters now spreading concerning the perils 

of the atomic bomb are not justified, either by the official 

facts from Washington or by the scientific records of the 

discovery. 
It is a scientific fact that the one atom likely even to split. It 

energy in the complete explosion ~s the biggest one of all, and it 

of 0 e ound of uranium could IS unstable. As the atoms get 
n P . . . smaller they seem more stable, 

blow the Empire State Bu1ldmg are harder to damage and give 

twenty miles into the air. off only chips and rays when 

It is possible, as unofficially re- strong rays hit them. 

ported that eleven pounds of Progress will be made both 
. ' . with uranium and other atoms, 

uramum are used m the present both for self-protection of Amer-

atomic bomb. But it also ap- ica and for the dreams of atomic 

pears certain, from the scientific power. But the progress a long 

records up to the time of the those lines is expected to take 

blackout, from the actual report- many years. Even the progress 

ed performances of the bomb that brings man the millenium 

and from Washington's official of atomic power docs not mean 

descriptions, that not all the anywhere near enough explosive 

u ranium explodes. Scientists energy to destroy the world. 

started with an explosion which Radioactivity Doubted. 
released less than 1 per cent of . . 
uranium's explosive power. It is An?ther public wo~ry IS that 

unlikely that they have done atomic bomb explosiOn~ m~e 

' much if anything to increase the face of the earth radiOactive, 

that 'percentage. 'They would like live radium, so that people 

not need to increase the percent- who s~ay around a bombed area 

age to show the effects reported Will die sl?wly of X-ray burns, 
1 from Japan or more qmckly of neutron burns, 
1 . • . • _ which are highly lethal. It is a 

! Uramum atoms s~bt m two_ to fact that a huge explosion of 

! produce t~e . at?mic ~xplos_IVe energy creates a little bit of this 

~ powe:. Sphtbng In t~o ~s entire· artificial radium. But that is 

~ ly different than navmg the nothing to worry about. Every 

f :Who!~ atom expl?de. The world person is constantly under the 

_ 1s q~.nte safe _until far more ~han fire of radium rays. It comes 

a smgl~ split can be attamed. naturally from the earth, the air, 

:i The ent1re atom would have to and particularly from the walls 

e co_me apart to make the_ twenty- of great buildings. 

mil_e ?Iow-~p of the Empire State A Geiger counter, the instru

n Bmldmg With a pound. ment that clicks each time a ra-

~ - Other A toms Not Yet Split. dium ray hits it, will chatter 

~ - Any of the other ninety-one nearly all the time almost any-

~~ different kinds of atoms, such as hwhere. But those rays do no 

1t gold, iron, lead, iodine or carbon, arm. 

11 could cause a comparable de- Prospects are most unlikely 

,_ struction, J>er pound, if they that an atomic _bomb will cause 

1e could be made to blow up com- any dangerous mcrease in rays. 

111 pletely. But on the evidence to These artificially caused rays, 

- date scientists have been unable moreover, do not last long, most 

u to get a single one of the other of them stopping after a few 

h- atoms · even to split, much less hours or a few days. 

re blow up completely. By the sci- Man, it was said today, has 

n. entific records, uranium is the learned how to destroy the at

til mosphere. The reason for this 
being, again, the fear of making 
the air radioactive. The answer 
is, first that the air already is 
somewhat radioactive, made so 
by radon gases, and second, ra
dioactive air is not destroyed. 
You couldn't tell the difference 
between it and ordinary air, with· 
out a Geiger counter. 

Fear of Unknown. 

Today's jitters come not from 
actual facts but from the un
known. It is not unknown that 
atomic explosions can destroy 
everything, even the greatest 
stars. But how t o make such an 

-
In Prai; of Science ~ · I 

To THE EDITOR OF TH.I!J NEW YORh. T IM ES ; 

The sen ational news of lhe past 

1 
few days about the catastrophic effects 

of the new atomic bomb should prompt 
us to pause and reflect. Perhaps the 

modern scientists have found a means 
of ending all wars, after centuries of 
futile efforts by statesmen, pacifists 

1 and economic groups . 
Now that it has been made reasona

bly certain that all of Manhattan Island 
could be wiped out by a few of these 

bombs. war is no longer in the realm 
of bloody man-to-man figh~ing. Realiz
ing the imminence of terrl'b!e disaster 

without. a moment's notice nations of 
the world will hesitate in their dreams 
of aggrandizement and conquest. 

Modern science has won this war for 
us. Modern science is v.;nning the 
peace fo1· us. And modern science v,;U 

provide a means of living and a securi
ty of living for the geherations to come 
which this world has never dreamed of. 

WALTER NIEBUHR. 

New York, Aug. 9, 1945. 

Oak Ridge, Tenn., Aug. 9 (A. 
P.).-Thcre is absolutely no dan
ger of an atomic explosion at 
Clinton Engineer Works, Col. Ken
neth D. Nichols, commanding 
officer, said t oday. 

"Although these plants are the 
main units for production of 
atomic bombs. adeouat.e safe
g uards make an atomic explos ion 
impossible," he said. 

He declared workers are ex
posed to no more than usual in
dustrial hazards and that thus 
far safety records ar better than 
average for Army engineering 
construction. 

"Many in.dustries have greater 
hazards than C. E. W. does, and 
few have taken as elaborate p re
cautions," he said. 

~ f ATOMIC-BOMB SHUDDERS 't 
The world received the news of the 

atomic bomb With elation, but an ela

tion tempered witit BWe and doubt. 
Prestdent Truman, Prime Minister Att

Iee, Secretary Stimson and others in 

high positions have already promised 

that the secret of the bomb will be well 
guarded and revealed only to govern

ments that can be trusted. At once I 
questions anse. Can the secret be kept? 

What go\·ermnents can be trusted ? 
In the past no nation has succeeded 

in keeping a military secret. In the 

Franco-Prussian war lhe French 

hushed up the mitrailleuse. When the 

Whitehead torpedo was first introduced 

another unsuccessful attempt at secrecy 

was made. Hitler tried to keep the 
rocket bomb a secret-in vain. The 

very nature of science makes secrecy 

impossible. We may never be told how 

uranium is bombarded with neutrons in 

a bomb at exactly the right time and 
under lhe right conditions, but we may 

be sure that all military powers will 

recruit enough . scientists . to develop 

1 
their own atomtc bombs, JUSt as they 
developed their own high explosives. 

The fundamental principles whereby at I 
least part of the uranium atom is de
stroyed by bombardment, wilh a sud

den release of an enormous amount of 
energy, have been common scientific 

properly for six years. It follows that 

the application of the principles is pure 

technology and within the compass of 
hundreds of well-trained physicists and 

engineers. 
Yet an international conference of the 

kind proposed by Secretary ~timson 

ought to be held. Much good may come 

from it. If conferees shudder enough 
at the prospect of another war in which 

rocket-propelled atomic bombs will be 

directed at hapless cities across whole 

continents and oceans they ought also 
to shudder at high explosives, sixteen

inch naval guns, land mines, torpedoes, 
and the rest of war's horrible parapher-

Asserting that Pope Pius XII 
throughout the war had "persist
ently maintained a Christian dis
tinction between legitimate and il
legitimate weapons of war," The 
Herald said "it would have been 
better for all of us if we had cour
ageously stood by him." 

H. Stanley Jevons, a retired col
lege professor, sent a telegram to 
President Truman and Prime Min
ister Attlee on behalf of the Bomb
ing Restriction Committee, assert
ing that "the indiscriminate mas
sacre of civilians by whatever 
means creates appalling precedents 
for the future." 

LONDON, Aug. 9 (Reuter) -
The Archbishop of Canterbury, the 
Right Rev. Geoffrey F. Fisher, to
day expressed his fear that the real 
danger of the atomic bomb lay not 
in endless destruction -but in the in
creased leisure it offered mankind. 

WASHINGTON, Aug. 9 <U.P.l -
Benjamin C. Marsh, executive sec
retary of People's Lobby, Inc., to
day ca!led on the United Nations 
to outlaw the use of atomic bombs 
as well as poison gas, disease 
germs, flame throwers and bomb
ing of undefended areas. 

WASHINGTON, Aug. 9 (}PI -

Sir James Chadwick, British scien
tist, said today that some of his 
colleagues refused to help work on 
an atomic bomb for fear they 
might be creating a planet-destroy
ing monster . 

TEST BOMB tfltAf~D 
HALF-MILE CRATER 

~ By Wlrei<SI to THE NIW You Trwts. 

_ MANILA, Friday, Aug. 10-A 

1 solemn warning to Japan came to-
day from Dr. Karl T. Compton, 

- president and director of the 

- Pacific branch of the Office of Sci-
~ entific Research and Development. 
; "There is no question," he said, 
: "that this is the most portentous 

scientific achievement in history. 
t It should have tremendous influ
c I ence In shortening the Japanese 
~ war and in spite of its terrible po
- tency in actually reducing the 

number of lives lost in the war
t certainly fo r America and possibly 
t also for Japan herself if her rulers 
J are sensible enough to realize what 
r may be in store for them and act 
- accordingly. 

The terrific effects of the 'atomic 
l bomb were described at a press 

-----------------.-- e conference here today by Dr. Don

nalia. In a word, the trall may be t ald Leet, Professor of Geophysics 

blazed for disarmament and peace. · at Harvard, who witnessed the test 

Whether or not anything will come of · on July 16 in the New Mexico 
; desert. 

this shuddering remains to be seen. 1 "It beggars description "he said. 

The House of Commons shuddered when "I was fifty miles from the explo

Kitchener mowed down the hordes of : sion awaiting a message. There 

the Mad Mullah in the Sudan during 1 were thunderstorms on the horizon 
: and I was afraid that I would not 

a battle in which the machine gun 
1 

see the flash. 

was first used. and some members "When it let go, it lit up 180 de

even proposed that the weapon be out- . grees of the horizon, not like one 

Jawed. But the machine gun is still ; but a dozen brllliant suns. It 

used. In the fifteenth century Leonardo : stayed lit up and made chills run 

1 
· up my back because I knew what 

and Tartag ia shuddered at the thought ~ might happen if it was not con-

of what their own military inventions trolled. 

would do-to no avail. 1f this time the "It was followed by a brilliant 

shuddering produces more tangible re- red wall of flame. Fifty miles away 

suits, the invention of the atomic bomb it was like an earthquake. At the 

was worth the two billions that it cost. source the brilliance was so great 
that an individual looking at it 

- would be blinded. One observer 
- did so and was blinded. 
• "It created a crater half a mtle 
. across and a quarter of a mile 
! long. The seismic disturbance ' 
! caused does not equal that of an 
. earthquake but the force is :so 
· concentrated that I would rather 

go through an earthquake than 
l face that explosion." 

--------------------~------------~--------------------~'~ 
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Leaving1Ile~lte H.ouse after their meetmg with President Truman yesterday are these fow ~en closely hnked w1~h the s~ccess of t~e atomic bomb: Left to right, George L. Hanison, s e-Cial consultant to Sec1etary Stimson, MaJ. Gen. Leslie Groves, Dr. James B. Conant, President of Harvard, and Dr. Vannevar Bush, who directed basic research on the bomb. 

FRIDAY, AUCUS1 10 . 

Congress Split 
On Policy for 
Atomic Patents 

Shall Government 
Or Private Interests Hold 

Rights for Use? 

By NATHAN ROBERT ON 
Washington Bureau 

WASHINGTON, Aug. 10.-The 
success of Government research in 
developing the atomic bomb has 
spotlighted one of the most mgent 
problems awaiting action while 
Congress vacations- authorization 
of a postwar Governmental research 
program. 

The atomic bomb is the most sen
sational of the Government's war
time scientific achievements, but it 
is only one of many. Thousands of 
others have resulted from the un
precedented concentration of re
search under Government direction 
and financing. Scientific progress 
bas been advanced by many years. 

These results have been achieved 
by Government financing of a huge 
research program which has cost 
about $700,000,000 a year in addi
tion to the $2,000,000,000 spent 
developing and producing the 
atomic bomb. 

The Issue 
The issue facing Congress is 

whether the Government should let 
this huge research program go to 
pieces after the war, or should make 
arrangements to continue it so this 
country can keep ahead, not only 
in research that affects national de
fense, but also in peacetime science. 

Strong recommendations for the 
creation of an agencr to continue a 
broad Governmenta research pro
gram after the war have come from 
the Kilgore subcommittee ol the 
Senate Committee on War Mobili
zation, and from a Presidential 
committee headed by Vannevar 
Bush, head of the Office of Scien
tific Research and Development. 

Their recommendations are gen
erally along the same line, although 
here are a few sharp conflicts. 

Conllict 
Bills embodying both plans have 

been introduced. The Senate com
mittee's plan is the basis for a bill 
by Sens. Harley M. Kilgore (D., 
W. Va.); Edwin Johnson ~D., 
Colo.), and. Claude Pepper D., 
Fla.). Sen. Warren Magnuson D., 
Wash.) has introduced a bill based 
on the Bush recommendations. 

The major conflict between the 
Kilgore and the Bush-Magnuson 
approaches to the problem of post
war research lies in the handling 
of patents resulting from govern
ment research. Kilgore wants them 

BOMB PICTUR~S. Q_ELAYED BOMB SECRET WELL KEPT 
--.t~-.----4+ ,. ~ r , c . . Army Flying Hiroehima Filma Compames ~td Not Know They 

for Scientists to Study Wert Worktng on Atom Project 
Special to To N•w You: Tn.ua. The Unit~d States Rubbe_r. Com-WASHINGTON, Aug. 9 _ Pho- pany ~upphed large quantthes. of 

to h f th d infl' materials used in the product10n grap s .o e amage . tcted of the atomic bomb, company offi-
.on Hiroshima by the atom1c bomb cials announced yesterday. They 

to go to the Government for the 
benefit of the public. The Bush 
plan would permit patents to be 
owned by the private research insti
tution that developed them at the 
Government's expense, reserving 
for the Government only the right 
to use them on a royalty-free basis. 

The Bush plan is the one that 
has been followed in many of the 
wartime research projects financed 
by the Government. As a result, 
some of the most important wartime 
inventions will be locked up by 
private patents after the war in
stead of being open to the public. 

1

1are being flown back to the United said most of this work on the se
States and will be examined by 1ci- cret project was done between July , 
entlsts who participated in the dis- and <?ctober, 1944. The York Cor- • 

poration, manufacturers of a!rcovery of the bo~b before they are conditioning and refrigeration 
released for publication, a War De- products, also disclosed yesterday 
partment spokesman said today. that in President Truman's an-Explaining why the pictures had nouncement they had learned for not been transmitted by radio, the the fint time of the importance of Strategic Air Forces said that it their "extensive and secret labors." , had been found that high-altitude A small plastics company, Depost-attack reconnaissance photo- sign Center, Inc., of 351 West • graphs did not reproduce well by Fifty-second Street, did some im- . radio and that thil was particu- portant work on the bomb, but had larly true in this case, where the no idea what It was for, accordcond!tioJll under which the photo- ing to Loui1 H. Pfohl, president. graphs were taken differed from The United Service Organ!za- • those generally prevailing. There tion contributed indirectly by pro- · also are scientific aspects that viding recreational facilities for • 
those who worked to perfect the plant workers in the two main ' bomb want to study before the pic- construction camps in Washington tures are rele&..~~ed for general dis- and Tennessee, Mrs. Pearl Case tribut!on. It is considered impor- Blough, director of USO services tant that the original negatives be in war production communities, available for this study. announced yesterday. 

TENNESSEE AND THE A dl ~1. 
Clinton, on the Clinch River, a little 

less than twe11ty miles from Knoxville, 
Tenn., was settled about 1787, was 
named Burrville until Aaron Burr fell 
into disgrace after his fatal duel with 
Hamilton, and at the beginning of the 
present war had a population of about 
3,000. It was in a coal-and-iron region, 
but not too prosperous. In the hills to 
the north and west people were still 
living under fairly primitive con
ditions, although TV A's big construc
tion jobs and TVA's partially completed 
program of rural electrifi£ation had 
changed the situation for the better. 
They were good people, many of them 
of the Scotch-Irish stock which had 
come down the Clinch and Powell to
ward the end of the eighteenth century. 
When they could get education they 
took to it like ducks to water. They 
made good workmen on TVA projects 
and on the mysterious project at near-

1 
by Oak Ridge, for which many of them 
were recruited. 

But until these developments they 
had Jived, through no fault of their 
own, in a back eddy of American life. 
Some of them had one-mule farms and 

1 planted in the dark of the moon. Until 
they got electricity their life was not 
so very much different from that of 
their ancestors of a. century ago. It 
they went down to work in the mining 
towns they still did not get far away 
from the back country. Now they find 
themselves, not in the eighteenth 
century or the nineteenth, or, as most 
of us have to think of it, even in the 
twentieth. They have been jumped 
into close proximity with the twenty
first century-the age of atomic power. 
Maybe there is a "dog-trot" cabin in 
the hills above Oak Ridge where a 
farmer sits with his squirrel rifle by 
hill side, a hound dog at his feet, a 
steep plot planted to corn and potatoes 
in front of him, and gazes down into 
the most stupendous concentration of 
material energy the world has ever 
seen. He might wonder if he were 
awake. We all do. 

• 
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Nagasaki Atom -Bomb Leaves 4-Mile Smoke Clou 
~ t-( f /r Fires Seen batten, British commander in chief 

1 
---- -

in Southeast Asia, said he thought 

Three Hours After the atomic bomb w~s a good thi~g. 
but that he was gomg ahead w1th 
his plans as though it didn't exist. Attack It would be the greatest folly, l1e 
said, "if I should work on the as

By RICHARD A. y FFE 

Nagasaki, the s cond Japanese 
city hit by an merican atom 
bomb, was covered by a pall of 
smoke 20,000 feet high three hours 
after the explo ion, it wa revealed 
at Guam today. 

Photographs taken after the raid 
on agasaki, sprawling city of 252,-
000, shipping center and naval 
ba e on the northwe t tip of the 
horne island of Kyushu, s~1owea 
scattered fires outside the smoke 
area, Gen. Carl Spaatz, chief of 
the U. S. Strategic Air Forces in 
the Pacific, announced. 

Spaatz said that no further de
tails of the bombing were avail
able now, but he declared earlier 
that the results of the atomic raid 
on Nagasaki were "good." 

The Japanese radio, meanwhile 
was busy informing anyone who 
wanted t'O listen that Japan, too, 
"may use weapons like the atomic 
bomb." However, unlike the Amer
icans, Japanese would use them 
only against military personnel, 
they said. They did not say where 
they would get them. 

'Warning' 
Radio Tokyo announced that 

the atomic bomb would not lead 
to the end of the war and warned 
that "if one power succeeds in put
ting it to use, the rest will catch 
up with it." 

"No arms or weapons, when they 
are capable of mass slaughter of 
humanity, are to be allowed to be 
used as actual weapons against 
man," Tol..]'O said. 

The Singapore r dio (Japanese) 
said the atomic bomb wa n't such 
a novel thing, and that the Amer
icans must have drawn "on the re
sult of the Japanese researches." 

The raid on agasaki yesterday 
followed the first atomic bomb at
tack on Hiroshima Sunday night. 
It followed along the same pattern 
and if it accomplished the same 
results it leveled an area of four 
and a 'tenth square miles. 

Members of the Superforb·ess 
crew that dropped the atomic pow
er on agasaki reported good re
sults, but they did not go into 
details except to say that lhe bomb 
exploded with a blinding Hash that 
was visible for miles, and with a 
terrific roar. 

In London, Lord Louis Mount-

sumption. that the atomic bomb will 
stop the war." 

Asked by an Indian pacifist if he 
didn't think the use of the atomic 
bomb was "inhuman," Mountbat
ten said: 

"If the bomb kills Japanese and 
aves casualties on our side, natu

rally I am not going to favor the 
killing of our people unnecessarily." 

1945 PH /;o 
Atomic Study Lesson in 
Co-operation-Mrs. FDR 

Says Pooling 
Of Many Minds Sets 
Pattern for Future 

Dr. Lise Meitner, the woman sci
entist whose research aided in the 
development of the atomic bomb, 
last night urged co-operation among 
nations for its future control in the 
best interests of humanity. 

Dr. Meimer spoke over the NBC 
Network with Mrs. Eleanor Roose
velt, widow of the late President, 
who was in the NBC newsroom 
here. Dr. Meimer spoke from her 
home in Leksand, Sweden, the 
country to which she fled after 
being exiled from Germany be- Mrs. Roosevelt 
cause of her Jewish origin. I -------------

Following her NBC broadcast, 
Mrs. Roosevelt spoke over the 
Swedish Network in a special 
broadcast. Mrs. Roosevelt said that 
the late President had told her of 
the atom research being carried 
on, but never had revealed to her 
th~ secret of the atomic bomb. 

In the conversation between 
Mrs. Roosevelt and Dr. Meitner, 
Mrs. Roosevelt asked Dr. Meitne:: 
what her feeling was when she first 
heard of the dropping of the bomb 
and realized that it might bring 
this desh·uctive war to a close. 

'For Peaceful Work' 
''Women have a great respon

sibility and they are obliged to try, 
so far as they can, to prevent an
other war," Dr. Meimer said. "I 
hope that the construction of the 
atom bomb not only will help to 
finish this awful war but that we 
will be able too, to use this great 
energy that has been released for 
peaceful work. 

"I hope that by the co-operation 
of several nations it will be possible 
to do so, to come to better rela
tions between all the nations and 
to prevent such horrible things as 
we have had to go through in the 
last few years." 

Mrs. Roosevelt said that "one 
thing we must all remember is that 
this discovery was made by the 
pooling of many minds belonging 
to different races and different reli
gions, that the way the work was 
done sets the pattern for the way 
in which in the future we may 
be able to work out our difficulties 
-not by setting up superior races, 
but by learning to co-operate and 
using the best that each one has 
to contribute to solve the problems 
of this new age. 

Symbol to Women 
"I congratulate you on what you 

have done," she continued, "and I 
hope that a way will be found 
whereby, just as Mme. Curie was 
a symbol to women after her great 
discovery, you may be a symbol to 
the women of the future and in
spire them to insist on playing the 
best possible part in wiping out all 
discrimination and intolerance. As 
long as they exist, we cannot get 
the best for mankiDd. 

Mrs. Roosevelt in her interview 
by Sven orberg, an NBC corre
spondent in Sweden said: 

"I hoEe that it will be used for 
construcTive purposes after the war. 
I think it should be controlled very 
carefully, internationally." 

2..-t 
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George L. Harrison, Maj. Gen. Leslie R. Groves, Dr. James B. Conant and Dr. Vannevar Bush leaving a · 
conference with President Truman. Associated Prua Wirephoto 

Truman, Chief Aides Study Effect 
Of Atom Bomb at Special Parley 

WASHINGTON, Aug. 9 tlP)- he would say was that Mr. Truman 
President Truman called in top sent out "a special call" for the 
military, diplomatic and scientific members to visit him. 
advisers today to discuss the atom- Meanwhile, the War Department 
ic bomb, ~hose terrific destructive disclosed that Dr. Harold C. Urey, 
effect tWlce has been felt by 1934 Nobel Prize winner in chem-

Ja§!~~etary of war Henry L. Stirn- istry, was one of the scientists who 
son canceled a. regular Thursday played an important part in devel
morning news conference to at- opment of the atonuc bomb. Dr. 
tend the White House meeting. He Urey of Leonia, N.J., has been ex
took with him Maj. Gen. Leslie ecu.tive . officer in the Columbia 
Groves who supervised the secret Umverstty Department of Chem
work ~nd harnessed for war pur- istry ~ince 1939. He specialized in 
poses the atom's terrific energy. studyt.ng the structure of atoms 
General Groves was to have at- and dtsc?vere~ the h;y:drogen a~om 
tended Mr. Stimson's news confer· of atomtc we1ght wh1ch combmes 
ence today. ~ith oxygen .~o produce so-call~d 

Secretary of State James F. heavy v:a~er, . a su~~ance used m 
Byrnes who sat beside Mr Tru- atom-sphttmg expen ents. 
man when the President ann~unced General Groves also disclosed the 
Russia's declaration of war on Ja- nal!ies of a number of th~ ~u;,er 
pan yesterday came across the offtcers whose work was o p r-
street to join the meeting. ticular value" to the . development 

. . of the bomb. They mcluded Col. 
Others present mclu.ded sctentis~s Earl H. Marsden and Maj. John 

who P!ayed a. leadmg part m E . Vance, both of New Haven, 
developmg the revolutioi>ary Conn. Lieut. Col. William A. Con-
weapon: ' . 

D V B h d
. t f sodine of Newark, N.J., Maj. Rob-

r. .annevar . us.' tree or o ert R. Furman of Trenton, N. J.; 
the Offtce of Sctenbflc Research Lieut. Col. Charles Vanden Buick 
and Develop!Tient, and Dr. Jam~s of Lincoln Park, N . J., and Lieut. 
Con~nt, prestdent of Harvard Um- Joseph Volpe of Cedar Grove, N. J . 
verstty. . Also Chief Warrant Officer Mur-
G~orge L. Harrtson, one-time ray s. Levine of Brooklyn, N. Y.; 

president of the New York F~deral Maj. Edgar J. Murphy, Lieut. Col. 
Reserve Bank, w~o al~o contnbuted Arthur v. Peterson and Maj. Fran
to the vast engmeenng work In- cis J. Smith, all of New York; 
volved, completed the gr?up. Maj Joseph F. Sally of Malverne, 

Upon leaving th~ Whtte ~ouse, N. Y.; Lieut. Col. William P. Cor
the. conf~rees .declmed to. d!SC'otSS nelius of Ennis, Tex., Lieut. Col. 
thetr sess10n wtth the Prestdent. Paul L. Guarin of Houston, Tex., 

and Lieut. Col. W. B. Parsons of 
Nobel Winner Alded Work Seattle, Wash. 

WASHINGTON, Aug. 9 (U.P.)- The War Department said Col. 
The President talked with the sci- Stafford L. Warren of Rochester, 
entists and Cabinet members tor N.Y., was chief of medical services 
about thirty II).inutes. Mr. Stimson for the project, adding that he 
said later thal the conference did earned much of the credit for the 
not go Into the peacetiqJe uses of "remarliable safety records" of the 
atomic power, v:ith which the in- plants manufacturing the new 
terim committee is concerned. All weapon. 

My hunch is that the Japs were found to be working like lJI. ... .-. 
to perfect an atom bomb and were so close to the secret that 
Uncle Sam was forced to the decision to use his bomb first. I 
don't think our leaders would have made the choice otherwise. 

Tbe Gemtans were close ro lt. and lt aeema reasonable- to 
asswne that the Japs were not In complete lponuee of tDo bomb 
and its po88ibillttes. 

• 



Bomb Razed a Third of Nago.aki; 
Japan Protests to U. S. on Missile 

N y r By The United ~ress. d I I I 
GUAM, Saturday, Aug. 11-The anese interest, "requesting it im

second and perhaps the final mediately to discontinue the use 
atomic bomb explosion of the Pa- of such an inhuman wea1>on." 
·cific war demolished 30 per cent of [The dispatch, recorded by the 
Nagasaki, Japan's eleventh city, Federal Communications Com
Thursday leveling almost the en- mission, said that news of the 
tire indu~trial area in a mighty request was "officially r.evealed" 
blast visible 250 miles, it was an- in To_kyo. 
nounced today. [The Japanese Gover:n,p:1ent 

It was an explosion as terrible also asked the Swiss Minister to 
destructive as the first atomic explain the "objectives _of the 
bomb blast, which leveled 4.1 Japanese Government's protest" 
square miles of Hiroshima on Mon- .to the I~ternational ~~d Cross.]_ 
day, wiping out 60 per cent of that Reportmg the pre~1mmary estJ_
city. mate of damage m Nagasaki, 

[The Japanese Government based on aerial reconnaissance 
was reported by the Domei yesterday, Gen. Carl A. Spaatz, 
agency to have filed a protest chief of the Strategic Air Forces, 
with the United States Govern- announced the effects of what 
ment Friday "against its atack might be the last atomic bomb as
on Hiroshima with an atomic sault of the war. 
bomb" and -to have sent a mes- The city's industrial area, spread 
sage through the Swiss Govern- • 
m en1·, n-ote('1+• :::.:.....::::.•r for _T- <"' 

along twelve miles on both sides 
of the land-locked Nagasaki Bay, 
was in ruins. An area of .98 
square miles of the built-up area 
of 3.3 square miles was devastated. 

4 
Atom Bomb Is Lawful, ) 

According to General Spaatz' 
report, destruction within Naga
stretched along both sides of the 
Yurikami River, where most of the 

· city's heavy industries are situated. 
For two miles from north to 

South and seventh of a mile from 
east to west destruction spread 
across the heart of the city. A dis
trict east and south of the point 
where the Yutikami River opens 
into Nagasaki Harbor also was de
molished, it was announced. 

Included "in the stricken area of 
Japan's eleventh largest city were 
the Mitsubishi steel and arms 
works,the Mitsubish i-Yurikani ord
nance plant and other heavy indus
tries turning out tools of war for 
the Japanese. 

Reconnaissance photographs 
were taken af ter a heavy pall of 
smoke had cleared from the city. 
The first photos, taken three and a 
half hours after the terrible explo
sion, had shown the city obliterated 
by smoke towering 20,000 feet . 

Nagasaki, on Kyushu Island's 
western coast 200 miles southwest 
of Hiroshima, was an important 
embarkation point and a major 
shipbuilding and repair center. It 
received huge quantities of raw 
materials from the shipping lanej! 
to Japan from Asiatic mainlani 
porst. 

Jurists Decide at Rio 1 

By Wlrt!e<s to l'"HE N EW YORK TIMES. 

RIO DE JANEIRO, Aug. 10-
The flying bomb is an 1mlawful 
weapon, but the atomic bomb 
is lawful, according to the In· 
ter-American Juridical Commis
sion meeting here. The commit
tee reached its decision after 
hearing an address by Prof. 
Charles Fenwick, American dele
gate. 

Professor Fenwick stressed 
that the flying bomb's blast 
could not be directed to any 
given point, but the atomic bomb 
could be guided so as not to hit 
undefended areas. 

RIO DE JANEIRO, Aug. 10 
(JPJ-The Inter-American Jurid· 
ical Committee held today that 
the head of a State waging a 
war of aggression was criminal
ly liable and subject to the judg
ment of an international tri
bunal. 

Fundamentally, the report, 
signed by the delegates of Brazil, 
Mexico, Chile, Argentina and 
the United States, would make 
Emperor Hirohito of Japan sub
ject to the tribunal since it listed 
Ministers of State separately 
from the head of a State and his 
necessary collaborators. 

cano in the process of eruptiqn," 
Blast Seen 250 Mi!es Away he said.] 

GUAM s t d A 11 (JPl- Gen. Carl A. Spaatz announced 
. .' a ur ay,. ug. at Army Strategic Air Forces 

Naga_sakl: s~cond Clty bombed by headquarters that results of the 
ato~uc f1sswn, ~~s crushed by Nagasaki bombing were "good," 
a fier_y ex;ploswn. too lre~endous but that smoke obscured the area 
to believe, Amencan eyewitnesses from a photographic plane three 

· reported yesterday. . and a half hours after the attack. 
Acknowledgmg for the f1rst time __ _ 

the atomic bombing of Nagasaki, 
; Domei claimed today that "dam- .Japa~ese Depicts Honor 

ages were extremely light, al- SAN' FRANCISCO, Aug. 10 (JP) 
· though investiga tors are presently -Havoc caused by the atomic 
· proceeding in connection with de- bomb explosion on Hiroshima was 
' tails." "the most awesome sight" he ever 

The dispatch was tra nsmitted saw, a Japanese soldier said tod ay 
nearly forty-eight hours after the in a broadcast from Tokyo r ecord
Nagasaki attack. ed by the American Broadcasting 

[Without identifying the bomb Company. 
as atomic, the dispatch sal~, that The "eyewitness," Tokyo said, 
"one large-type enemy plane had was a "certain army corporal at
dropped a "seemingly new-type tached to the staff headquarters of 
bomb."] the Central Army District." 

The terrible explosion at Naga· The corporal was in a Hiroshim a 
· saki, hit Thursday. was seen by hotel the day of the blast a nd 

Okinawa-based f liers who were on stuck his head out the window 
missions seventy-five to 250 . m~~e.s when he heard Superfortresses 

' from the doomed city of 25;,-;-~~ overhead, he said. 
. An immense f iery ball shot in'i.o "I looked up," he continued. "Si

the air 8,000 fee t, they repor~ed, multaneously a lightning-like flash 
, followed by a column of billowmg covered the whole sky, blinding my 

smoke which rose quickly to 20,000 eyes. Unconsciously, I dived for 
feet. "It covered an area of the sky cover and a torn quilt miraculous
at least twenty miles square," ly was blown over me, which I 
Lieut. Otto H . Schumacher of Wal- hugged to myself for dear life . 

. halla, S. C., said . "Several minutes later I was 
[Nagasaki was s till a mass of outside. All around I found dead 

angry f lames twelve hours after and wounded. Some were bloated 
the bombing, a Newsweek cor- and scorched-such an awesome 
respondent, Robert Shaplen, re- sight-their legs and bodies 
ported via the National Broad- stripped of clothes and burned 
casting Company af ter having with a huge blister. 
flown to within ten miles of the "All green vegetation, from 
Kyushu port city on an Ameri· grasses to trees, perished in tha t 
can patrol plane. "It was like period. It was the most awesome 

1 looking over the rim of a vol- sight I have ever witnessed." 
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· Topics o£ The Ti111tes 
. till 

1J Y l The mathematician Is 
Doubts the lucky one. To give you 

Will an idea of the future 
Persist atomic engine he scribbles 

a few figures and signs on 
the corner of his newspaper, and you 
have the whole story, complete, pre
cise, unanswerable. But we, poor lay
men, trying to define this new miracle 
in ordinary words and pictures, only 
end up by raising more questions than 
we can answer. 

Automobile engines of the future 
may be the size of a man's fist. Yes, 
but will the human fist be strong 
~nough to hold, the steering wheel on 
that automobile? 

A cup of atomic fuel may carry a 
ship the size of the Queen Mary across 
the Atlantic. Yes, but who will want 
to spend two hours crossing the Atlan
tic by ship WhE),n he can do it by rocket 
in three minutes? 

An atomic fuel supply the !lize of a 
brick may carry a plane several times 
around the globe. Yes, but will there 
be a terrestrial globe to fly around? 

Apologies are due Mr. 
One Churchill's opponent in the 
Man former Prime Minister's 

Knew own constituency in the re-
cent election. Among those 

to express ' regrets should be Mr. 
Churchill himself. He has said about 
the new atomic revelations that we 
must all pray that these "awful agen
cies" may be made to conduce to world 
peace and prosperity. 

Now it will be recalled that Mr. 
. Churchill's opponent in the election 

was a virtual unknown whom the dis
patches came very near to calling a 
crackpot. The principal plank in his 
platform was a universal working day 
of just one hour. 

He 
Laughs 

Last 

HaJf a century ago there 
were economists who be
lieved a four-hour working 
day enough to supply ev
erybody with the basic 

needs and comforts. A dozen years ago 
the more ardent spirits among the 
Technocrats argued for a working day 
of forty minutes. Their calculations 
were based on the development of 
Giant Power, by which they mean the 
skillful utilization of existing energy 
sources. They did not convince every
body. 

But today with the infinite potencies• 
of atomic energy there cannot be the 
least question that Mr. Churchill's op
ponent for the House of Commons was 
right. The amiable crackpot now sees 
the world's mobilized scientists crack
ing away at the atom and permits him
self to crack a smile. It was what he 
had in mind all the time, no doubt. 

Danger 
On the 
Inside 

But it is no smiling mat· 
ter at all, this new energy 
source for lifting the bur
den of toil from the backs 
of mankind and raising 

men to a plane of well-being hitherto 
undreamed. It is not a smiling matter 
because such · a tremendous change in 
the common man's condition cannot be 
effected without social transformations 
of the very first magnitude. The his
tory of the world since the French Rev
olution has been the history of the In
dustrial Revolution, which is, at bot
tom, the story of steam. But the steam 
engine is a little boy's wooden locomo
tive against the harnessed atomic en
gine of the future, and the difference in 
resultant industrial and economic revo
lutions should be the same. 

Atoms 
Split 

Nations 

That is why it 1s only 
part of the story to Jpeak 
of atomic power as an 
"awful agency" of war be
tween the nations. Atomic 

power in peacetime engines may easily 
become the source of domestic convul
sions. The atomic engine may become 
the nucleus of a revolutionary economic 
theory which in tl).e hands of a fanatic 
may destroy as many lives in civil 
strife as the atomic bomb against for
eign enemies. Your theorist will insist 
that men can now provide themselves 
with all the comforts of life by working 
ten· minutes a day, and every economic 
and social system which hesitates to re
build itself on that basic work schedule 
must be liquidated at once. 

Forces 
Behind 

War 

Let us recall how Marx
lana up to only the other 
day have explained all 
wars arising from the in
ner contradictions of a 

"moribund" capitalism. For the dura
tion of the war against Germany this 
definition was suspended but it il!l be- , 
ginning to come back. But if the death 
throes of a social order plunge human
ity into wars what will happen when 
the new socialist or communist order 
has been rendered . moribund by har
nessed atomic power? 

. It amounts to saying that the minds 
and consciences of men, in Mr. Church
ill's phrase, must deal with the defense 
of home peace as well as international 
peace in the presence of our new tre
mendous physical agencies. Men can 
destroy themselves in civil wars and 
"social experiments" as quickly as in 
foreign wars. 

The 
Credit 
Side 

Man armed with a stone 
axe or man armed with atom
ic power will always fall back 
on the argument of the 
Somehow Good. When the 

burdens and horrors of war are upon 
them men cry out against war. Later 
they show no hesitation in accepting 
the benefits of war. It was under the 
stress of war that men embarked on 
the research that has unleashed atomic 
energy. This war incentive is likely to 
be forgotten when the atom is har
nessed for man's happiness instead of 
for his destruction. 

To talk about limited, almost paro
chial pre-atomic subjects, there is the 
"imperialist" war of 1914-18 as the 
first World War is regularly called in 
Russian Communist terminology. It 
was this imperialist war which shat
tered the Russian empire and brought 
in . communism. · How many Soviet 

. leaders today find themselves wishing 
that h\W}anity had been s~ared the 
agony _of that first World War? 

2.3 
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DAWN _OF THE ATOM ERA 
PERPLEXES WASHINGTON 

Relief Over Tokyo's Surrender Offer 
Tempered by Wonder About Future 

By JAMES RESTON 
WASHINGTON, Aug. 11-The Washington. Some men are dis

atomic bomb has done more than turbed by the forms of the un
produce the surrender offer of known and ethers are inspired by 
Japan. More even than that sur- the challenge. How are mep to be 
render itself it has startled Wash· employed in an era of atomic pow
ington into a realization of the er when we could not even employ 
magnitude of the problems of vic- them in the age of electricity? Can 
tory at home and abroad. we adjust our minds and our in-

For in that terrible flash 10,000 stitutions to an increase of power 
miles away, men here have seen that is so great that even now, 
not only the fate of Japan but without atomic power, we can pro
have glimpsed the future of Amer- duce as many goods as we did in 
ica. Before they had wholly syn- 1920 with 12,000,000 fewer work
chronized our political and econom- ers? 
lc institutions with the age of ~ow. are men who are .full of 
steam, and while they were argu- P.reJudice _and fea: and selfish. na~ 
ing over the urgencies of the age tiona! desires to hve ~ogether m a 
of air, they were suddenly con- worl.d that has atomic bombs but 
fronted with the shadow-shapes of that has no generally accepted rule 
the age of the atom. of law? 

That is why the immense sigh of New Avenue of :fhought 

THE NEW YORK Tll\lES, 

relief at the offer of surrender has It has been cool in Washington Dayle in The Phlladelph!a Record' 

been. tempered here by solemn re- this week. one night it was down /============================== 
flectwn on the future. below 70, which is good sleeping . . I . . 

The residue of war under the w athe fa th· t · 1 mg accomplished, and the most ceded here that the polibcal re- j e r r 1s own In ear y f 1 · · · · · conditions of other generations A t B t th htf 1 h care u agreements Will have to be ahbes of the world made 1t Im-ugus . u aug u men ave d .th th . d t . l St t .bl t t t ;a: ~~:r::t~g!£ ~~ew~:rn~:te~: not kbeenThsleephing vbery wthe~l kthis :a t~a~I thea g:~e~:l u~e~~~nver:i~~ ~~~~ci:cooc~~:.::r ~e:es ht~:~~ ~:e~ 
wee . ey ave een m mg f tl U ·t d N f d t d t· . t f I . 

~:r St~~: t~~sd ti~: !~s~a:eo:~~ *~au\ sam: ofth~h~~e qu~s.tions. ~enel:aten~n~o a as~~:~~b~:sf~~ ra: ~i~~gth:~~ ~~u~~n:.o~-~~~a allo~~:t~~:~: l 
residue of war and a vast indus- e! tavteh eenht mttmg no mtth~e materials, shipping and export large as well as small, to abide by I anc1en aug -pa erns of Is k t · . · · · 
trial and social revolution all at political community but of broad- rna~ e. s . fixed rules of mternational law. ' 
once and in the moment of victory er horizons. They have been think- Sumlarly, _the race betwe~n es- Just the Beginning 
men are wondering more even than ing not of convenience but of ex- sential supplies and anarchy m the 
they are rejoicing. istence. The change is mark d defeated and devastated areas w1ll Today many men here are be-

. and significant e have to be carefully planned if the coming convinced that in spite of 
Lookmg to Tomorrow Several i · d" t bl United Nations are not to find these political realities, the :;;cien-

What are they wondering about? obvious A ~~/a ez!rot bemts kare themselves attempting to admin- tific and military realities since the 1 W ll th d · b t · Ion us e a en ·ster millions of st · g d d s t · " b ·t t d e , ey are. won ermg a au a about the size of the occupation 1 arvm an e - a omic ..,om necess1 a e ?ur cre-
1 great many thmgs they have tak- forces in Europe, Japan and the pthe~ate menb~hose rdetu

1
rn todsotme-

11
atmg, otrh at leahst workt1hng fart·

1 en for granted for a very long Japanese isla d d b t th mg resem mg or er y con 1 1ons arder an we ave m e pas · n s an a au e · · · · t t t d th t· f h 1 ' time. On the basis of today's news size of th t d. A d IS m our pr1mary m eres . owar e crea 1011 o , sue a rue , e s an mg rmy an . 
and tomor~ow's possibili~ies, they Navy we wish to keep. Only when Post-War Foreign Policy of law m the world. 1 
are wondermg about old Ideas and this is done can the vast robl . . . The mere possession of this bomb 
old prejudices and even about what of demobilization be carrie~ I'>Ute~ I~ the pohtlcal f1eld there re- by the United States, Britain and 
they had assumed were old truths. the most orderly and effective ma1n, now m the most urgent Canada undoubtedly will strength-

They are wondering about the manner state, all the vast problems of en the diplomacy of these three 
myth of the "immunity of the The ~ize of our contribution of work.ing out a post-:v~r policy with countries .in any attempt they may 
oceans " They are wondering what forces to th Int t· 1 0 Russia and the Bntlsh Common- make to help organize the world · e erna 10na tgan- lth tl d 1 t · · · · · · happens to the old theories about ization will have to be ne otiated ~ea. , among o 1ers, an a I he m accordance w1th their prmCiples. 
States' rights and labor's rights and pp d b th C g mtncate problems of the peace But first they must decide togeth
and management's rights and the one af throve y 

1 
te ongress as settlement 1·anging from the dis- er how they want to organize the 

o e severa s eps necessary T f th It r d J · farmer's rights in the atomic age. to implement our ratification of pos1 wn o . e a 1an an apa- world and whether the t1me has 
They are thinking vaguely of th S F . Ch t nese colomes to the future of not come for them to reach a . . e an ranc1sco ar er. t . · · · · the Immediate responsibilities of Broad and imaginative. steps Korea and he Rulu. much closer m1lltary and political 

the victor, of the occupation of will have to be taken to reconvert But beyond these pressing ques- understan\']ing than they have ever 
Germany and Japan, of Americans our industry from the tasl<s of war tions lie several which, in longer I thought necessary or possible in 
controllmg dozens . and proba~~y to the functions of peace and to range, are equan:y as fundame.ntal. the past. 
scores of island~ m the .Pacific transfer our economy in such a Two of these Wlll serve to 1llus- In short, the end of the war is 
Ocean, of Americans sitbng on way as to encourage the highest trate the sort of problem that has just the beginning. We have 
commissions that decide what possible level of employment been thrown up by the staggering fought and won the freedom to 
ships pass through the Dardanelles ' events we have passed through in work 1out our QWn future. But it 
and who controls the Danube, and Problems on Giant Scale the last few days. must be worked out not in the old 
what can and cannot move throt~gh Legislation will be necessary to First, what happens to the world, which is gone, but in a new 
the Kiel Canal, and who votes in tide over those men who are un- United Nations' Security Organiza- world which will test our character 
Poland. employed while the gigantic swing- tion in a world of atomic bombs? equally as much as did the war 

It is a time of questioning in back to peacetime industry is be- A week ago it was generally con- itself. 

I 

.. 
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i WHAT THE ATOMIC BOMB ME•~~~,,~~~::~.~:. 0?:~~~?.~tion I I N Y. / -. THE PROMISE <{'(/I<, ~ot b< rr~tod with it at ali. It'' a tri=ph of ""areh, but l 

:.:.:.:· new Te~ ~:c~!~~: ;~e~:~:~~;s~f a!~~i;e':n;~;{es~8~~=si~n~ ~~~::.un~;~;y i!vi.s ;~~~r~ ~~~~~ndn~~~l/~~;:!d~!: ~; ::;~c~:~ ~ 
; Harry B. Truman. University. ~ 

The real significance does not lie in the fact that this new The last twilight of the war is colored by mortal flames :.l.·.:.i .. 

\.· bomb has accomplished an almost incredible feat of destruction, 11ever before seen on the horizons of the universe, from its heav-

~ important as that fact may be; its significance Is that this enly dawn to this infernal era. This incredible destructive in- ~ 

bomb is a sign which all can appreciate that the basic problem strument remains a temptation, if not for horrified contempora- :; 

of the release of energy by atomic fission has been solved and ries then for posterity, to whom history-we know it very well :: 

that the unbelievably large amounts of energy which scientists because we are the posterity of yesterday-teaches very little, ,r.;.: 

have long believed to be associated with matter can now be and which the forgetfulness of experience dominates so will- , 

made available for practical use.-Munitions Minister C. D. ingly.-Il Osservatore Romano Vatican City newspaper. !.,l.,j, 

Howe of Canada. • 

Plans for machines to use this forc.e have already been THE BIG JOB J>.;t_E_A_D_ 
patented. In industry it will bring a fabulous revolution. Doubt
Jess we shall no longer have to seek far and wide the raw 
materials covet¢ by nations. For now the new alchemists will 
have tools for the transmutation of materials not only theoreti
cally but practically.-The Due de Broglie, French physicist. 

The new era of atomlc power can be subjected to a procecs 
o! development that can be evolutionary rather than revolu
Uonary:-Btatement prepared by Princeton University physici.!lts, 
chemists and engineers. 

Fortunately, nature Is completely impartial, even when her 
most terrible secret is wrested from her. The power wrapped 
up in a single bomb which can explode with the force of 20,000 
tons of TNT may some day do the work of many thousands of 
men.-The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. 

THE WARNING 

This revelation of the secrets of nature long mercifully with
held from man should arouse the most solemn reflections in the 
mind and conscience of every human being capable of compre
hension. We must indeed pray that these awful agencies will "be 
made to conduce to peace among the nations and that, instead 
of wreaking measureless havoc upon the e!'ltlre globe, they may 
become a perennial foundation of world prosperity.-Winston S. 
Churchill. · 

It will be a matter of much research and development to 
design machines for the conversion of atomic energy into useful 
purposes.-Becreta1·y of War Henry L. Stimson. .. 

In time, a long time, [utilization of atomic energy] will be , ii 
developed for peaceful pursuits, but it will undoubtedly be gen- ;, 
erations before the atom will make all of the nation's steel, l! 
power the nation's locomotives, generate the electricity or furnish 
the billions of hours of industrial horsepower that coal does 
now, let alone the nation's homes.-Dr. M. Delyn Branin, tech

nical const~ltant of the Bituminous Coal Institute. 

The potentialities of this first harnessing of atomic energy 1· 
are unlimited [but] it will probably be many a year before i 
enginejlrs can think of substituting U-235 for coal and oil. If ·~··· .. 
that high stage of technology is ever reached we need not picture 
a world with power plants very different from those we have. 
Steam will be raised by the heat of atomic energy, with turbines 
still turning generators, so far as we can see now.-The New 

York Times. 
THE POWER OF RESEARCH 

Both science and industry worked under the direction of 
the United States · Army, which achieved a unique success in 
managing so diverse a problem in tbe advancement of knowledge 
in an amazingly short time. It is doubtful if such another com
bination could be got together in the world. What has been 

There are problems here calling for statesmanship of the done is the greatest achievement of organized science in his-

highest order. Establishment of any organization for the main- tory. It was done under high pressure and without failure.-

tenance of world peace and security woUld obviously be sheer President Han·y B. Truman. 

mockery if means could not be found of guaranteeing the effec- Behind these concrete achievements lie the tremendous con-

~ tive control of an instrument of war of such potency.-Bir John tributions of American science. No praise is too great for the 

~. Anderson1 in charge of atomic bomb 1·esearch tor the Chu1·chill unstinting efforts, brilliant achievements and complete devotion 

~ Government. to the national interest of the ,scientists of this country. No-

1 

[The atomic bomb] is a challenge to every element of our where else in the world has science performed so successfully 

national life, but most of all to organized religion.-Dr. Earl F. in time of war.-Becretary of War Henry L. Stimson. 

Adams, executive director of the Protestant Council of the City The destructiveness of the atomic bomb illustrates what 

of New York. science and scientists can do when they are properly financed, 

Such power of destruction would have been a social hazard organized, coordinated and urged.-The Boston Herald. 

~z~:~ffl$:$,:f$>Jt.~=tfti.:;5~.: it!?.~: .. .... :;;.:;~~»tef~~~::t.:mlg~~f$.:X~~~W"~Wt~2l~f:"::!;~.X ;;.~;;.~~ ·:;:: .::~~1~!f::f"(~-,.:et;~&~ .. ;;.:·· -~:.~:~{:;a::.?r;;; · . -.~~.~··r .. ~ -~ - -~, .... _ ~:.· :.~'i~~ ··~·.;;:.::c~ "-:>.:<:::::~:---~?.::::~~~:~?.;:::r:t: ·.-.·.::!-=~;:::!~~r~t:~*:;.:::::~::::r:~~~ 
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I~ sroRYr:BEHIND THE ATOMIC BOMB 
By WALDEl\IAR KAEMPFFERT V E • f ticles (helium nuclei), protons, 

Under the pressure of war the aSt nterpnse 0 deuterons, electrons are all elec-

most powerful destructive weapon Governments Found V"ically char~ed. But the atom is 
ever invented has been given to ~rounded Wlth electrical defenses 
man for better or for worse. In The Great Secret that are not . easily penetrated. 
three years organized science Charged particles are simply 
reached a goal for which even the/ sucked in, and it is seldom that 
romantic utopians allowed at least pound~ are intimately mixed wit~ ?ne reac~es the nu~leus and chips 
half a century. How was it done? o~her ISOtopes. Nat~rally, the offt- 1t, A high-speed proton, for ex
The answer is partly given in sci en- Cia~ accounts are stlent on sepa- ample, would have to pierce the 
tific literature and in the disclos- ratl?n, so t~at the best we can electrical defenses of about 100 
ures of official reports so that it is do IS to indicate what was either million atoms before it hit a nu
possible to piece together a story done or suggested b~for~ the war. cleus. A stream of such protons 
without a parallel in the history of A method was devised m 1938 by is stopped after having passed 
science. two Germans, t?Ius~us and Dickel. through the defenses of only 100,-

First of all, a material had to be The ~wed!sh sctentlst •. Krasny-Er- 000. \ It follows that the chance of 
selected which would take the gen, Improved on their technique. scoring a hit is only one in 

1 f th h' h t f h' h 1 Before the war over 191 years a thousand 
P. ace 0 e tg es . 0 tg expo- would have rolled by before a sin- · 
stves.. Secretar:v Stimson casually gle gram of u.235 was obtained Role of the Neutron 
n1ent10ns "uranmm ore." - . ' . and 7<>,000 years for a smgle But the uncharged neutron is dlf-
Germa.ns Were First pound. ferent. It can slip through the elec- -! , 

The hint takes us back to 1939. From all this it is fair to infer tric defenses of a uranium atom~ " 
In that year Drs. Otto Hahn, E. that the research group must have with one chance in 140 of hitting 
Strassmann and Lise Meitner, all devised a much speedier method. the nucleus. When that occurs the 
German subjects, electrified the There are explosives so much two splinters obtained are no long
world with the announcement that higher than TNT that they have er uranium but barium and kryp- ~ 
they had succeeded in breaking up to be diluted. It may well be that ton, a rare gas in the atmosphere. 
the uranium atom and in the proc- it proved desirable to retain a In other words, we have transmu- 1 
ess released a staggering amount large amount of "impurities" in tation. Emission of energy and 
of energy-the first time that more 235. If so, the problem of concen- transmutation always occur to
energy was extracted from an tration was simplified. gether. The mass of the krypton 
atom than was put into it for the It was necessary to ask Con- an.d .barium is. less than that of the 
purpose of disruption. gress for mon~y to build labora- origmal ur3;mum at~m. The rest 1 

Every military power took no- tories and plants. No questions appears as energy-:-enormous en
tice of what had been done by the could be answered. t"et Repre- ergy. A ne~1t~on w1th an energy of 
German group. What Secretary sentatives and Senators appropri- only one thtrtleth of a volt can re
Stimson calls "the battle of labora- a ted $1,950,000 up to June 30, 1945, lease. 200,0?0,000 . volts. 
tories" began in 1940 and, hence, on the mere request of Secretary It 1.s plam that the bomb must ' 
before the assault on Pearl Harbor. Stimson and the Chief of Staff. contam .a bombarqing mechanism. 
Germans, British and Americans • And th1s mechamsm must slow 
were contestants. The winner of Three Plants Built down the neutrons. Fast ones are 
the scientifiC battle would win the There are two atomic-bomb pro- not effective. To produce neutrons 
war. duction plants and one laboratory. it was the practice before the war 

By 1S41 actual research began Their. size impresses even a :r:ation to bombard beryllium in a cycle
in this country under the direction th.at 1s accust?med to vast mdus- tron. Thus activated the beryllium 
of the Offic~ of Scientific Research tnal undertakmgs. One plant, the shot off neutrons some of which 
and Development and in Great Clinton Engineering Works in Ten-:. hit the u~anium atoms. To slow 
Britain under a corresponding body. nessee, sprawls o}er 59,000 acres the beryllmm neutrons down hy
In June 1942 American work was or more than nmety-two square drogen was used in the form of 
transfe~ed 1 to the War Depart- miles. Within the reservati?n ,the water, paraffin, cellophane or some 
ment with Maj. Gen. Leslie R. Gover~ent created the c1ty of other substance. 

Groves as the directing officer and 0t~· Rtd1e~~00~~com~odate: &oi?- New Technical Additions 
a policy group consisting of Henry u a !on ° 1 • wor ers an e1r . . 
A. Wallace, Secretary Stimson, families. Even this was not enough, It ts clearly a ~aJ?r technical 
Gen George c Marshall and Drs. because Secretary Stimson speaks performance to b~1ld mto a bomb 
Jardes B. Co~ant and Vannevar of others. who "live i~ ~mmediately some way of ~akmg an appropri
Bush as counselors. In Great Brit- surrounding commumtles." ate element g1ve up its neutrons. 
ain there was a similar coordina- · The second plant is the Hand- A . cumbersome cyclotron that 
tion of effort and supervision. forti Engineering Works, north- weighs tons cannot be packed into 

On Oct. 11, 1941, President west of Pasco, Wash., which covers ~omb. We must assume that the , _ 
Roosevelt suggested to Clement 430,000 acres or over 662 square I . . . · . . ., 
Attlee (then a member of the miles. Here again a Government- r~search sCienb~ts devtsed a much mg the devastatiOn wrought dur-
Churchill Cabinet) that the two owned town, Richland, had to be Simpler mechamsm. ing th~ test. in New Mexico and 
countries pool their knowledge and cre?-ted f_o~ 17,000 workers and Now that we have .our b?mb the th.e ob~1terat10n ~f 60 per cent of 
their e.fforts Great Britain con- their famihes. next step is to teat It. Bng. Gen. H1rosh1ma at a smgle blow, a few 
sen ted Beca~se we were safe from Lastly, there is a laboratory near Thoma.s F. Farrell has given us a thousand bombs are all that might 
Hitler'~ bombers the foremost Eng- Santa Fe, N. M., where Dr. J. vivid account of what happened at have been needed in reducing the 
!ish physicists and some high staff Robert Oppenheimer is in charge, Almogordo Air Base, 120 miles Japanese islands to a state of utter 
officers came to this country. So a man to whose "genius and lead- southeast of AI?uquerque, N. ~·· ruin. 
it happened that the best scientific ership" Secretary Stimson pays on July 16. Rll:m p~ured down m The Future 
brains in two democracies concen- tribute. What goes on there only torrents and !Ightmng cleft the What of the future? There is an 
trated on the atomic bomb. a few in the Government know. sky. T~e bomb hung from a steel official expression of awe, a real-

According to President Truman, tower. ization that a weapon has been in-
Uranium 235 Chosen over 125,000 were employed in the The First Test vented which cannot be placed in 

First of all the group had to de- earlier and more feverish stages of Ten thousand 'yards, or over six the hands of reckless Govern
eide with what material the bomb the bomb's development-a great miles,, from the bomb was the con- ments, a promise by Secretary 
should be loaded . .Several forms of army mobilized to solve a scien- trol tower. Outside watchers lay Stimson that an international com· 
uranium were known. They are tific problem. prone on the ground. Dr. Oppen- mission is to decide how and by 
called "isotopes," meaning that N tur f th B b helmer leaned against a post, the whom the bomb may be used. But 
they occupy the same place in the a e 0 e om . . most anxious man in the group of there is also the hope that some 
table of elements. Three are desig- Wha~ of the. bo~b Itself? Th~s observers. "Now," said Dr. Oppen- day atomic energy will be more ef
nated 234, 235 and 238, their atomic much 1s certam: 1t must con tam helmer at precisely 5:30 A. M. ficiently harnessed, so that we can 
weights. At the top of the table not only uranium 235 in sufficient There was a blinding flash, a have either a trickle or a Niagat·a. 
of elements stands hydrogen, light- co~centratlon but s?me. means .to roar, a heavy pressure wave that "Already in the course of pro
est of all, for which reason its split 1t and make 1t g1ve up 1ts knocked down two men in the re- ducing one of the elements much 
weight is 1. Uranium 234, 235 and energy in an explosion. The usual mote control tower. A tremendous energy is being released, not explo· 
238 are respectively 234, 235 and detonators will not do. There is cloud of dust and debris rose in the sively but in regulated amounts," 
238 times heavier than hydrogen. nothing for it but to follow the shape of a ball and mushroomed says Secretary Stimson. This m 

Of these variants or isotopes of methods laid .down before the war. out at 40,000 feet-much the same itself is much. But the Secretary 
uranium it was known that only When Drs. Hahn, Strassmann effect later observed in Japan. adds that the energy, which mani-
235 could be used. In a ton of and Meitner bombarded uranium When the blast was over the steel feats itself as heat, is "at a tern
uranium ore there are only four- with neutrons they used the only tower was gone. perature too low to make practi· 
teen pounds of 235, and these few suitable projectiles. Alpha par- Secretary Stimson says that "in cable the operation of a con¥'en
==~===========================~!their present form these bombs are tiona! power plant." We may hALve 

now in production and even more to wait twenty, thirty, even · fifty 
powerful forms are in develop- years before atomic energy com
·menf." What the output may be petes with coal, if we rely on tJT. 
/we have not been told. Consider- old haphazard method of researj, 
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PATTERN OF FUTURE WAR IS CHANGED 
N'f T 

By SIDNEY SHALLET At • B b- U t war is concerned, the atomic bomb 
' WASHINGTON, Aug. ll__:The OffilC Offi pse S is too young to make much differ• 
entire future pattern of warfare, All Calculations of ence in the size of the army, there 
on land, sea and in the air, was are some who think that the army 
violently altered this week by a Military Men of the future may be entirely dif· 
single explosion-the explosion of ferent. both in size and function. 
that first atomic bomb that fell NAVIES-Will we need largena• 
upon the Japanese city of Hiro- Roosevelt and former Prime Min- vies of the carrier-battleship strik· 
shima and successfully accom- ister Churchill, realize that all the ing force pattern, backed up by the 
plished its macabre but necess&Ty people must understand the tragic lesser warships, the submarines. 
objective. and limitless implications of this and the intricate supply train sys-

This was the opinion made plain new weapon. tern that has proved so successful 
by the United states official It would be a safe assumption in the present Pacific war? Can 
spokesmen and also voiced pri- that one of the primary concerns surface ships possibly protect 
vately by ~ number of thoughtful, of our leaders now is that there themselves against atomic weap· 
military and scientific authorities, ne':er again must be a wor~d in ons? . Navy leaders are giving this 
both in this capital and elsewhere whi_ch the people ?f the mighty question deepest thought. 
in the country where the secret of nations ~ould. be_ blmd to the dan- It is not likely that any naval 
atomic energy is being prggressive- gers 0~ .1solatwmslll:, c~n:placency spokesmen would concede any 
ly unfolded. President Truman and military or sCientific unpre- diminution of the need for a big 
phrased it more forcefully, per- paredness. post-war navy, but it is equally 
haps, than anyone when he de- Basic Considerations certain that, with the coming of 
clared in his solemn broadcast of In weighing the effect on the the atomic age, the entire charac
Thursday night that the atomic future of warfare, these basic ter of the future navy, particularly 
bomb was "too dangerous to belfacts may be considered: as an instrument of attack, will be 
loose in a lawless world." (1) The harnessing of atomic changed. 

Even the boldest military au-~energy has produced an explosive AIR FORCES-The air force 
thority is not prepared yet to an- vast~y more potent than. anything leaders probably feel the keenest 
swer in detail how the harnessing previously known. The first bomb affinity with this new weapon. It 
of atomic energy will affect the was more powerful than 20,000 is essentially, in its present form. 
armies, the navies and the air tons of TNT. at least, and its most logical future 
forces of the, next generation. (2) The development of atomic apparent forms, a weapon of the 
Some feel that "this awful re- energy still is in its infancy both air. It is known that some of the 
sponsibility which has come to us," as to (A) scope of power, and (B) forward thinkers in the United 
as the President candidly described scope of production. Our leaders States Army Air Forces have 
the atomic bomb, may prove to be have assured us there would be dreamed for a long time of what 
the Frankenstein's monster capa- even more powerful developments air power, plus atomic energy, 
ble of destroying civilization, while of atomic energy as a military could accomplish. There are lead
. others feel that, under wise con- weapon, and that we were taking ers who look on the present Army 
trol, it may prove civilization's steps to guarantee our ability to Air Forces, incredible as this may 
great boon. No voice has been produce. sound, as a "small" and an "ob· 
heard, however, that disputed that (3) In addition to this more solete" organization, and who feel 
the "age of atomic energy" fore- powerful future form of atomic en- that land-based air power alone, 
shadowed radical revisions in the ergy, which will dwarf the present when it ''comes into its own," can 
art of war as we know it today. explosive, scientists have made it win wars on its own. There is not 

Blow at Isolationism Seen 
clear that atomic energy was a even any queestion but that, what· 
source of propulsion power. It re- ever form the development of the 

Although none but the most qUires little imagination to visual- power of the atom takes, the air 
basic scientific facts have been ize what this may lead to-robot force will be a willing and eager 
revealed concerning the method by bombs, both prop~lled by atom~c partner. 
which the atomic bomb was ere- energy and carrymg the atomic G .· Preview 
ated, Washington and London have explosive in their war-heads; giant nm . . . 
clearly highlighted the terrible and planes light in weight because ~f Atom1~ bombm.g is m. the ~ar. 
unmistakable significance of this limitless power provided by atomic It ha~ g1v~n a gnm preview-first 
new discovery. This has been a de- energy, carrying great loads of at ~1roshm1a, .and then at Nag~
liberate policy on the part of the atomic e_xplosives; warships and saki-of what 1t can do, and Pres!~ 
United states and Great Britain, .submarines capable of patrolling dent Truman ~as told ~apan that 
for the present leaders, carrying indefinitely and of fighting with unless she qmts, . the first blows 
on the broad policies that were the new weapon possibilities in the are "?,nly a warnmg of things to 
formulated by the late President field of sabotage that are too come. , 

frightening and too dangerous even It may be stated authoritatively 
--~-0-~''""~~<-iSS:W:li*'1::r.;;;:::;:;m;:;;:;:w:=w:;:::;t:W te-ffiscuss...- _ that the men who harnessed the 

; After weighing and accepting energy of the universe for the 
)~ these possibilities-and it is not United States are completely con-

I" too fantastic to accept them in ll fident of the potentialities of the 
view of the "impossible" things discovery as a weapon of war-and 
that have been perfected in the \also, after much more painstaking 
relatively brief span of this war-

1
research and development, as a 

· it is possible to speculate on theiweapon and a boon to peace. They 
effect that the discovery of the know that it is almost inevitable 
atomic energy may ·have on to- that other nations will make ad~ 
morrow's armies and sea and air vances in the same field, for Ger~ 

. fleets. many at the time of her defeat was 
·t Speculations on Possibilities experimenting feverishly toward 
:r, Since the discovery still is so the same goal. . 
~ new and so bewildering, however, These m.en feel, however, .that, 1f 
1 such questions obviously must be the Amencan people real!~e the * largely speculative. for instance:. supreme importance of t~1s ne:-v 
>) ARMIES-Will a nation that 1s discovery, and stand umted m 
;1 able to control, or at least to keep

1
resolution to keep our research 

.! ahead of other nations that are going, regardless of cost and ef~ 
~potential aggressors, the atomic ! fort, we can keep ou~· lead and stay 
.; field, need a standing or reserve . ahead of the ~orld m the ~evelop
·~ army of millions, either for defense 'ment of atomic energy. It IS their 
; of its own shores, or countet·-de- sober judgment that if we do stay 
l fense by invasion? Can a nation ahead of the world an~ if we ~re 
i hope to defend its shores with a prel?ared ~o take _firm action 
~l large army after it has been sud- agamst natiOns that 1~ the f~tt-:re 
~: denly and devastatingly attacked may choose to advertise their m
;: by atomic bombs? Or will invasion . tentions of ruling the world, we 
1 as we know it now even be neces-

1

shall not regret that the age-old 
·~ sary after a nation in future wars 't secret of the atom is a secret no 

~~ ONE VICTORY NOT YET WONif. 
r Even the inevitable end of a gre'at 
war cannot wholly lift from men's 
hearts the burden that was laid upon 
them last Sunday by the dropping of 
an atomic bomb on the Japanese city 
of Hiroshima. By their own cruelty 
and treachery our enemies llad invited 
the worst we could do to them. Even 
so, no one could fail to realize that by 
this invention and this act humanity 
had been brought face to face with 
the most awful crisis in its recorded 
history. Here the long pilgrimage of 
man on earth turns toward darkness 
or toward light. 

Even in the hot blood of war, seizing 
eagerly on any device that would 
shorten the conflict and save the lives 
of men and boys whom this nation 
loves, many of us must have hoped that 
all that was said about the atomic 
bomb was not true. Many of us must 
have hoped that there was an element 
of psychological warfare in the extrav'
agant claims made for this most fright
ful of all human inventions since the 
beginning of time. 

But the extravagance was justified. 
The atomic bomb is capable of all that 
has been predicted for it. Even more, 
it is in its infancy. This is the steam 
engine of Isaac Watts, the telegraph 
of Morse, the flying machine of the 
Wrights. This deadly two-billion-dol
lar toy is experimental. If its area of 
absolute and undreamed-of demolition 
is today represented by a circle with a 
diameter of two miles it will soon be 
more if we care to make it so and its 
ultimate destructive powers are beyond 
all imagination. 

A new and awful meaning comes into 
the famous words of Prospero in 
Shakespeare's Tempest: 
The cloud-capp'd towers, the gorgeous 

palaces, 
The solemn temples, the great globe 

itself, 
Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve 
And, like this insubstantial pageant 

faded, ..... .: 
Leave not a wrack e~d. 
U~ban civilization l!llg_ttt be wholly 
Wiped out, and suc)l.popuj,ation as sur
vives at all reduced to th&--animal level 
of many thousands of yearB ago. Per
haps the secret of -;thi.' omic bomb 
would thus be lost, · 1 after some 
thousands of additio ars a kind 
of civilization would · estored. A 

1 week ago this kind of :feoulation would 
have seemed to most p~Qple like some
thing out of a scientifi" 'tomance. It is 

1 not so today. The most level-headed 
and prosaic of us must !ace a reality 
that transcends the .Qreams o! Jules 
Verne and the early imaginings of FI. 1 G. Wells. 

But in this shock that ran like an 
earthquake round the world there Is 
room for hope, room for dreams of a 
nobler future for mankind. The atomic 
bomb was perfected for war, but the 
knowledge which made it possible came 
out of man's purest and most disinter
ested strivings. It came out of the 
deathless yearning to know and to use 

1 
the gifts of nature for the common 
good. It came out of man's struggle 
to liberate himself from ignorance, to 
master his destiny, to lift the heavy 
burden of meaningless toil. This new 
knowledge can still be used for such 
purposes. It can bring to this earth 

, not death but life, not tyranny and 
cruelty but a divine freedom. What 
dazzling gifts the science which split 
the atom can offer to the heavily laden 
everywhere! To tal;te one instance, 
what cannot this science do for the 
millions of China and India, bound for 

, so many ages in sweat and hunger to 
the wheel of material existence! 

We have only to carry out the re
solve, which surely every humane per
son on earth must have felt when he 

_ heard last Monday's news, that With 
the surrender of Japan this device 

The mysteries that have been solved must never again be used in war be
r do not reveal the inner secret of the . cause there must never again be war. 

Although, so tar as the present longer. 

_ universe, nor destroy our reverence m Is this torn and embittered world capa-
the prese11ce of powers we can~ot co~- ble of living up to such a resolve? It 
trol. Bewildered humanity, Wlth this has to be-or die. The San Francisco 

1 wf 1 · t t ·n its hands may feel ' a a u ms rume~ 1 • Charter is a beginning. All our hopes 
the ages-old Impulse to pray-and and strivings are only a beginning. 
rising from its knees to work humbly The tramp o! doom is at our doors but 

- and unselfishly for the perpetual peace the stars of an eternal aspiration still 
• that is now our only salvation. shine. · 
s 
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( 1) The Disct)very 
Last Monday-at 10:30 A. M.- the 

war's best kept secret was disclosed to 
the world. The White House issued a 
statement which President Tnunan 
had radioed from the U. S. S. Augusta 
on which he was returning fr.om Eu- . 
rope. It read: 

"Sixteen hours ago an American air
plane dropped one bomb on Hiroshima. 
* " * That bomb had more power than 
20 000 tons of TNT. It is an atomic 
b;mb * *, * a harnessing of the basic 
power of the universe." 

There ensued an electrifying race to 
speed the news around the world. Sup
plementary information came from 
Secretary of War Stimson, from for
mer Prime Minister Churchill, gradu
ally from other sources which were 
allowed a. cautious lifting of the ve1l of 
secrecy. 

They told a story of intense drama., 
its threads reaching into many ~orners 

of Europe, where both German and Al· J 
lied scientists had been engaged in a 
desperate contest'-to extract the atom's 1 
secrets and bring them under control. 
It told of long struggles to produce in 
significant quantities the rare element r 
which is the "raw material" of the new 
force-a form of uranium known as 
U~235._ • I 

Tita'h ic Effort 
It told of the mobilizing of scien

tific forces, first in Britain, then in 
the United States; of vast production 
plants built in remote sections; new 
communities totaling more than 95,000 
persons springing up where there had 
been only scrub and wilderness before. 
In total, $2,000,000,000 was spent; key 
scientists stayed in isolation for 
months workmen "went on the wagon" 
lest the'y hint of what they were doing .. 
President Truman said: "What has 
been done is the greatest achievement 
of organized science in history. It was 
done under high pressure and without 
fail." 

The story behind the atomic bomb 
is one C1f long research. The wartime 
phase, with its dramatic climax last 
week really began in October, 1941, 
when' President Roosevelt and Prime 
Minister Churchill agreed to . pool Brit
ish and American research and re
sources, to shift the center of activities 
to the United States, where manpower 
and equipment facilities could better 
be spared, where German bombs would 
not be a danger. 

Therea(ter the task was one or 
mobiliZation and concentration. Milii 
tacy direction was headed up by Maj. 
Gen. Leslie R. Groves; civilian scientific 
efforts were controlled by Dr. Vanne
var Bush as head of the Office of Sci
entific Research and Development. 
Columbia University became the nerve 
center. In scores of laboratories indi
vidual aspects of research were fol
'!owed up-many of them blind alleys, 
some of them hopefuL 

Starting Production 
By the end of 1942 progress was 

great enough (though the goal wa not 
in sight) to warrant a start of the 
huge production facilities that would 
be needed. The ,Allies knew the Ger
mans were frantically at work, too; 
the race would go to the one. that could 
get into actual production first. On a 

1

5.9 000-. acre reservation in Tennessee a 
city of 78,000 mushroomed in the hUls; I 
on a 430.000-acre tract in the State of 
Washington a town of 17,000 came· into 
being. A special laboratory was estab-
lished nea.r Santa Fe, N. M. In dozens 
of factories speGial equipment was 
built. 

Through it all, during nearly four 
year.'!, barely a dozen persons knew 
what was going on. The code phrase 

1 was "Manhattan Engineer Project." 
It was a phrase that quietly got draft 
deferments for more than 5,000 .m~n; 
it commanded unquestioned . pnonty 
fot materials, travel, anythmg else 
that was required. 

The Germans tried desperately. (or 
any scrap of inforn;atior:· They failed. 
By contrast, Allied mtelligence. offJCer.s, 
underground patriots-espectally m 
Norway-the RAF and the Eig~th Air 
Force waged steady and effectJve war 
on every traceable effort the Germans 
were making. 

1 (2) The Future 
The atomic bomb that burst over 

Hiroshima last week promised to revo· 
lutioniZe the art of war-if there should 
ever be war again-and to open a new 1 
industrial age. That age, as Secretary 
of War Henl'Y L. Stimson said, may 
still be twenty, .thirty, even fifty years 
away, but the discovery was ~!most in
comprehensible in its implicatwns. 

What the bomb means in terms or 
warfare could be surmised. Armies, 
navies and air forces may not disap· 
pear, but they seem likely to lose for
ever their decisive value. The bomb 
used against Japan was carried by a. 
conventional plane-subject to inter· 
ception by air or ground fire. In ~he 
future it would most likely be carrted 
in a stratospheric projectile like the 
German V-2, too fast to ·be seen, mu~h 
less stopped. Used in quantity, atom1c 
bombs might launch a war that would 
be over "in three hours.'' Eight of those 
used against Japan would, if properly 
placed, wipe out Manhattan Island, · 
More powerful ones mtght de.s~roy. ihe 
key industrial centers of a natwn m ~ 
single p~rfect salvo. 

From another viewpoint warfare JS 

changed. Since the age of steam ?e· 
gan, strategy has hinged on possesswn 
of or access to..,a few basl~ raw mate
rials-coal, oil, 1ron-to build sh1ps and 
weapons; to carry war to t_ne enemy. 

=-,.-==--
With last week's announcement the 

lid of secrecy came only part way off. 
Technical processes, the bomb mech· 
anism, were still kept dark. But work· 
ers who had seen tons of material 
going .into the plants but "nothing 
coming out" understood. Secretary of 
War Stimson in a detailed report could 
publicly praise the efforts of universi
ties, industry, the scientists, the mili
tary, the workers. 

Three Tests 
Scientists and military men have had 

but three opportunities to study the 
effects of the atomic bomb. Th.e first 
was at a test in the New Mexico desert 
on July 16; the second and third were 
the bombings of Hiroshima and Naga
saki last week. 

\ 

Only at the N~w Mexico test were 
they able to observe the explosion and 
then examine the site. In a setting 
of eerie isolation, with a sense of 
"reaching into the unknown" and "not 
knowing what might come of it," offi
cers and technicians worked two 
days carefully assembling components 
brought separately from scattered 
r [tltlts. . Tension mounted ' steadily, t!) 
)~itch "which will live forever with . 

',il man.'' At 5:30 an automatic mech- _, 
~.f!l ~etonated the .charge. . There : .on a ilash, a roar, a ~reat pre~sm:e. : 
~e-e-then silence. A spokesman said: 
z0 .e feeling of the entire assembfy, .. 
till the initiated, was one of pro· 
Jnd awe." 
Their precise findings were kept se

ret, but the titanic force unleashed 
could be judged by fragmentary re
ports. These included: 

A steel tower from which the charge 
was suspended was "vaporized"-not 
simply torn apart but annihilated. 

Where the tower had been a "huge'' 
crater remained, so deep and broken 
that specially equipped tanks were used 
to explore it. 

The earth not blown away was fused 
to a glasslike substance; one scientist 
said the heat would have to be calcu
lated "in billions of degrees." 

A- pillar of dust shot 40,000 feet in 
the air-nearly eight mile.!l-in five 
minutes. 

Several men standing behind a shel
ter 10,000 yards-nearly six miles
from the explosion were knocked off 
their feet. 

A blink of searing, unearthly light
many times the intensity of the mid
day sun-lit up desert and mountaina 
for miles around. 

An earth shock was felt 250 mile• 
away, the air blast 150 miles away, the 
heat blast more than 100 miles. 

Vast Power 
In addition to these details there wag 

President Truman's statemei1t that the 

I 
first bomb dropped on Japan had con
tained an ''exceedingly small" quantity 
of the vital material. In unofficial 
circles estimates of the actual quantity 
ranged from one to twenty~five pounds. 
By co~trast, just the week before, it 
had taken more than 800 B-29's to 
carry 6,000 tons of bombs on the heav
iest raid ever made. 

The precise effects of the bomb in 
action Will not be known until Japan 
is occupied and the targe-ts are studied. 
Hiroshima, the first one hit, will afford 
the nearest to a definitive test, since it 
had ne:ver been bombed previously. 

The men who made this attack had a. 
colorful and draciatic report to make. 
It seemed clear the bomb had been 
dropped by parachute, to slow its 
descent and allow the plane to clear the 
blast zone. Even so, and even though 
the plane swung away at full throttle, 
the men felt two hard "slaps" like close 
anti-aircraft bursts. They saw the heart 
of Hiroshima disappear "in a great 
black cloud of boiling dust and churn
ing debris . . . smoke climbed like a 
mushroom to 20,000 feet. A few fires 
were visible around the edges of the 
smoke but we could see nothing of the 
city except the dock area where build
ings were falling down." 

I' 

·~ 
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Atom Bomb: Future Hopes and Fears 
This is a digest of editorial dis

cussion of major topics by New 
-York newspapers during the week. 

ATOMIC BOMB: No newspaper 
was particularly happy over the 
first use of the atomic bomb. There 
were obvious implications that its 
discovery by nations other than its 
present possessors-the U. S. A., 
Britain and Canada-could threaten 
humanity's very existence: 

The Post suggested there could 
be no defense against the atomic 
bomb except a peaceful world. The 
Times said the advent of the bomb 
meant that the world must revolu
tionize its political thinking if it in
tended to survive. The Times and 
the Herald Tribune, groping, as al
most everyone did, for a peacetime 
use of the forces released in the 
bomb, expressed the hope that 
atoms could be used as a source of 
constructive energy rather than a 
means of the self-destruction of 
humanity. 

The News, ignoring the Treaty 
of Ghent, which, in 1815, smoothed 
of the differences of the War of 
1812 and ushered in 130 years of 
peace between Canada and the 
U. S. A., and the Rush-Bagot 
Treaty of 1817, which demilitar
ized the U. S.-Canadian border, 
said the biggest deposits of ura
nium ore, which is refined into the 
motivating force of the atomic 
bomb, are in Canada. If Canada 
doesn't become the exclusive ally 
of the U. S. A. as far as uranium 
is concerned, "enough patriotic 
Americans can probably be found 
to see to it that Canada does the 
right thing by us and by itself 
with its uranium." 

The Sun was quick to point out 
that the bomb, now available for · 
use .against Japan, could be used 
in another conflict to pulverize all 
the cities of the world-including 
ours. 

Karl H. von Wiegand, Hearst's 
"dean of foreign correspondents," 
cabled from Madrid that some se
crets of German experiments on 
atom splitting for military purposes 
had got into Russian hands, re
portedly through a Prof. Lange, 
who was attached to the Berlin 
atom-splitting laboratories of the 
German General Electric Co. Von 
Wiegand's piece, which reminded 
the readers of the fate of Atlantis 
( the lost continent) appeared lo
cally in the Journal-American. 

PM took the 'attitude that the 
harnessing of atomic energy prom
ised great booms to mankind in 
the future, but that at present it 
rendered new wars impractical by 
providing means for man's self
annihilia tion. 

RUSSIA: Russia's declaration of 
war against Japan brought the 
metropolitan dailies out with 
extras. Editorially the Soviet's help 
was welcomed by the more con
servative press, accepted with little 
grace by the Patterson - Hearst 
papers. 

The Herald Tribune said Russia 
was fighting Japan "as an ally of 
mankind" and called the Soviet's 
action the first great "police action" 
of the contemporary world and the 
first achievement of . the United 
Nations Charter. The Times noted 
particularly that President Tru
man's report on the Potsdam C<;m
ference made it clear that Russia 
had agreed to enter the war 
against Japan witl1out prior knowl-

Lord Louis Mountbatten 

Dashing Lord Louis Francis 
Albert Victor Nicholas Mount
batten, C-in-C in southeast Asia, 
looks more like an actor that he 
does a flghter, but he's had one of 
the most varied naval careers of 
any man who has reached no 
more than his 45 years. 

Mountbatten, a great grandson 
of Queen Victoria and son of Ad
miral of the Fleet, the 1st Mar
quess of Milford Haven and Prin
cess Victoria, a granddaughter of 
Queen Victoria, went to sea as a 
"snotty" (midshipman) at the 
age of 13, came up through the 
grades as a signaler, submarine 
man, captain of battleships, ex
pelt on small ships, commander 
of an aircraft carrier, chief of 
Britain's famous commandos, 
chief of the Madagascar opera
tions and finally, Supreme Allied 
Commander in southeast Asia. 

Lord Louis, who liked small 
ships, came to New York in 1942 
to take command', much against 
his will, of the aircraft carrier, 
HMS Illustrious, which had been 
damaged in the Mediterranean 
and brought to this country for 
repairs. 

Mountbatten had the pleasure 
of taking over when Gen. Joseph 
W. (Vineaar Joe) Stilwell left 
off when the Japs poured across 
Burma and crossed the border 
into India, inflicting on us what 
Stilwell called at the time "a hell 
of a licking." 

On May 4 Lord Louis was able 
to announce: "The Bw-ma cam
paign is at an end." The Japs had 
suffered 34 7, 000 casualities, 97,-
000 of them dead. 

Mountbatten, who likes going 
night clubbing with his pretty 
wife when he . isn't busy with 
other things, now has 1,000,000 
Indian and British troops under 
his command. 

ticularly about Russia's future part 
in it- it remains a secret." 

The following day the Mirror 
and the Journal-American editorial 
writers decided Russia had entered 
the war because "IT IS TO HER 
GREAT INTEREST," because she 

.wants to "share in the spoils." 
Furthermore, they said, all Russia 
had done was make a formal dec
laration of war. 

The forcefulness of the last re
mark was watered down by a page 
1 headline in· the Mirror which 
said: "REDS SMASH 14 MILES 
INTO MANCHURIA." 

The World-Telegram said Rus
sia stood to gain more than any 
other nation from Japan's defeat, · 
which had been assured by the 
U. S. A. virtually alone. 

The Journal-American added 
that because the Allies wouldn't do 
their share the U. S. A. "continues 
.to furnish more than 90 per cent 
of the men and eq-..Iipment for the 
Pacific war, with Russia, Britain, 
France, Holland and the otl1er 
countries, standing by, ready to 
claim the possessions they once 
held and demand new ones." 

(The Red Banner Army which 
the Russians have put in motion 
on the Manchurian front is esti
mated conservatively to number 
1,000,000 or more men. The 
British Information Service says . 
Admiral Lord Louis Mountbat
ten (See Col. 4), Supreme Allied 
Commander in southeast Asia, 
has at least 1,000,000 men-tWo
thirds of them Indian troops, the 
rest British-under his command. ' 
British naval forces in the Pacific 
are estimated to include 200 or 
more ships at present and are 
expected to include 400 or more 
soon. . 

(Last May 28 Admiral Chester 
W. Nimitz, speaking from the 
quarter deck of HMS King 
George V and reviewing the part 
the British Navy had played in 
the Okinawa campaign, mention
ed that stories had been circu
lated that the British were not 
wanted in the Pacific war, as i~ 
it was a private American show. 

(Nimitz said: "I do not know 
what prompts such stories, what 
it is tl1at makes ·a man want to 
stir up trouble, but there are peo
ple on our side, who, either mali
ciously and wilfully, or through 
ignorance, not knowing any bet
ter, iwt having anything better 
to do, take keen pleasure in St<J.rt-
ing yar~~}~~-~~~J____ · 

edge of the existence of the atomic 
bomb-which of course, doesn't ' 
agree with what Karl H. von Wie
gand says Prof. Lange supposedly 
told tl1e Russians. 

The Mirror and Journal-American 
were shocked by Russia's enhy into 
the Pacific war-especially the 
Journal-American, for on Wednes
day when Russia entered the war, 
Mr.' Hearst's downtown sheet re
portesi the fact on page 1, but said 
editorially on page 16: 

"If there was a discussion (at 
Potsdam) of tl1e Pacific war, it 
is not reported. If there was a 
DECISION made about it-par-

I 

Bomb 
views 
ON TuESDAY AFTERNOON, while We were 
still trying to absorb the shaking news, we 
called up some creative people and asked 
what theirreactions had been when they 
heard about the atomic bomb. They said: 

Maxwell Anderson, playtcright: My first 
· reaction was an obvious one. I have two 
sons in service, and I hoped the bomb 
would help shorten the war. But at the 
same time I felt a great apprehensiveness. 
This new bomb, you know, is a very dan
gerous plaything for civilization. 

Alfred Kreymborg, poet: My only hopes 
are that we'll use it to make all the pro
gressive plans for human betterment a 
reality, and that we don't unconsciously 
misuse it to destroy omselves. 

Lillian Hellman, playwright: I'm very 
pleased, very proud, very disturbed. I can't 
make any serious comment, however, be
cause the newspaper reports are a little 
too pseudo-scientific to be completely de-
pendable. . 

Vircil Thompson, composer and music 
critic: Speaking as a musician, I'm sure the 
bomb makes a noise that is quite majestic. 
Any further comment V'.'Ould be entirely 
out of my professional sphere. 

Edward Laninc, painte·r: The power which 
this new weapon suggests reduces more 
than Japanese cities to rubbish. It makes 
rubble of all the old excuses for poverty, 
disease, and exploitation. The atomic bomb 
dramatizes the problem that we can all 
live in peace and security. But to do this 
we've got to give up the luxury of power 
over other men. · 

William Rose Beoet, poet: Perfectly over
powering. I hope its immediate result will 
be to shorten the war. But I'm afraid that 
eventually, when ·atomic power replaces 
coal and oil, there will be a new industrial 
revolution bringing with it a tremendous 
employment problem. There should be no 
reason for this, however, if ' society and 
industry adjust themselves properly. 

Robert A.rd1·ey, author of the play Thunder 
Hock and of Worlds Beginnj..ng, a novel 
about the future: This may be a vety very 
good thing. It puts humanity on the spot, 
it's the final threat, the end of the tech
nological road. Now you are sensible and 
leam how to use it for good-or you use it 
in another war and annihilate yourself .... 

The atom bomb is too terrible to trust 
in private hands, too terrible to trust even 
in yom own nation's hands ... So perhaps 
you put. it in the hands of the United 
Nations orga~ization, the safest place for , 
the thing tl1at is bigger than any army or 
navr anybody can build. If you do this, 
you ve created a kind of central world's ' 
state and equipped it with the greatest 
power we know. 



FRENCH FLED NAZIS 
WITH ATOM BRAKE 

Scientists Caught One of Last 
Ships to Britain Carrying 
Heavy Water From Norway 

By Wl.rtless to THE NEW Yo:R!C ~l'IMIS. 

LONDON, Aug. 11-0ne pound 
of uranium, the element employed 
in atomic bombs, i$ equivalent in 
explosive power to as much as 
8,000 tons of TNT, according to re
ports issued today by the British 
Department of Scientific and In
dustrial Research which explains 
Britain's part in the development 
of the atomic bomb. 

The story, outlined in cold, s~ie~
tific terms, relates dramatic mel
dents dating from 1940 to the f~rst 
atomic bomb descended on Hlro
lhima in Japan. 

For instance, the report includes 
the fact that one of the strangest, 
yet most valuable, items salvaged 
from France in 1940 was 165 liters 
[about forty imperial gallons] of 
"heavy water." This was practical
ly the world's entire stock of this 
material and it was brought to 
Britain by two French scientists 
so experiments in atomic energy 
could be continued. 
· The report gives the British part 
of the research that resulted, 
through the cooperation of Canada 
and the United ·<States, in the de
velopment of the atomic bomb. 

As early as the winter of 1939, 
British and French scientists had 
been delving for the secret of an 
atomic bomb. Part of the research 
was carried on in Cambridge and 
other centers of learning in Britain 
and part in France. When the col
lapse of France was certain, phys
icists who were working in coop
eration with British scientists im
mediately moved to transfer their 
work to Britain, bringing the 
heavy water with them. 

Heavy water is a compound of 
oxygen and "heavy hydrogen," or 
deuterium, a variety of hydrogen 
gas in which the proton [or nuclear 
portion of each atom] has double 
the weight of hydrogen. "Heavy 
water" was needed as a "slowing
down" medium in the process of 
splitting the atoms of uranium. 

·The new science of nuclear phys
ics had reached an advanced stage 
by 1940 so far as production of 
nuclear · fission, or atom-splitting 
was concerned. By this means it 
was known that enormous energy 
could be produced explosively. 

Scientists of many nations had 
learned by successive stages that 
the nucleus of the uranium atom 
could be split by bombarding it 
with rays from certain radioactive 
elements. 

Problems still to be solved in
cluded quantity production of the 
material and control of the explo
sive effect produced by sudden nu
clear fission. Heavy water was 
needed for the latter purpose. 

Daladier Ordered Mission 
LONDON, Aug. 11 (lP)-The ~ra

matic flight of two French sclen
tists to England in 1940 with a sup
ply of "heavy water" was disclosed 
tonight by Prime Minister Attlee. 

In the spring of 1940 a sec~et 
French mission sent by Prenner 
Edouard Daladier slipped: out . of 
Norway past German sp1es ~th 
the heavy water for French sclen
tists, among them Frederick Joliet
Curie. 

The German invasion came soon 
and the heavy water was carried 
on one of the last ships to leave 
Bordeaux by the French scientists 
Halban and Kowarski and placed 
at the Allies' disposal. 

In Paris today Reconstruction 
Minister Raoul Dautry, who was 
Armaments Minister in 1940, said 
"we learned later that the Ger
mans tried to intercept the mis
sion" of technicians sent to Nor
way for the_ he~vy water. The 
Norwegian sClenbst who gave the 
heavy water to the French refused 
to accept payment, although he 
said: "I will be shot by the Ger
mans if it is known what I have 
done." 

-------
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ATOM'S NOT OCCULT ~~~~=~mth2a:5~~~;~a:~:~f~!~ ARNOLD PUTS BONG 
1 

' "and probably will be found," to ABOVE ATOMIC BOMB 
. EJNS TEIN DECLARES ;~~~::::.e its use for commercial WASHINGTON, Aug. 11 ~)-

As for the atomic bomb's hasten- Gen. H. H. Arnold, in a tribute to 
. . . ing the fall of Japan, the professor the late Maj. Richard I. Bong, said 

Phys1c1st Explarns Nuclear and parried, "I believe you will be tonight that what the men of the 
Solar Energy, but Refuses much better able to answeli that air force have done means more to 

t o· U e · Bomb question yourself." mankind than any scientific devel-
0 ISCUSS S In Professor Einstein said that he opment such as the atomic bomb. 

By RICHARD J. LEWIS 
would be willing to make a state- "This, _I firmly. believ;~· will ~e 
ment on the atomic bomb if what the verd1ct of history, the . a1r 

. . forces chief said in a statement 
Aihny Times-Union staff Writer. he m1ght say would be of 1mpor- prepared for broadcast over the 

SARANAC LAKE, N. Y., Aug. tance, but added that he was re- NBC network. 
11 ~)-"No one in the world Iuctant to discuss it when there Major Bong, leading American 

: should have any fear or apprehen- was no real reason for doing so. ace, died in the crash of a jet-pro~ 
· sion about atomic energy being a "As a matter of fact," he laughed, pelled fighter pla?-e last Monday 
· t 1 d t " p f AI .. ·tl d f b near Burbank, Calif. . superna_ ura pro uc , ro . . - you w1. o everyone a av?r Y General Arnold observed that the 
. bert Emstein, noted theoretical ~ot writmg an;v sto~y. I don t,te- front pages of newspapers were! 

physicist, said last night. heve anyon~ Wlll be mte_res_ted. filled with another "immense am~ 
1 "In developing atomic, or nuclear He explamed the p~mclple~ of overwhelming event, the use of the 
. . . nuclear energy and did so m a first atomic bomb People reari energy, sc1ence d1d not draw upon manner simple enough that even I t B , d th. d ment'l_ " abou ong s ea an com ~ . supernatural strength, he ex- could understand what he was talk- . d too bad it happens to the bes~ 
plained, "but merely imitated the ing about. ~f' them" ' J 
reaction o_f the ~un's 7ays.". Asked if h": ':'fOuld be willing to ••outstanding though he was," 

In a th1rty-mmute mterv1ew at venture an opmwn on how far Ger- General Arnold continued, "Die!< 
his summer residence, ~e ~noll- many ~ad progressed toward the Bong typified the many thousand!~ 
wood Club, Professor Emstem de- perfect10n of the atomic bomb, the of air force men who have died fo~ 
clared: . . profess~r said, "That has a~ready their country. Giving without s~ 

"Atom1c power 1s no more un- been d1scussed, and anythmg I or reservation was indeed the1 
natural than when I sail my boat might add would be of little inter- way of life and of death. Wha~ 
on Saranac Lake." est. Besides, I do not like to make those men and boys have done 

I called his attention to a state- an opinion of a matter unless . I means more to mankind than any 
ment that followed the atomic know the precise facts." scientific development, however 
bombing of Hiroshima that sec- profoundly significant." 
ondary radiation, causing ster.iliza- FORUM ON ATOMIC ENERGY -
bon and a form of leukem1a to · 
anyone entering the area, would re-
main for seventy years. Broadoast Today to Be First of 

Professor Einstein shook his Series at Princeton 
head. "I will not discuss that," 
he declared emphatically. Princeton University scientists 

About the atomic bombs that who helped develop the atomic 
have played so important a role bomb will discuss atomic energy 
in bringing about Japan's plea for over radio station WPAT of Pater
peace Professor Einstein said: son, N. J., today at 2 P. M., when 

"I have done no work on the sub- Princeton will begin a series of 
ject no work at all. I am interest- weekly broadcasts. The series, 
ed in the bomb the same as any titled "The Princeton University , 
other person; perhaps a little bit Preceptorial of the. Air:" wil1

1 more interested. However, I do consist of forum . discuss1~:ms of 
not feel justfiied to say anything present current topiCS by Prmceton 

1 about it" professors. _ 
Altho~gh he spoke freely about Partic.ipating in the Initial pro- , 

Russia's last-minute entry into the gram Will be Prof. Hugh S. Tay- l 
war against Japan, the famous lor, dean of the _Prmceton Graduate l 

physicist was unwilling to discuss ~chool and cha1rm~ of the Chern- 1 
the question for publication. 1stry Departmen~. Prof. Henry l 

I asked "Do you think atomic DeW. Smyth, cha1rman of the De-~ 
. power wili be brought under con- partment of Physics, a~d Prof. 1 

trol quickly so that it can be used N. Howell F~rman, chem1st. ;r'he ( 
for commercial purposes?" ~oderator Wlll be ~rof. Roy D1ck- 1 

"No", he replied. "It will prob· mso~ Welch, cha1rman of the 
. ably take many years." mus1c sectwn. 

Professor Einstein promptly add-j::;:::;;:::;;:::;;:::;;=:=;=:::;;:::;;:::;;:::;;=::::::::=:=; 
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FIR~·T ATOMIC BOMB ATOMS BURST IN AIR 
ALREADY OBSOLETE ,TO CUT LOSS OF LIFE 

Nagasaki Missile Found More Blast Above Cround Sharpest 
Potent Than One That Tore Against Buildings but Cloud 
Up Hiroshima3 Days Earlier Sucks Up Radioactivity 

Special to THJ: N~w YoRK TIMES. 
A B-29 BASE, in the Mariana!!, WASHINGTON Aug 11_Ev 

Aug. 11 (UP.)-A new type of atom1c • . en 
bomb, which blew 30 per cent of before th~ test atom1c bomb was 
Nagasaki from the map on Thurs- exploded m the wastelands of New 
day, made obsolete the first one, Mexico last month it was fore
dropped on Hiroshima three day} seen as a weapon of war "potenti
earlier, it was disclosed today. ally destructive beyond the wildest 

Technicians at this secret base nightmares of the imagination" can explain the potentialitie.s of 
are assembling more of history's and "so ideally suited to sudden atomic bombs to their fellow citi~ 
most destructive weapons for fur- unannounced attack that a coun- zens. The present is written for 
ther "disintegration" assaults on try's major cities might be de- this professional group." 
Japan in the event current sur· st~·oyed overnight by an ostensibly "The weapon," the professor con· 
render negotiations fail. 1fnendly power." tinued, "has been created not by 

The bomb that struck Nagasaki, This statement was made, the the devilish inspiration o;. some 
second city hit by atomic force, War Department revealed today, warped genius but by the arduous 
was dropped from the Superfor- by Prof. H. D. Smyth, chairman labor of thousands of normal men 
tress Great Artiste, commanded of the Department of Physics of and women working for the safety 
by Maj. Charles W. Sweeney ~Princeton University and consult- of their country. 
North Quincy, Mass. The men · ant to the mysterious "Manhattan "Before the surrender of Ger· 
that B-29 had ridden over the Han Engineering District," where the many there was always a chance 
shu arsenal city of Hiroshima in an bomb was developed. The Depart- that German scientists and engi· 
'observation plane Monday and ment made public a voluminous neers might be developing atomic 
watched re~;ults of the first atomic technical study by Professor Smyth bombs which would be sufficiently 
attack by the Enola Gay, piloted written at the request of Maj: effective to alter the course of the 
by Lieut. Col. Paul W. Tibbets Jr. Gen. Leslie R. Groves, head of the war. There was therefore no choice 
of Miami, Fla. project. but to work on them in this coun-

In their first interview today Obviously in connection with the try. 
they said that though they ha~ assertion of Dr. Harold Jacobson, "Initially many scientists could 
been forewarned wb.at t~ expectJ la~er corrected, the Department Gen. Carl A. Spaatz, commander of the United States A and did hope that some principle 
results of the Nagasaki attack! sa1d that there was virtually no St . . . . . . . . . , rmy would emerge which would prove 
still were beyond "possible belief." radioactivity left in the wake of rategic ~11 Forces, P!nnmg the Dtshngutshed Serv1ce Cross on Col. that at.omic bo~bs were inherently 

The crew disclosed that had it the bomb and disclosed also that Paul W. Tibbets Jr., piltlt of the B-29 that dropped the explosive on impossible. This hope has faded 
not been for bad weather, thou• the weapon was fired high enough Hiroshima. Associated Press Wirephoto (Strater!c Alr Forcea vla Navy Radiophoto> gra~ually; fortun~tely in the same 
sands of Japanese in Nagasaki, aabove the ground to shatter build- per1od the magmtude of the nee-
city of 252,630 in northwesternings. . . . . , . essary industrial effort has been 
Kyushu might still be alive today. Build' p . . h1ghly techmcal account of an an atomtc bomb ts constructed or demonstrated ao that the fear of 
The pl~ne made three runs over mgs runary ObJect enormous enterprise." . how it works, but there is in this German success weakened even be-
another unidentified city originally : ·T~e bomb," the Department :;rofessor Smyt~ ~xplamed: c?untry a sub~tan~ifil group of en- fore the end came. 
scheduled for attack, but bad~a1d m the summary, "is detonated The average Clbzen cannot be gJneers and sc1entift~ men who can "By th~ same token, most of us 
weather prevented the assault andm combat at such a height ~bove e,...x~p~e~c;t~e~d~t~o~u~n~d§er§s§t§an§d§c~l~e§;a~r:::;:ly:;::::h;o;w:=u=:n=:d=:e=:r:=s:=tan=d=s~u=c==h=th=m=g~s=a=n=d=w=:h=o=are certam that the Japanese can-
Nagasaki was selected as a: sec• the ground as to give the maxtnlUm i: - -
ondary target. blast effect against structures !, . the ro. ect have been 

The loss of gasoline spent in rna and to disseminate the radio- t. not develop and use thls weapon men on 'tp J of the United , ·t d active products as a cloud l 1 · thinking as c1 1zens neuvering over the first Cl Y rna 0 . · { effectively." States vitally interested in the wei· 
it necessary for Major Swe~ney t expl~s~~ou;:;c~~;~e h~t~t of d~h~ j E)ren in advance of the deto- fare of the human race. It has been 
make an emergency .landmg o active Pd Y a ~ ra 10 i nation Professor Smyth wrote that their duty and that of the respon
Okinawa instead of flymg back t ward ·npro ucts adr~ carrlJed up- 1 the possibilities of such explosives sible high Government officials 
th Ma . 1 an ascen mg co umn of : . th · ff t . t 1 k b d e nanas. hot air ct dl d h , were "appallmg," and e1r e ec who were mformed o oo eyon 

Brig. Gen. Thom!).s Farrell of Al over a a':d sperse armlessly ! on future wa'rs and international the limits of the present war and 
bany, N. Y., chief of the Mariana. New Me~oete~~e~h Ev~~ ~. t~~ ! affairs of fundamental importance. its weapons . to the ultimate im
atomic bomb project, said tha~ of ex lo . . ' ere ~ eJg ! Pl:ofessor Smyth considered that lications of these discoveries. 
"The function of the bomb useo only i :~~; wasll n;ces:.anly f 1~, l such questions as the development ~his was a heavy responsibility. 
against Nagasaki made the om radioactiv 'ty sma d rae . ~0~ ~ e J of the bomb should be decided by "In a free country like ours such 
used against Hiroshima. obsolete diately betow ~as b ep~?. e 1mme- 1 the people of this country: "They questions should be debated by the 
The one type. used a~amst Hiro· The followinge 0~ · h I have been seriously constdere~,'' people and decisions must be made 
shima was d1scarded m favor o, added 

1
·n m' P hradgrfap was he said "by all concerned and v1g- by the people through their rep-

th N k ' t , 1meograp e arm: • th · , e agasa 1 ype. "The best interests of th U 't- 1 orously debated amon.g e sc1en- resentatives.' 
He added that his men wer ed States requi th t ~ m tists and the conclus10ns reached . --------~ 

going on the assumption that th eration b re e u t;lOS co?p- hav~ been passeli along to the 
ator_n bomb might have to be use . secret n!w ~n~o~;:;-!l!dt~~~~p~~! highest authorities.. These 9-ues~ 
agam and that hundreds of tech future 'au scientif' nd t hn' 1 tions are not techmcal questions, 
nician.s :'lere were assembling ~arts information not ~~e~ in ~~is 1~!- , ~ey are political and social que!I-

Off!Cl~ls sald tha~ they behevec port or other official r:leases , · tJons, and the answers gi:ven to 
that MaJor Sweeney s bomb scorec Professor Smyth's . t . · I them may affect all mankmd for 
a direct hit in the heart of th t . m ens~ve !e- i generations. . 
great Mitsubishi steel works ~~~ ~~~ ~~~te~a;~ the s~entlsti ,. "In thinking about them the 
Nagasaki and that the r~sultan Groves called it a "fa~~inati;;~~t 
blast erased most of the City. Ob· ; 
servers said that debris from the 
steel plant soared in a thick column 
of smoke. 

[An official announcement from 
United States Army Strategic Air 
Forces headquarters had said that 
almost a square mile of Nagasaki's 
built-up area of 3.3 square miles 
had been destroyed.] 

It was disclosed that crews of 
the planes had been trained for a 
year without knowing the nature 
of their mission. 

Major Sweeney said that the 
Hiroshima blow was perfect but 
that Nagasaki was hit under bad 
conditions. The crew had been or
dered tq release the bomb visually. 
.After fifty minutes of maneuver
ing over the original target, Major 
Sweeney asked Comdr. Frederick 
L. Ashworth of Wenham, Mass., 
naval ordnance observer in charge 
of the bomb, what to do. He sug
gested trying Nagasaki. Major 
Sweeney decided that there was 
just enough "gas" to permit that. 

The navigator, Capt. James F. 
Van Pelt Jr. of Oak Hill, W. Va., 
hit Nagasaki "on the nose" and 
there was just enough fUel left for 
a single bomb run and back to 
Okinawa. ..J'ust as the city was 
reached, the bombardier, Capt. 
Kermit K. Beahan of Houston, 
Tex., saw a hole in the clouds and 
let fly square on the target. 

Sgt. Raymond C. Gallagher of 
Chicago, wearing welders' goggles 
to protect his eyes from the bomb 
flash, said that he could see three 
"shock circles" rising through the 
smoke, flames and_ ~st. 

Harold Agnew ot Denver, CO ., a 
physicist aboard the plane, said 
that debris from the steel plant 
boiled up in a column of smoke. 
He is one of forty-five physicists 
and aides who were sent to this 
base last month to assemble the 
bombs. They had worked secretly 
in the United States for three 
years. 

Immense laboratories have been 
set up here. Teams of physicists 
test mater ials and assemble these 
bombs. The base was set up by 
Col. El. E . Kirkpatrick . 

Revelation that the bomb was in 
action at last was a welcome relief 
for the physicists. Many· of them 
now find it hard to use the words 
"atomic" or "uranium,'' because for 
three years they had been using 
code names 

They also said that they would 
be glad to be able to go home an.d 
explain why they were not in um
form. Most of them average about 
27 years of age. 

Easier to Ass6mble 
GUAM Sunday, ,A.ug:. 12 (JP)

General Farrell declJlii>e~ •yesterday 
that the bomb that"',s~· k Naga
saki packed more pu ,than the 
one dropped on Hirosht , . He add· 
ed that the second 15omb was less 
difficult to construct. 

Major Sweeney said: "The tur- \ 
bulence from the blast at Nagasaki 
was greater than at Hiroshima." 
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At Hiroshima: A tall column of smoke ascends 20,000 feet over the cit~ bomb fell on 
Aug. 6. A cloud of smoke 10,000 feet in diameter covers the base of the column. This t>icture was mad• 

I 
after the missile was loosed from an altitude ~f between 20,000 and 30,000 feet. 

The New York Times <U. 9 . Army Air Forces I 
===-----=-~---· --.. --. .......... ...... - - . . ·~·~ ....... . 



At Nagasaki: Three minutes after the atomic bomb was dropped on this city on Aug. 9, smoke columns rose more than 20,000 feet above the metropolis. The New York Time• (Strateric Air Forces via Navy Radiophoto) 

POPE WARNED IN 1943 
ON ATOMIC BOMB USE 
ROME, Aug. 11 «J.PJ-Pope 

Pius XII more than two years ago 
forecast the development of atomio 
energy and broadcast in exact de .. 
tail the atomic bomb's scientific 
principle. The Pontiff's address on 
Feb. 21, 1943, at the opening ses
sion of the Pontificial Academy ot 
Science emphasized the danger t () 
the entire planet of any misuse of 
the atomic energy principle. The 
speech iridicateil the Pope was 
abreast of atomic knowledge two 
years ago. 

While hundreds of Allied sci .. 
entists and technicians were work
ing in utmost secrecy in the United 
States, and the word uranium wa• 
unmentionable, the Pope broadcast 
to the world: 

"Since atoms are extremely 
small it was not thought.seriously 
that they might also acquire prac
tical importan-ce. Today instead 
such a question has taken on un
expectec form ·following the re
sults of artificial radio activity. ~t 
wa:s-, in fact, Lst ablished that in the 
disintegration which the· atom of 
uranium undergoes when · bom
barded by neutrons ·that two or 
three neutrons are freed, each 
launchin~ itself-one being able to 
meet and smash another uranium 
atom. 

"From special calculation it has 
been ascertained that in such a 
way [neutron bombardment caus
ing a breakdown in the uranium 
atomJ in one cubic meter of oxide 
power of uranium, in less than one
hundredth of a second, there devel• 
ops enough energy to elevate more 
than sixteen miles a weight of a 
billion tons ; a. sum of energy which 
could substitute for many years 
the action of all the grel!-t power 
plants of the world." , 

Then came the papal warning 
against possible misuse of atomic 
energy: "Above all, therefore, it 
·should be . of utmost importance 
that the energy originated by such 
·a machine should not be let loose 
to explode-but a way found to 
control such power with suitable 
chemical means. Otherwise there 
could result not only 1n a single 
place but also for our entire planet 
a dangerous catastrophe.'' 
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"In the world around us, atom ic energy is working on a tremendous scale." 
Drawing by Herbert Bayer. 0 G•ner&l El..:trl~ Co. 

We Enter a New Era~the Atomic Age 

T HE power of the atom has been un
leashed. For better or. for worse 
we have entered upon a new era in 

the history of mankind. The dreams and 
speculations that have been with us since 
the Curies discovered the amazing radio
active powers of the atom have become 
stern reality in the proving grounds of 
New Mexico and the streets of Japan. 

The development is of Promethean sig
nificance. Generations millenniums hence 
may look back upon these years when 
atomic energy was first put to work in 
the same spirit in which we now think 
of the less well documented occasion when 
man first learned the use of fire. 

Fire is a terrible destroyer, and so, to
day, is atomic energy. But fire is also the 
basis of the industrial civilization we now 
know-fire controlled in the boilers of our 
power plants, in the furnaces of our steel 
mills and · smelters, in our automobile 
engines· and in our jet-propelled and pro
peller-driven aircraft. The energy within 
the atom may well be the basis of an 
entirely new kind of civilization. 

SECRETS OF THE ATOM 

W HAT has been done with atomic 
bombs, and the future prospect of 

useful atomic power, depends upon the 
knowledge of the atom's interior that has 
been gained in the last half century. The 
government-sponsored "Manhattan proj
ect" may have cast new light on the very 
nature of the atom; however, even with 

MAGAZJNE. AUGUST -12. 1945. 

Here is the momentous story of the atom 

whose energy science has now unleashed. 

By HARRY M. DJlVIS 

the 1940 model atom as it was publicly 
known before atomic physics became a 
military secret, we can form a pretty 
workable idea of what atoms are, what 

constitut es them .and where their tremen
dous energy comes from. 

In the first place, atoms are not rare 
animals. They are everywhere, since 
every substance in existence is simply an 
.aggregation of atoms, in extraordinary 
quantities. 

Individual atoms are very small. An 
ounce of uranium, made of one of the 
heaviest kinds of atom, contains approxi
mately 100,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 of 

them. Hydrogen, with the lightest atom, 

runs about 20,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,~ 

000 to the ounce. To avoid wastrng paper 

with so many zeros, physicists, some 

years ago, decided to designate the atomic 

weight of hydrogen as 1 (strictly speak

ing, this was later modified to 1.008, but 

that is a rather technical matter). On 

.this scale helium ha.s an atomic weight of 

4, oxygen 16, lead about 207 and a par

ticular variety of uranium of current in

ter est has an atomic weight of 235 and is 

therefore popularly known as U-235. 

Small as the atom may be, it is com
posed of particles which are very much 
smaller. The simplest of all atoms, 
.hydrogen, consists mostly of empty space 
sparsely tenanted by only two particles. 
One of them is the electron, the smallest 
unit of negative electricity. The other is 
the proton, with an equal charge of posi
tive electricity. Almost all the mass of the 
atom resides in the proton, which weighs 
about 1,800 times as much as the elec
tron. A heavy object is generally less 
mobile t}\an a light one and the simpli
fied picture o'f the hydrogen atom is one 
with the proton constituting a more or 
less stationary nucleus while the electron 
circles around it somewhat as the earth 
circles around the sun. In fact, scientists 
at one time took the analogy to astron
omy so seriously that they borrowed the 
word "orbit" and we speak of the orbit 

of the electron in the atomic system. 

THE minute we leave the simple hydro
gen atom, we find that the nucleus gets 
more complicated. The next step is heavy 
hydrogen, which has a nucleus consist
ing of two particles. One is the same 
proton we found in ordinary hydrogen. 

The other is a particle called the neutron, 
which seems to be identical with the pro
ton except that, as its name was meant to 

indicate, it is electrically neutral. 

Heavier a toms, going up the scale 
through magnesium, oxygen, iron, lead 
and uranium, have more an~ more pro
tons and neutrons in the nudleus, but in 
every case the positive electrical charge 
of the nucleus due to its prQtons is nor
mally balanced by the negative charge 
of an equal number of electrons circling 
around it. When in the cour.se of atomic 
events the number of elecbjons fails to 
match the positive charge of the nucleus, 
the atom is said to be positively, or nega
tively, electrified. 

IN a superficial way, men have been 
tinkering with a toms for thousands of 
years_ For instance, when a piece of 
glass .was rubbed with a silk cloth both 
the glass and the silk demonstrated prop
erties of attraction and repulsion which 
were called electrical. What happened, 
we now know, was that electrons were 

·added to the atoms of one substance and 
subtracted from the atoms of the other. 
In modern times it has been found that 
electron.s can be removed from the out
side of the atom fairly easily by the ac
tion of light, heat and electrical forces, 
and it is with electrons thus removed 
from their natural habitat that the entire 
art of electronics is concerned. Our ability 

thus to . liberate (Continued on Page 41) 
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The Dra~atic Story of the Ato111-

The story of the atom bomb goes back to the discovery of radium. The re
search of the Curies, shown above, brought knowledge of radioactive sub
stances, which was used in turn to explore the secrets locked in the atom. 

First attempts to break into the atom ~ere with radioactive substances be
cause they alone had aufficient power. The operator shown photographing 

the process wears lead-lined clothing to protect himself from the11e rays. 

Men had to know more about how the atom was put together to help them 
take it apart. Niels Bohr (left) fonnulated a theory of atom structure, and later 
defined the chemical character of U-235, a powerful source of atomic energy. 

This most powerful of all atom-smashing machines, the cyclotron, was 
by Dr. E. 0. Lawrence, shown here at the machine. He, like Dr. Bohr, 
been a leader in the research project that bas produced the atom 

THE NEW YOH 



From Radium to the Atomic ·Bomb 
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Finally the atom bomb was ready for production. This great factory at Oak 
Ridge, Tenn., is but one of the plants used in the manufacture. The processes 
carried out within its windowless walls remain ''top secret." What has been 

AUGUST 11. 1945. 
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Ernest Bevin: A N e1M Kind ·of Statesmai 
LoNDON (By Wireless) . 

B
RITAIN has never had a Foreign 

Secretary like Ernest Bevin. His 
appointment breaks all the tradi

tions of the office. He did not go to a 
public school; he did not go to a univer
sity. It is justifiably accurate to surmise 
that every previous holder of the position 
has entered the depressingly austere por
tals of the Foreign Office for the first 
time ~ith veneration for its tradition and 
awe for the memory of his illustrious 
predecessors. Not Ernest Bevin. 

He did not want the job. When he was 
Minister of Labor, the man who mobilized 
Britain's manpower for war, he said: 
"When this victory is complete it is my 
department [of labor] which will restore 
your personal liberties as workers. And I 
want to stay there until it is through, if I 
can, for that one reason. I want no higher 
office or other place. Having put my hand 
to the plow, I do not want to turn back 
or shift anywhere else because, at the 
end, it will be this department that will 
deal with the International Labor Office." 

Of course, that was during the war, 
when it seemed possible that the all-party 
National Government w~;mld continue to 
see Britain through her transitional trou
bles. It wa:s said long before the elections 
which swept Labor back to power. 

When the elections came and before the 
results were known, Ernest Bevin said 
openly and frequently that he intended 
to become Labor's Chancellor of the Ex
chequer because of the influence that post 
has on the nation's economic life: 

The factor which led Clement R. Attlee 
as Prime Minister to select Ernest Bevin 
for the Foreign Secretaryship was largely 
psychological. It was the accident of the 
suspended Big Three conferences in Pots
dam. If that conference had ended or had 
not started, Ernest Bevin would have had 
his wish and gone to the Tr.easury. But 
the fact tha.t President Truman and Gen
eralissimo Stalin with their Foreign Min
isters and advisers were waiting in Pots
dam led Attlee and his advisers to pitch
fork their "strong man," Bevin, into the 
post and the conference to which he 
traveled in the first airplane journey of 
his life. 

N 0 group was more disturbed by the 
appointment than the higher permanent 
officials at the Foreign Office and career 
diplomats all over the world, for no man 
has said more than Ernest Bevin about 
the necessity for reforming, modernizing 
and broadening the outlook of Britain's 
select patrician diplomatic service. And 
what he says and writes he does when 
opportunity offers. 

He is going to introduce a labor de
partment into the Foreign Office. ,He says 
the "object of that liaison is in future to 
get the whole of the diplomatic service to 
move and have their being in a new envi
ronment; to recognize that the limited 
court-circular society of the chancelleries 
will never return; that, if there is to be 
reconstruction of the world, then that re
construction has to be brought about by 
harnessing and utilizing the rising mass of 
labor to whom the future really belongs, 
and which must be the dominant factor in 
a new democratic world. There must be 
an absolute broadening of the curriculum 
and of the right of entry into the dip
lomatic service. If boys fTom secondary 
school can save us in Spitfires the same 
brains can be turned to produce the new 
world." 

These are heart-sinking words to the 

Britain•s Foreign Secretary is a St. George 

out to slay the dragon of secret diplomacy. 

By TREVOR EVANS 

types who have always administered Brit
ain's foreign policy. Many another man 
could utter them and be dismissed as a 
hot-air merchant. Not Ernest Bevin, who 
has taught Britain in the last five years 
that he is no shirker from innovations. 
After all, he uprooted millions of men and 
women from their homes and conscripted 
them for mines, factories and forces. 

IT is not that Bevin was unknown before 
he fiTst took ministerial office in May, 
1940, even though he was not then a mem
ber of Parliament, having failed thrice to 
secure election. Hi~name has been known 

in Britain for twenty years as the some
what truculent and all-pow~rful leader of 
an amalgamation of trade unions con
cerned mainly with transport, docks, flour 
mills, steel works, chemical plants, engi
neering works and a dozen other indus
tries. About the only major industry he 
did not invade was coal mining. Yet the 
American labor leader most akin to Ernest 
Bevin happens to be John L. Lewis. 

Bevin reached national prominence in 
1919 when he became known as "the dock
ers K. C." (King's Counsel, a rank of 
eminence given to lawyers) because of his 
spectacular presentation of a claim for 

increased wages for dock 
entered court on that oco 
brown paper parcel under hi 
members of the tribunal hea 
asked Bevin to open his ph 
wrapped his parcel and on U 
him he produced a tiny bot 
loaf of bread, a slice of meal 
tables and other oddments, 1 

the court that the dockers 
only such paltry fare for th' 

THE boldness of his appro 
tiveness in bringing abstract 
of wage rates down to con 
gained him great prominenc 
it at thai) time because he 
cently been transferred to· . 
Bristol, where he had spent 
such odd jobs as driving m 
carts, driving (Continued o 

carries his 240 pounds with a rolling gait that suggests a galleon in full sail." 

THE NEW 



~e Enter the Atomic · Age 
We Enter the 
Atomic Age 

I 
(Continued from Page 5) 

I And control the movements of 
, electrons lifted from the outer 

shells of atoms is employed in 
the vacuum and gaseous tubes 
that are at the heart of radio 
radar and many industrial proc~ 
esses. But all this merely 
scratched the surface of the atom. 

IN the laboratories a deeper 
search was carried into the very 
interior of the atom-the nucleus. 
The secret of the nucleus became 
known to man because nature be
trayed it in the phenomenon of 
radioactivity. The first betrayal 
took place nearly fifty years ago 
with the very element that as
sumed such significance last 
week-uranium. In 1896, Henri 
Becquerel, at the Sorbonne in 
France, happened to place a ura
nium-preparation in-the-same desk 
drawer with some photographic 
plates. When he came to use 
those plates ihe found that, al
though they had been carefully 
wrapped in thick black paper, 
they were fogged as if they had 
been exposed to light. Instead of 
merely worrying about the spoil
ing of some photographs, he pro
ceeded deliberately to ruin some 
more plates by placing them 
again close to the uranium, but 
this time with an iron key in be
tween. The result, on develop
ment, was a silhouette of the key. 
Here was a new kind of ray 
which would penetrate through 
paper but not through iron. 

Two other French scientists, 
Pierre and Marie Curie, found 
that in the pitchblende ore of 
uranium there were other sub
stances which also gave off 

, strange new kinds of ~:adiation . 

The tremendous power of the ra
dium finally isolated by Madame 
Curie was shown by the prices 
which tiny quantities of it later 
commanded for both hospital a:nd 
industrial use. 

In the ensuing years, many 
other types of radioactive ele
ments were discovered. These 
elements-such as uranium and 
radium--consist of heavy atoms 
which seem to be naturally un
stable. They disintegrate at 
various rates. In a quantity of 
a given radioactive element, a 
certain fixed proportion of the 
atoms simply explodes over a 
certain period of time. The 
nucleus shoots out a particle or 
a bit of energy known as a 
gamma ray. There remains a 
smaller nucleus-that of an atom 
of lower atomic weight. In most 
cases, the new atom is itself un
stable and therefore radioactive, 
giving off other particles. These 
explosions occur in a series which 
_terminates in the form of lead. 

THE rays thus ·given out are 
powerful. They have power, as 
Becquerel originally found, to 
penetrate through solid sub
stances and to blacken a photo
graphic plate. They have pow
er to destroy human flesh, but 
fortunately the effect is stronger 
on cancerous than on normal 
tissue - a phenomenon which 
made radium so precious as an 
instrument of medicine. The rays 
have still another power-to 
smash into the nucleus of stable 

atoms and turn them into unsta
ble and therefore radioactive sub
stances. In other words, with 
certain combinations, radioactiv
ity becomes contagious. 'Dhe dis
covery of this contagion was the 
beginning of atom-smashing. 

As early as 1905, Einstein 
wrote a classically simple little 
equation which really explained a 
good deal of what was going on. 
It was part of the theory of rela
tivity, and it indicated two things 
-that light, which is a form of 
energy, has mass just as does a 
particle of matter and that, con
versely, any particle of matter 
can be considered as a bundle of 
energy. The startling thing about 
his equation was the factor by 
which one had to multiply mass 
to figure out its equivalent in 
-energy. This factor was the 
square of the velocity of light, 
that is, 300,000,000 meters per 
second multiplied by itself. The 
conclusion, which at first seemed 
to be only of philosophical inter
est, was that if only a tiny bit 
of matter should somehow be de
stroyed, it would be reincarnated 
as energy in an enormous quan
tity. 

As physicists began to get bet
ter concentrations of radioactive 
materials they found that an ac
tual disappearance of mass was 
occurring in the disintegration of 
unstable atoms. By very careful 
measurements of the particles 
into which the atoms split, it was 
found that the sum of the parts 
was not equal to the original 
whole. The difference had gone 
off into energy, represented in 
the speed of the particles shot 
out, in their ability to penetrate 
through sheets of solid matter, to 
kill cancers, to darken photo
graphic plates and to smash 
other atoms." 

(ConUnuect jrom Page 42) 
engine. Yet certain speculations 
seem plausible. The first step 
might likely be to capture atomic 
energy as heat, perhaps using a 
tiny pellet of the stuff to flash 
a tremendous amount of · water 
into superheated steam-which 
could then drive th~ turbines now 
in our power plants. In this ap
plication uranium would replace 
both coal and falling water to 
provide a vastly increased flow 
of electric power over the high
tension lines of the nation. 

IF this were to happen it would 
probably mean far- reaching 
changes in the distribution and 
use of electric power besides 
reducing coal to a raw material 
for synthetic compounds, and 
limiting dam-building projects to 
the functions of flood control and 
irrigation. 

Then again, and this seems a 
thing of the more distant future, 
so:rne more direct way of utiliz
ing atomic energies may be 
found. Perhaps, for example, a 
way of channeling the explosive 
force at once into a jet-thrust 
providing super-speed propulsion 
for winged and wingless convey
ances. If this can be done, then 
gravitation might easily be over
come and the day of actual 
travel beyond our planet would 
be at hand. 

It must be remembered too 
that atomic science is still in its 
infancy. The fission of uranium 
may be only the first of many 
ways of releasing the known 
energies within the atom-just 
as the rubbing of two sticks was 
only one primitive way of start
ing the contagious molecular ex
plosions known as fir t>. 

The tasks are such as to mobi
lize the best brains of humanity 
for generations to come. Atomic 
physics with its intricate appa
ratus, its dangerous radiations of 
still obscure. biological effect on 
the· human system, its baffling 
equations of quantum mechanics 
and its basic impact on the prob
lems of the very nature of the 
universe--this science. far more 
than the much discussed field of 

These discoveries were sup
plemented by artificial instru
ments, such as the cyclotron, in 
which sub-atomic ·particles were 
whirled around under -very high 
electrical voltage and speeded up 
to the point where their atom- ' 
smashing abilities were consider
ably increased. it was found 
that atoms bombar'aed by these 
high-speed particles were trans
formed into other atoms. Thus 
the combination of natural radio
activity and artificial acceler
ating machinery was actually 
doing what the alchemists of old 
had never succeeded in accom
plishing with their magic words. 

1 electronics, is likely to challenge 
an increasing proportion of 
young men entering our uni
versities. 

BuT all these man-cont~olled 
processes affecting the nucleus 
of the atom were on a very tiny 
scale. The energies of the par
ticles were measured by turning 
a microscope on the tracks made 
by them in special photographic 
plates or by their effect in caus
ing tiny droplets to condense out 
of foggy vapor. The quantities 
of gold, radioactive salt and sim-· 
ilar products of the newer alche
my were microscopic:--' And, al
though atomic energy was 
definitely released it usually ap
peared only in a relatively small 
number of atoms. While an in
dividual atom might show a 
profit in energy, the over-all 

(Ocmtinued on Page 42) 

AcTUALLY the ultimate 
source of all the power we use to
day on earth 1s from the heat 
r-adiated to us from the sun
where its generation is atomic. 
Thus we wo1·k on an indirect 
transformation of energy from a 
distant atomic furnace. The prob
lem for our scientists and states
men is to utilize the energy of 
our own earthly atoms directly 
without turning the ~th itself 
into an incandescent and unin
habitable ball of fire. 

If atomic expwsions can be 

properly tamed, as molecular ex
plosions already have been, the 
world may well enter a new era 
in which everything up to the II .middle of the twentieth century 
will seem only a short step from 

lj the caveman's shadowed home 
into the sun. 

I . 
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ATTLEE ASSURES 
U.S. OF COOPERATION 
ON ATOMIC CONTROL 

Pledges That Britain Will Help 
Guard Bomb's Secret Until 
It Can Be Fully Regulated 

JO AVERT WORLD HAVOC 

A Power for Peace Is Seen 
-Industrial Use of Force 
Within Decade Predicted 

By 'l'lle Associated Preu. 

LONDON, Aug. 12-Prime Min
ister Clement R. Attlee tonight 
pledged British cooperation with 
President Truman's proposal that 
the secret of the atomic bomb be 
guarded until complete control of 
the devastating weapon was as-
.sured. 

The Prime Minister, back at 10 
Downing Street after spending 
Saturday night at his Chequers 
country place, made this announce
ment: 

"Since I issued the statement on 
the day of the release of the first 
atomic bomb a week ago, the vast 
and terrible effects of this new in
vention have made themselves felt. 

"The last of our enemies has 
offered to surrender. 

"The events of these tremendous 
days reinforce the words in that 
statement to the effect that we 
must pray that the discovery which 
led to the production of the atomic 
bomb will be made to conduce to 
peace among the nations, and that 
instead of wreaking measureless 
havoc upon the entire globe, it may 
become a perennial fountain of 
world prosperity. 

Influence for Peace 

Industrial Use in Decade Seen 

WASHINGTON, Aug. 12 UPl
Sir James Chadwick, chief British 
scientist in the atomic bomb proj
ect, said today there was a possi
bility that within about ten years 
atomic energy could be used for 
industrial purposes. 

The Nobel ,.Prize winner in 
physics in 1935"' also declared that 
the atomic bomb was not strictly 
a British-American secret, assert
ing that any nation could learn the 
secret in about five years of ex
perimentation, assuming it had ac
cess to the necessary raw mate
rials. 

"I think this is a very serious 
point," he said. 

Sir James was chief scientific 
adviser to the British members of 
the American- British- Canadian 
policy committee that developed 
the bomb that wrecked Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki in Japan. 

The work of this committee, he 
told a press conference, was con
fined to developing atomic energy 
for purely military purposes and 
very little attention was paid to 
the industrial possibilities. How
ever, he said it would be "nearer 

Continued on Page 10, Colwnn 2 

ATTLEE WILL HELP "I do not wish to discuss the moral! 
aspect of the obliteration of Japa·· 
nese towns. Our statesmen and 

KEEP ATOM SECRET ~e~e{a~~~=r n~! ~~~~~ ~!rr;; ~~~: 
sciences for what they are doing. 

Contl.nued. From Page 1 
There has been nothing like it 
since Hulagu and his Tartars built 
pyramids of skulls on the sites of 

ten years than fifty" before the Baghdad and other Asiatic cities. 
secret of harnessing this new pow- The argument that the atom 
er for industrial purposes could be bomb would r·horten the war 
found, although there were many "might be used to justify any , · o
new problems to be solved. lation of the customs of civilized 

He declined to say whether the warfare," he said. 
three plants now producing the 
atomic bomb in the United States Indian Papers Protest 
could be used for development of 
industrial atomic energy. NEW DELHI, India, Aug. 12 

Meanwhile the United States (,Reuter)-The use of the atm;nc 
Chamber of Commerce in its regu- ~omb was condem.'led by Indtan 
Jar weekly report told its members JOU~nals today, The Statesman 
that this new discovery would not askrng . whether tlle consctence cf 
immediately revolutionize industry, the Alhed peoples would stand for 
and that the "early" replacement the destruction of one Japanese 
of present sources of energy-coal town after another. \ 
oil, gas and water power-was out ".Can these bomb wielders be the 
of the question. The organization Allles who denounced German and 
said it had gone into this aspect of Japanese . terror . m prope~ and 
the question with other physicists. nghteous md1gnabon, who ftght ' J 

___ free the world from fear and who 
Britain Praises Scientists have assured the Japanese people 

that there 1S no w1sh to destroy 
"President Truman in his broad- LONDON, Aug. 12 <IJ.P.l-The and enslave?" the paper queried. 

cast of Aug. 9 has spoken of the Se?ret_ary of the Department of The Hindustan Times, a leading 
preparation of plans for the future S~1entlf1c and Industrial ~ese~rch, Congress party .r~aper , declared 
control of this bomb, and of a .re- S1r Ed~~rd Appleto~, patd tnbute that the Allies t :JUld not justif; 

uest to the Con ess to cooperate to Brtbsh, Amencan, . Fre~ch, the atomic bomb on any principle 
q ~ . Damsh, German and Ital~,an SCien- of warfare except that of reprisal. 
to the end that 1ts productiOn and tists and workers whose sequence "Now that Russia has entered 
use may be controlled and that its of discoveries" led to creation of the war there is no need to pur
power may be made an overwhelm- the bomb. . . . . chase victory at such cost to the 
ing influence toward world peace. Ell_lphaslzmg !hat SCientist~ were conscience of humanity, " the paper 

"It . th . t tion of Hi not mterested m the_ bomb s de- added. 
IS e rn en structive force, he sa1d they were 

Majesty's Government to put a! "far more eager to turn to the dif-
their efforts into the promotion o ficult task of harnessing its ener- Evatt Sees Peace Body Needed 
the objects thus foreshadowe gy to benevolent means." MELBOYRNE, Australiil, Aug. 

d th ·u 1 d their full co The Very Rev. W. R. Inge, for- 12 (Canadian Press) - Dr. 1Ierbert 
an . ey Wl en , mer "Gloomy Dean" of St. Paul's, Evatt, Minister of External Af-
operatwn to that end. in an article in The Sunday Dis- fairs and chief Australian delegate 

In Bangor, Wales, the Nation patch criticized the use of the atom to the ~n Francisco Conference, 
Council of the Independent Labo bomb as a "revolting business" said tonight that splitting the 
party which is not affiliated wit that raised ' 'the spectacle of possi- atom f or purposes of destruction 
th 'Lab r party Government ble suicide of civilization to be fol- made _more urgent tha n ever the 

e 
0 

. • lowed by a long dark age." estabhshment of a world organ-
adopted a resolution deelarrn The 86-year-old prelate wrote : ization for preserving peace. 
that the discovery of the use o 
atomic energy "could be of th~ 

greatest benefit ever vouchsafed 
to man" in a sOCialist world. 

The resolution said the human 
race "must go forward to a new 
order of world socialism if it is to 
survive." The Independent Labor 
party has three seats in the new 
House of Commons. 

Only U. S. Can Make 
Deadly Atomic Bomb 

s 11 th.e untted Prm. ~ T /!.. to accept responsibility for P?S-
OTTAWA Aug. 13.-Munit!ons sible leakage of manufacturmg 

' details and that the United King-
Minister C. D. Howe revealed to- dom had taken a similar attitude. 
day that wh!le the United States, Soviet Russia, whlle famlllar 
Great Britain and Canada share with the fact that atomic ex:peri-
th scientific knowledge upon ments were In progress. had not 

e h t 1 bomb Is based been associated with the develop-
which t e a om c ment of the bomb. 
only the United States knows the 
details of the bomb's manufacture. 

Mr. Howe explained that Can
ada's role In the production of the 
bomb was to supply "the essential 
raw materials," leaving it to the 
United States to devise its manu
facture. 

"Canada has the riS'ht to ask 
ror all the details of manufaet~~· 
>Ut so far has nat done so," ~~ 
:lowe said. , 

He said Canada had not W'f '(1, 

CANADA DESCRIBES 
SHARE IN ATOM BOM1 

f,.f T ~~~ 
OTTAWA, ug. 11 l-Can.ad 

has tall;en ownership of the mme 
and extt:action Jllants ~t one o 
the, world's two most lmp~rtan 
deposits of uranium, !he prrma~ 
material in the atomic bomb, 
protect th~ supply for the United ] 
N tions, C. D. Howe, Minister of 
M nitions and Supply and Recon
struction, said tonight. 

In a statemen~ released by !he l 
Canadian Wartrme Information 
B ard, Mr. Howe told of Canada's 
role in the development of the 
at mic bomb. Canada, he said, 
ha entered the research into the 
us of uranium at the suggestion 
of he British, with whom she es
tablished a joint laboratory in 
Montreal that now has a staff of 
mo e than 340. 

he work in Montreal, he as
serted led to the desigry of a pilot 
plant for production that is under 
construction in Petawawa, north
..ern Ontario. Under the jurisdic
tion of Defense Industries, Ltd., 
the plant is part of a c.ombined 
British- American - Canad1an pro
grAm. 

Reee8!"Cl'l in Petawawa, he said, 
will include the application of 
atomic energy in industry and the 
use of its products in medicine. 
Another product of the Petawawa 
plant, the statement said, will be 
plutonium, a new substan~e whose 
atoms like those of uranmm, are 
capabie of bursting many million 
times more violently than do mole
cules of modern high explosives. 

r R d. A . tv 't. r ~~~ a ro- ctrve l'orso ~ng 
/ By Reich Once Feared 

By Science Service 
WASHINGTON, Aug. 12-The 

• disclosure of a hair-raising war 
danger, now happily passed, that 
must have given a handful of 
scientists and top Government 
officials many sleepless nights 
appears in technical information 
about the atomic bomb released 
by the War Department here. 

The possibility that the Ger
mans might have made a sur
prise use of radio-active poisons 
in a "particularly vicious form 
of poison gas" was considered 
early in the American scientists' 
atom-splitting experiments. De
fensive measures were plrumed. 

Radio-active poisons resulting 
from atom-splitting were first 
mentioned in May, 1940, in a re- , 
port of a committee of the Na- 1 
tiona! Academy of Sciences. 
They develop as the . cl~ain re
action of uranium spbttmg pro
ceeds and have, in practice, 
turned out to. be "the most 
troublesome featur,; . of a react
ing pile." They differ chemi.cally 
from uranium, so it was believed 
that it might be possible to ex- r. 
tract them and use · them "like 1 
a particularly vicious form of e 
poison gas." 

TURKS CITE ATOMIC BOMB 
."(.f-f 113 

Istanbul Papers Attribute .to It 
Japan's Surrender Offer 

ISTANBUL, Turkey, Aug. 12 
(Reuter)-The Turkish press, hail
ing the news of Japan's offer of 
surrender, is almost unanimous in 
attributing to the atomic bomb 
what it sees as the collapse of 
Japanese mor.ale. 

The democratic Vatan said "it 
is certain that the participation 
of Russia in the Far East war was 
not the chief factor. • • • The 
atomic bomb was for a people with 
strong superstitions, Heaven's sign 
that God had forsaken them." 

"The atomic bomb saved man
kind, the newspaper Vakit said. 
The second world war ended with 
an undeniable triumph for the 
democracies and for the principles 
guaranteeing the freedom of men 
and nations." 

With the news of Japan's offer, 
!lags immediately appeared ln all 
the streets and even greater en
thusiasm was shown than for Ger
many's capitulation. 

a 
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THE NEW YORK TIMES, 

JAPANESE CITY DISAPPEARS AFTER ATOM BOMB EXPLODES 

The damage caused by the missile dropped on Hiroshima is revealed in this composite air view of the 

hty on Aug. 7, the day after the attack. For block after block, only an occasional building is standing. 
Associated. Preas Wirephoto (U.S. Army Air Forces) 

----;-~· W:.__' r~<f;f--=--/f .,;__---==-21 --DuPont Reveals 
DuPont Operates Two 

1

Work on Bomb 
At 0 m i c 80mb pI ants (Continued from Preceding Page.) 

With the cloak of top secrecy ditions: (1) that there be no profit was operated on an unheard-of 

partially lifted from the atomic for du Pont in the operation, and 
bomb, E. I. duPont de Nemours & (2) that should any patent rights scale, although, according to Mr. 

Co. today revealed how it built develop they would become the Carpenter, "the Clinton semi

and operated a $350,000,000 plant property of the government and works proved to be an extremely 

surrounded by 600 square miles of not du Pont. In return the com- important tool in solution of the 

government-owned or controlled pany requested and received an many completely new problems 

land in the State of Washington. agreement from the government encountered at Hanford." 

Reporting to stockholders, W. S. covering the highly unusual con- The du Pont company worked 

Carpenter Jr., president of du dltions of operation. closely with the meta!lw·gical lab-

P ont, s~id that he still could reveal The government agreed to pay a oratory at the University of Chi

no details of what the company a?- fixed fee of only one dollar, but to cago, particularly for fundamental 

tuall~ manufactured, but he di,d pay all costs of the work by direct research, development and advice, 

explam at length the company s reimbursement or through allow- since du Pont was primarily an en

contractual relat10nsh1p with the ances to cover administrative and gineering, industrial and chemical 

governme':t. general expenses allocated to the concern. 
It was m the fall of 1942 that work in accordance with normal As an example of the magnitude 

Mo:.j. Gen. Leslie R. Groves asked du Pont accounting practices and of the Hanford proJect, more than 

du Pont to engineer . design. con- to protect the company agatrlst all 60,000 persons were employed in 

struct and operate "a large plant" claims and losses. Any portion of construction and other phases of 

in t!'le field of nu_clear ph~sics . these allowances not expended by development over a two-year pe

At fll'st the executlVe committee du Pont wlll be returned to the riod. The housing for these work

demurred because the company government. ers alone constituted a gigantio 

was already so overburdened wl.tb As a result of the agreement problem. The actual construction 

war work that few of t~e comm1t- du Pont designed, engineered and force reached a peak of 45,000 

tee could see how sufficient per- built a small-scale semi-works at persons. 
sonnel could be assigned to the the Clinton Engineer Works in 
task. Furthermore, the company's Tennessee and built and operated 
work had always been mainly in a large-scale plant at the Hanford 
the field of chemistry and not Engineer Works in the State of 
physics. Washington. 

However, because of the urgency It was this Hanford plant t;1at 

I of the atomic work, du Pont agreed 
to go ahead and specified two con- (Continued on Next Page.) 



REICH YEAR BEHIND ~:a~~~:~e~:~l~~a;~
00~~:inh;s aw~:~ 

ON ATOMIC BOMB ~:db:n:~:e~5 e~;~~i~~a\i~~:~ 
and that now has become famous 

p y 7 ~ /1 ~ in the scientific world th~ough the 

Munich Physici'st Relates Work atom bomb, Dr. Bomke sald. 

. G 1939 p d' t' 1939 Prediction Oited 
an ermany- re 1c 10n 

on Uranium Weapon Cited 
About three months later, while 

working on Professor Hahn's prin
ciple, physicists at the Curie Insti
tute in Paris found out further that 

By KATHLEEN McLAUGHLIN 
By Wlreiess to THE N•w YoRK TIMts. as a by-product of this fission, new 

MUNICH, Germany, Aug. 12- secondary neutrons were produced 

on the day the war ended in Eu- that 1:nade po~sible. th~ creation ?f 
, . a 'cham reactiOn w1th mtra-atomlC 

rope, Germany s pr~ductwn of the force. The foundation therefore 

atomic bomb still was at least one had been laid for the beginning of 

year from realization. Such, at tests for the practical utilization 

least was the estimate by United this continuous flow of energy. 

stat~s Army Air Force officials Emphasis was put on this factor 
by Dr. Otto Frisch, a former col

received yesterday from Dr. Hans laborator of Professor Hahn, who 

A. T. Bomke, a German physicist had been compelled to emigrate 

now living in Munich, who was in- from Germany in 1933 and was 

terrogated on details of the Ger- working in Denmark. 

b h s In 1939 Dr. Frisch wrote an 
rna~ progr~m ecause e ~a as- article predicting the future appli-

sociated With expenments m that cation of Piofess.or Hahn's prin

field in 1939. ciple and suggesting that experi-

As assistant to Prof. Otto Hahn, ments with uranium bombs be per

director of the Kaiser Wilhelm In- forrr.te.d on a solitary isl~nd in the 
. PacifiC to reduce the risk of the 

atltute at Dahlen, Dr. Bomke and enormous damage the explosion of 

other scientists were drafted by such a bomb would cause. Then 

the Nazis for the development of a began a race among the scientists 

high priority program promptly o~ the world. Import~t contrib~

upon the outbreak of war. He was tlons were mad.e du.rmg e~pen
withdrawn by the Hitler regime in ments with uram.um, m Ru~sia by 
1942 d ordered to work under a Professor Kapitza, and m Ger-

an . . ce ues- many by Profe~sor Hahn's asso-
P_ressure, h.e told Air For ~tra- ciates, Prof. Werner Heisenberg, 
t10ners, do~g research on inventor of modern quantum me
~hort ele~tnc waves with the. ob- chanics, and a Nobel prize winner, 
J~Ct o_f brmgmg Luftwaffe navlga- and Prof. W. Bothe of the Univer
bon mstruments up to the level sity of Heidelberg. 
of progress revealed m captured Then came the war and the 

All~ed . plan~s. This was ?Ur su- strictest secrecy instantly was im
penonty m radar eqmpment, posed on this work. Similarly, in 
Army men commented •. that Dr. the United States, many scientific 
Bomke . 4nd his associates s~c- research institutes became special
ceeded m large part m equalmg ists in atomic destruction experi
after two years of intensive effort. ments, and proved eventually to 

Background Supplied be the first to manufacture sue-

Although divorced from intimate cessfully th_:_ at~ic bomb. 

contact with the atomic bomb 
progress after 1942, Dr. Bomke 
was able to supply the scientific 
background of the endeavors of 
Professor Hahn, who now is in the 
United States, where he reputedly 
has been taken for comparison of 
his efforts wlth those of American 
scientists in the same category. 

No practical· application of atom
ic forces was possible, he related, 
until 1919, when Lord Rutherford, 
English physicist and Nobel .Prize 
winner, succeeded in transmuting 
the chemical elements by artificial 
means. Professor Hahn at that 
time was Lord Rutherford's assist
ant and therefore was familiar 
with his investigation. The prac-
tical use of experiments was held 
up for years, since a basic requi
site was the discovery of nuclear 
reactions that would provide a con
tinurus chain and thus permit con
trol of atomic forces as a source 
of energy. This particular gap 
in scientific understanding was 
bridged, theoretically at least, by 
Professor Hahn at the beginning 
of 1939, Dr. Bomke told the Air 
Force representatives. 

Although Professor Hahn was a 
pure. scientist and uninterested in 

~ BOMB-MAKING ROLE 
PLAYED BY DUPONT 

Contlnued From Page 28 

r /isfactory to the Government." In 

!addition to the major project, sev
eral other contributions were made 

~ to the atomic program, he added. 

ENGINEERING UNDERTAKING 
) --------
' Stone &. Webster Say1 Plans Cov· 
· ered 12 Million Squue Feet 

Plans and specifications for the 
3 larger of two atomic bomb plants 
1 at Oak Ridge, Tenn ., were drawn 
: up on 12,000,000 . squ~re feet of 

blueprints and wlutepnnts b:y hun
dreds of eng·ineers and draftsmen 

· who worlted overtime seven days 
: a week for more than a year, John 
l R. Lotz, chairman of the boa1·d. of 

Stone & Webster Engu1eermg 
'

1 

Corporation, disclosed yesterda.Y· 
· The toughest part of the JOb, 
' which the firm began in December 
1 of 1942 he said, was to desig·n and 
~ obtain process equipme11:t, much of 
1 which was entirely new 111 concept. 
· At peak production, 27,000 ~en 
' and women worked on the proJeCt. 

The contract also called for plan
; ning and building· a city With a 
: population of 75,000. 

TUESDAY, AUGUST 1• 
/J / I 

BOMB-MAKING ROLE B 

PLAYED BY DUPONT 
Head of Chemical Enterprise 
Tells Stockholders of Vast 

Undertaking by Concern 

CONTRACT BARRED PROFITS 

Company Engineers Assisted 
Building on Plants-Chemists 

Speeded Atomic Wonder 

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & 
Co., for a dollar fee, helped de
velop the atomic bomb in a far
fl~mg project costing the Govern
ment $350,000,000, stockholders 
were informed yesterday in a 
statement from Walter S. Cal\Pen- , 
ter Jr., president of the chemical; 
enferprise. 1 

Details of how du Pont under- 1 
took the assignment in the fall of 1 
1942, entered the field of nuclear 1 
physics and created special plant 1 
and research facilities to cope with 1 
the task were released with War 1 
Department approval. 1 

1 Specifically, the company was ·' 
: responsible for engineering, de- I 
1 signing and constructing a small- 1 

scale semi-works at the Clinton En· , 
· gineer Works in Tennessee and a : 
l large-scale plant at the Ha.nford · 
: Engineer Works in Washington. I 
I More than 600 square miles owned 
1 or controlled by the Government 1 
. were required for the product. Du 

Pont also operated the Hanford 
·works. 

<l5,000 on Construction Force 

In the' midst of the utmost 
l secrecy, plant a'nd housing accom
. modations were built by a con
. struction force that reached a 
. maximum of 45,000. 
. Mr. Carpenter revealed 'that 
· when his company first was ap-

proached by the Government be
: cause of its experience in develop
. ing new proce.ssell, executives were 
: reluctant to ta.ke on the task in 
1 view of heavy war production 
, commitments and the fact that ex-

ploratory work had been confined 
chiefly to the field of chemistry. 

However, he explained, when it 
I was pojnted out that victory hinged 
1 upon solution of the problem in
: volved and that the enemy also was 
1 engaged in the race, the company 
: felt it could not refuse to attempt 
1 the work. 

Two conditions were imposed. 
The first was that Du Pont was 
not to profit. The second was that 

· any patent rights developing out 
1 of the work should become the 
: property, not of Du Pont, but of 
, the United States Government. 

· Government EstablishesProtectives 

In return, Du Pont requested 
that in view of the unknown field 
into which it would enter and the 
unpredictability of the hazards, the 
Government should provide equal
ly unusual protection against all 
costs, expenses, claims and losses 
sustained. 

The contract eatablished a fixed 
fee of $1, with the Government 
agreeing to pay all costs by direct 
reimbursement or through allow
ances to cover administrative and 
general expenses. Du Pont re
nounced p&tent rights on the 
ground they should be controlled 
by the Government. 

Because of the fundamental re· 
search required, the Clinton semi· 
works was operated under the di
rection of the University of Chi
cago, but key Du Poht personnel 
was used by the university on a 
loan basis. The company used the 
metallurgical laboratory of the 
University of Chicago for research, 
consultation and advice. 

Mt·. Carpenter said it gave him a 
deep sense of gratitude to report 
that the "canying out of this un
dertaking has been thoroughly sat-

Continued on P&(e S%, Column j 



1 Dr. Conan. Favors Federal Subsidies 

-;---,..--,,..-.,.,.,,..-,...------~--= But Wants Freedom for Science 

-HUTCHINS DEMAND~ 
WORLD STATE NOW 

To THII EDITOR OF THE NEW YORK TIMES: 

An editorial in your paper of J}lly 21 

comments somewhat adversely on the 

proposals put forward by Dr. Vannevar 

Bush in a report to the President of the 

Calls for Such an lnternationa United States entitled "Science the 
Endless Frontier." ' 

Monopoly to Control Atomic The basis of your criticism appears I 

Bomb and Abolish War to be that Dr. Bush, in advocating the 

N 11_
 establishment by Congress of a na-

------ "'{ r . I tiona} researCh fOUndation, dOeS not gO 

CH_ICAGO, ~ug. 12 (jp)- Tho far enough in providing for planning 

atomic bomb may f~ighten tho by the Federal Government. You 

peoples of the earth mto takin~ "d bt "f hi . · 

the positive steps necessary to th · ou 1 s p1oposal spells the high-

creation of one world governmen~ est efficiency" and incline toward "the 

not a thousand or 500 years hence other alternative, to follow the methods 

but now," Dr. Robert M. Hutchins of the industrial laboratories where we 

ch~cellor of the University o: find organization 'teamwork • planning 

Ch1cago, asserted today. . . .. ' 

Speaking on the University ol and_ c~mpetent. direction. 

Chicago Round Table broadcast S1mtlar sentiments have been ex

Dr. Hutchins declared, "up to Ias1 pressed by Dr. Kaempffert in THE NEW 

Monday I was opposed to the idea YORK TIMES of July 22 in a review of 

of a world sta~e beca._use ~ believec Dr. Bush's report. To Dr. Kaempffert 

no moral bas1s for 1t ex1sted-nc ·t "th t s · · 
world conscience or conviction 01 

1 seems a ov1et Rus~na has ap-

the world community sufficient tc proached this task more realistically" 

keep it from disintegrating. and that "America needs something 

"I do not think we shall be any more like the OSRD, something more 

better off becalli!e of the bomb. efficient than a body of higher-ups who 

But the alternatives seem clear . . . , 

Only. through the monopoly of watt for 1deas to be subm1tted.' 

a_tom1c force by a world organiza- Wide Di!ICussion Urged 

t10n can we hope to abolish war." 
Dr. Hutchins added, "all the evi

dence points to the fact that the 
use of the atomic bomb was un
necessary; therefore the United 
States has lost its moral prestige," 
but, he added, "perhaps the future 
is more important than the past." 

The issues raised in your editmial 

and Dr. Kaempffert's article are of so 

great significance for the future of the 

country that I hope we shall have wide

spread discussion of them in the 

months ahead. There is no disagree

ment between the authors of the pro

posals in question and THE TIMES as 

to the importance of Federal subsidy 

of scientific research or the need for a 

new agency with wide powers to ex

pend Federal funds to forward scien

tific research. 

Participating in the discussion 
were William Fielding Ogburn, 
Professor of Sociology at the uni
versity, and R. G. Gustavson, sci
entist and vice president of the 
university. 

Professor Ogburn predicted "the 
development of atomic energy will 
tend to strengthen big industries I 
and to reinforce movements to
ward monopoly and cartels.'' 

The question turns on the extent to 

which the new agency shall plan and 

direct research. Since the OSRD is re

ferred to in both the editorial and the Remarking that ' 'the atomic 
bomb is the biggest challenge uni
versities have ever faced," Profes
sor Ogburn stated that "without 
liberal education and spiritual edu
cation and training, it may become 
our master and our destroyer." 
Mr. Gustavson maintained that the 

[

radioactivity associated with work 
on atomic force would be impor
tant in new studies of disease 

article, and as I have been closely as

sociated with this agency from the 

start, but had no part in preparing the 

proposals for the support of research 

(as apart from scholarships), I may 

perhaps be permitted to give my testi

mony for whatever it may be worth. 

~ocesses. 

I 

It is very interesting to find THE 

TIMES advocating a greater degree of 

direction and planning by a Federal 

agency than does Dr. Bush and the 

committees whose detailed recommen

dations form the basis for Dr. Bush's 

proposal. The advance of science is a 

social phenomenon, as our friends on 

the left are fond of reminding us; any 

scheme for spending a large amount of 

Federal money on scientific research 

cannot be considered apart from the 

general political, social and economic 

framework of the United States of the 

next few decades. 

Japan Belittles EfieJ Y l
4 

01 Our Atomic Bolnb 

The damage done to Hiroshima 

b~ the atomic bomb was mini

nuzed yesterday by the Japanese 

' radio in Singapore, which quoted 

1 a Domei co.rr~spo~dent as saying 

that the City s a1r-1·aid shelters 

"were strong enough to resist 
the explosion." 

The broadcast, recorded by tl 
' C 1 b " le 

~ urr: . 1a Broadcasting System, 

said : Although the destructive 

power of the new atomic bomb 

t must not be underestimated 

there_ is much exaggeration about 

thts m the American press, de

clared a Domei correspondent 

who l'ecently visited Hiroshima." 

The correspondent described lh 

, atomic bomb as being "attache~ 1 

' to a parachute." 

, The Mayor and two other high I 
Governm~nt official~< were killed 
In tlJe ra1d, Domei disclosed in a 
Wireless dispatch recorded by 

. the Federal Commumcations 

. Commtsston. 

Que~~tion of Goals 

While the line of demarcation be-

' tween pure and applied science is never 

sharp-we are dealing with a wide 

continuous spectrum, as it were-! 

cannot agree with Dr. Kaempffert's 

statement that "the plain truth is that 

there Is no difference between 'pure' 

and applied science, '" • • nor is there 

any difference between the research 

approach of an industrial and a univer

sity laboratory." From considerable 

personal experience I should say that 

while, of course, there is no difference 

in methodology or techniques, as to 

goals there is as much difference as 

between red and blue. 

There is only one proved method of 

assisting the advancement of pure 

science-that of picking men of genius, 

backing them heavily and leaving them 

to direct thi!mselves. There is only one 

proved method of getting results in ap

plied science-picking men of genius, 

backing them heavily, and keeping 

their aim on the target chosen. 

OSRD, of which THE TIMES and Dr. 

Kaempffert speak highly, has achieved 

its results by the second procedure, 

which is applicable to Government

financed research in wartime because 

the targets can be chosen with a 

reasonable degree of certainty. Your 

editorial referring to OSRD says "it 

organized, planned and directed.'' It 

did that because its objective was not 

to advance science but to devise and 

improve instrumentalities of war. Any 

advancement of science was a pure by

product, and it was the task of those 

in control to keep such by-products to 

a minimum. We owed it to the men 

who were risking their livea in combat 

to see to it that every dollar and every 

Responsibilities Interconnected 

If I read the report correctly, Dr. 

Bush and his advisers are assuming a 

continuation of a system of industrial 

organization and management In this 

country essentially the same as the one 

now in existence-the one to which 

both major political parties pledged 

their allegiance in the last election. If, 

on the other hand, a partial national

ization of industry is to be envisaged 

such as the Labor party has announced 

will be put into effect in Great Britain 

a totally different frame of referenc~ 
must be assumed, Under these con

ditions there would be, indeed, "no 

sound reason why the approach of the 

great industrial laboratories could not 

be adopted in Government research," to 

quote again from your editorial. 

Under these conditions, for example, 

with the coal industry nationalized "th 

responsibility of the Federal Go~ern
ment for future developments in the 

extraction and utilization of coal would 

be parallel to the responsibility of the 

telephone company for the improve

ment of telephonic communication. But 

under the present arrangements, which 

I personally believe preferable for the 

United States, Government has no such 

industrial control and therefore no re

sponsibility for industrial research. A 

moment's consideration of the close in

terconnection between research, devel

opment and production makes evident 

that the one cannot be divorced from j 
the other. 

man-hour was expended for just one 

p~rpose, namely, to hasten the day of 
VIctory. 

. :esearch of this nature, like that In 

m ustry, can be effectively organized 

an~ ;Planned because there are very 

deflmtely defined objectives. And in 

th~ ca~e of OSRD the defining of these 

obJectives was possible because ot 

close . cooperation and frequent con

sultation with the "users"-the Army 

and the Navy, those who had control 

and responsibility for achieving very 

specific ends. At the same time it 

should be pointed out that OSRD 

operated in such a manner as to give 

th~ m~'_'fmum of autonomy to its many 

SC1entJf1c divisions With the minimum 

of centralized control. 

~ow . different the situation is in a 

untverslty laboratory can be realized 

perhaps, only by those who have tried 

to advance science by their own labors 

for many yean dir Alexander Flem

ing's remarks at Cambridge the other 

d_a~ concerning the discovery of peni

Cillin sho~ld be required reading for all 

who are mterested in this subject. Of 

course, advances in pure science and 

organized directed applied research 

may be carried out in the same or

ganization, or even at different times 

by the same individual. The war work 

of numerous distinguished physicists 

an_d chemists alone proves this point. 

WJ.Se management of a few industrial 

laboratories has allowed time and fa-

cilit~es f~r certain men to carry out in· 

veshgatJOns in pure science, and as a 

result several Nobel Prize winners have 

come from industry, as THE TIMES 

points out. But I doubt if any one of 

these men would testify that the work 

for which he received the prize wal!l or

ganized and directed by anyone but 

himself. 

Direction Held Waste 

Similarly in Russia, all the evidence 

I have been able to obtain indicates 

that Russian science is organized and 

directed in so far as it concerns defi

nite practical goals, and under social

ism all these goals are the responsibil

ity of the Government. In so far as the 

Russian scientist is concerned with 

basic research he operates exactly as 

does a leading professor in a well

supported university laboratory. Of 

course, stupid management in industry 

or in Russia might try to direct the 

scientist in his efforts in those fields 

where the goals cannot be defined, but 

to the extent that this occurs talent ia 

stultified and time and money wasted. 

In :~hort, in my opinion the dis· 

tinction between pure and applied re• 

search is far from being- futile; it is 

fundamental to a clear understanding 

of the subject of the organization of 

science. It certainly is fundamental to 

an understanding of the way the OSRD 

has been organized and operated. AI· 

most by definition, the important -ad

vances in pul'e science are unexpected; 

the men who have turned the unlocked

for corner are the pioneers whose mem

ory we now revere. Their successors 

will work in the same unorganized and 

undirected way as they did, be they 

Russians, employes of American cor

porations or university professors. 

Along with their discoveries will go a 

vast amount of organized research di· 

rected at definite goals. Whether o:r 

not such research should be in the 

hands of the Federal Government de

pends on whether or not the United 

States wishes to go as far down the 

road of socialism as do our British 

friends across the sea. 
JAMES BRYANT CONANT, 

Chairman, National Defense Research 

I Committee, OSRD. 
Washington, Aug. 10, 1945. 

I 
A reply to Dr. Conant'.s interestin~ 

Zette1· will be publi8hed in a Zater issue, 
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U. S.ALONECANMAKE 
BOMBS FROM ATOM 

Howe Says That Neither 

Canada Nor Britain Is Aware 

of Manufacturing Secret 

N v 6/ '4 
OTTAWA, Aug. 13 <U.P.l -The 

United States is the sole custodian 
of the manufacturing secrets of 
the atomic bomb, Mtmitions Minis
ter C. D. Howe revealed today. 

The United States, Great Britai.n 
and Canada share the scientific 
knowledge from which. cain>~ those 
manufacturing process, but left it 
to the United States to develop 
that lmowledge into a weapon. 

"Canada has the right to ask for 
all the details of manufacture, but 
so far bas not done so," he said. 

He refrained from asking, he 
continued, because Canada did not 
want to know lest a dissemination 
of the information should result in 
a leakage. Great Britain had taken 
a similar attitude, he said. 

Canada's role in the development 
had been to supply "the essential 
raw materials." He said Soviet 
Russia had known that her west
ern Allies were experimenting with 
atomic force, but was not associ
ated with developing the bomb. 

Twenty exploration partjes now 
are prospecting for uranium, the 
raw material, in the Great Bear 
Lake area. Canada has one of the 
world's largest deposits of pitch
blende, from which uranium is de
rived. Private prospecting has 
been forbidden by Order-in-Coun
cil, Ml·. Howe said. 

Mr. Howe revealed that the Gov
ernment had set up a scientific 
committee to investigate the possi
bility of applying the atomic prin
ciples utilized in the bomb to 
medical science. He suggested that 
the radio active by-products of the 
exploding ttranium atom might 
open up a· new field for cancer re_l 
search. 

1\'lonopoly Disturbs French 
:By Wireless to TRZ NEW YORK TlM!I!I . 

PARIS, Aug. 13 -An editorial 
in the Figaro tomorrow will ask 
how the United States and Britain 
will use the atomic bomb while 
they enjoy the sole power to use it. 

This period will probably not be 
long, the Figaro will say, since the 
scientists of all the great nations 
have long been seeking control of 
sub-atomic energy. But for "a 
certain number of months the 
United States will have probably 
irresistible power over the inhab
ited world-power whose use or 
abuse cannot be prevented." j 

The article will cite President 
Truman's statement that the se
cret will be kept in the interest of 
world peace. But the Figaro 
seems doubtful, for it adds: 

"It remains to be seen how the 
United States and its British ally 
will use the period during which 
they will enjoy the double privi
lege of being feared by all and of 
fearing none. This period will be 
more laden with consequences for 
the future of the world than any 
of the past. If the power to wipe 
a nation o!f the face of the earth 
in a few hours should be made to 
serve economic ambitions and the 
will to dominate, the outlook 
would be hopeless. But real peace 
may result from this incredible 
event. The grljat problem of the 
near future is the question 
whether t,he Anglo-Saxon world 
policy will show wisdom and jus
tice in proportion to the prodigi
ous weapon now at its disposal." 

To Ask U. S. Ban on Weapon 
WASHINGTON, Aug. 13 UPl- ' 

Representative Louis Ludlow, Dem-1

1 
ocrat of Indiana, announced today 
that on the day Congress recon
venes/he would introduce a House l 
resolution urging the President, ' 
Secretary of State and the Ameri
can representative on the United 
Nations Security Council to exert 
their utmost efforts toward a post
war agreement to ban the atomic 
bomb forever as an instrument of 
war and to develop its principles 
!or peaceful uses. 

and the United States at the ex- BRITISH BISHOP RAPS I 
pense of the Soviet Union," The 
Daily Worker said. Its editorial USE OF ATOMIC BOMB! 
cited an article by The Sunday 

/

Observer's. diplomatic correspond- By Wireless toTH& IDw You:TI>~••· 
ent, declarmg that he had specu- LONDON A g la-Th R. ht 
lated on the effect that this • u · e . lg 
"A · B 't" h , Rev. George Kennedy Bell, B1shop 

mencan • n lS monopoly of Chichester, today condemned 
wo';ll_d have ol!- the settle~ent of the Allies' use of the atomic bomb. 
pol!tlcal questions concernmg the In a letter to The Times of Lon
~:r:anelles and IOUtheastern Eu- don, the Bishop wrote that the de-

P, · . . structive motive that impelled the 
Express10ns of _tlus khld _are discovery and its first use to oblit

also t~, be fo~nd . 111 the Umted erate two towns "surely are things 
States, the editorial said. which all who care !or man's moral 

equipment are bound to condemn." 
The letter of the Bishop, who New Zealand Reveals R ole 

By cable to THE NEw YoxK TIMEI. once said of the bombing of Ger-
WELLINGTON, New Zealand, man towns that it "must cause 

Au~. 13-Seven New Zealand sci- great searching of heart among 
entlsts were dispatched to form those who were resolute champions 
part of the team that perfected the of the Allied cause " also assert-
atomic bemb, the Ministry of Sci- ed: ' 
entists and Industrial Research "At the beginning of the European 
disclosed today. war no words were too bad for the 

The formation of the New Zea- bombardment of Warsaw and Rot
land group resulted from consulta- terdam and in its closing stages the 
tions between a New Zealander, use of V-bombs was similarly cen
Col. Ernest Marsden, himself a sured. But the havoc then wrought 
major discoveret in the atomic by the German forces cannot be 
fie1d, and British leaden early compared with the ruin caused in 

l
in 1944. Hiroshima and Nagasaki by the 

Because of hia association with atomic bomb." 
Lord !'tutherford, Colonel Mll.l"sden In conclusion the Bishop wrote: 
was approached by Sir J ohn An- "There are certain deeds which 
j derson and suggested recruits for science should not do. Thez·e are 
his ::scientific team. certain actions for which scien-

1 

tists should not be made con-
WORLD ATOM RULE BACKED scripts by ~ny nation. And surely 

the extermmation of any civilian 

Colombian W r iter Favors Bomb ~JP~:!!~~ ·by any nation il one 

Control by Secu ri ty Council 
Says Bomb Metal Is Hardest 

By Cable to Tm: NLW YORX 1'1>1115. 
BOGOTA Colombia Aug· 13- DETROIT, Aug. 13 ([J.P.) - The 

Discussions' of the de~astati~g ef- Carboloy Company revealed today 
fects of atomic bombs have filled that a metal of unprecedented 
Bogota's newspapers of the last hardness was used in the atomic 
few days. bomb. 

Eduardo Zalamea of the Especta- ,_.,=~---------...... ~-
Unity of Control Seen dor suggested that, once Japan had 

LONDON, Aug. 13 UPJ-The surrendered, the bomb should be 
Daily Worker said today that "we put in the cus~ody of the World 
have sufficient confidence in the Secunty Council to keep such a 
unity of Britain, the United States powerful weapon fro~n: the han~s 
and Soviet Russia" to believe that of one nation. He sard that th1s 
a common policy would be reaclled would be a gesture of democratic 
on the use and control of the good-will toward the world by the 
a.tomic bomb. United States. 

The disclosure of the weapon has 
"caused something like an explo- 33 Killed Bui ld ing Bom b P lant 
Ilion in the heads of certairt irre- OAK RIDGE, Tenn., Aug. 13 UPl 
sponsible politicians and cmmnen- - The Clinton Engineer Works, 
tators, who are now joyously an- home of the atom bomb, was built 
nouncing that the balance of at a cost of thirty-nine lives, J. R. 
power among the Big· Three has Maddy, district safety engineer, 
been shifted in favor of Britain announced today. 

' IRE OVER ATOM BOMB L 

BARS CHURCH SERVICE 
B y W!reloos to TW: NEW YoRK T!MEf /I b 

LONDON, Aug. 15-Church bells 
rang peals of victory today all over 
Britain but the bells of St. Albans 
Abbey in Hertfordshire were silent. 
A civic service of thanksgiving for 

:qeace was banned under orders of 
'the Very Rev. C. C. Thiclmesse, 
dean of St. Albans, who was re
sponsible also for the fact that the 
11.bbey's bells were silent. 

Dean Thicknesse issued the or-
ders because he said he could not 

ve thanks to God for a victory 
n by the atomic bomb. 
''I cannot honestly give thanks 

to God," he said, for an event 
brought about by an act of whole
sale indiscriminate massacre, which 
is different in kind from all the 
acts of open warfare hitherto, how
ever brutal and hideous." 

At omic Bomb Censors hip Sta ys 
WASHINGTON, Aug. 15 <U.P.J

The War Department warned to
day that the cessation of hostilities 
with Japan would not alter securi
ty limitations on the release of in
formation on the atomic bomb. 
"All individuals, g1·oups and organ
izations connected with the Man
hattan Project will continue to 
comply with present security regu
lations," the War Department 
said. fl Y· I ~//6 I 
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Movie Companies to Release 
Film Reels on Atomic Bomb 

Round Up 
Reich's Atom 
Sci enlists 

~ o-.... By Irene Thirer 
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With the civilized world -agog over the development, 
use and effect of the atomic bomb, two movie companies an
nounce forthcoming releases which have t o do with the scien
t ific marvel of this (and any) age. From 20th Century-Fox 
comes word that the company's forthcoming production, 

L ondon , A ug. 14 (Re uter) - All 
German scien tists k nown to have 
bee!! connected with German ex
pen ments on atomic bombs have 
been located, according to dis
pa~ches !rom Germany to t he 
D a1ly Mail. Most are living in t he 
U: S. zone, in Bavaria, or in A us
tn~ on the shores of the lake near 
Zeil. ::;) 
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t itled "The House on 92d Street," 
was made secretly in New York, 
Washington and other locales. It 
is based entirely on recordi o.f 
the FBI w hich has been actively 
engaged in protectin g the vital 
secret o.f t his greatest wa r 
weapon of all time. 

t he only motion picture footage 
of t he atom smasher w hich 
played- a large part in the ex
periments leading to t he develop
ment of the atomic bomb. 

D eveloped by Nobel pr ize win
ner Dr. E . 0. Lawrence of t he 
University of California, th e cy
clotron, a s it is called, up to n ow 
has only been seen in still photo
gr aphs. Dr. L a wr ence t echnically 
advised t he film, a nd also appears 
in it. Bookings on the subject 
will start Sept. 1. 

The Germans were a year at 
least. a nd probably more behind 
the ~!lies in their expe~imen ts, 
the d1spatch said. 

"Their attention had been di
rec;ted more to perfecting a radio· 
g u1ded rocket w hich w ould have 
been ab~e to fly over Br ita in, tak~ 
reconna1ssance photographs and 
r eturn to the base from which it 
started." 

D. 

D arryl Zanuck, vice president 
of 20th Cen tu ry-Fox, s ays that 
"Th e H ouse on 92d Street" is "a 
f ull-length fea ture fi lm depict ing 
the development of t he atomic 
bomb and t he w ork of t he F ederal 
Bureau o.f Investigation in coun
teracting t he attempts of enem y ~==:--========---

~ agents to obtain t he secr e t. " 
D: 
0 
>-

~ w 
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Continues Zanuck: "The actors , 
actresses a nd technicians who 
worked on t he picture did not 
know that the story dealt with 
t he developmen t and p rot ection 
of the atomic bomb. Those por
tions o.f t he fi lm wer e omitted 
from t he screenplaY, until after 
t he W hite House a nnouncement 
o.f the use of the bomb in J apan." 

The picture was produced by 
L ouis de Rochem ont and direct
ed by Henry H athaway. Lloyd 
Nolan, William Eythe, Signe Has
so and Leo G. Carroll have the 
p rofessional leads: 
."Miracle 1\'lakers" 

Warner Brothers' cinema con
tribution concerning the atomic 
bomb is a short subject, "Miracle 
Makers, " now ready for pu blic 
showing. 

This r eel, accor ding to Warners' 
technical depa r tment, presents 

'

SAYS ATOM SMASHER 
MAY HELP ~1~E LJY,tS 
BERKELEY, Calif. , Aug. 1b 1

<U.P.) 
i -The University of California 
1 cyclotron, used in the development 
of the atomic bomb, is destined 
for even more important service 
as an instrument that may lead 
to the conservation of life, John 
E. Lawrence, physicist, said today. 

At the same time Mr. Lawrence 
announced the recent discovery of 
two new elements, neptunium and 

'plutonium, which are 93 and 94 
on the element scale. The nature of 
these elements was not revealed, 
but both are products of uranium, 
the vital element in the atomic 
bomb. 

Arthur C. Wahl Jr., 28, a grad
uate student, discovered pluto
nium, and Prof. Edwin H. McMillan 
found neptunium. Mr. Lawrence 
heads the university's new Division 
of Medical Physics, created to en
lgage in r esearch in life-saving de
l velopments. 

He said that the atom smasher 
would be used to open fields in 
the treatment of disease by means 
of artificial radioactivity. 

In a statement outlining medi
cal development in the field of 
nuclear physics, Mr. Lawrence said 
that contributions to human wel
fare destined to come from the new 
research "have implications for the 

•future which may be more impor
tant even than the atomic bomb." 

When Dr. Ernest Orlando Law
rence, brother of Mr. Lawrence, 
began his studies of the structure 
of matter that led to the inven
tion of the cyclotron and a Nobel 
prize, he thought neither of pro
ducing bombs nor treating dis
ease. But he and his brother dis
covered that the device was the 
perfect instrument for producing 
artificial radioactivity. 

As a result, medical and bio
logical problems now may be at
tacked by teams of physicists and 
medical scientists, John H. Law
rence said. But just as important, 
he added, was the fact that radio
activity had cleared the way for 
study of human disease from a 
basic viewpoint- the fundamental 
processes of plant and animal life 
and the chemical processes of the 
hnm Rn bodv. 

··-~ific "diseases Lo be studied~ 
in this connection include _ cancer, 
leukemia and polycythemia vera, 
a rare blood disease. Radioactive 
chen1icals already are an estab
lished treatment for the latterl 
malady, but experimental neutrol 
therapy in the treatment of c~n
cer will be extended. t 1 y · 1 ,' 

Our Use of Bomb Approved 

We Should, It Is Held, BIThankful for 
Instrument Which Aided Victory 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE NEW YoRK flr~~S: 
Graduates of Princeton University of 

my era, if they do not know William 
Church Osborn personally, at least 
know enough about him to be aware of 
his long and distinguished career and 
of the high -esteem and respect with 
which he is regarded. 

It is, therefore, in no spirit of ques
tioning the sincerity Of his convictions 
but rather with a feeling of regret that 
I find myself in complete disagree
ment with the condemnation expressed 
in his recent letter to TH.E TIMES of the 
use by our armed forces of the new 
atomic bomb. Mr. Osborn writes: 
"We will think with shame of the first 
use to which it (the atomic bomb) was 
put.' ' It is my opinion that only a 
m inority will concur in that verdict, 
and certainly on my own behalf I want 
to protest vigorously against even an 
implication of being included among 
the "we" who subscribe to any such 
view. 

One recoils of course, at the whole
sale extermi;1ation of human beings, 
but that is precisely what war is today. 
War is a senseless, dirty, brutal opera
tion and if we don't put a stop to it 
noV: we shall eventually have a sphere 
whirling in space inhabited only by the 
lower forms of animal life to carry on 
the processes of evolution. 

We, as a nation, are not to blame for 
the monstrous advances made in the 
science of war, nor that women,, and in
deed the whole civilian population, be
ing quite as essential to its waging as 
the fighting men themselves, have be
come the objects of its merciless fury. 

Mr. Osborn says "there was no pre
tense of precision bombing for military 
purposes." Hiroshima is (or was) a 
manufacturing and distribution cent~r 
and the military purpose of bombing 1t 
is obvious. As for precision, just what 
more accuracy does Mr. Osborn call 
for f rom a height of, say, four or five 
miles at a speed, I suppose, of several 
hundred mUes an hour? 

By circumstances the most fortuitous 
in all history we and our Allies were 
the first to have in our possession this 
terrifying instrument of war. With it 
we have brought the war to a conclu
sion. With its terrible potentialities it 
bids fair to be the instrument by which 
humanity will preserve itself from all 
future wars. That our Government had 
the courage, the foresight and the wis
dom to resolve as it did the challenge 
of the grave decision which confronted 
it need never, as I see it, bring the red 
blush of shame to any American, but 
rather a sense of thankfulness and 
pride. WILLIAM 0. MORSE. 

Greenwich, Conn., Aug. 14, 1945. 

P lea for Young Scientists 
TO THE EDITOR OF THE NEW YORK TIMES: 

The success of the immense research 
project which developed atomic power 
is not due to any small group of men. 
Success was achieved only after thou
sands of chemists, physicists and other 
scientists had struggled day and night 
to perfect new techniques and over
come heartbreaking problems. 

The young scientists both_ in ~nd out 
of uniform have had to mamtam_ c_o~
plete silence as to their actlv1_t1~s 
during the last few years. The ClVJ~
ians, unjustly called slackers by theu
friends and neighbors, were unable to 
answer these accusations satisfactorily. 

They could only have confidence in the 
ultimate success of the work and its 
undeniable justification. 

Now that the race is over, wouldn'~ 
it be fair to enable the men who hava 
served their country in their most effi
cient position to publicly exonerate 
themselves? · 

A few thousand scientists, g1ven 
guns and put into the armed services 
would have a negligible effect on the 
progress of the war. These same sci· 
entists, given laboratory facilities, have 
brought Japan to her knees in seventy· 
five hours. 

There were also many soldier
scientists employed on the project who 
did the same dangerous work that the 
civilians did. Wouldn't it be fitting 
that these soldier and civilian scien
tists be given tangible recognition of 
their contribution to our rapid victory? 

s. J. s. 
Brooklyn, Aug. 13, 1945. 

L./..1 
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Story of Scientists' 'Battle' for Atom Bomb 
-----~~~-=--~~--~~==~~------------------~-----=--Neutron Key to Discovery 

By WALDEUAR KAEMPFFERT 
From a 30,000-word report pre

pared by Prof. H. D. Smyth of 
Princeton and released by the War 
Department, it appears that the 
active material in the atomic bomb 
that wiped out much of Hiroshima 
an4 Nagasaki is plutonium, ob
tained f1·om uranium and otherwise 
known as U -239. 

Earlier accounts indicated that 
U-235 is the explosive substance. 
A bomb could be made with U-235 
which would be just as effective 
as if U-239 were used. In fact, 
according to Professor Smyth, the 
British were working on a U-235 
bomb while we were still weigh
Ing the possibilities of plutonium. 
We also use U-235, but only in huge 
plants to make plutonium. 

Plutonium is an artificial, .or 
man-made, radioactive material. It 
is obtained by bombarding· urani
um-235 with neutrons, but not di
rectly. After bombardment U-235 
becomes neptunium, another ele
ment not found in nature, and this 
neptunium, which is also radioac
tive, shoots out an electron (beta 
ray) and thus changes back to plu
tonium. This plutonium, though 
l'adioactive, is fairly stable as the 
heaviest elements go, and it is just 
as effective as U-235 in a bomb. 

Uranium Found to &ry 

The numbers 235, 239 and others 
to be mentioned need explanation. 
Hydrogen is the lightest form of 
matter. Its atomic weight is there
fore designated by the numeral 
one. U1·anium, heaviest of all nat
ural elements, is at the bottom of 
the list. It is 238 times heavier 
than hydrogen. Therefore, natural 
uranium is designated U-238. 

Long before the war it was found 
that this natural U-238 is really a 
mixture of several uraniums. which 
were both lighter and heavier. So 
we have 234, 235, 238. There are 
also several forms of hydrogen, 
oxygen. carbon, lithium, lead. In 
fact, virtuany every element has 
what are called ''isotopes." An iso
tope of hydrogen or of uranium is 
indistinguishable chemicaHy froro 
another of hydrogen or uranium, 
as the case may be. But the physi
cist can tell one from another by 
weighing it with the aid of special 
instruments called mass spectrom-
eters. , 

Most of the uranium in the world 
is U-238. ·This is a radioactive ele- 1 
ment which breaks down into ra
dium in the course of millions of 
years by shooting bits of itself 
away. The radium in turn breaks 
down into lead in the course o.f 
thousands of years. Neptunium is 
also radioactive and breaks down 
in a short time into plutonium, and 
plutonium in turn breaks down 
into U-235. All this J•lllst be borne 
in mind to understand Professor 
.Smyth's report. 

Nature produces all these ele
ments by means of radioactivity. 
In other words, uranium, radium 
(in all its forms), actinium, polon
ium, plutonium, neptunium ar·e 
spontaneously changing themselves I 
into something else, a process ! 
called transmutation. Most ele
ments, such as iron, copper, car
bon, silicon and the familiar gases, 
are "settled," so to speak. They 
are probably the end-products of 
radioactivity that began a billion 
a.nd a half years ago when the 
earth was formed. 

From radioactive elements come 
beta. rays, which are electrons; 
gamma rays, which are like 
X-rays but much more penetrat
ing, and jl.].pha articles, which are 
the nuclei or cores of helium atoms. 
For many years atler radioactivity 
was discovered these were the only 
projectiles that the physicist could 
fire at atoms, break them up and 
thus find out how they are con
structed. Later they added pro
tons, which ax·e the nuclt>i of hy
drogen atomR. Still later came 
deuterons, which are the cores or 
nuclei of heavy-hydrogen atoms. 
Because of their mass, these were 
al&o fired at Atoms in the hope of 
breaking them up. 

That hope was long cherished in 
vain. The atom is held together 
by powerful, electrical cohesive 
forces. The nucleus, which is the 
real, physical atom, is surrounded 
by planetary electrons which re
volve in concentric orbits and leap 
from orbit to orbit in unpredict
able ways. When the particles 
named were hurled at the nucleus t 
they were simply captured or 
sucked in. Rarely did they reach 
the nucleus, and when they did 
they only chipped it. A particle 
would be hurled out, some energy 
would be released, and there the 
effort ended. Much, however, was 
learned about the constitution of 
matter. 

In 1932 a new atomic particle 
was discovered by Sir James Chad
wick in England. This was the 
neutron. As its name indicates, it 
is electrically neutral. In other 
words, it could not be attracted or 
repelled by electrically charged 
particles within the atom. Where 
a proton had one chance in 100,000 
of hitting the nucleus of an atom, 
a neutron had one chance in 140. 
Here it is well to point out that 
neutrons can be driven out of 
atoms by bombarding them. Thus 
bombarded beryllium and boron 
release neutrons which in turn are 
directed at other atoms to disrupt 
them. Beryllium, of which there 
were only a few pounds before the 
war in this country, is probably 
used in producing material for the 
bomb. 

''In 1939 two German physicists, 1 
Drs. Otto Hahn and E. Strass
mann, fired neutrons thus pro
duced at uranium. For the flrst 
time in history, a bull's eye was 
scored in a nucleus. The uranium 
nucleus split in two. The two 
parts were no longer uranium, but 
barium and perhaps krypton, a 
rare gas in the atmosphere. 

In that same year, 1939, Drs. 
0. Frisch and Lise Meitner, both 
later driven from Germany, ad
vanced an explanation of what had 
happened. When it split, uranium 
was not only converted into some
thing else, but enormous amounts 
of energy were released. The en
ergy of the neutron that did the 
splitting was only one-thirtieth o! 
a volt. But out came 200,000,000 
volts-six billion times as · much. 

All this was calculated with the 
aid of a simple equation of Ein
stein's presented in connection with 
the special theory of relativity in 
1905. The equation showed that 

matter is simply concentrated en
ergy, that energy can be converted 
into matter and matter into en
ergy, that if a particle can be 
given velocity enough its mass will 
increase. Einstem even went so 
far as to point out that his pre
diction could probably be verified 
by studying· the radioactive ele
ments. It has been verified not 
only in the laboratory but in pro
ducing material for the bomb and 
by the bomb itself. 

Ever since radioactivity was 
discovered, physicists had been 
saying lhat in ordinary matter 
enormous amounts of energy are 
contained. ~adioactivity p~·oved l 
it. But ordmary matter, wh1ch IS 
settled and peaceful. also contains 
energy. Hahn and Strassmann had 
proved lhe ca.se. For the first 
time more energy had been freed 
from an atom than was driven into 
it. 

Discovery Con!J.rmed Here 1 

This was a discovery of sensa
tional importance. Physicists were 
excited. The first news of the 
achievement and of the explana
tion given by Drs. Frisch and 
Meitner was brought to this coun
try by Niels Bohr, Denmark's dis
tinguished Nobel Prize winner., 
After listening lo Bohr, Drs. J. B. 
Dunning and George B. Pegram of 
Columbia confirmed what had been 
done in Germany. Enrico Fermi, 
exiled from Italy by Mussolini, 
was with them. In Italy he had 
tired neutrons at a whole series of 
atoms and obtained new isotopes-- ' 

a whole series. But no great 
amount of energy. 

Bohr and Fermi attended a con
ference on theoretical physics in 
Washington on Jan. 26, 1939, as 
:Eirofessor Smyth tells. the story. 
The1·e the two discussed fission, 
as atom-splitting is called, and 
Fermi suggested the possibility 
that when uranium or some other 
suitable element was struck by a 
neutron, out would fly other neu
trons from the nucleus. The rea
son was that a nucleus is composed 
of protons and neutrons, and one 

1element differs from another only 
in the number of its protons and 
neutrons, which number of protons 
determines the number of plane- ~ 
tary electrons that revolve around 
the necleus. The released neu-

1trons, 1·easoned Fermi, would bom-

l
bard neighboring nuclei, and thus 
what is called a "chain reaction" 
would be started, the very chain
reaction now utilized in producing 
plutonium and setting it off in a 
bomb. 

Fermi's speculations were con
firmed in half a dozen American 

1university laboratories and also in 
Europe. Physicists here saw the 
military possibilities of chain re
action. Hitler was already on the 
march and nobody knew what 
German scientists might do in de
veloping an atomic bomb. 

According to Professor Smyth, I 
the first contact was made with 1 

Washington in March, 1939, which 
shows that physicists here lost no 
time. Professor Fermi and repre
sentatives of the Navy held a con
ference. The Navy was interested 
and asked to be kept informed. 
Einstein was drawn in. A letter of 
his to President Roosevelt resulted 
in the appointment of the Advisory 
Committee on Uranium. In 1940 
this committee was rnerged witb 
the newly formed National Defense 
Research Committee, but it pre
served its identity. Contracts to 
carry on research were made with 
universities and the Standard Oil 
Development Company. By No
vember, 1941, the projects num- 1 
bered sixteen, totaling :j\300,000. 
I Drs. Harold Urey and George B. 
Pegram went to Europe to find out 
what the Btitish were doing to de
velop an atomic bomb. There ef
fort was concentrated ·on U-235. 
When Urey and Pegram retur11ed, 
work here was pushed and Presi
dent Roosevelt saw to it that Brit
ish and An1erican physicists pooled 
their knowledge and skill. In the 
end an international group brought 
the bomb to perfection. It included 
not only the most distinguished 
American and British physicists, 
but Fermi, an Italian, and Bohr, a 
Dane, not to mention other refu
gees, who were Hungarians, Rus
siam; and perhaps nationals of 
other countries for all we know. 

Project Dwarfs All Others 
It had been estimated that 500 -

000 tons of TNT would be require'd 
to devastate Germany's military 
and industrial targets. One to ten 
tons of the right kind of uranium 
would do the sam.e job. This 
amount of uranium may seem 
small; actually it is colossal. Not 
more than a microgram had been 
separated before the war. A micro
gram is one-millionth of a gram 
and there are thirty graJ;lls to th~ 
ounc:e. 

By this time it became necessary 
to separate the uranium program 
entirely from that of the Office 
of Scientific Research and Devel
opment. The bomb was bigger than 
anything ever attempted, bigger 
than all the work of the office put 
together. It was a case of the tail's 
wagging the dog. A small group 
thereafter directed bomb research 
in accordance with a program of 
its own. 

The directing group first had to 
make up its mind about the ele
ment that was to explode in a 
bomb. It could not be uranium-238, 
the common, plentiful form. That 
would not breal{ up when neutrons 
hit its nucleus. Thorium and pro
toactinium might be used, but they 
were hard to obtain. The selection 
narrowed down to U-235 and U-239 

I (olutonium). 
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Secret Revealed In 
• Smyth 

'~If U-235 was to be used it had 
to be separated from U-238. In a 
ton of U-238 there are only four
teen pounds of U-235. Separation 
was slow and difficult. It would 
have taken about 75,000 years to 
concentrate a pound of U-235 by 
the methods adopted before the 
war. Moreover, the total amount 
of uranium in the country was only 

·a few grams, and this was of 
doubtful purity. An immense 
amount of research was conducted 
to devise more rapid processes. Ac
cording to Professor Smyth, some 
of these were good. Research in 
this direction is still going on. 

Moreover, the whole theory of 
chain reaction needed research. 
The physicists had only Fermi's 1 

experimen'tally verified speculation 
that a chain reaction does occur 
when uranium-235 is bombarded I 
with neutrons. There are fast neu
l!·ons, slow neutrons and neutron~ 
of intermedJate speed. The slow 

neutrons split U-235, but not 1 

U-238. At certain speeds U-238 
simply captures neutrons. To 
achieve chain reaction impurities 
in uranium must be removed, for 
these will capture neutrons with
out breaking up nuclei and the 
"impurities" included various 
forms or isotopes of uranium. 

After much discussion and ex-

l
perimenting it was decided to 
purify ordinary uranium-238 as 

!
much as possible, bombard it with 
neutrons of the proper speed, Jet 
these neutrons convert the U-235 
in the mass into neptunium, where
upon the neptunium would change 
to the desired plutonium. As for 

l
the plutonium in the bombarded 
mass of pure U-238, that was to 
be separated chemically, which 
was theoretically possible because 
plutonium is as different !rom 
uranium as gold is from iron. 

It was a bold decision, as Pro
fessor Smyth tells the story.

1 
Nobody had ever tried to make 
plutonium in this way and nothing 
was known about the chemistry of 
·plutonium. Besides, the neutrons 
had to be slowed down by a sub
stance called a "moderator" if they 
were to split up U-235. The best 
moderators were graphite, heavy 
water and paraffin. 

Professor Smyth's report throws 
light on the quantity production 
ot heavy water in Norway. We had 
nothing like that plant. It was ! 
known that the Germans were 
trying to develop an atomic bomb 
and there was no doubt that the l 
plant in Norway was to produce 
enough heavy water for their pur
pose. Now we know why Nor
wegian patriots blew up the Ger
man heavy-water plant. Professor 
Smyth presents many such facts 
in his report- facts that explain 
why bold decisions had to be made. 
Time was pressing. A laboratory 
battle was on between the inter
national group in America and 
Hitler's group. 

It was Fermi who suggested that 
graphite be used to moderate the 

l
speed of neutrons to bombard a 
mass of uranium and hit the U-235 
in il. He, too, did much to show 
how the chain reaction could be 
controlled. Research was necessary 
because, as Profel!sor Smyth says, 
"there was a possibility that a 
chain-reacting system might get 
out of control." The chain reaction 
must occur with flashlike rapidity, 
yet in a known time ; otherwise 
only a small amount of atomic 
energy is utilized before the 
bomb flies apart and the reaction 
stops. Professor Smyth remarks 
that "this entire 'detonation' prob
lem was and still remains one of 
the tnost difficult in designing a 

'

high-efficiency atomic bomb." 
The chain reaction, once started , 

had its dangers. The fragments 
!resulting from atom-splitting are 
usually radioactive, which means 
that rays are emitted which have 
deadly effects akin to those of 
X-rays. Since the radioactive ~ 
fragments differ chemically from 
uranium, Professor Smyth points 
out the possibility of extractln&' 

and using them "like a particularly 
vicious form of poison gas." 

In fact, the "fission products 
produced in one day, run of 
a 100,000-kilowatt chain-reacting 
pile [of uranium] might be suffi
cient to make a large area unin
habitable." There was no intention 
on the part of the scientific group 
here to develop a radioactive poi
son gas, but nobody knew what 
the Germans might attempt. 
Hence "defensive measures were 
planned." 

First Chain Reaction Achieved 

By the fall of 1942 enough graph
ite (the moderator), uramum ox1de 
(raw material of all the uraniums) 
and uranium metal had been ac
cumulated in Prof. A. H. Comp
ton's laboratory in Chicago to lest , 
a self-sustaining chain-reaction\ 
pile for the production of pluto
nium. Nobody knew what would 
happen. Control strips were incor- · 
porated. "Th1s was fortunate," 
comments Professor Smyth, "since 
the approach to critical condition 
was found to occur earlier than 
had been anticipated." 

The pile was operated on Dec. 2, 
1942, "the first time that human 

!
beings ever initiated a self-main
taining nuclear chain reaction." At 
last success had been achieved .. 
The credit goes largely to Prof. 

1Enrico Fermi, the general director. 
The real objective, however, was 

to produce U-239 or plutonium in 
large quantities. This pile oper
ated at a maximum of only 200 
kilowatts. To produce a kilogram 
( 2.2 pounds) a day a chain-react
ing pile had to release energy at 
the rate of 500,000 to 1,500,000 
kilowatts. Fermi's little pile would 
have to be kept going for at least 
70,000 years to produce a single 
bomb. So it was decided to proceed 
to large-scale production at once. 

There still remained the problem 
of separating the plutonium chem
ically from the bombarded pile. A 
big new building had to be erected 
for chemists late in 1942 and this 
has since been enlarged. Here the 
chemists found out how plutonium 
could be separated from the ura
nium that had been bombarded. 
The prospect of a bomb now 
looked rosy. 

A large-scale plant was ordered, • 
and Clinton, Tenn., was selected as 
the site, chiefly to produce pluto
nium. Professor Smyth says that 
in peacetime no industrial en
gineer would have proceeded with
out first building and testing a 
pilot plant. "It was much as if the 
hydroelectric generators at Grand 
Coulee had been designed merely 
from the experience gained with a 
generator of quite different type 
and of a small fraction of the 
power." 

The plant now known as the 
"Manhattan District" in Tennes11ee, 
was built by the E. I. du Pont de 
Nemours Company without profit 

I 
and with a repudiation of all patent 
rights. The company also under
took to build a large-scale pluto
nium plant at the Hanford En
gineering Works in the Stale of 
Washington, which was selected 

because it was far from any large 
community and far from Germany. 

The plan of procedure was now 
clear. A specified, relatively large 
amount of plutonium was to be 
produced each day in designed 
water- cooled uranium- graphite 
piles, and the plutonium was to be 
extracted by chemical means from 
a pile after the neutrons had done 
their work. What the physicists 
call a "lattice" had to be built. 

The lattice consisted of properly 
spaced rods of uranium in graphite. 

, Such a pile could be unloaded and 
reloaded without tearing it down. 
It was r elatively easy to push in 
fresh uranium rods and to remove I 
bombarded ones containing plu
tonium. Because ttranium gives off ' 
powerful rays, loading and unload
ing· had to be carried out by re
mote control. 

. Because of the powerful radia,- ~ 
tJons em1tted by a pile, nobody 
dared go near it. Accordingly, says 
P.rofessor Smyth, "the whole power 
pJ!e has to be enclosed in very 
thick walls of concrete, steel or 
other absorbing material." Yet the 
pile has to be unloaded and loaded 
jthrough these shields and water 
has to be carried in and out. More-

' over, the shields have to be not 
!only radiation-tight , but also air- \ 
bght, smce air exposed to the ra-

diation in the pile becomes radio
active. 

The danger of radiation is pres
ent almost everywhere in a bomb 
plant. The products of atom-split
ting are always highly radioactive, 

1so the uranium from a pile must 
be handled by remote control at 
every stage up to the point where 

I 
the plutonium is relatively free 
from radioactive by-products of 
atom-splitting. 

Timing I Important 

The loading and unloading must 
be nicely timed. Plutonium main
tains the chain reaction while it is 
being created, but the U-235 grad
ually disappears and the products 
of atom-splitting, with much ab-

l
sorption of neutrons, tends to stop 
the reaction. So a schedule had to 
be worked out to govern the flow 
of_ uranium rods to the pile and to 
remove rods that had been proc

lessed .to the chemical plant for the 
separation· of plutonium. 

Radiation also complicated the 
problem of piping cooling water to 
the intensely hot pile. The pipes · 
had to be of material that would 
not disintegrate when bombarded 
by neutrons and gamma rays, 
which are very powerful X-rays. 
Besides, the pipes had to be leak
proof, corrosion-proof and warp
proof. To cap all this, water 
enough was needed to meet the re
quirements of a small city. Alu
minum was finally selected, after 
misgivings. Apparently it served 
its purpose. 

The Clinton pile started operat
ing on Nov. 4, 1943. By June, 1944, 
all expectations had been consider-

. ably exceeded. "In ease of control, 
steadiness of operation and ab
sence of dangerous radiation, the 
pile had been most satisfactory," 
Professor Smyth writes. There 

. have been very few failures at
tributable to mistakes in design or 
construction. 

By the end of January, 1944, 
metal from the pile was going to 
the plutonium-separation plant at 
the rate of one-third of a ton a 
day. By March 1, 1944, several 
grams of plutonium had been 
separated and delivered. Clinton 
served as a guide to Hanford in the 
matter of separating plutonium. 

Even before it became possible 
to separate plutonium from a pile 
of uranium-graphite, preliminary 
studies of bomb design were being 
made. Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer of 
the University of California gath
ered a group together in 1942 
for further theoretical investiga
tion. By November, 1942, Los 
Alamos, N. M. , had been chosen 
for the site of a bomb laboratory. 
It was situated on a mesa twenty 
miles from Santa Fe. 

Dr. Oppenheimer arrived in 
March, 1943. He gathered a gal
axy of scientific stars. Professor 
Smyth says that Dr. Oppenheimer 
is in charge of what is "probably 
the best-equipped physics labora
tory In the world." 

Bomb Design E~acting 

Highly important was the mat
ter of critical size of the bomb. 
When the critical size is exceeded 
it Is impossible to prevent a chain 
reaction. There are enough neu
trons, generated by cosmic rays, . 

by spontaneous fission reactions, 
by induced alpha-particle reactions, 
to initiate the chain reaction. "Thus 
until detonation is desired, the 
bomb must consist of a number of I 

separate pieces, each of which is 
below the critical size," explains 

1 Professor Smyth. "To produce det- . 
onation the parts of the bomb 
must be brought together rapidly." 

"The obvious method of very 
rapidly assembling an atomic 
bomb was to shoot one part as a 
projectile in a gun against a sec
ond part as a target," explains 

I 
Professor Smyth. Another method 
to prevent premature deto!1ation 
was to incorporate neutron ab-

1 sorbers in such a way that they 
would be rendered less effective 
by the mitial stages of the chain I 
reactions. Such devices for in
creasing the efficiency of the bomb . 
are called "autocatalytic." 1 

Just how the bomb is "assem- ~ 
bled," Professor Smyth, of course, 
does not reveal. He contents him
self with the statement that "a , 
weapon has been developed that is 
potentially destructive beyond the 
wildest nightmares of the imagi
nation; a weapon so ideally suited 
to sudden unannounced attack that 
a country's major cities might be 
destroyed by an ostensibly friendly 
power." He hints that it is possi
ble to convert the matter in com
mon materials into energy. A small ! 
percentage would be enough. If 
that ever happens, "civilization I 
would have the means to commit 
suicide at will." 

Professor Smyth thinks that "a 
great industry might eventually 
arise, comparable perhaps with the 
electronic industry." The consen
sus of his group is that the growth 
would be slow over a period of 
many years. He sees "no immedi- ~ 
ate prospect of running cars with 
nuclear power or lighting houses 
with radioactive lamps, although 
there is a good probability that 
nuclear power for special purposes · 
could be developed within ten 
years and that plentiful supplies 
of radioactive material can have 
a profound effect on scientific re
search, and perhaps on the treat
ment of certain diseases in a simi
tar period." 



fhe Road Ahead · By Eleanor RooJ"evelt 

When word was flashed that peace had come 

to the world again, I found myself filled with very 

curious sensations. I had no desire to go out and 
celebrate. I remembered the 
way the people demonstrated 
when the last war ended, but I 
felt this time that the weight 
of suffering which has engulfed 
the world during so many years 
could not so quickly be wiped 
out. There is a quiet rejoicing 
that men are no longer 
bringing death to each other 
throughout the world. There is 
great happiness, too, in the 
knowledge that some day, soon, 

rnany of those we Jove will be at home again to give 

all they have to the rebuilding of a peaceful world. 

One cannot forget, however, the many, many 

people to whom this day will bring only a keener 

' sense of loss, for, as others come home, their loved 

ones will not return. 
In every community, if we have eyes to see and 

hearts to feel , we will for many years see evidences 

of the period of war which we have been through. 

There wil,). be men among us who all their lives, 

both physically and mentally, will carry the marks 

of war ; and there will be women who mourn all th e 

days of their lives. Yet there must be an under

current of deep joy in every human heart, and 

(reat thankfulness that we have world peace again. 

• • • 
'l'hese first days of peace re<~uire great states-

: WEAPONS RACE IS DECR~D 
- --! , ... {( J' 

Osservatore Romano Rebuke the 

· Scientists Who Work on Them 

ROME, Aug. 18 UPJ-The Osser-

1 vatore Romano predicted today a 

L "feverish race for secret weapons" 

f in the post-war world and rebuked 

scientists who worked on them. The 

· Vatican newspaper said in an edi

~ torial th{l.t an armament race was 

· an inevitable consequence of the. 
! "last atrocious episodes of the 

war." 
Discussing post-war prospects, 

the newspaper also objected to the 
transfer of persons from one coun
try to another to eliminate na
ti~nal minorities. The newspaper 
sa1d t!Iat while Pope Pius spoke of 
the r1ghts of minorities and the 

) need for protecting them the Pots-
1 dam conference "sanctions the 
· principle of transfer, that is to 
· say, the elimination of minorities." 

"It is against natural rights to 
. remove millions upon millions of 
· persons from their homes 
: churches, ceme:erres and the sod 

enriched by the work of their 
· ~athers," it declared. "It was un
' JUst yesterday, ana Tt is unjust 
. and ungenerous today." 
· . Declaring that peace would give 
~se t.? many "preoccupying ques
t~ons, . the paper said "for the first 
tu:ne m modern history men of 
sc1ence have directly associated 

· themselves" with work on weap
. on.s. In the past, it remarlced, 

sc1ence worked for the good of hu
. ma~ity! while warriors adapted 
I the1r discoveries to "the art of kill
~ ing." 
I Of anti-Fascist principles it said 
wer~ enunciated by the Pope in a 
Christmas message when the Axis 

~ was progressing in the war, the 
1 newspaper asked, "To what extent 

do the architects ot the new world 
s have them in mind? " 
I I~ said that the rights of small 
. nations were "not even talked 
~ about. any more," declaring: "In 

1 
fact, 1f not always in name, a few 
small states which desire autono

~ mous li~e disappear without any 

l ft.~ havmg anything to say about 

1 It said that the Berlln confer- ' 
J ence promised liberty or speech , 
: press and religion so far as Ger~ 
- many was concerned but that 
_ "many milli?ns of Catholics can-

not commumcate with Rome." 

manship in our leaders. They are not easy days, for 

now we face the full results of the costs of war and 

must set ourselves to find the ways of building a 

peaceful world. The new atomic discovery has 

changed the whole aspect of the world in which 

we llve. It has been primarily thought of in the 

light of its destructive power. Now we have to 

think of it in terms of how it may serve mankind 

in the days of peace. 
This great discovery was not found by men of 

any one race or any one religion. It was interna

tional from the beginning, and its development and 

control should be under international auspices. All 

the world has a right to share in the benefits which 

may grow from its proper development. 
• • • 

Great Britain and Canada and ourselves hold 

the secret today-and quite rightly, since we used 

its destructive force to bring the war to an end. 

But if we allow ourselves to think that any nations 

or any group of commercial interests should profit 

by something so great. we will eventually be the 

sufferers. God has shown great confidence in 

mankind when He allowed them wisdom and in

telligence to discover this new secret. It is a chal

lenge to us-the peoples who control the discovery 

- for unless we develop spiritual greatness com

mensurate with this new gift, we may bring eco

nomic war into the world. and chaos instead nf 

peace. 
The greatest opportunity the world has ever · td 

lies before us. God grant we have enough u: cr

standing of the divine love to live in the !utu.·e as 
one world and one people. 



Mighty Explosion as 
NEW YOR~ HERALD· TRIBUNE, SATURDAY, A·UGU 

First Atomic Bomb' Was Tested on New Me±ico Desert 

.1\SI!OCJLMEIU Press from Army 

A series u/ motion-picture s1wfl releaserl by the Army ye1terrlay 11l&Owing the explosion that occ11rrerl when the first atomic bomb was tested 

on the New Mexican desert near Alamogortlo on July 16. After the blinding flash shown in the first ttoo pictures a layer of dust aiUl smokt!l 

began to rise from the grollltd, eventually billotoing up into a clo11rl that rose 40,000 feet into the air. The•e pictures were.marle from u dis

tance of six miles, cmd the circle of light in the lower right corner of 1 ome is reported by J. H. Manley, of the bomb laboratory at Alamo- . 

gordo, to 1Je a photographic fault, probably a reflection in the camera lens, rath~r than a phenomenon relatecl to the bomb's explosion 

/ 

... 
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• New Mexico When Atomic Age Dawned m 

1 The explosion that will be heard through history came 
• July 16 on the New Mexico desert. When the first atomic 

blast was touched off, it looked like this to an Army camera six 
miles away. · ... 

2 Multi-colored cloud assumes egg shape. Black spots actu
• ally are brighter than the sun at midday, causing a reverse 

on the photographic negative .... 

3. 

4. 

The cloud of exploding white hot gases expands rapidly, 
forming almost a perfect igloo shape .... 

Now the base of the great cloud begins to spread sideways, 
rolling out over the desert. • • • 

5 Suppleme1;1tary explosions within the cloud of gases start 
• to "blow its top" with a high .mushroom explosion which 

can be seen forming. Same phenomenon was noted in atomic 
bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. . . . 

6 This close-up of a section of the explosion looks like the 
• heart-of Hell itself. All these pictmes were recorded in th.e 

briefest instant, long before the mighty and sustained roar of · 
sound reached scientists sheltered six miles away, thundering 
the announcement of a new world era. 

New• o/lhl Dau Neww•el Photot FrDM u. S. Annv 

1 
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Man·s Control of Weather 
Seen Possible in Future N ~-, 

. Editor's Note: David Dietz, Pulitzer Prize winner in JournaL 
1sm, has reported for 25 years important researches in the atom 

This is the seco.nd of articles by Mr. Di~tz on the era or atomi~ 
energy, 

By DA V1D DffiTZ, 
Scripps-Howard Science Editor. 

No baseball game will be called off on account of rain 
the era of atomic energy. No airplane will by-pass an 

.because of fog. No city will experience a winter 
Jam because of heavy snow. Summer resorts will 

able to guarantee the weather and artificial suns wm l 
it as easy to grow corn l'lnn,--------------~ 

indoors as on the farm. 
Mark Twain complained that 
v e r y b o d y talked about the 

IWt:a~Jller , but that nobody did any
about it. They will do some
about the weather in the 
atomic energy. 
reason is that for the first 

in the history of the world 
will have at his disposal en~ 
in amounts sufficient to cope 
the forces of Mother Nature. 

size of these forces is some
not quite understood. For 

l'.ll."u·•l-'•'~• I have heard people ask 
.., ,,,>r.n<>r such explosions as those 

by the first bomb at Hire
and the second improved 

at Nagasaki might not 
time knock the earth out of 
orbit. 

forget that the weight of 
earth is in the neighborhood 

five billion times a trillion tons 
ve followed by 21 zeros). 

Outdoor Air Conditioning. 

Smudge pots burning in an orchard to keep fruit from frost

bite-one of earliest methods of controlling weather • 

-. .. , 0 



Mme. Marie Curie-got 
dium from pitchblende. 

Bomb Blasts 
Chemistry 
Law to Bits -

Thi rd of a rs;;ies. . 
By DAVID DIETZ, 

Prof. Albert Einstein-discov· 
ered matter and energy were 
interchangeable. 

tremendous and almost unbeliev
able amount of energy. Whereas 
the radium atom merely expels a 
particle or two from the nucleus, 
the atom of uranium 235 splits in 
two. 



DAYS 
The first eighteen days of August, 

1945, can be set down as the most 
nerve-racking in modern history. 
Whether they are also the most auspi
cious depends on what we do with 
their results. So fast have events 
moved that the situation of three 
weeks ago seems like ancient history. 
First, on Aug. 2, we had the Potsdam 
communiqu6, with its hopeful promise 
of the restoration of democracy and 
civil liberties in Europe and its prac
tical economic and political proposals, I 
not all of which could be accepted 
without reservations. 

Second, on Aug. 6, we had the an
nouncement of the first atomic bomb. 
One could accept this horrible weapon 
because it would shorten a bloody war 
and because the knowledge on which 
it was based might some day ease the 
burdens of all humanity. But the in
discriminate slaughter which it caused 
did not lie easily on American con
sciences, and the problem of its fu. 
ture control was, and is, appalling. 

Third, on Aug. 8, Russia made her 
long-expected declaration of war and 
immediately moved into Manchuria. 
Her swift gains confirmed other evi· 
dences of Japanese weakness and the 
surrender offer of Aug. 10 was not a 
surprise. The surprise-and the nerv
ous strain-lay in the arrogance, the 
defiant propaganda and the unaccount
able delays which characterized the 
last days and hours of the Japanese 
Empire. 

The jubilant and in some cities riot
ous celebrations of the coming of peace 
will cause Tuesday and Wednesday of 
last week to be long remembered. Less j 
dramatic were the quiet people, prob
ably all over the country, who came 
out to their front porches to breathe 
the air of peace again, or offered up 
prayers in their homes or in their 
churches, or felt in their hearts, as 
so many millions of wives and parents 
must have done, a thankfulness too 
deep for words. Not since the ending 
of the war of 1861-65 has this nation 
been through such a moving experi
ence. 

Yet there was evident, both in the 
noisy celebrations and in the quietness 
that followed, an element of appre
hension as to the future. The goal 
toward which free humanity had been 
etruggling for so long, at such terrible 
cost, had at last been attained, but 
with it there came a realization of the 
nature of victory in war. Victory is 
a negative thing at best. It merely 
ends the dangers and horrors of war. 
It does not give back the lives that 
were lost, or restore those that were 
broken, or re-establish the conditions 
that existed before war broke out. It 
does not, in itself, establish a lasting 
peace. 

The morning after victory must, 
therefore, be sober indeed. New prob
lems rise. In our own country we face 
immediately the tremendous task of 
turning our production from war to 
peace. No war worker could wish to 
keep his job at the expense of other 
people's lives, yet he cannot help con· 
cern as to his personal future. Most 
soldiers, sailors and marines want their 
discharges at the earliest possible mo
ment, but now they must ask them· 
selves what are their opportunities in 
civilian life. 

In the countries which have borne 
the brunt of · battle, from Russia, 
France and the Balkans to China, the 
immediate outlook is worse. · Security 
and prosperity are plants that grow 
very slowly amid the ruins. Liberty 
is sweet, but It is not food, clothing, 
fuel and shelter. It will in time pro
duce them or all our hopes are vain, 
but the time Is necessary and there 
are countless millions who will find it 
hard to walt. 

Thus these days of new-born peace 
are also days of crisis. We have to 
see that relief goes swiftly to those 
wbo need it most, at home and abroad. 
We have to see that economic and 
political reconstruction is of such a 
sort as to perpetuate peace. In the 
light that glared over Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki we have to reconsider the 

THE NEW Y 
obligations assumed under the United 
Nations Charter, and ask ourselves 
whether we have gone far enough in 
the new machinery for the amicable 
settlement of international disputes. 
Two atomic explosions have been suf
ficient to make peace more than a 
desirable objective. It is now a neces
sity to the survival of civilization. 

The Consolidated 37, a 320,000-pound 
giant with six engines, will have a 
cruising speed above 340 miles an hour 
and carry 204 passengers. 

Much of the burden of the new tasks 
imposed on humanity by these fateful 
days of August, 1945, rests upon he 
United States. We have become the 
most powerful nation in the world. Five 
years ago honest, if mistaken, Amer
icans could talk of a policy of isola· 
tion. Now we are the center and focus 
of a n~w fear and a new hope. And a 
center cannot be isolated. 

Wartime skills and advances in radar 
and other electronic aids are expected 
to make all these planes far more in
dependent of weather, both aloft and 
at landing grounds, than ever before 
and capable of still better records of 
safety and dependability than those 
which have brought so much credit to 
air transportation in the war emer· 
gency. 

T11E LESSON OF THE BOMB 
Now that we have Prof. H. D. 

Smyth's report on the atomic bomb we 
are more deeply impressed than ever 
with the immense amount of research 
that had to be conducted before we 
were able to lnfllct upon Japan two 
blows of such explosive violence that 
the reverberations are still rolling 
around the world. The Western democ
racies at least have been rudely awak
ened to what the "social impact" of 
science means. Books enough have 
been written on that subject, but it 
took the bomb to make us realize that 
the discussions were not just academic. 
Though it is not likely that Great 
Britain and the United States will 
monopolize the secrets that Professor 
Smyth was not permitted to disclose, 
it is well to have the lesson driven home 
that the physicist who tries to find out 
how matter is put together and who 
even puts it together in new ways, 
which is what happened in the case of 
the artificial elements neptunium and 
plutonium, can be the most dangerous 
man on earth in war and the most use
ful in peace. 

Professor Smyth presents us with 
the dramatic spectacle of scientists of 
many nationalities and differing reli
gious beliefs uniting in a common 
cause. Even in peace scientists met in 
international conventions, accepted one 
another for what they were, gave their 
findings freely to the world and rarely 
asked for patents. This time they were 
organized to solve an urgent problem. 
They solved it not in the fifty years 
expected before the war but in three, 
and they solved it so rapidly because 
they were organized and competently 
directed. Why should not the same 
principle be followed in peace? 

There are enormo\.16 gaps in our 
knowledge that need to be filled. It 
is little short of a disgrace that after 
centuries we are no nearer to the con
quest of cancer, arthritis, heart fai~ure 
and the degenerative diseases. It IS a 
disgrace that millions of chemical 
compounds remain to be discovered
compounds of which many will be of 
Immense importance. It is a disgrace 
that we cannot ' predict what the 
weather will be a fortnight hence In 
Chicago or New York. It is a disgrace 
that we have only the vaguest notion 
of what happens to a piece of beef· 
steak after it is eaten. There are 
thousands of such scientific disgraces 
for which we must blame our niggard
liness and our blindness and not the 
scientists. After what was done by 
cooperation ill the case of the bomb, 
who can doubt that if research were 
internationally organized by a. new 
League of Nations many of these dis
graces would give place to triumphs? 
If other nations develop their their own 
bombs, which seems likely whether we 
ma.nage to keep ours secret or not, we 
can at least learn the lesson of inter
national cooperation in science from 
the physicists to whom Professor 
Smyth pays tribute, 

D URI G our vigil w ith the beans, 
we thought back over the whole 

long war, trying to r emem ber the ter
rible distances and the terrible dec isions, 
th e setbac ks, the filth and the horror, the 
bug , th e open w ounds, the fellows on 
the fl ight decks and on the beaches and 
in th e huts and holes, the resolution and 
the extra bravery- and all fo r what? 
Why, for libe rty. "Liberty, the firs t of 
blessings, the aspiration of every hu
man so ul .. . every abridgment of it de
mand an excuse, and the only good ex
cuse is the necessity of preser ving it. 
Whatever tends to prese n e this is right, 
all else is wrong." And we tried t.o 
imagine what it will mean to a soldier, 
having gone out to fi ght a war to pre
se rve the world as he knew it, now tore
turn to a world he never dreamt about, 
a world of atomic designs and portents. 
Some say this is .he beginning of a g rea t 
time of peace and plenty, because atomic 
energy is so fea rsome n nation will 
dare unleash it. The arg ument is frag
ile. One nation ( our own) has already 
dared take the atom off it leash, has 
dared crowd its luck, and not for the pur
pose of conquering the world, 
merely to preserve li be rty. 

I T England the other day a 
philosoph er and a crystal

lographer · held a deba te. The 
question was w hether a halt 
should be called on science. The dis-
cus ion was academic, ince there is no 
possibility of doing any such thing. Nev
erth eless, it was a nice debate. Pro
fesso r Bernal, the crystallographer, ar
g ued that child ren should be allowed 
to play w ith dange rous toys in order that 
th ey may learn to use them properly. 
J oad, the philosopher, sa id no- sc ience 
changes our environment faster than we 
have the ability to adjust ourse lves to it. 

The words were hardly out of his 
mouth when a blind girl in Albuquerque, 

noticmg a strange brightness in the 
room, looked up and said , " What was 
that ?" A bomb had exploded a hundred 
and twenty miles away in the Te w 
Mexican de ert. And people all over the 
world we re soon to be adjusting them
selves to th eir new en vironment. F or 

· the first time in our lives, we can feel the 
disturbing vibrations of complete human 
r eadju tment. U sually the vibrations 
are so faint as to go unnoticed. This 
time, they are so strong that even the 
ending of a war is overshadowed. T o
day it is not so much th e fac t of the end 
of a w ar which engages us. It is the 
limitless pow er of the victor. The quest 
for a substitute fo r G od ended sudden
ly. The sub titute turned up. And who 
do yo u suppose it was? It was man him
self, stealing G od's stuff. 

W E have often complained on this 
page that the political plans for 

the new world, as shaped by statesmen, 
are not fantastic enough. We repea t the 
complaint. The only conceivable way to 
catch up with atomic energy is with 
political energy directed to a universal 
structure. The preparation made at San ' 
F rancisco for a security league of sov-
cre1gn nations to prevent aggression 

now see m like the preparations 
some little girls might make for 
a Ia wn party as a thunderhead 
ga thers just beyond the ga rden 
gate. The lem onade will be 
spiked by lig htning. The little 
girls will be dispersed. 

N uclea r energy and foreign policy 
cannot coexist on the planet. The more 
deep the ecret, the greater the de
termination of every nation to discover 
and exploit it. Nuclear energy insists on 
global government, on law, on order, 
and on the willing ness of the com
munity to take the responsibility for the 
act of the individual. And to what end ? 
'iVhy, for liberty, first of bles ings. Sol
die r, we await you, and if the place looks 
unfamiliar, forgive us. We shall try 
to restore certain characteristic we all 
love. Plea e bea r in mind that there is 
a brightness in th e room. Even the blind 
can detect it. 

' 



New Bomb ~May Force 
Universal Peace at Last 

Last of a Series. \.J T .e ft...O 
By DAVID DIETZ, 

Scripvs-Howard Scienr.e Editor. 
Universal and perpetual peace, in my opm10n, will 

reign in the era of at'omic energy for three reasons. They 
are quickly stated. 

First-With energy as abundant as the air we breathe, 
there will be no longer any reason to fight for oil or coal. 

Second-By using atomic energy to mine the ocean 
for its vast mineral content every nation will be able to 
obtain easily all the raw materials that it needs. There 
will be no such thing as a division of the world, on the 
basis of mineral resources, into the "have" e:tnd the "have
not" nations. 

Third-As we already see from the atomic energy 
bombs that dropped on Japan, war has become so destruc
tive that no nation will dare begin a war, since it will 
mean the mutual destruction of every nation and the end 
of civilization. - • 

With atomic energy bombs in 
existence, mankind has now ar
rived at the crossroads where he 
will have to choose between peace 
and the total destruction of 
civilization. 

At the present moment the 
secret of the atomic energy bomb 
is known only to a handful of 
scientists, chiefly American and 
British, although two of the key 
people in the project were Dr. 
Neils Bohr, a Danish physicist, 
and Dr. Enrico Fermi, both Nobel 
Prize winners .and both in this 

1 
country. ·I 

Germans Were on Trail. I 
But we do know that the Ger

man physicists were working on 
this problem and we have Presi
dent Truman's word for it that we 

c "'\-..o 
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,.,ledu. lti"rttc\uflr l•h 
l hll~~•l" •lkleru t rtottr tlloft tilt 
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h'lll't~ dO~I t1plt1·011, 

!l.bove, Dr. Van
nevar Bush, one 
of the foremost 
of government 
scientists, who 
urges creation 
of a national 
research foun-

dation to further 
atomic energy 

study. 

were in a race with the Nazis in How aiomic energy is released. 
this project. By the grace of _________ _._ ____ ~.:_---;----------------------

obtain a direct hit on one atomic Prof~ Fermi's contribution in God, as Mr. Churchill obsetved, 
we won that race. nucleus. or~er to make. clear t~e relation-

,_ . sh1p of sc1entif1C research to prog-By putting our top scientists to 
work on the problem with a bud
get of $2 ,000,000,000 and the re
sources of such companies as 
Gene al Electric, Westinghouse, 
du Pont and others, we got the 
jump on the rest of the world. In 
time the rest of the world will 

But the wihole p1cture was ress. I wrote a great many articles 
changed by Dr. Fermi, who found about Fermi and slow neutrons Dr. Enrico Fermi _ employed 
that what was needed was a par- and the like when he was per-
ticular kind of subatomic projec- forming his first experiments and the slow neutron. 
. I frequently met people who were 

tlle. impatient with what they chose to 

ir. Harold C. Urey-discov
ered 'double weight hydrogen 
ar.d "heavy water." 

catch liP· 
A q\il!stion that I am certain is 

in the minds of most readers is 
how soon this era of atomic 
energy that I have been talking 
about will arrive. Will it come in 
the next few months? Will it take 
five years to arrive or 50? 

Back in 1940 I was saying that 
we might expect the era of atom
ic energy to arrive sometime in 
the next half century. I am in
clined now to cut that estimate 
to 10 to 25 years, and at the 
moment I am sufficiently opti
mistic to say that it may prove to 
be closer to 10 than 25. 

Instead of the high-speed elec- regard as a sort of highbrow Foundation would function by bomb. He would have Congress 
trifled particles from radium that boon-doggling. But more of such making contracts with laborator- make available a budget of some 
Lord Rutherford and the others scientific study must be encour- $10,000,000 a year for basic re-
had used, the proper projectile aged. ies of schools, universi~ies, re- search in physics, chemistry, bioi-
was a slow speed neutral particle. • • search institutions, industrial con- ogy, etc. , and another $5,000,000 
It was Prof. Fermi who first em- 1 Science Points Way. I cerns, etc., for research on SPE:Ci- a year for m~dlcal research. 
played that particle, now known ® 0 fled problems. Eventually this would be stepped 
to physicists as "the slow neu- For instance, just a few weeks During the war the Office of up to $50,000,000 a year for basic 
tron." before the first atomic energy Scientific Research and Develop- scientific research and $20,000,000 

With the slow neutron, Fermi bomb feU on Japan, Dr. Vannevar ment functioned on this basis. a year for medical research. 
got a direct hit on an atomic Bush, director of the Office of More than 3000 such contracts With the knowledge of the 
nuclei every time. ·n was the use Scientific Research and Develop- were made with more than 300 atomic energy bomb before us, 
of the slow neutron that made ment, presented to President Tru- laboratories. Some 7000 scientists many persons will wonder if this 
possible the release of atomic man his report on postwar scien- worked on these contracts. is enough. Perhaps congress 
energy from uranium-235. tific research. Out of them came not only in- should spend $10,000,000 a year on 

When a slow neutron hits an Dr. Bush urged the creation of formation needed for the atomic that subject alone. 
atom of uranrum-235 the atom a National Research .Foundation energy bomb but other important What the United States, Great 
breaks in two, releasing a tre- by Congresli. Through: such a advances that played their part in Britain and Canada do not have 
mendous amount of energy and foundation he looks forward to the electrical gun-pointer, sub- is a perpetual monopoly on the 

I Depends on U. S. 1 another slow neutron which sets maintaining for the nation the marine detection apparatus, etc. present knowledge of atomic en-
~ 0 off the next atom, thus starting benefits of accelerated scientific The program suggested by Dr. ergy. It is merely a head start. 

However, it depends entirely the chain or "firecracker" re- research such as were enjoyed Bush is very modest ind~e.d when Others will catch up in time. That 
. action. during the war. compared with the two bllllon dol- is why we cannot afford to stand llPOn us-the cltlzens of the I have dwelt a~ some length on The new Nation(!.! Research Iars spent on the atomic energy still. 

United States. It depends upon .~~~~~~~~~~~~~=---==~~~--~--~--------------~------------------~~~------------------------. 
what we do about encouraging and 
financing the scientific research I • Picture Changed by Fermi 
needed to transform the new de-

The great difficUlty in the early structlve weapon of war into the 
tool of indll.5try and transporta- ' days of atom-smashing was to de
tlon. liver a direct hit on the nucleus. 

The University of Chic~go has t Lord Rutherford, pioneer in atom
taken a step which should point c smashing in 1919, found that he 
the way for the rest of the nation. , had to shoot a million subatomic 
It announced that the kinds of re- r particles released from radium to 
search which had led to the inven- . 
tion of the atomic energy bomb I 
would be continued at the Univer- 1 
slty of Chicago and that to this : 
end a new institute was being I 
created on the university campus. l 

To be known as the Institute of 
Nuclear Studies, the new institute 
wlll be headed by Dr. Samuel K. . 
Allison, professor of physics in the : 
university. 

Joining the institute are two · 
others: Dr. Fermi, self-exiled Ital
ian physicist who discovered artifi
cial radioactivity, and Dr. Harold 
C. Urey, Columbia University 
chemist who discovered double 
weight hydrogen and "heavy 
water." 5", 



-THE ATOMIC AGE • 
Pleasant it is, after the shock 

a.nd the awe of the first 'cosmic 
bomb has subsided a bit, to look 
ahead to the blessings the atomic 
age will bring. No more worry 
about John L . Lewis and frozen 
radiators. No more mile-long 
coal trains to wait for at t he 
grade crossings when we go 
r iding in our little new Uranium 
Eight. No more soot on our noses. 
No more smoke clouds blanketing 
city skies from the sunlight. . . . ' 
But here we drift into thinking 
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and 
that isn' t so pleasant. 
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The Atom Engine: 
Bow Soon Will It Be? 

It may take fifty years to harness atomic 
energy and put it to work for man•s benefit. 

By WALDEMAR KAEMPFFERT 

A FORTNIGHT has elapsed since the 
first atomic bomb devastated Hiro
shima. The world is still stunned 

by the news. The promise of atomic energy 
serving mankind on a scale and With an 
efficiency that dwarfs anything ever at
tempted with the familiar forms of me
chanical and electrical energy is held out. 
But only a promise. So far we have only 
a terrifying bomb, and a bomb is not a 
contrivance with which we can produce 
goods, light cities and drive railway trains. 
Questions arise. What form will the 
atomic engines of the future assume ·r 
When may we expect them to turn ma
chinery? 

Before we attempt to answer, it must 
be borne in mind that thus far only from 
the most easily mastered radioactive ele
ment has energy been liberated in amounts 
that demand engineering attention. What 
of such light, common, unexciting- ele
ments as silicon, carbon. iron and such 
gases as hydrogen and oxygen. or, for 
that matter, of such plentiful and familiar 
compounds as water? Long before the 
atomic bomb was dropped we were as
sured that matter. does not have to be 
radioactive to give up energy- that it we 
can annihilate any of the ninety-two kinds 
of a toms we shall have all that we need 
and more. So we have to consider not 

' only· the immediate future, when a few 
radioactive materials alone will be used, 
but the remoter future when a handful of 
clay will produce far more power tha.n 
a million tons of coal. 

AT the outset we must bear in mind 
that until 1939 all the attempts to break 
up any atom by powerful blows delivered 
by fast projectiles had come to little. 
More energy was put into the atom than 
came out. In that fateful year 1939 the 
first practical step was taken which may 
give us an atomic engine. Drs. Otto Hahn, 
E . Strassmann and Lise Meitner bom
barded uranium with neutrons. They were 
not thinking of power. The neutron offered 
the only chance of breaking up uranium, 
a naturally unstable element. 

They found that when a neutron 
with so little as one-thirtieth of a volt 
struck the nucleus of a uranium atom out 
shot 200,000,000 volt$--six blUion times 
as much energy as had been put in. More
over, the atom ceased to be uranium. It 
had been split in two parts--one barium 
and one krypton. So we had not only 
transmutation, no new phenomenon, but 
the release of energy, which was new, so 
far as the enormity of the amount was 
concerned. 

The rest of the story we know. What 
Secretary Stimson calls an international 
" battle of the laboratories" began. It 

might have been won by Germany if her 
industrial plants and her laboratories had 
not been bombed. Actually it was won by 
scientists who were chiefly American and 
British, but among whom were also Niels 
Bohr, a Dane ; Enrico Fermi, an Italian 
exile; a nd refugees of other nationalities. 
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There never was such an organization as 
this. In three years the best brains in 

the world produced a bomb, the explosion 
of which is still reverberating around the 
world. 

Since that bomb is loaded with either 
one or two rare forms of uranium we have 
to consider atomic engines of the near 
future In the terms of that element. Be
fore we can have an engine we must make 
sure of our raw material. This is uranium 
oxide found in two ores--pitchblende and 
carnotite. 

RTCHBLENDE, a bluish ore, occurs in 
Connecticut, North Carolina, Texas, Can
ada, Great Britain, A»stria, Czechoslo
vakia, Russia, Sweden and Norway; car
notite, a yellowish material, is found in 
Australia, Portugal and Africa. How 
much of either ore there may . be in the 
world no geologist can state. Only a. few 
surveys of known deposits have been 
made. Probably much pitchblende and 
carnotite have not yet been discovered. 

Ores that had but few industrial uses 
before the war are destined to rank with 
coal, oil and iron. To Richard the Lion
heart, coal was no more than a household 
fuel; to Napoleon, rubber was only a 
curiosity. After the steam engine, coal 
was worth fighting for. So with oil after 
the internal combustion engine. Will atom. 
ic energy repeat history? Will pitchblende 
and carnotite suddenly give the jungles 
of Africa the same economic and military 
importance as the oil of Iran and Iraq 
which is already coveted by every great 
power in the world? Possibly. 

Secretary Stimson has stated that in 
developing the atomic bomb we saw to 
it that there would be no shortage of 
uranium ore. It is significant that in 
1938 we imported 376,708 pounds of 
uranium oxide, raw material of all the 
uraniums, with a value of $520,540, that 
in the fateful year 1939, after Hahn, 
Strassmann and Meitner published their 
discovery, our importations shot up to 
1,439,324 pounds, and that in January, 
1943, the use of uranium as a colorant in 
ceramics was prohibited because research 
on the bomb was at its height. 

AT the outbref!.k of war uranium oxide, 
98 per cent pure, was worth about $2 a 
pound, or about as much as a ton of coal 
at the mine. In terms of dollars the energy 
of uranium was worth 8.5 times that of 
coal. Now that uranium oxide has be
come an essential military material these 
money ratios no longer hold good. Shortly 
before the outbreak of war, Dr. R. B. 

Roberts of the Carnegie Institution ot 
Washington, and Dr. J . B. H . Kuper of 
the Washington Biophysical Institute 
made. some calculations which convinced 
them that if atomic energy is ever to take 
the place of the 500,000,000 tons of coal 
annually consumed by this country in 
peacetime, the utilization of uranium 
would increase 15,000 per cent. The price 
of ore is theref ore bound to rise to a 
point just below ( Continued on Page 36) 
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The Atom 
Engine? 

(Continued from Page ll) 

that at which coal and oil are still 
worth considering as sources of 
energy. 

Ne~t comes the matter of ex
:racting and refining U-235. Be-
ore the war the known processes 
~vere so slow and expensive that 
Jt would have taken 75 000 years 
lo obtain only a pound of pure 
•23~, and according to unofficial 
~strmates the bomb contains 
!rom eleven to twenty pounds of 
s.ome form of uranium. It is 
hkely that in three years the pre
war process of concentration was 
accelerated thousands of times. 

T HERE is good reason to be
lieve that uranium 235 does not 
have to be pure and that a concen
tration of 5 or 10 per cent would 
be more than enough to blow up a 
city, blast a subway, or run a 
railway train. Some physicists 
assert that much less is enough. 

If so, the problem of concentra
tion presented no such research 

difficulties as were pictured at 
first. 

More is involved in producing 

' the bomb than concentration. In 

a highly technical report, which 

was issued a week ago with 
the consent of the War Depart
ment by Prof. H. D. Smyth of 
Princeton, a physicist who acted 

as consultant to the mysterious 

"Manhattan Engineering Dis
t rict'' where the bomb was de

veloped, it is indicated that first 
uranium 235 is bombarded, which 

then shoots out neutrons from its 

own nucleus and splits. These by

product neutrons are then trained 
on a mass which consists largely 

of the common 238. Thus U-238 

is converted in 239. Both U-235 
and U-239 can be used with ex
plosive effect and hence for the 
generation of energy. 

At this point Professor Smyth 

drops the curtain, but we cannot 

escape the conclusion that the 
physicists responsible for the 

bomb concentrated enough U-238 
and then put radioactivity to 

work to obtain all the explosive 

material they needed. 

W HAT is the cost of this 

process? We cannot even guess. 
The question is all-important to 
the practical business man, for he 

must know the answer if atomic 
energy is to be used for any pur
pose but that of waging war. We 
do not even know how much of 

the two billion dollars that the 
bomb has cost up to June 30, 
1945, was expended on research 
and development and how much 

on the construction of two colos
sal plants in Tennessee and 
Washington. Nor do we know 
the monthly or yearly output of 

bombs. Even if the cost of 

partially refined U-235 or U-239 

is at present too high for the 
financial angels of a new indus
try, we may be sure that it will 

decline. It has always been thus. 

rcontinued on Pa.ae 37) 

The Atom Engine: How ·Soon? 

(Continue(# frorn Page 36) 

Once fifteen pounds of coal had to be 
burned to generate a horsepower in an 
hour with the first steam engine; now 
anything more than a pound is considered 
inefficient. Once aluminum cost as much 
as gold; now twenty-two cents a pound is 
considered right. 

A ssUMING, then, that the engineers 
will improve their methods, what may we 
expect of atomic power within the next 
twenty-five years? How will our factory 
machinery differ from that with which we 
are familiar? The answers to such ques
tions are not difficult, if we limit our fore
cast to the next twenty, thirty or fifty 
years. 

Whether we generate energy by burn
ing coal or oil under a boiler or whether 

we drive electrical machinery in a hydro
electric plant we always use heat in the 

last analysis. It is the heat in coal that is 
converted into mechanical or electrical 

energy. It is the heat of the sun that 

evaporates water from the ocean and lifts 
it into the atmosphere to form clouds from 

which it drops as rain to fill a lake or to 
pour down in a waterfall that can turn 
turbines. And it is the heat generated in 
exploding uranium or any other suitable 
element that will turn the wheels of the 
near future . In the beginning we shall 

do no more than substitute the heat of 
terrific explosions for the heat of com
bustion. 

You may point to the automobile en
gine and say. "What about that? The 
mixture of gasoline vapor and ail' in the 
engine explodes. and a series of rapid ex
plosions generates heat. which in turn 
makes the wheels go round." The analogy 
is faulty. Most explosions with which we 
have been familiar in practice are chem
ical explosions. That is, new chemical 

combinftions are formed in the fraction 
of a second under the right conditions with 
the liberation of the expected heat. There 
is nothing chemical about the explosion 
of a uranium atom. Some matter is sim
ply annihilated, and we still have to dis

cover how to make the most of annihila
tion. An entirely new problem in engineer
ing is presented. 

Suppose that problem will be solved. 
At first exploding atoms under control 
will take the place of fuel. For many a 
year there will be no other change in 
power-plant machinery. Look about you 
fifty years hence and you will still see 
high-tension lines on steel towers, steam 
turbines, coffee percolators, washing ma
chines and toasters, trolley cars and rail-

' way trains. Naturally, they will be im
provements on ours, but the improvements 
will have come without benefit of explod
ing radium. Expect no revolution. Every
thing but the firebox of a boiler plant 
will be m~ch the same in principle. Re
member that in these first fifty years we 
shall still utilize heat a$ .at present, and 
that in the beginning we can do no more 
than substitute for the familiar mode of 
generating energy by burning fuel the 
new mode based on the partial annihila
tion of uranium or some other form of 
not too expensive radioactive matter. 

W HAT, then, will be the fate of the 
coal and oil companies? The substitution 
of atomic heat for the heat of burning 
coal and oil will be no economic calamity. 
There are still about 20,000,000 horses and 

other draft animals in this country, and 

these are bought and sold at good prices 

despite all the locomotives, trucks and · 

tractors that have been introduced. 

When the steam engine was lntro-
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duced engineers began to wonder if it was 

necessary first to boil water over a fire 

and then to pipe the steam under pressure 

to a steam engine. Why not use the heat 

directly in the engine and thus get rid of 

boilers and their accessories? Now we 

have internal combustion engines, of which 
those that drive our automobiles are ex

amples. Will atomic engineering follow 

the same course? In other words, will it 

be possible to dispense with boilers and 

use the heat of exploding atoms directly 

in the cylinders of engines ? 

T HERE is every reason to think so. 
Allowing from twenty to fifty years for 
inventors to give us first the method of 
firing a boiler with the explosions of 
uranium or some other radioactive ele

ment, we shall have to allow at least an
other twenty or thirty before exploding 
radioactive elements drive engines di
rectly. 

What form such an engine will assume 
we cannot even divine. The explosion of 

a few specks of uranium 235 or 239 would 
be enough to wreck not only any engine 
with which we are familiar but the whole 
building in which it is housed. Because 
of the bomb, because of our boundless 
faith in science, a faith justified by past 
achievements, atomic power in this form 
is bound to become a reality. 

Up to this point we have considered 
only the radioactive elements as sources 
of power. What of the elements which 
are not radioactive? Annihilate the atoms 
of any of these and again we have power. 

It is hard even to wreck such atoms for 
the sake of the energy that they can emit. 
In fact, it has not yet been done. 

Sir James Jeans tells us that if all the 
protons and electrons in a single drop of 
water could be made to annihilate each 
other the energy evolved would be suffi
cient to supply 200 horsepower for a year. 
There is enough energy in a visiting card 
to drive a ferry boat across the Hudson 
River for a year, enflugh in a puff of 
cigarette smoke to run a tractor for the 
same period, enough in a shovel of sand 

to run all the machinery of New York City 
for five years. 

Even if the calculations prove to be 
anywhere from 10 to 50 per cent wrong, 
the amount of energy in ordinary matter 
is still staggering. The Ponce de Leons 
of the laboratory began the quest of this 
new power El Dorado before the last cen
tury, and the bomb is the first sign we 
have that they will ultimately exploit it. 
That quest may take two centuries. 

I T is idle to speculate on the social 
changes that will occur if, a century or 
two hence, engineers in power-houses par
tially annihilate water, carbon or any 
other abundant and familiar form of mat
ter as they now handle coal and oil. We 

have read enough of rocket ships driven 
by atomic power to the moon, of central 

stations that will light whole cities with 

the energy in water, of power so cheap 

that it will not pay to read meters, of the 

possibility that gold may be a by-product 

of atomic disintegration, a nuisance to be 

disposed of as we now dispose of ashes . 

The point to be kept in mind is that 

this culture was created by the scientific 

use of energy. Up to the present we have 

been generating and utilizing energy in 

a crude way. A new era. begins with a 

bomb. The steam engine, the gas engine, 

even the ga::; turbine are likely to seem 
as primitive to our descendants of the re
mote future as the inventions of savages 

seem to us. 

t 
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Atomic Bomb Called lnca.pable 
Of Maintaining Peace by Itself ti -T. e(t.. c 
3 Powers Homing Secret of Weapon Seen Aware They Can't Rule by Fear and That All Peoples Must Join to Assure Freedom From War f 

By Major George Fielding Eliot 
Copyright, 1945, New York Tribune Inc. The foundation of modern war is of a dual nature. It consists of the twin cornerstones, the laboratory and the factory. The most advanced, diligent and vesatile scientl.fic research and development must ¥0 hand in hand with an industrial '• plant capable of transforming new ples employ power when it is given discoveries into improved or wholly temporarily into their hands. Innew weapons in sumcient quantity .stead, we are engaged in worldand without fatal delays. wide discussion's looking to the We are discovering that if the establishment of a Just and lastGermans only had been able to ing peace for all peoplu. We give industrial expression, in time Americans initiated those discusand in volume, to some of their sions, and we c!rried them on long discoveries our victory might not after we knew we had and could have come' so quickly. We enter- eventually use atomic power as a tain a shrewd su!;picion that the weapon. We know that we canRussians had to use quantity pro- not, merely by power, bring about duction, sheer weight of metal, in the conditions of assured peace order to make up for a certain, which we seek. We know we canthough not total, lack of scientific not rule by fear as far as the rnatechniques. Neii.her of our twin jority of mankind are concerned, cornersoones can support the whole unless we are willing-which we edl.fice of mod•!rn war-making are not-to use our power ruthpowPr without the other. Any lessly and arbitrarily just to endeficiency In one impairs the abil- force _our will on o!hers whether ity of the other to do its job. they like it or not. 'Ne know that t the only enduring peace must be Two Basic Elemen s a peace in which all P.eoples will In order for these twin corner- join, which they will support in stones to be constructed, and to mutual confidence and with mube enlarged as may be necessary, tual guaranties. there must be available in plenti-ful quantities the basic elements The develo~ment of modem of which they are built. These weapons has, liowever, underlined basic elements are of two kinds : th~ need for an acceleration of · t th1s process. In this period of men andt ~altenafl. liThe.~ ~usl ~e building. swiftly but surely, the raw ma ena_ s 0 a SOl s, me u - structure of a true and durable ing not only rron. coal,_ o_il and suct1 security, the fact of our possesother staple commod1t1es, but_ all sion of world-wide power lays the vast range of the mcred1b\y upon us a heavier responsibility variant requirements of modern than rests upon the shoulders of l.?dus~ry and res~,~ch. Th~re mu<.t any other people, a responsibility likewise be me. , men m great which we share with the other numbers, trained men, ~en wno English_ speaking states. The have been .educated m ~very atomic bomb alone cannot, as Max branch of sCience, l?en possessed Lerner seems to imagine, become of every known skill and _ craft. the world's policeman; it is not a From these elements, th~ twm cor- policeman at all in the proper nerstones of war-makmg power sense, since it can rule only by may be constructed. If an~ nee- fear-if .-applied, it destroys. essary elements are not avatlable, or are not in sumcient quantity, Not the Sole Law-Givers or are deficient in quality, then Fear may be used ·properly as a there will be delays or there will restraint to prospective criminals, be a lack of emciency in the result. it is in part the basis of all penal When you have examined these law-but it is not the !unction of basic conditions you will perceive the English-speaking states to be that of all the nations of the the sole la.w-gjvers of the world, world, only the United States is nor to hold the other nations in completely and fully equipped to bondage. On the other hand there make war as far as the founda- ~. and reasonably enough, strong tions of power are concerned. The opposition to the giving up of the SOviet Union may become so in present advanta.ges unless they another generation, but has not can be replaced bY something in yet advanced far enough in the which we can have equal or scientl.fic, technical and educa- greater confidence. tional field: there has not been It seems to me that this dilemma time since the artificial ~arkness can be solved only by the aboliof serfdom and of Czansm was tion of secrets and of hiding places. lifted from the land. It seems to me that now, while we Meanwhile, it is the United and our immediate brethren rellain States, in association with Great this immense military superiority, Britain and Canada, which has is the time to press firmly and tht! atomic bomb; it is we who vigorously for the breaking down have the world-ranging air power; of every wall of censorship in all it is we who have worked out the the world which artificially denies techniques of the use of air-borne the common man access to the armies, of radar and of other mili- truth. No more political censortary employments of electronics. ship, no more controlled press and The conclusion is inescapable that radio, but free news everywhere, if the English-speaking powers free circulation of newsmen, freedesired to use their power ruth- dom of communication and of lessly, they could establish them- movement of human beings withselves as the lords of the world. out police supervision save as may None could say them nay; none be necessary to keep the peace; could hope successfully to resist. that should be our policy. If we Their bases girdle the globe. Their are to place our weapons and our rocket-bearing or atom-bearing techiques at the service of the planes can reach the remotest cor- United Nations-and morally we ners of the earth , to be followed should-then as a practical matter by their air-borne legions. No let us use our present position to city that raised a harmer of de- insist that there shall be no hidden :ftance could expect to exist for corner in which the selfish or the twenty-four hours. desperate may contrive to tum But it is not so that free peo- these powers agal.nat us. 

MONDAY, :AUGUST 

Atomics Seen; 
Bringing World 
Unity or Suicide 
)r .Sprout,onFirstPrinceton 

Radio Program, Agrees 
Secret Can't Be Long Kept 
Release of atomic energy means 

that "we shall either have one 
world politically or we shall have 
no world at all ," Dr. Harold H. 
Sprout, professor of politics at 
Princeton University, said yester-
day. He and two other Princeton old prejudices of nation, class and scientists who worked on the race. "If this involves new social atomic bomb, speaking on the uni- and political me~hods and ideas, versity's ""nrst radio program, we must not be afraid to try them," agreed that the secret of atomic he added. "If men working topower cannot long be kept from gether can solve, the mysteries of other nations. the universe, they can also solve Terming it a weapon as power- problems of human relations on ful as all the military inventions this planet." since gunpowder multiplied by Dr. Taylor, aontirming that t ,OOO, Dr. Sprout declared t_hat atomic explosives can possibly be th:e bomb that shattered_ H1ro- used in rocket bombs guided to sh1ma pushed all the nat10ns to their targets by television and the very edge of the a?yss." radar, said also that, more ' 1m~ " '!'he bomb! h,~ sald, . pu~s . a portant, "it is not hard to visualize h1gher_ pre_mmm on mal_Iltll.mmg the development of power plants t~e solldan~Y. of t~e U~lted Na- in which nuclear fission will t10ns. "Political 1solat10n and . ., . 'no entangling alliances' in the prov1de the energy. Radio-act1ve future may mean simply freedom substances produced .as byto commit national suicide," he products ?f atomic fiss10n may asserted have med1cal uses, he declared. · . One industrial organization, he Dr. Hen~y De~. Smyth, cha1r- said, already has put "$1,000,000 man . of Prmceton s departmen_t .of at the disposal of its research phys1cs and author of the off1c1al . · . War Department report on the d1~ector for the discovery of ap-atomic bomb; took part in the pllcations of the new force. broadcast at 2:00 p. m. over Sta- Although members of the faculty tion WPAT, Paterson, N.J. Others have broadcast as individuals and on the program, first of a Sunday athletic events have been reported afternoon series called the Prince- play-by-play, ;-.oesterday's p;:og;:am, ton University Preceptorial of the according to Alexander Leitch, Air, were Dr. Hugh S. Taylor, Secretary of the University, was chairman of the department of Princeton's first as an institution. chemistry, and Dr. N. H. Ftirman, The scene was the Woodrow professor of chemistry, both of Wilson Study on the campus. whom worked on the atomic proj-

~ ect, and Professor Roy D. Welch, chairman of the section of music, moderator. 
Dr. Smyth, as a citizen as well as a scientist, believes, he said, that the atomic bomb outlaws the 

" 



Atofu Boffiting : 
'A A . ,. n troc.Ity, i 

Churc.hmenSay , 
t 

Protest Use of Weapon as 1 

'New Low in Inhumanity' i 
and Ask It Be Outlawed l 

~ 

A statement protestir.g use of 
the atomic bomb at Hiroshima and : 
Nagasaki as "reckless and irre- i 
sponsible" and "a new low in in- ( 
humanity" was sent to President ' 
Truman yesterday by a group of : 
churchmen and educators who , 
asked l:.im to "press for commit 
ments by all n~tions outlawing the 1 

atomic bomb ll:nd also war, which 1 has developed the technology of 1 mass destruction." 1 "We believe we have committed . 
an atrocity of a ne'f magnitude," ; 
the statement said. 

1 

Pastors Among Signers 
Among the thirty-four siguers : 

were New York pastors, incluamg 1 the Rev. Dr. George A. Buttrick, i 
of the Madison A venue Presbyter- j 
ian Church; the Rev. Dr. Phillips 

1 Packer Elliott, of the First Pres- 1 byterian Chutch, Brooklyn; John 
Haynes Holmes, of the Community 1 Church of New York; the Rev. 1 John Paul Jones, of the Union . 
Church of Bay Ridge,, Brooklyn, : 
and the Rev. Dr. John Howland ; 
Lathrop, Church of the Saviour, 1 Brooklyn, i 

"This new missile, of 2,000 times i 
the magnitude of our at tacks 1 hitherto, was not used to save our
selves in the extremity of desper- ; 
ation," the statement asserted. 1 "We cannot believe it was even es- , 
sential to the defeat of J apan. I ts 1 reckless and irresponsible employ
ment against an already beaten 
foe will have t o r eceive judgment 
before God and the conscience of 
humankind. It has our unmiti
gated condemnation. . . • 

"We are grateful for the scien
tific achievement that lies behind 
this weapon, and we wish t o see 
the new power reserved .for con
structive civilian use·s. The spirit
ual nature of 1man is challenged to 
achieve this. But if we once legit i
matize use of the atomic bomb for 
enemy destruction no power can 
again bring this new death energy 
within bounds." 

Ask End of Produotlon 
The statement alllo asked the 

President to take Immediate steps 
for discontinuing production of 
atomic bombs. 

Other $lgners included the Rev. 
l;)r. J . Henry Carpenter, of the 
Brooklyn Church and Mission Fed
eration; Oswald Garrison Villard, 
writer, and four members of the 
faculty at Union Theological Sem
inary; the Rev. Walter S. Davison, 
the Rev. Dr. Charles W. Iglehart, 
tha Rev. Dr. Arthur L. Swift jr . 
and the Rev. Dr. Paul E. Scherer, 
former pastor of the Lutheran 
Church of the Holy Trinity. 

I I 

Atom Co~fd , Wind Up 
, Everything~ Says Shaw 

Bll th4 .A.ssoclatea Press. liJl.aking an ounce of uranium ex-
LONDON, Aug. 20. George plode like ' the star. 

Bernard Shaw, in a letter to the "The process, no longer ex
Times of London, suggested today perimental, certainly will be cheap
that "monkey~ng with the atom" ened, and at any moment heavier 
may loose atomic energy which elel:llents than uranium, as much 

- will explode the world into a cloud more explosive than uranium as 
t of stardust and cremate the in- uranium is than gun powder, may 
e habitants with instantaneous be discovered. 
. thoroughness. "Finally like the sorcerer's ap
: "Like the sorcerer's apprentice, prentice, 'we may practice our 
• we may practice our magic with- magic without knowing how to 
r out knowing how to stop it," Mr. stop it, thus fulfilling the prophecy 
1 Shaw wrote. However , he said, of Prospero. In view of our be
; such an outcome "would end a).l havior recently, I cannot pretend 
, our difficulties." to deprecate such a possibility, but 
' Mr. Shaw recalled astronomers' I think it worth mentioning." 

observations of st ars "too small to 
: be vis~ble, which have suddenly Prospero's prophecy, to which 
· burst and blown up, leaving nath- Mr. Shaw refers, may be the speech 
. ing but a cloud of stardu~t called in Act IV Scene 1 of "The T.em-: a nebula. Heat energy llberated , • • . ' : in the explosion is beyond human pest, when Prospero says. 
; comprehension." " ..... These our actors, 

"Apparently what has happened As J foretold you, were all spirits 
: to these stars and may happen to and 
· this earth of ours," he reasoned, Are melted into fLiT, into thin air; 
r "is thll.t the protons with their And, like the baseless fabric o(this r planetary electrons and the heav- vision, 
· ier planetary neutrons- of which The cloud-capp'd towers, the gor-
• their matter is composed, have geous palaces, 

combined and produced a tern-
. perature at whjch the whole star The solemn temples, the great 
' has pulverized and evaporated, and globe itself, 

its inhabitants, if any, have been Yea, all wh,ich it inherit, shall dis-
cremated with instantaneous thor- solve, 
oughness. And, like this insubstantial pag-

"What we have just succeeded eant faded, 
in doing at enormous expense is Leave not a rack behind , • , ·, " 

Sh E • 0 'too small and cool to be visible, ~ 
~ aw · DVlSIOllS which has suddenly burst and • 

· blown up, leaving nothing but a ( 

E th' D • 1cloud of stardust called a nebula. ar S Cffil SC The heat energy liberated in the L 
'explosion is beyond human com-

A Fl • St prehension S affi}flg ar "Appare~1tly what has happened T 
' to these stars, and may happen to ' 

this earth of ours, is that the pro- J ~ 
Likens the Atomic Bomb to tons with their planetary electrons EE 

Sorcerer's Magic Which and the llea~ier, planet-less neu- ~1 
' t rons of wh1ch then· matter 1s c 1 

Amateurs Can' t Control composed have combined and pro- en 
duced a temperature at which the m. 

From tile Herald Tribu11c Bureau whole star has pulverized and 
copyright. 1945, New York Tribune rue. evaporated, and its inhabitants, if 0~. 
LONDON, Ang-. 20. - George any, have been cremated with an dt 

Bernard S_haw believes that with imtantaneous · thoroughness 1m- ~'~ 
the inventwn of the atomlC bomb, possible at Golders Green. 1 

what happens when astronomers "What we have just succeeded of 
suddenly see a new star flame and in doing at enormous expense is gf, 
disappear may happen to the makin an ounce of uranium ex- · 
planet Earth. In a letter to "The plode like a star. The process, no ~r 
Times" today he wrote: longer experimental, will certainly 0~ "Now that we, the human race. be cheapened, and at any moment 
):lave begun monkeying with the heavier elements than uranium, -
atom, may I point out one pos- as much more explosive than 
sible consequence that wmild end uranium as uranium is than gun-
all our difficult ies? powder, may be discovered . 

"For some years past our too few "Fi~ally, like the sorcer~r's ap
astronomers have been reinforced prentlCe, we may pract1ce our 
by a body of amateurs whose magi? without k?o.wing how to 
main activity has been the watcl1- stop 1t, thus ful:fillmg the prophecy 
ing and studying of the variable of P,rospero. 
stars. They have been excited sev- "In view of our behavior recent
e.ral times by the sudden flaming ly, I cannot pretend to deprecate 
up of what they called a new star, such a possibility, but I think it is 
though in fa<ft it is an old star, worth mentioning." 
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ITRUMAN IS URGED 
o TO BAR ATOM BOMB 
s, 

11 

Clergymen In Appeal Condemn <,( 

the Weapon as 'Atroqity 
of New Magnitude' 

~: OWN FUTURE FATE SEEN 
i-

~~ Churchmen Ask That the New 
Power Be Saved for Civilian 

and Constructive ,uses 
s, 

• t. 
tz 
::te 
ht ·Thirty-four clergymen sent to 
in President Truman yesterday an 

appeal that he order immediate 

h
tyt discontinuance of production of 

atomic bombs and that he seek 
m commitments from all nations to 

outlaw not alone the newest wea
o- pon but war itself, which the joint 
. statement described as having 
1r "developed the technology of mass 
!d destruction." 
t- Condemning the atomic bomb as 
~s "an atrocity of a new magnitude," 
). the statement a·sserted that the 
s- use by the United States of the 
ts weapon was even worse than had 
'Y been our earlier "systematic wip-

. ing out of half a.hundred· Japanese 
3 cities" by ordinary bombing. The 
3 clergymen maintained that by 
~ these acts Americans ' had "de-
1 scended step by step to an equally 
1 low level of moral culpability" with 
, the Japanese whom we had con-

demned for the bombing of Chinese 
cities with their civilian popula
tions. 

The statement mentioned that 
• its signers had repeatedly :voiced 
~ condemnation of "obliteration 

aerial bombing." 
, Among the signers were John 
. Haynes Holmes of the Community 
~Church, the Rev. A. J. Muste, co
. secretary of the Fellowship of Rec
. onciliation, and the Rev. John Paul 
. Jones ,f the Union Church of Bay 

Ridge, Brooklyn. 
Doubt It Was Needed 

Use by this country of .. the 
. atomic bomb cannot be excused on 

the ground that it was to ''save 
, ourselves in an extremity ·of des

peration," the statement said. 
"We cannot believe it was even 

essential to the defeat of Japan," 
. the churchmen continued. "Its 
: reckless and irresponsible employ
: ment against an already virtually 
i beaten foe will have to receive 
1 judgment before God and the con
' science of humankind. It has our 
· unmitigated condemn1j.tion. 
1 "Our own future fate is involved 
1 in this wartime use of the atomic 

bomb. We agree with Hanson 
~ Baldwin's comment that we 
; clinched victory in the Pacific, but 
1 we sowed the whirlwind. We may 
1 have to reap not only the whirl
) wind of revenge and retaliation at 
• so colossal a crime as we have 
; committed against other human 
• beings by its indiscriminate use. 
i This very missile may be the in-

strument of our own destruction 
as a natioti. 

"Our President gravely assures 

I. us that the new demon will be 
carefully kept in contt:ol. It this 

' /means that no one else will ever 
obtain the formula or another ef
fective one, or will ever obtain a 

3 specimen bomb, or will ever be,ab.le 
. to visit our shores with one m 
l some future confHct, we must dis
! agree. We have now brought 
, forth the new weapon that the 
; world has been seeking and yet 
! dreadmg. Now we shall have to 
. take the consequences." 
, The churchmen said they were 
· "grateful for the scientific ach.leve
l ment" behind the atomic bomb and 
, that they wished to see the new 

power "reserved for constl'l.lctive 
civilian uses." 

"The spiritual nature of man is 
challenged to achieve this," the 
statement concluded. "But, if once 
we legitimatize use of the atomic 
bomb for enemy destruction, no 
power can again bring this new 
death-energy within bounds." 

Signer!§ Qf Statement 
. Others among the signers, who 
signed only as individuals. were: 

Prof. Roland H. Bainton, Yale 
Divinity School. . . 

The Rev. Dr. A. D. Beittel, )?resi· 
dent, Talladega College, Ala. 

The Rev. Dr. George A. Buttrick. 
Madison Avenue Presbyterian 
Church. 

Prof. Robert F. Calhoun, Yale 
Divinity School: 

The Rev. Dr. J. Henry Carpenter, 
1 Brooklyn Church and Mission Fed

eration. 
Franklin D. Cogswell, secretary, 

Missionary Educatron Movement. 
Rabbi Abraham Cronbach, Hebrew 

Union College, Cincinnati, Ohio. I Prof. Walter F. Davison, ·union 
Theological SemiP-ary. · 

The Rev. Dr. Phillips P. Elliott 
First Presbyterian Church, Brooklyn: 

Mary Farquharson, former mem
ber. Washington State S.enate. 

Prof. Charles Iglehart, Union The-
ological Seminary, 

The Rev. Dr. E. Stanley Jones. 
Prof. Rufus M. Jones. ~ 
The Rev: Dr. Samuel W. Marble, 

Trinity Methodist Church, Denver. 
Alfred D. Moore, Foreign Missions 

Conference of North America . 
The Rev. James Myers, ·Federal 

Council of Churches ·lndustvial De-
partment. · 

Kirby Page, La Habra, Calif. 
~rs. Henry :S:ill Pierce, . ~.ecre.tary, 

Ep1scopal PaC1f1st .Fe~4>>\!'shlJ>. 
Clarence Pickett, executive· secre

tary., American Friends service com
mittee. 

The Rev. Dr. Edwin McNeill Poteat, 
president, Colgate-Rochester Divinity 
School. 

Dorothy M. Roberts.; The Rev. Dr. 
John Nevin Sayre, co-secretary, Fel
lowship of Reconciliation. 

The R ev. Dr. Paul E. Scherer, 
Lutheran Church of the Holy Trinity. 

1 Prof. Walter W. Sikes, Berea Col
lege, Kentucky. 

Prof. Arthur L. Swift Jr., ttnion 
Theological Seminary; The· Rev. Dr. 
Winburn T . Thomas, Studenf Volun-
teer Movement. · 

The R ev. Dr. Ernest Fremont Tit
tle, First Methodist Church, Evan
ston ; Oswald Garrison Vlllard ; The 
Rev. Dr. Theodore D. Walser, secre
tary, N. Y. Fellowship of Reconcilia
tion, and E. Raymond Wilson 
Friends Committee on National Leg~ 
islation. 

SHAW SOUNDS WARNING 

Exploding Atoms May Well Mean 
World's End, Says Savant 

By Wireless to TlU: NEW YOltK TlMES. 

LONDON, Aug. 19-George Ber
nard Shaw, in a letter to the editor 
of The Times of London, which will 

Continued on Page 22, Column 2 
·-

I ~-

TRUMAN IS URGED 
TO BAR ATOM BOMB~ 

Continued From Page 21 

be published tomorrow morning, ~ 
warns that the ultimate conse- i 
quence of exploding atoms may 
well be the exploSion of the world. , 

"Now that we, the human race, 
1 have been monkeying with the , 

atom," he writes, "may I point out ( 
one possible consequence that 
would end all '~ur difficulties? 1 "For some years past our too 
few professional astronomers have ' 
been reinforced by a body of ama
teurs whose main activity is the 
watching and study of variable 
stars. I 

"They have been excited several f 
' times by the sudden flaming up of c 
what they call a new star, though a 
it is, in fact, an old star too small c 
and cool to be visible which has " 
suddenly burst and blown up, leav- t 
ing nothing but a cloud of star 11 
dust called a nebula. The heat 1: 
energy liberated in the explo- t 
sion is beyond human apprehen-

1 sion. * * * 
"What we have ,just succeeded 

in doing, at enormous expense, is E 
making an ounce of uranium ex- , 
.plode like the star. The process, no · 
,longer experimental, will certainly t 
be cheapened; and at any moment 

1 

!
heavier elements than uranium, as . 
much more explosive than <~ranium ' 
as uranium than gunpowder, may 1 
be discovered. , 

"Finally, like a sorcerer' s ap- · 
. prentice, we may practice our ; 
magic without knowing how to , 
stop, it, thus fulfilling the prophecy 
of Prospero. In view of our be- 1 
havior recently, I cannot pretend 
to deprecate such a possibility, bul 
I think it is worth mentioning." 

DOUBTS BOMB SECRECY 

World Harmony Only Safeguard, 
Says One of Inventors 

Special to TKE Nr.w YORK TJMES. 

PRtNCETON, N. J., Aug. 19-
Princeton University today cele
brated the end of the war with .a 
service of thanksgiving in the uni
versity chapel and with a · broad
cast on "The Age of Atomic En
ergy" by three of the Princeton 
scientists who contributed to the 
development of the atomic bomb. 

In the broadcast, Princeton fac
ulty members warned that cooper
ation among nation11 to preserve 
peace is now necessary in a world 
in which it is possible for any na
tion to discover the secret of mak
ing an atomic bomb. 

"We bel~eve it will be impossible 
to keep secret for long the method 
of making the atomic bomb," said ' 
Prof. Henry Dew Smyth, chairman . 
of the Princeton Department of . 
Physics, who is the author of the 
report on the project released by ' 
the War Department. "We know 
that our scientists are ordinary 
people, and we believe that other 
people in other parts of the world 
can eventually do what we have 
done. 

"This Is in truth one world," 
Professor S.myth added. "And to 
avoid annihilation we must to
gether solve the problem of living 
at peace. If men, working to
gether can solve the mysteries of 
the universe, they can also solve 
the ·problem of human relations on 
this planet." 

Prof. Hugh S. Taylor, chairman 
of the Princeton Department of 
Chemistry, and Prof. N .. Howell 
Furman also took part in the 
broadcast, the first in a series 
called "The Prin.ceton Preceptorial 
of the Air" over.,,~tation WPAT, 
Paterson, N. ;r ... every Sunday aft
ernoon at 2 o'clock. Prof Harold H. 
Sprout, political . scientist, was t~ 
fourth member of the radio discus
sion group. 

"If history teaches anything", 
said Professor Sprout, "it is that 
any prolonged attempt to keep the 
secret of atomic power away from 
other peoples can be expected to 
produce bl.!t one result: intensive 
research in the countries excluded 
from the secret, accompained by 
fear and corroding resentment and 
distrust of those who already pos
sess it. The alternative is clear. 
Either we shall have one world 
politically or ,we shall have no 
world at all. 

Later in the afternoon townspeo
ple, undergraduates and faculty 
members united in the service of 
thanksgiving in the university 
chapel, led by Dean Robert R. 
Wicks of the Princeton University 
chapel. 



Atom Bomb May Drive 
lndust(Y uh'-derground 
Too many persons worked. on he said, "so that If war comes, 

the atomic bomb project for the going underground will not be too 
much of a jolt." 

United States and England to keep The government, both federal 

it secret for any length of time, and state, would bear the tremen

Louis Bruchiss, armament expert, dous cost of building and main

declared today. we must, he talning the underground project. 

added begin now to prepare de- Idea Called Aid to Jobs. 
fenses' against its possible use by Mr. Bruchiss foresaw his plan 

futw-e aggressor nations. as the answer to the expected un-

The solution he offers Is for employment problem. 
industry to go underground on an "The project calls for earth 

unprecedented scale never before removal on a tremendous scale," 

envisioned even by Germany, he said. "We already have the 

which took its war works into the necessary equipment, the explo-
bterrane'an depths during world sives and the trained manpower. 

, ~tu II. TJ:?.~ me~ and mat~,rials can be 

Mr. Bruchiss said In the office utillzed Immediately. 
of Aerosphere a,t 370 Lexington Living underground would be ~ar 
Ave. that undergrolll;ld plants were from_ unpleasant: Mr. Bruchiss 

the sole alternative, since it will pr~dJcted, adding· . . 
be impossible for scientists to pro- . Vfe have perfe?ted air condi
~uce weapons that would be 100 tJOnmg and llght~ng, and have 

t ffective against the frozen and dehydlated packaged 
per _cen e foods. People can stay under-
atonuc bomb. ground indefinitely and suffer no 

Work Abroad Recalled. ill effects." 
"Tens of thousands of persons A native of Chicago and a grad

were engaged in the atomic bomb uate of De Paul University and t~e 

j t, he stated "and it is Armour Institute, Mr. B~uchiss lS I 
pro ec • ' ' a specialist on automatic engine 

known that many other countries controls for aircraft, similar to the 

were working on it before It was automatic controls which motivlate 

perfected by us. jet bombs and rocket projectiles. 

"The atomic bomb is now 

1 

He is editor of the engines section 1 
known by its elements to ~ great of Aerosphere, International avia

many people. The composite In- tion authority. 
formation gives away its secret. · . -----==--=:: · 
Now that the war is over the 
people who worked on the atomic 
bomb are bound to talk. Other 
nations . will go to great pains to 
get the information, legitimately 
or illegitimately. There is no 
doubt but that they will get it in 
time." 

Churchill Speech
11

,, By Eleanor Roosevelt 

The scientist declared that a 
great deal about the atomic bomb 
was learned from Its effects and 
from the type of plant in which 
it was made. 

"All the information published 
prior to 1940 went into its 
making," he said In defense of his 
statement that it could not be 
kept secret. "Even without the 
war the atomic bomb would have 
been discovered in time." 

Ground Resistance Cited. 
Mr. Bruchiss said he based his 

&uggestion that Industry go under
ground on the fact that every 
force in nature seeks the path of 
least resistance. 

He said that tests and results of 
the atomic bombs used on Jap
a!lese cities proved that Its major 
effects were on the sw-face of the 
earth. 

"The atomic bomb," he said, 
''blasted craters, but they were of 
no great importance. No projectile 
can penetrate the earth for any 
great distance. The earth has 
great resisting power. Great 
damage can be caused to Its sur
face but not to its Interior." 

The Bruchiss plan calls for 
construction of factories and 
transportation facilities beneath 
existing natural resources. 

For Plants Under Mountains. 
"They would be built," he ex

plained, "under mountains, for, no 
matter how destructive the atomic 
bomb, it would not tear away a 
mountainside." 

He does not visualize the popu
lace turning into human moles. 

His program would put 25 to 30 
per cent of our vital industries 
underground, under military con
trol. 

"A certain percentage of the 
people will work in these under
ground plants and become ac
customed to underground living," 

SUNDAY.-! hope everyone in this country into the war In the Pacific. Anyone knowing 

read with extreme care the full text of former transportation conditions on the Trans-Siberian 

Prime Minister Churchill's speech in Commons railroad knew without being told. that this three

Aug. 16. He told us things we month period would be a necessity. But the point 

:fteed to remember. He and Is that Mr. Stalin gave his word and kept it. I 

President Truman learned of the have been told that it was given as far back as 

success of the atomic bomb in the conference in Tehran. That i~ a fact we must 

Potsdam. They made the neces- remember. 
sary military decisions and com- One cannot help but be glad that we will have 

municated to Premier Stalin the the strong voice and courage of Mr. Churchill as 

news that this new explosive leader of the opposition in Great Britain. It will 

could be used to bring about be a loyal and straightforward opposition, and that 

peace. Full knowledge remains is healthy and good for any country. This Is es

with us in the United States pecially so where one party is advocating new Ideas 

alone, and, added Mr. Churchill and new methods, for clear-thinking opposition 

in words I hope we will remem- will force better thinking on the government In 

ber: "I reJmce that this is so. Let them (the power. The situation in Great Britain is a very 

United States) ac_t.,...'tlp to the level of their power clear-cut situation. and many of us understand 

and responsibility, not for themselves but for ~tll well why the British people-in spite of their un

men in all lands, and then a. brighter day may diminished devotion, affection and never-ending 

aa'l'.rn in human history." gratitude to former Prime Minister Churchill-

That is a pretty heavy burden, and one placed still felt thJI.t the peacetime problems would be 

upon us not alone by the former Prime Minister. more effectively met by the Labor government. 

It was placed with us when the scientists working • • • 1 

in our country, as well as the availability of our We, here, have the same fundamental problems I 

great resources. made my husband decide that we to meet, but our political situation Is different. The I 
should carry on this research to Its ultimate con- forces In opposition to each other here are not as 

elusion. clearly visible to the average citizen. In the com

• • • 
We must note and remember, also, Mr. Church

ill's forthright statement that Premier Stalin had 

made it clear a long time ago that three months 
after the close of the war In Europe he would be 
able to throw the might of the Soviet Republics 

ing months we will have to devote more time to 
knowing our representatives as Individuals, regard
less of their party labels. We will have to make 
up our minds which are the men who are leading 
us in the way that we feel will be most eftective 
for our peacetime life as the greatest and most 
powerful nation In the world. 
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Big Business Gets Inside Track on Atoin Power 
Liberal Forces, Peacetime Agencies 

Squeezed Out by Conservatives 
By ALEXANDER H. UHL 

Wash.ington Bureau 
WASHINGTON, Aug. 21.-A basic fight for the peacetime control and use of atomic energy-in which the American people have at least a $2,000,000,000 stake-is steadily coming to a head in Washington. Thus far there is every indication that the recommendations to be made to Congress next month are shaping up strongly on the big business side . .---.-------------

Two things are clear: but also extremely conservative, 1[ That the proposea legislation men. 
is being drawn by men who are It includes Secretaries Stimson extremely conservative and are far and Byrnes, former Navy Under closer to the big corporation view- Secreary Ralph A. Bard, Dr. Vanpoint than they are to the public. never Bush of the Carnegie Insti-1[ That the liberal forces in Wash- tution of Washington, Dr James ington-Wallace and Ickes, for B. Conant, president of Harvard; example-are almost entirely on the Dr. Karl T. Compton of Massachuoutside looking in, without having setts Institute of Technology, and any influence on what is to be pro- George L. Harrison, president of t. posed to Congress. the New York Life Insurance Co. 

Truman's Plan Wallace Ignored 
Yesterday Elbert Thomas (D., There are no signs that any of Utah), chairn1an of the Senate the normal peactime official agenMilitary Affairs Committee, re- cies have been given much chance vealed that he to say what they think about the would intmduce future of atomic energy. 

I 1 There is the Interior Dept., now egis ation now headed by Secretary Ickes, with its being prepared responsibility to conserve and de-by the W a r 1 · 1 Dept. w h i c b ve op our nationa resources-mines, will cover both petroleum, fuels, power. And there is Wallace's Dept. of Commerce, w.ar and peace- whose main 1'ob is to promote in-tifne uses of dustry and whose agencies include atomic energy. the Patent Office and the Bureau of The bill prob- Standards. 
ably will be in- It is known that Secretary W al-· ·~oduced after a s Th ... en. omas lace is deeply interested in peace-special message d 1 f ~ l:ly President Truman IJroposing time eve opme~t o atomic energy . t Government control but thus far b~sn ~ had muc;1 chance petmanllen f . -to express hts views on It. over a phases o atomtc energy Wh t tr d th d 1 · 1 d 1 a en e propose egts a-eve opment. . tion will take is as yet unrevealed. To w~at extent that cor:trol ':ill The complexion of the interim comhe. exercised, whether ato~tc enetgy mittee gives some idea. The role w~l be held under Pll;hhc owner- played by Dr. Bush also must be sh1p~ whe~er sma~ busmess as w~ll ·considered. He is a powerful figure as btg busmess wtll be able to util- on the committee and his thinking ize it, are by no m~ans clear. was pretty well revealed in his re-Sen. T~om~s satd that the. pro- cent report as director of the Office posed legtsla.tton, whose detatls .he of Scientific Research and Developwould. not dtscuss, would .estab~sh ment. His views on patent policy a NatiOnal. control body mcludmg are revelant, for they reveal a representatives of. ~t~te, W~r ~nd bent against public ownership. Navy Depts. ciVihan sctentists H h 'd . ' e as sat : teclmteal personnel and representa- "Tb f th N ti 1 tives of other civilian agencies. R ehsFuccesds ti~ e aillodna esearc oun a on . . . w e-Thomas Position pend to a very large degree upoll 

the co-operation of organizations 
outside the Government. . . . The 
public interest will normally be 
adequately protected if the Gov
ernment receives a royalty-free 
license for governmental purposes 
under any patents resulting frorr. 
work financed by the foundation.! 
There should . . . certainly not be 
any absolute requirement that aL 
rights in such discoveries be as-1 
signed to the Government." 

His own position he described 
as follows: 

"Whatever course the law takes, 
you may be sure of one thing. 'J!le 
discovery of the secret releasmg 
atomic energy was made with the 
money of the American people, it 
belongs to all the Amedcan people, 
and it must be used for the benefit 
of all the American people." 

Which makes good sense. But 
a careful study of what has been 
happening would indicate that 
there is going to be a wide diversity 
i11 opinion as to how the American 
people should benefit by ·the dis
covery. And when it ?omes tc .~at, 
it is very clear that hberal opm10n 
has been pretty well squeezed out. 

The report now being prepared 
for submission to President Tru
man-and it is understood that he 
is going to scrutinize it carefully
is being prepared in the War Dept. 
It is being prepared by an interim 
committee which is made up almost 
entirely of extremely able and fine, 

The original policy group ap- I 
pointed by President Rqosevelt in- 1 

eluded Wallace, then Vice-Presi
dent; Secretary Stimson, Gen.j 
George C. Marshall, Dr. Conant 
and Dr. Bush. This group recom
mended a great expansion of the 
experimentation in progress in 1942 
and a military policy committee was 
then appointed. Dr. Conant and 
Dr. Bush went to this committee, 
but Wallace disarpears from view. 
Wallace won't talk, but the ines
capable conclusion is that he was 
pretty thoroughly squeezed out. 

j 
The Gallup Poll: 

Atomic Bomh Use Favored 
BIJ Per Cent Approve It in War ~ 

By GEORGE GALLUP, 
Director, American Institute ot Public Opinion. 

~ ?dd twist in public thinking comes to light as a result of quest10rung people throughout the nation on the use of the atomic bomb against Japanese cities. •-------.:.:..:__:_:_:.:.:.::._.==::=.:: 
The public, which during the r unwilling to approve the use of entire penod of the war was found -poison gas against the Japanese, ~ mdorses overwhelmingly the use 

Doom of Monetary Gold .. i 
Seen in Atomic Advances 1 

By The United Press. 
SANTIAGO, Chile, Aug. 20-

The end of gold as a monetary 
reserve was forecast today by 
British and American mining ex
perts here as a result of the re
cent advances in atomic research 
that culminated in the atomic 
bomb. 

"Gold can be made from mer
cury now, at a prohibitive price, 
but by splitting the atom the 
process becomes much easier and 
perhaps economic," Thomas C. 
Peddar, British mining engineer, 
said. 

"It-can also be made from lead 
by rearranging the electronic 
structure, now feasible by the 
new discovery," another mining 
man added. "IJ'hus the ancient 
alchemists' dream comes true." 

"Everything depends on con
trol of the atomic energy used 
in the process. It the rate at 
which the energy is released is 
excessive, the gold product thus 
obtained would be destroyed 
either by heat or explosion," Paul 
Miller, veteran American nitrate 
expert, commented. 

"Gold may become the cheap
est thing in the world. It is the 
end of gold as a currency me• 
dium," a Chilean chemist said. 

of the devastating atomic bomb. 

t 
The opinion is the same in every 

major part of the country, among 
both men and women, all age 
groups and all educational levels. 

• • • 
The question: 
"Do you approve or disapprove 

of using the new atomic bomb on 
Japanese cities?'' 

Approve 85% 
Disapprove 10 
No opinion 5 

The Q.Uestion dealing with the 
use of poison gas was asked before 
the atomic bomb was used: 

"Would you favor or oppose t using poison gas against the J ap
anese if doing so would reduce the 
number of American soldiers who 
are killed and Wounded?" 

Favor using gas-- 40% # 

Opposed 49 
No opinion 11 • • * 

The amazing unanimity of opin
ion on the question concerning use 
of the atomic bomb is shown in 
the following tables, giving the 
vote among the various major 
groups: 

APProve 
Use 

Atomia 
Ages. .Bomb 

' 21-29 -,----86% 30-49 ___ 85 
50 and over_83 
Sex. 
Men ___ 86% 
Women __ 83 
Educa.tlon. 
College __ 90% 
High schooL86 
Elementary 

school or 

Dlsap,p. 
Use 

Atomic 
Bomb 
10% 
10 
10 

9% 
11 

7% 
·11 

No 
()pin. 

4% · 
5 
7 

5% 
6 

3% 
3 

less __ 83 10 7 
The :reason given most com· 

monjy ~Y peOI?le for opposing the. 
llSe Qf ~oi§ol;} RltS was the feaT of 
reta:ll!l1fiions in kind. 

• 

.. 
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Power and Control in the Atomic Age: Ill 

The A tomic Bomb and 
This is the last of three articles on wliat 

the atomic bomb will mean for world poli
tics and economics, what effects it may have 
on the theory and practice of power, and 
how its use can be controlled and kept from 
destroying the world. 

I end with some notes on the atomic 
bomb and the human heart. 

There are many who feel that the 
bomb is Satan's missile, should never 
have been invented; and, when invented, 
should never have been used; and, now 
used, should be erased forever from the 
human eye and mind. There is no ques
tion that it is a terrible thing to wipe 
out whole cities at a time. But war is 
a terrible thing in itself, and the ex .. 
pansion of its technology is limitless
as Gen. Amold's most recent cc.talog of 
our war weapons reveals. Once you set 
your will on killing people, all the glories 
of science become the servants of the 
Devil. 

Hating the Instrument 
What differs then Is not so much the 

mechanism as the spirit in which it is 
used. If it is used-as the Germans used 
the human fumace, or as some Ameri
cans wanted us to use poison gas-out 
of hatred and sadism, it brutalizes the 
1ser. If it be used, as I think we used 
·he atom bomb, to end the war quickly, 
md with a loathing for its need, then the 
1eart that uses it may be salvageable. 
fhe crucial difference is between the 
hatred for the civilians and the children 
you kill and the hatred for the instru
ment you use to kill them; between joy 
at their death and joy at the end of 
killing that follows upon the breaking 
of the enemy's will. 

But even at best-and what a pitiable 
best it is-the whole business is messy. 
The ethics of the atomic bomb is like 
the ethics of all war. It is the ethics of 
mass killing. While mass killing is some
times made necessary, nothing can ever 
make it civilized. But that is what hap
pens when the logic of science is added 
to the logic of intemational anarchy. 
"A new anguish," says Combat, the best 
of the Paris newspapers, "has been added 
to the burdens of humanity." 

The Evil in Man 
It is an anguish not because atomic 

energy is in itself evil, but because man 
has evil in him. We learned in the case 
of the Germans (as I have written in 
these columns before) how far that evil 
can go in man, once it is unleashed in 
a society. Given that evil, every so-called 
advance in the science of war becomes 
a more repellent Gorgon-head to freeze 
us to stone as we contemplate its pros
pects. We must recognize that the po
tential evil is not absent from us, and 
that our society too can break down and 
the barriers be swept away that stand 
between us and the torrential stream of 
the inhuman. Given the atomic bomb, 
power can become more evil power than 
ever; evil can become more powerful 
evil than ever. 

It would be foolish, however, to for
get that there is a fascination for us in 
what the atomic bomb can do. In a world 
which seems to have lost the religion
creating faculty, science has bec?n,te a 
new kind of religion for the milhons. 
Men trust in it to lead them into new 

pastures, to prepare their table, to make 
their cup of plenty run over. They look 
to it for miracles. 

Henry Adams stood in a medieval 
cathedral in France and saw with a B.:> .>h 
of insight that its modern Amer .:an 
counterpart is the dynamo. But the age 
of electric energy is now being replaced 
by the age of atomic energy, the dynamo 
by the cyclob'on. Science has become a 
t:igger that sets off the limitless unravel
ing process of pent-up force. Mankind 
comes full-turn back to the sun again, the 
source of energy; and we become agam, 
as savages were in humanity's dawn, wor
shipers of the sun's energy. 

Miracles of Science 
We talk of the miracles that atomic 

energy may perform in our economy: of 
what we have come to call, ha.f in deri
sion and half in awe, "that wonderful 
postwar world." Even the death and ter
ror that are packed in the bomb do not 
destroy men's faith in science as a reli
gion. For is it not proof of a God's power 
that He should be able to sn·ike with 
thunder and fire and pestilence when 
His anger is aroused? 

Here, then, is where we have come 
to. Man, who has boasted of his mastery 
over Nature, has now mastered it so com
pletely that he can turn its complete 
violence against-himself. Nature has 
yielded up its inmost secret-the tension 
that lies within the sn·ucture of matter 
itself. Nor shall we begin to mec.sure the 
full consequences of this fact for dec
ades. 

We cannot ilinch from it. Atomic en
ergy, like other aspects of our ti~e, is 
the logical development of centunes of 
thought and effort, of our whole scien-

the Human Heart 
Copyright, 1945, The Newspoper PM, 

PARDON ME .. COUlD 
I BORROW A CUP 
. OF U·235? 

ti£ic heritr.ge. Now it is here, we can no 
more retreat from it as a fact of our tech
nology than we can retreat from power 
and the state as facts of our political life. 
The only question about it, as about so 
many other facts of om time, is whethe1· 
we shall be its victims or its masters. 

We shall have to learn how to control 
the powerful evil-the evil power-that 
is in it. 

The War Dept. talks now of setting 
up a new Control Board (see page 3). 
If it is anything like the present interim 
board it will be made up of big sol
diers, big scientists and big businessmen. 
None of these groups has the insight 
needed to control with any wisdom the 
terrible destructive force of the atomic 

• 

bomb. All of them have been trained 
in making or destroying things, or in 
making profit from production or de
struction. None of them has been n·ained 
into turning power and potential evil 
into humanist channels. 

Such a board will not be adequate 
unless its personnel is transformed. Even 
then it will not be adequate so long as 
it is only American, and not international. 
Atomic power cannot be nationalist and 
it cannot be capitalist. It must be a: 
monopoly of the world which is other
wise its potential victim, and its con
trollers must be as broad as the humanity 
which alone can master it. 

-.MAx LERNER 
(Copyrigllt,1945, by Tile' 'ew.spapcr PM, Inc.) 

Texas Scientist Urges Wide Research 
Dr. George W. Watt, associate professor 

of chemistry at the University of Texas, 
and one of thr 1 men on the Manhattan 
Project which helped develop the atomic 
bomb, has is u~ a statement with rather 
startling implicdj l-ons. Dr. Watt proposes: 

11 That scientists recognize their obliga
tion to turn thes\ pectacular discoveries on 
atomic power td constructive use. 

11 That scientists recognize a new de
gree of social relponsibility for more active 
participation in l governmental and public 
affairs. . 

11 That scienti ts not retire to their lab
oratories and leave the future in the hands 
of politicians. 

11 That the public must insist that the 
government finance an adequate co-opera
tive research organization to carry on 
atomic and all other kinds of scientific re
search. 

~ That this organizatiou should have 
$10,000,000 for atomic research alone in 

the next 10 years. 
Dr. Watt makes big claims for science, 

and backs them up with the proof of the 
atomic bomb. 

"Five yenrs ago, the utilization of atomic 
energy was deemed to be impossible or 
at least highly improbable," he said. ''The 
co-operative effm:ts of physicists, chemists, 
engineers and other dentists in allied fields 
have demonsb·ated that under uitable 
conditions the 'impossible' of yesterday can 
become the accomplished fact of today. 

"Just how rapidly the application of 
atomic energy to modern indusby becomes 
a reality is largely for the public to decide. 

"If a few atomic bombs can end a glob.1l 
war, humanity has fallen heir to tl1e world's 
greatest bargain at the reported price of 
$2,000,000,000. The important fact is that, 
when given adequate finnncial support and 
freedom from interfCJ·ence by selfish inter· 
ests, modern science can do just about 
whatever needs to be done." 

Entered u Second CJasa Matter, Post Offfce. N. Y" N. 1f 
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Nagasaki a Desert After Atomic Bomb 
Bv the Un i ted Preu. away, where fartflhouses are Tokyo said a photographer who The enemy broadcast was re-

SAN FRANCISCO, Aug . . 21.- either crushed down or the roofs rushed to Nagasaki immediately ported by the FCC. 
Tokyo radi6 said today that the torn asunder." after the raid found it a "dead Another broadcast said the ter-
second atomic bomb dropped on The bomb was dropped on city." rific white heat of the bomb blast 
Japan turned Nagasaki into a Nagasaki, arsenal and naval base "All areas literally were razed burned many inhabitants of Na
desert of rubble and even crushed city on western Kyusnu, by a to the ground," the photographer gasaki to death. 
farmhouses 10 miles distant. s1ngle superfortress Aug. 9, Tokyo said. "Onl-y a few buildings are "The exposed portions of their 

A photograph of the center of time, three days after the first left, standing conspicuously from bodies wel·e burned pitch black," 
the city published in the Tokyo atomic bomb fell on Hiroshima. the ashes. The st eel framework the broadcast said. "Even those 
newspaper Mainichi shows nothing Strategic air force headquarters of a factory was hurled down ,by who were far from the scene of 
but rubble "as far as the eyes in the Pacific said the bomb used the terrific blast of the bomb. the atomic bomb suffered scalds 
could see," the enemy broadcast against Nagasaki was of such im- "The toll of the population was on exposed parts of the bodies. 
said. proved design and power that it great, and even the few survivors "Many persons who saw the 

A second picture was said to made the one dropped on H!ro- have not escaped some kmd of flash of the bomb explosion found 1 reveal "the tragic scene 10 miles shima obsolete. injury." -· themselves unable to see the ne~t 

Atom Casualties Total 

.~~ .. ~~, .. Million, ~~~~e~~~ys 
SAN FRANCISCO. Aug. 22. - • . 

The world's first atomic bomb ex- -
Pl?ded. more than a quarter of a Delayed A-Bomb Deaths 
~Ile high over Hiroshima, releas- Of 
mg terrific whirlpools of energy Japs Expfain1ed 
whose immediate effects were felt ~ HOWARD w. BLAKESLEE 
!~fd lfod~;~utes, a Jap technician Associated Press Science Edito;, 

Jap br?adcasts later said atom The Japs who were reported to-
bomb ra1ds on Hiroshima and day 'by Tokyo radio to have died • 
N':"g~a~ had cost nearly a half my t · 1 
million casualties and sufferers" s tnous Y a few days after the 
an~ leveled buildings within a atonuc bomb blasts probably were 
radms of 10 miles. victims of a phenomenon which is 

No Shelter Possible. well known in radiation labora-
Sutezo Torii, technician for Jap tories. 

Imperial Defense General Head-
quarters, in a survey of the :re- They died from the after-eHects 
sults of the Hiroshima bomb of rays created by the eX!IJlosion. 
broadcast over Tokyo radio and Two kinds of burns were made 
recorded here by the United Press by these rays. One is the gamma 
de~,cribed the bomb's explosion a~ 
a monstrous spectacle." He said ray, or X-l·ay, familiar to phy-
the bomb was dropped by para- sic~arts. 
chutes. More likely as the cause of the 

T~rii said it was impossible to delayed Jap deaths are the effects 
?btam shelter behind solid bUlld- of a dif<ferent kind of rays, those 
mgs within the bomb's effective 
range. which are made by a stream of 

Torii returned to Tokyo yester- conc~ntrated neutrons. 
day, the broadcast said with This sort of ray has been pro-
"numerou.s data." ' duc.ed by a cyclotron. It is visible. 

A Superfort he said on A It 1s about five feet long, a few 
over Hiroshuna, dropp'ed a ~:mg mche~ in diamet.er, its .color a pale, 
from an altitude of 25 000 f t d electrlc blue. This ray IS considered 
turned west. By the ti~~ ~~ prob17bly almost instantly lethal. 
bomb exploded the plane e Anunals were exposed to neu-
about eight miles from the P~~ tthron ray~, m~ch less concentrated 
it released the missile . -an . this Plcturesque laboratory 

"Three apparatuses' attach f exhibit .. The concentration of neu-
the parachute after the bom~d to I trans glVen the animals was like 
ploded fell on the ground n thex- the concentrations that might ap
the target area" the aecounotr !odf pear mome~tarlly ln the explosion 

"Th • sa · of the atomic bombs ere were approxl.m.atel . . : f secon~ between the tim/ 100 The ammals died m a few days. 
atomic bomb dropped and the .the Th~y were .not apparently much 
it exploded. After the ara ~nne haimed at flrst. They died because 
opened it is estimated there cw~~e the neutron r~ys had destroyed a 
ap,ProxlllUI,tely 60 seconds be!or! lot of their white blood corpuscles. 
the bomb eXploded. . 

Circular Heat Waves 
"When the atomic bo~b ex

Ploded there was seen a !lash and 
white smoke, which gradually 
formed into a cumulus. 

"Persons on the ground, who 
witnessed this monstt·ous spect~cle 
Said when the atomic bomb ex
ploded they saw ripples of circular 
heat rays. The waves are believed 
to have continued for approxi
mately two seconds. 

"Explosive pressure after the 
blast," Torii declared, was "felt for 
a considerable length of time." 

Without elaborating, he added 
that "there are about 10 minutes 
between the time houses are de
stroyed and the time they first 
catch fire.'' 

T h e s e c o n d atomic bomb 
dropped Aug. 8 on Nagasaki took ! 
a toll of "more than 10 000 persons l 
ldlled, more than 20,000 wounded l 
and more than 90,000 rendered l 
h~~eless in the city," Tokyo said. · 

Furthermore, many persons are 
dYing daily from burns sustained 
during the course of the raids." · 

More than 60,000 were killed in I 
Hiroshima Aug. 6, Tokyo said and . 
''the number of dead are· m~unt- i 
ing as many of those who received I 
burns cannot survive their wounds 
because of the effects the atomic 
bomb produce on the human /1 
body.'' 

"Even those who received minor 1 

burns," one broadcast asserted 1 

''loo'(ed Quite healthy at first, only ! 
to weaken after a few <lays for 
some unknown reason and !re- , 
OllPUtly died." . 

day because of injuries to thelr 
eyes." 

I 

30,000 'Died After 
Hiroshima Atomic 
Blast, Japs Say 

Death T off Doubled 
During 14 Days 
Following Attack 

By the Associated Pres•. 

The Tokyo radio said today that 
radioactivity in Hiroshima, blasted 
by an atomic bomb, was taking a 
mounting death toll weeks after 
the attack, and that in the 14 
days following the raid the death 
toll mounted from 30,000 to 60,-
000. 

[The bomb "instantly crushed 
90 per cent of the houses in the 
city, according to Jap broadcasts 
heard by the United Press. J 

The broadcast, recorded by the 
Associated Press, said Jap soldiers 
working in the area on reconstruc
tion a week after the attack were 
found to have severely diminished 
quantities of red and white 
corpuscles. 

Investigations in the city showed 
"radioactivity caused by the fission 
of uranium used in the atomic 
bombs is taking a toll of mounting 
deaths, and moreover is causing 
persons en&aged in reconstruction 
work in Hiroshima to suffer from 
various sicknesses and ill health." 

Bid for Sympathy. 
Tokyo broadcasts have been re

ferring repeatedly to the atomic 
bomb raids on Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki, possibly in a bid for 
world sympathy. 

The broadcast said: 
"Although the war has ended, 

the spectre of death hangs over 
the remaining citizens of Hiro
shima. In an investigation made 
three days after the atomic bomb 
ll.it Hiroshima, it was reported 
t,fiere were 30,000 dead and 160,-
000 injured out of a total popula
tion of 250,000. Two weeks after
ward the death toll had mounted 1 

to 60,000 and it is continuing to 
rise. 

"The majority of the injured ( 
persons received burns from pow-

1 
. 

erful ultra-violet rays from the < 
atomic bombs, and those within 
a two-kilometer U%-mile) radius c 
from the center of the bomb ex
plosion received burns two•or three 
tim as. 

Burned Without Heat. 1 
''Those withln three to four 1 

kilometers Cabout two miles) radius 
of the bomb received burns to 
the extent that their skin turned 
bright red, but as these burns 
were caused by ultra-violet rays 
they hardly felt the heat at that 1 
time. Two hours later, however, 

-blisters formed, resulting in dropsy. s 
"Although abundant medical 1 

supplies weTe rushed to the scene I 
of the disaster and treatll).ent was ~ 
unsparingly given the victims, the < 
death list continued to grow daily. 1 
It is recalled that following the < 
atomic bomb raid on Hiroshima 
an American radio broadcast 
said Hiroshima had been turned 
into a place where living creatures ( 
cannot eXist for 75 years. It added s 

U. S.1 SOVIET SEEN 
LEADING IN SCIENCE 

1
or. Langmuir Predicts Full 

Cooperation in Showing 
Program t o World , 

} '··r- ~ ~ 

Predicting that Russia and the 
United States would jointly lead l 
the world in the development of 
science, Dr. Irving Langmuir of 
the General Electric Company 
said last night that his recent visit 
to the scientific congress in 
Moscow had convin<;ed him that 
cooperation with the Russian 
people would be easy. 

Three hundred scientists at
tended a reception last night in 
the Men's Faculty Club of Co
lumbia University, under the 
auspices of the American-Soviet 
Science Society, honoring Dr. 
Langmuir and five other members 
of the American delegation of six
teen that attended the congress. 
All six praised the hospitality they 
had received and urged fuller ex
change of information between the 
two countries. 

Dr. Langmuir said that the thing 
that interested him most in Russia 
was the amount of work that was1 
being done in pure science, without 
regard to its practical application. 

I He said that he hoped Russian 
scie.1tists would visit this country 
and that he was certain that they 
would not make any effort to "go 
prying around for information 
they ape not entitled to." 

1 Prof. Harlow Shapley, Harvard 
astronomer, revealed that while in 
Moscow he and two other members 
of the American delegation had 
attended one session of the trial 
of the sixteen Polish officers. He 
said that it was "the most inter
esting, fair and open court pro
ceeding I have ever seen, and I 
have seen many of them." He 
scoffed at the possibility that the 
confessions made in open court 
could have been extorted. 

Dr. Shapley said that the Rus
sians were building the future of 
their country on a scientific ba-sis, 
while he contended that in this 
country science occupied merely a 
"peripheral" place in the national 
life. He said that in a competitive 
world the United States must rec
ognize the need for Government 
support of scientific research . 

Dr. Detlev W. Bronk of the 
University of Pennsylvania said 

1 
that the competition of Russian, 
science should prove a stimulus to I 
American scientific progress. He 
called for acceptance of mutual 
honest criticism by the two coun
tries. He said he was convinced 
there was a basis for real and last
ing friendship between the two 
nations "if only we can be cour
ageous enough not to deceive our
selves." 

Dr. Jacob Heiman, cancer re
search specialist; Dr. Arthur Up
ham Pope of the Iranian Institute, 
and Dr. Arpad L. Nadai of the 
Westinghouse Laboratory also 
spoke. Dr. Leslie C. Dunn of Co
lumbia University, chairman of the 
American-Soviet Science Society, 
m·esirl~>rl 

that to send scientists to investi
gate the damage caused by the l 

' atomic bomb would be suicidal." < ________________ ;1~--------~~----~~========================~------------------------------------------------~ 
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They Gan't Believe It 
The thirty-four estimable pastors and 

educators who signed the message to 
President Truman protesting the use of 
the atomic bomb were giving a tragically 
perfect demonstration of one of the most 
alarming of the bomb's implications. The 
atomic bomb is a terrible triumph of the 
physical sciences which presents an imme
diate and overwhelming challenge to all 
our resources of politics and morals. And 
what do our best resources of politics and 
mo.~;als have to offer? Among other things, 
this foolishly sentimental outburst-an 
eloquent expression of fear, horror, sur
prise, revulsion and similar violent emo
tions, but virtually meaningless as a state
ment of the facts and worse than useless 
as a guide to the action demanded of us. 

To cite examples: The message begs 
the President to press for international 
commitments "outlawing the atomic bomb 
and also war." If the signers had reversed 
the phrase and demanded the "outlawry 
of war and also the atomic bomb" one 
could have respected their intellectual 
clarity. As it is, one is left to assume that 
1f the bomb is "outlawed"-whatever good 
that would do in practice-they are willing 
to track along with all the illimitable horror 
and suffering of war itself. Only get rid 
of the new and dramatic and upsetting 
manifestation of the disease, and they will 
accept the routine agonies of the disease 
as the world has known it. 

The message also announces that "we 
cannot believe [the atomic bomb] was even 
essential to the defeat of Japan. Its reck
less and irresponsible employment again~t 
an already beaten foe will have to receive 
judgment before God." How do they know 
the foe was already beaten? Only because 
they "cannot believe" otherwise. Because 
they "cannot believe" the contrary, it must 
be so. Human history is littered with the 
disastrous wrecks of such convictions. The 
Japanese followed their god-emperor to 
w:orld conquest because they were simply 
incapable of believing that Hirohito was 
not the direct descendant of the Sun God
dess. Unfortunately for the Japanese and 
for the world, however, that incapacity did 
not establish the fact. 

For the men who developed this bomb it 
was not enough simply to refuse to believe 
that the effect would be terrible, or to re
fuse to believe that the radioactive energies 
developed in manufacture would be danger
ous, or to refuse to believe in the possibilit:9 
of exploding the earth by an uncontrolled 
reaction. They may not have liked to be
lieve any of these things-some, indeed, are 
reported to have hoped that their experi
ments would fail-but they had to believe 
the facts and to take the necessary pre
cautions against them. Perhaps they 
"could not believe" that workers would be 
injured by the radiation, but all the same 
they had to calculate the likelihood to the 
last decimal and build the defenses of lead 
and concrete and what-not to the calculated 
strength beforehand. That is the method 
of science. One can only contrast it with 
the method of these churchmen and edu
cators. 

The lesson seems very plain; and it seems 
to be that the churchmen and educators
not to mention the politicians and inter
national lawyers and editorial writers and 
I!Oldiers and many others-will have to do 
a great deal better than they have done 
~ the past if they are to meet the chal
lenge which science has starkly presented 
to them. 
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M. P.'S RAISE ISSUE 
ON ATOMIC BO 

British Laborites Ask World 
Control, Challenging Attlee 

and Churchill on Plans 

By SYDNEY GRUSON 
BJ Wireless to Tm Nzw YOitK Tau:s . 

LONDON, Aug. 21-A group of 
Labor members in the House of 
Commons challenged the British 
Government tonight over its pol
icy on the atomic bomb by filing 
a motion calling for an interna-l 
tiona! organization to control the 
new weapon, after Prime Minister! 
''-''"'"'·'"''" R. Attlee had announced 

an advisory committee under 
Sir John Anderson would aid the 
Government in dealing with ques

raised by American-British 
jpc•ss«~ss.ion of the secret of atomic 
fission . 

The motion brought to the fore I 
sharp division of opinior.. in Brit

over the issue of locking up 
atomic bomb secrets with the 

States Government as sug
gested by Former Prime Minister 
Winston Churchill, or sharing them 
with other United Nations. 

t -l l. - 4 ;)-

Army's Atom Splitters : 
I Get Own Shoulder Patch 

Special to THE NEW YORK Tnu.s. 

WASHINGTON, Aug. 21-The 
Army's atom- splitters, who 
worked so long in anonymity, 
have received a special shoulder 
patch in recognition of their his
toric accomplishment, it was 
learned today. 

Maj. Gen. Leslie R. Groves, 
who directed the secret project, 
was displaying at his headquar
ters today the first of the dis
tinctive patches seen in Wash
ington. The device principally is 
the star of the Army Services 
Forces, encircled by a large ques
tion mark. 

The dot under the question 
mark represents a globular ob
ject in the process of splitting. 
It is supposed to represent the 
atom being split, but authorities 
gave solemn assurances that the 
symbol betrayed no "military se
crets.'' 

The patch was authorized by 
the Secretary of War and may 
be worn by everyone attached to 
the once secret Manhattan Engi
neering District, which takes in 
installations in Tennessee, New 
Mexico and the State of Wash
ington, and headquarters in this 
city. 

The motion, drawn up by Capt. I 
Raymond Blackburn, will be of- the Treasury; Sir Edward Apple-! 
fere~ as an amend~ent to another ton, director of the Department of 
mot10n bJ7 Fo~e1gn Secretary Scientific and Industrial Research; I 
Ernest Bevm askmg the House of Sir Henry Dale, president of the 
Cor:n~oll:s tomorrow . to app~ove Royal Society; Prof. P. M. S. 
ratif1cat10n of the Umted Nat10ns Blackett, Sir James Chadwick and 
Charter. Sir George Thompson. 

Terms of Blackburn Proposal 
The Blackburn, amendment, NAGASAKI REPORTED IN RUINS 

signed by eight other Labor mem- Tokyo Says Atomic Bomb Tore 
bers and an ~dependent, wo_uld Buildings 10 Miles From City 
add the followmg to Mr. Bevm's 
motion: 

And further expresses the 
opm10n that the security pro
posals contained therein have 
been rendered inadequate by the 
atomic bomb and that the Gov-

The Tokyo radio said yesterday 
that a photograph of Nagasaki, 
second Japanese city to be struck 
with an atomic bomb, showed that 
"the center of the once thriving 
city has been turned into a vast 

ernment should take. steps to ~ep- devastation with nothing left ex-
resent to the Umted Nations cept rubble as far as the eyes could 
that: see" 

(A) An international center for · . 
research and production in rela- I . The Engllsh-language_ broadcast, 
tion to atomic power should be d1rected to North Amertca and . re
created at international expense ' c_orded by th_e ~ederal_ Commumca
and staffed by international tlons Comrmss10n, sa1d that pho
scientists and experts; tographs of bomb damage appeared 

(B) A system of international on the front page of the newspa
inspection of national laboratories per Mainichi. 
and production plants should be One of the pictures revealed a 

instituted for the purpose of in- "tragic scene ten miles away from 
suring that no development of the center of the atomic air at
atomic power for purely national tack, where farm houses are either 
purposes takes place. crushed down or the roofs torn 
Prime Minister Attlee said the asunder," reported the enemy 

committee of which Sir John will broadcast. 
chairman would advise the Gov- The broadcast quoted a photog

•jeJmrneJlt "to assist them in dealing rapher of the Yahama Photo
the many far-reaching ques- graphic Institute who had "rushed 
raised by this new discovery, to the city immediately after the 

regards its international atomic bomb hit" as having said: 
Lre:aLmemL and its further develop- "Nagasaki is now a dead city, all 

country, whether for areas being literal!y razed to the 
or military purposes." ground. Only a few buildings are 

Sir John Anderson, former left, standing conspicuously from 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, the ashes." 

the British committee un- The photographer said that "the 
Churchill Government that toll of the population was great, 
with Allied scientists on and even the few survivors have 

development of the atomic not escaped some kind of injury." ' 
bomb in the United States. 

"Polley" Rests With Government 
After Mr. Attlee's statement Mr. 

Clrl!rchill asked him to make it 
"q11lte clear" that the new Ander
son committee would deal with 
technical aspect of the study of 
atomic energy and would not be 
concerned with the main policy to 
be adopted by this or other coun
tries. 

"Policy, of course, has to be de
cided by the Government," Mr. At
tlee replied. 

Calling attention to Mr. Church
ill's proposal that the United 
States retain exclusive possession 
of the secrets in the atomic bomb's 
manufacture, S. S. Silverman, La
bor, said that "exclusive knowl
edge and exclusive use in the sole 
discretion of one Power of an 
overwhelmingly destructive force 
of this kind would make nonsense 
of the whole conception of collec
tive security." 

Besides Sir John, the members 
of the new committee announced 

Mr. Attlee are Sir Alexander 
Permanent Under-Secre

the Foreign Office; Field 
IJVLI<rl•mu Sir Alan Brooke, Chief of 

Imperial General Staff; Sir 
Barlow Second Secretary tc 

Fears Scientists 
As Atom Tyrants 

Reinhold Schairer, executive dl
cector of the World Education 
3ervice Council and visiting pro
ressor at New York University, 
urged today that the secret of the 
a.tomic bomb be handled in the 
;ame manner the medical profes
lion handles its scientific knowl
!dge. 

"'The medical profession,'' he 
:Old the Men's Faculty Club at 
:::'olumbia University in its annual 
:onference on science, philosophy 
md religion, "has in every modern 
.own poison and bacterias that 
.vould suffice to klll whole towns 
f used for this purpose. Yet these 
nedia are used for the benefit of 
nan, not for aggression and de
;truction.'' 

William Slefriz, professor of 
)Otany at the University of Penn
;ylvania, warned against permit
.ing scientists to become the ty
·ants of the atomic area. 

Describing the modern scientist 
LS "a high pressure research man,'' 
1e warned that "academic im
)erialism is evident on all sides.l 
rhe monarchial policies long evi
ient in the medical association 
1ow reveal themselves in such 
)ther organizations as that of the 
:hemists ... where the tremen
:lous successes of chemical re
;earch in warfare have given this 
~roup unheard-of prestige in the 
;cientl!ic world. 

''Such a power in science can 
>ecome as dangerous as the influ
•nce of a political or social group." 

Atom Bomb's 
Job Is Done
For This War 

j J 
I I, 

l\lanila, Aug. 2l (AP)-ThE>re 
is no rE>ason fOl" further use of 
the atomic bomb, reliable au
thorities said today on the 
basis or any forseE>aiJie develop· 
ment in t'oncluding }>('llCe wlt"h 
Japan. 

The world'l' deadliest weapon 
will be shea.thE>d for Gen. )lau· 
Arthur's occupation. lf trouble 
comes it undoubtedly will come 
only fmm mall bands of hot· 
heade(l fanatics, and the atomic 
bomb Js not }H·actical a.gains' 
tr,'\ ll gi'Ou ps. 

Ame•·icans who want a stahle 
peace obviously would not usE> 
a weapon whi<'h would wipe out 
thousands of Innocent civilians 
and probably reldndle a full· 
cale war. 



CD 
N Didn't Split tom lor 11 Bomb: 
-Dr. eitner Tells wn ~ ry 

(News of t he atomic bomb r eached Dr. Lise Meitner,. whose Berlin to continue my scientific 
?"esearch made it possible, as t he vivacious 67-year-old _Vtennese education and, in addition to my I 
scientist w as r esting at a summer hotel in_ Ida_larne. Provm?e, cen· theoretical studies with Max 
tral Sw eden. Not Telish ing the sudden ltmeltght mto whwh the Planck (German physicist who 
"'ews pll•nged he1·, Dr. M eitner left for Goeteborg. There,. at originated the quantum theory " • zz and 1918 Nobel Prize winner) I the request of the Overseas N ews Agency~ she ~rote the fo owmg had the chance to begin some 
modest description of the role she played_ tn laym!? the ground~orlc experimental work with Dr. Hahn, 
fo1· the greatest scientific aclnevement tn centunes. Dr. M_ettner I was happy in this way to be 
will hortly retm·n to Stockholm, where she has b~en expenment· able to penetrate more deeply in· 
ing with uranium fission at Dr. S~egbal~n's Instttute. . She has to the field of radioactive atomic 
been associated with the Nobel Instttute t~ Stockholm smc_e 1938. research. . 
Politically, Dr. Meitner has been active tn the Democrattc At,s· After three years as a~sist~nt 
trian Society, which fottght the A x is throughout the war.) to Dr. Planck at the Umversity 

B LISE MEITNER -"'o! Berlin, du~in~, which t~me I 
Y In Reproduction In whole or part had been contmu. Uy experiment· (World Copyright. I945. 9verseas News Agency, c. . ing with Dr Hahn I was en· forbidden except by spec1al arrangment.) . . . , 

St kholm (ONA-By Wireless)-When the first atom struct~~ m 1917 with the task of 
• oc ' . . A 5 "t dd nl~ orgamzmg a department of phys-t; bomb was dropped on Hiroshima on ug. ' 1 su e Y ical radioactivity at the Kaiser 

0 directed the public's attention toward a field of research Wilhelm Institute of Chemistry 
D. h" h t 1 ast up to 1939 had developed quietly in scien in Berlin-Da~lem. ~his &"ave me 

w IC , a e ' . 1. t" f h' h the opportumty to mvestigate on ~ tific laboratories and the techmcal app 1_ca IOns 0 w lC 0 a broad basis, with a staff of as· 
~ a larger scale had not come into questiOn. sistants and students, the prob· 
>- . . . . . lems of natural and, later, arti· I am speakmg of the field of the elements. It IS m this conJ ficial transmutation of the ele· 
~ 
Ill 
z 

atomic physics and particularly of ~ection t~at ~Y name has com ments from their physical side. 
that phase of the work con~erned mto the hmellg~t. My life in Berlin also made it 
with artificial transmutatiOn of: The road leadmg from a puce! possible for me to follow closely 
~~=:;;;;~;;;~~~===~3i-=-::-;-. =:;-. :.-=-=-:-:~-::-:~:-~. :--:--:-:."'j the explosive development of 

= s~Ientific resea~ch to Its app!Ica atomic physics in some of its 
tlon to techmcal problems ~~ branches. Thus, when in 1912 Max 
normally a len~t~y one, and even von Laue (German physicist and 
after the possibility of such an 1914 Nobel Prize winner) made 
appli~atio!l has been real~zed _ir his great discovery of the inter· 
prmciple Its development mto n ference of x-rays (in crystals) we 
d~strial pro~u.ctio~ often meet were shown the very first Laue 
With great difficulties_. . diagrams. 

In gener_al, the scientists ";'h' While peaceful scientific activ· 
have contnbuted to the solutiOJ ity had been interrupted by the 
of a scientific problem do nc first World War the advent of the 
pa_r~iciJ?ate in th~ final technic~ Hitler regime m~ant a nuch deep· 
utilizatiOn of their results. So J er change. Even the most in· 
has been, at least as far as I at tense concentration on work could 
concerned, in the case of the d• not make or.e forget the many 
velopment of . th~ atom bomb. people who were being robbed of 

At the begmmng of 1939, D their most elementary human 
Otto Hahn and P~· E. s_trassman rights. 
( _Germ~n phys_Ictsts) m conne. After the occupation of Austria 
twn with. earli_er work . done J in 1938, my personal situation be· 
collaboratiOn with me, discovere came more difficult. (Dr. Meitner 
the fission of uranium into ligh is Jewish.) When I heard that 
er elements. Dr. Otto R. Frisc Rimmler had ordered that univer
(Danish physicist) and I the sity teachers no longer be allowed 
gave the explanation of th to leave Germany I decided to go 
phenomenon on the basis of D away secretly. ' 
Niels Bohr's model o.f the atom. Since my Austrian pasport was 
nucleus, and we were able 1 not valid in any country, Dutch 
show that this process (uraniUI colleagues of mine obtained the 
fission ) involves an enormous Iii permission of their government to 
eration of energy. (Dr. Bohr : let me enter Holland without a 
the Danish physicist and Nob\ visa. Thus, I came first to Hoi· 
Prize winner who was fi~st ~ land and thence, by way of Copen· 
tell the Allies of Dr. Meitner hagen, to Sweden. 
findings.) The first two atom bombs have 

At that time nothing was fu been dropped in recent days. May 
ther from our minds than th they also be the last ones. The 
utilization of this energy for th energy liberated by the uranium 
manufacture of atom bombs. An 
when th_e_ thc_oretical possibility o1 fission will, it is to be hoped, in 
such uh)Izatwn had been dis~ov· the years to come find application 
ered I, like any other: respons~ble in power plants, thus raising the 
per~on,. hoped that Its prac~Ical prosperity of all nations through 
realization would no~ be possible. collaboration and thereby also 
Urgent Job for P_hy~Icists t" latina progress in the higher Later on, as It oecame clear s Imu o 

that the Germans might succeed sense of the word. 
in the construction of atom 
bombs during the war just ended, 
the forestalling of this became, 
of course, a most urgent problem 
for the physicists of the Allied 
side. This hope was not only 
based on the fear of the conse· 
q uences to manltinq of such uti-
lization. The scientist is ever 
awestruck at the discovery o.f the J 
laws of nature, and to use these 

laws for the construction o.f weap-
ons which might lead to the an· 
nihilation of mankind must seem 
blasphemy to him. . . 

I 
My interest in atomic physics 

goes back to m~ first ye~r's study 
in my home city of VI~nna. I 
recall vividly how fascmated I 
was when, still busy with my 

j baccalaureate studies, I read in 
the newspapers about the dis· 
covery of radium by Pierre and 
Marie Curie. 

J And when, in 1908, I went to 

f , 
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Atomic Age Defenses 
A Nonpartisan Civilian Board Held Vital 

To Meet Broad New Planning Concepts 
I 

By HANSON W. BALDWIN 
Special to THE NEW YOII:K TlM£.5. 

WASHINGTON, Aug. 23-The with atomic warheads will span 

appointment of a civilian non- the broad seas and roar through 

partisan commission, patterned the stratosphere from continent to 

after but broader in scope than contwent. Advanced bases will 

!Jle ~ld Baker and Morro~ boards, be by-passed; may, indeed, become 

IS bemg urged by many high Gov- too difficult to defend. The utility 

ernment officials here. of small island bases such as 

The innumerable problems of Johnston, for instance will at 

evolving an adequate post-war de- least be open to seriou~ question 

fense system, modernized to accord in the age of guided missiles· one 

with the lessons of the technologi- or two missiles dropping frodt the 

cal revolution in war and to fit the skies on a tiny flat island could 

c?mmit~ents of our. post-war for- wipe out all its installation. Only 

e1gn policy, are so Important and large island masses with rugged 

so many that no comprehensive or mountainous terrain which 

non-partisan study i~ proba~le un- readily lend themselves t~ disper

less such a commiSSiort" IS ap- sion and to the construction of 

pointed. underground shelters, will be well 

It requires only a few hours in suited to development as advanced 
Washington to convince any im- bases. 
partial observer of the need for But the inevitable strategical 

such a study, and many. of the trend in the age of rocket power 

trends and unsettled questions now and atomic bombs will be the en

arising are sufficient evidence of hancement of the importance of 

its urgency. The truth is that the the continental position, as opposed 

pattern of our post-war defense to the insular position. Dispersion 

probably will be sJ:Iaped-unle~s and underground defenses, as well 

such a comprehensive study 1s as great industries, are essential to 

made-in the next six months, and this dawning Buck Rogers era, and 

it may well be a distorted and un- only continents-not islands-can 

coordinated pattern. provide these in profusion. 

Not Attuned to New Age Broad Planning Essential 

For today, there is no over-all This does not mean that the 

defense planning, and there cer- United States will not need some 

tainly is too little judicious atomic advanced bases. We shall, particu-

age thinking. larly in the interim period imme-

One example will suffice: diately ahead, but we shall be mak-

A House Naval Affairs subcom- ing a mistake if we emphasize 

mittee headed by Representative them too greatly in our long-term 

Ed V. Izac, Democrat, of Califor- planning, or spend too much money 

nia, urged last week after a 21,000- on them at the expense of more 

mile trip through the Pacific that important elements of a well

the United States take "full title" rounded defense. 
to numerous bases in the Pacific, This one example demonstrates 

many of them owned or at least graphically the need for the new 

theoretically controlled by other thinking and broad new planning 

Allied pow~rs. The report, well that now are demanded. This war 

meant though it undoubtedly was, has shown m one sense the indi

demonstrated more than the re- visibility of military force, and yet 

emergence of imperialistic think- that lesson is not fully appreciated. 

ing. Its magnificent scope embar- A promment young Air Forces 

rassed the Navy; for once a Con- general the other night t?ld one of 

gressional subcommittee has rec- our leaders that the A1r Forces 

ommended far more than the Navy ought to be entrusted with the de

wants or believes it needs. Its velopment of the atomic bomb, for 

blunt tones will alarm some of our they must use it. 
Allies, already worried by the pos- . Yet the ~ther services can make 

sibilities of American economic Similar claims. ~he Navy .wants 

imperialism. to see what atomic energy, m the 

But, perhaps more Important, fo~m .of a depth charge, can do to 

none of the thinking and planning ships •. the groun~ forces doubtless 

done by this committee-or, for have Ideas of their own. 

that matter, by the Navy-in re- A Big Job for Big Minds 

lation to our post-war need for And are transoceanic pilotless 

bases has . been . attuned to . the rockets, the guided ~ssiles of to

new world m which we. have hv~d morrow, "air power" or are they 

smce Aug. 6, when the f1r~t at~m1c "long-range artillery"? If they 

bomb wa~ dropped on H1roshtma. are the former, one might as well 

The atomic bomb, plus the rocket call arrows and rifle bullets "air 

and radar. and all the other m.ar- power;" on the other hand, if they 

vels of .thiS age of aero?ynamics, are the latter, one might as well 

electromcs and . atol!ncs, has call airplanes "shells." They are 

wrought a revolutiOn m warfare neither the one nor the other · they 

so profound that the. strategical are both, and they are more: 

conceptions against whtch o~r need Yet the danger is that this will 

for bases was measured m the not be recognized and that military 

pas.t. no longer have the :~arne science, as now organized in its 

val!dtty today. disparate branches, will commence 

Implications to Develop to indulge in semantics. Unco-ordi-
. . . . nated planning of the Army and 

The full Implications of this Navy planning that has not yet 

technological re~olution wi~l not: been 'geared to the age of atomic 

?f course, be realized ~medtately, power, and service rivalries can I 
It may be two to ftve years or cost us dearly in money, and above 

more. before the secret of the all in military efficiency, unless we 

atomiC bomb becomes known to think bror.d new thoughts, and un

other nations and they are able to less some unified control and direc

manufacture it, a~d m~cJ:t longer tion of plans now aborning is pro
before transoceamc mtsstles are vided 
commonplace. For the immediate It ·is a big job for big minds 

post-war period we shall depend beyond the capacity of any on~ 

therefo.re, and rightly, up~n the man or group of men who are do

well-trted and well-tested tnstru- ing other jobs. Military planning 

ments of warfare of the age now for tomorrow is today at sixes and 

ending-the aircraft earner, the sevens. A civilian commission of 

long-range piloted bomber, amph~b- some of the leading men of the 

ious forces-and these all reqmre nation to give undivided time and 

advanced bases. attention, and nonpartisan judi-

But in the years to come the cia! thought, to our post-war mili

transoceanic rocket and other guid- tary requirements Is one of the 

ed, target-seeking, pilotless missiles great needs of today. 

~ r 
N W .,__4 

A ';! • d 
fomrc ar re~e 

As No More Deadly 
By Cable to TR& NEW YORK TrMU. 

LONDON, Aug. 23-Amid all 
the dire prophecies about atomic 
energy and the next war, one 
scie~ist here predicted today 
that future wars would be no 
worse than paRt ones. 

Sir George Paget Thomson, 
chairman of the committee of 
scientists appointed in 1940 to 1 

study the wartime development 

of atomic power, said: "The 1 

weapons of the war which ended • 
three months ago were more 
formidable than those used in 
1914-18, yet our los,ses in men 
were only one-third and Ger
many's losses in either war were 
fewer than in the Thirty Years' 
War, when gunpowder was in its 
infancy. 

"If there is another war and 
atomic bombs are used, I don't 
believe the number of people 

killed will be greater than in this 
war and might well be less, since 
it is easier to protect people than 
machinery from very violent ex- , 

plosions because it is easier to 
disperse them. The objectives 
will be factories, not armies. 
Towns will be evacuated when 
relations between countries be
come strained, and atomic bombs 
are too valuable to be wasted on ' 
the countryside." 

I 

Japan Says Bombs Destroyed 44 Cities, j 

Killed 260,t100, Left 9,200,000 Homeless! 
Ny r f/2 'I 

SAN FRANCISCO, Aug. 23 <U.P.> kawa, Nagano, Shiga, Kyoto, Nara, 

-The Tokyo radio said today that Shimane and Tottori prefectures, 

forty-four Japanese cities were al- all on Honshu, th~ ~roadcast .said. 

most completely wiped out and Three of those cttles o~ly sh~J:It-
. . ly damaged were "death hst" Cities 

nearly 10,000,000 people killed, m- warned in advance by the United I 
Jured or rendered homeless by AI- States Twentieth Air Force. j 
lied air assaults on Japan through- Japan's airplane production 

out the war. reached a peak of 3,000 a month in 

The first cumulative figures of June, 1944, but was reduced to 

air attack casualties and damages 1,000 a month by last July as the 

issued by Tokyo said one-fifth of result of American bombing, Lieut. 

Japan's 206 cities were almost to- Gen. Saburo Endo of the Muni

tally destroyed with a death toll tions Ministry, said. He declared 

of 260,000. In addition, thirty- that at the start of the war Japa

seven other cities, including Tokyo, nese production was only 500 

lost more than 30 per cent of their planes a month. 
built-up areas under the high ex-
plosive and fire bombs of United Hardest Hit Cities Named 

States aircraft, the broadcast said, . 
The Japanese air defense general The Tokyo broadcast, as .rec?rd

headquarters gave the following ed by ~he Feder~~;! Commumcations 

totals, "which are still incomplete Commtsston, .. said the followmg 

and are likely to mount as further forty-four cities suff~red over. 50 

investigations are made": per cent loss of bmldmgs by f1re: 

1 Killed: 260,000, of whom 90,000 Aomori, Mito, Hitachi, :U~.sunomi

Jdied from the atomic bomb blows ya, Maeda, Tok~o, HachiOJI, Yoko

on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. hama, Kawasaki, H.1razuka, Naga-

Injured: 412,000, including 180,- oka, To;Yama, Fukm, Tsuruga, Ko-

000 atomic bomb victims. zu, Sh1zuoka, Hamamatsu, Nu-

Homeless: 9 200 000. mazu, Shimizu, Nagoya, Toyohashi, 

Houses wre~ked: 2,210,000 com- Okazaki, Tsu, Yokkaichi, Ujiyll;

pletely demolished or tiurned down ma~a, Tsuyama, .osaka, ~obe •. H~-

and 90 000 partially damaged meJl, Amagasak1, Akash1, Nisht-
' · nomiya, Wakayama, Okayama, Hi-
Most ,of Mainland Hit roshima, Tsuyama, Tokushima, Ko-

"Almost the entire Japanese lchi, Takamatsu, Matsuyama, Nag

mainland received heavy damage \asaki, Kumamoto and Kagoshima. 

as a result of the enemy air at- Prefectures receiving the most 

tacl<s," said the broadcast, re- casualties were: Tokyo, Hyogo, 

corded here by The United Press. Okayama, Kagoshima, Kumamoto, 

Damage was comparatively small, Tokushilna, Kochi, Kagawa, Oita, 

however, in Akita, Yamagata, Shi- Aomori, Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 

1-----------------------------------------------

1 0-Mi. Radar Gu~ 
1

S&~M 
Answer to Atom Bomb· 
Bll th~ Un!te4 Preu. 

WASWNGTON, Aug. 24.
The Navy think~ it may have 
found the answer to the atomic 
bomb-a radar-controlled gun 
capable of bringing down any 
hostile plane approaching with
in 50,000 feet of a battleship. 

So confident are Navy offi
cials of the gun's efficiency that 
Secretary James V. Forrestal 
has told members of Congress 
that he hopes it will protect the 
fleet from any possibility of 
atomic bomb attacks, should 
America ever &&'ain become em
broiled in war. 

On the other hand, still more 
' potent kinds of atom bombs are 

es:pected to be developed. No one 
•. knows yet Just what would hap-

pen if orie should be set off in 
the water even 10 miles from a , 
ship. Tests may be made to find 
out. 

The Navy's new gun is under
stood to be entirely automatic in 
operation. its firing action syn
chronized with radar. As soon 
as a plane appears on the radar 
screen, it will be subjected Im
mediately to a hail of shells. 

In view of the development of 
the new gun, it Is understood, 
Navy officials believe that a 
major two-ocean fleet will stiiJ 
be feasible and nece sary de pite 
the devastating power of atomic 
weapons. --------------------

' 



---By Albert Deutsch----------
Atomic Bomb ~as Stirred Up 

Too Much Hysterical Talk 
There's been a lot of loose and dangerous talk about the atomic bomb lately. Some of our journalistic jingoes are saying: 
"We've got the world in the palm of our hands right now. Let's grab everything in sight while the grabbing's good." 

I 
Then there are the reactionary Russophobes who cry: 
"Now's the time for a showdown with those Russians. All we have 

J to do is to shake an atomic bomb in then· faces and they'll knuckle under and do as they're told. And if they really try one atomic bomb over Leningrad and another over Moscow we'd have been hollering 'Uncle.'" 

long, continual and merciless poundings by swarms of heavy bombers the cumulative impact of which were comparable at least to that of a few atumic bombs. Another unanswered question is: what destructive effect would atomic bombs have on armies and scattered military installations? 

THE ATOMIC INSIGNIA 

Since the epochal explosions at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, there's been too much hysterical talk and too little sound sense in the public discussions of the atomic bomb and its meaning for the future, in a military and civilian sense. It's high time for some sober stocktaking, and possibly for some healthy deflation of the atomic bomb. 
We might start with a few down-to-earth facts like these: 
The atomic bomb is the mightiest 

I 
military weapon yet devised, but it isn't God. It can wreak fearful destruction and death in dense centers of population. It can kill 

We were the first to perfect and use the atomic bomb but the secret may not be ours ~lone. The releasing of atomic energy is not 
the only source of mass destruction. We can be sure that the Soviet scientists haven't been sleeping all these years. The invention of f~ig_htful . weapons is well-nigh limitless m the atomic and in other fields. If atomic energy can be loosed on civilian masses for the dubious purposes of cracking "national morale," so can poison gases and other destructive weapons. 

The USSR, the war-drum beaters should be reminded, sprawls over one-sixth the earth's land surface. It comprises more than Leningrad and Moscow. The Russians, back in the 1941 blitz, were prepared to discount the loss of both cities and still were confident of ultimate victory. 
What I'm trying to say i3 that the 

~ools and criminals who are already whipping up a new, needless war before the last guns of this one have yet to be fired are calling for a mess that would take a toll of millions of lives on our side as well as the others. 

The shoulder patch which the 
Army will iseue to approximately 
3,500 officers and enlisted men as
signed to work on the bomb. The 
Army interpretation of the patch 
says the blue field represents the 
universe, the small army service 
star signifies the command, a ques
tion mark indicates secrecy cloak
ing the project and the tail of the 
question mark becomes a lightning 
§.!roke splitting an atom. 
/I • ~.,.- Associated Press Wirephoto 

and maim hundreds of thousands of civilians in a single raid. Its further development may increase its killing power. It has yet to be shown that it can or will be a decisive factor in the next war, if civilized nations are crazy enough to 
plunge into another bloodbath. 

What effect would the atomic 
bo~·, have in destroying the decentralized industrial power of a modern nation? We are told that the German industrial plant stood up surprisingly well in spite of the 

As for civilian uses of atomic energy, there. are also many ques
tions yet unanswered. How much needed material is available? What would be its cost? How could it be harnessed to civilian pursuits? 

We have entered the Atomic Age, to be sure but the. future of 
that age is stiil a great question mark. 

Gun to Plow I By Eleanor Roosevelt 
Bow very appropriate Is the change made by President Truman from the model gun on his desk to the model plow! Many newspapers have com: mented editorially upon thiS change, pointing out that a plow may mean not just an agricultural implement for farm use, but also be the symbol of a new type of work undertaken which eventually should lead to a 

harvest. 
Nowhere have I seen mentioned the fact that many years ago, at the time of the last war, Secretary of State W!ll!am Jennings Bryan beat some swords into plowshares, the symbol!sm receiving wide acclaim at the time. He was just as sincere In his love of peace as our President and his adv!se~s are today-but symbols, sincerity and desire won t keep peace! We must actually do tangl~le things, not once or twice, but over and over agam. Otherwise we may wake up some day and find that a future President has a model gun again on his desk. • • • 

Sometimes I wish that we could translate some of the rules which govern friendly intercourse among individuals Into the way things are done among nations. Diplomacy had its roots, I imagine, 1n something known as the art of diplomatic proeedure-which very often meant, in centuries past, that while a courtier kissed his sovereign's han~ be stealthily caused a knife to be run into his 

back. Such little tricks and habits went by the board many, many years ago, and now we put a very much higher premium on being honest and truthful with each other both as individuals and as diplomats. 
There are always some people, however, who think that you cannot say an honest thing and make it sound agreeable. In other words, a disagreeable statement is usually more truthful than an agreeable one. If you must do something which everyone agrees has to be done, but have a choice between two ways, one of which Is more considerate than the other, the chances are that we wlll do it the Inconsiderate way. 

• • • Yet the art of diplomacy was meant to teach us to do what has to be done truthfully, in straightforward fashion, but with courtesy and consideration for those with whom we deal. This requi~es a certain amount of imagination and the abilitY to put oneself in the other fellow's Place-something which of late we have not always found It easy to do. 
Military victories are heady wine. but there was a saying once which an uncle of mine made famous. It went something l!ke this: "Speak ~ftly, but carry a big stick." We carry the big stick today and the whole world knows we carry it, but don't let's forget the other part of President Theodore Roosevelt's injunction: "Speak softly." Many people may be so grateful to us, If we remember this injunction that some of the knottiest problems of peace ~ay unravel themselves with greater ease. 
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'Planned' Research Opposed 

Discovery of Basic Principles Viewed 
as Work of Endowments 

T O THE EDITOR OF THE NEW YORK TIMES: 

In THE TIMES of Aug. 19, Dr. Wal· 

demar Kaempffert, referring to Dr. 

Bush's report on "Science, the Endless 

Frontier," takes issue with Dr. James 

B. Conant on the question of goals of 

fundamental and applied research, and 

again cites the success of industrial 

research in support of his views, as he 

has previously done on other occasions. 

Dr. Kaempffert proposes that "large

scale research be organized, planned 

and directed by a competent board in 
accordance with industrial principles." 

From my own experience, I am led to 

protest Dr. Kaempffert's citation of 

successful industrial research as re

search so managed. 
One sure way to defeat the scientific 

spirit is to attempt to direct inquiry 

from above. All successful Industrial 

research directors know this , and have 

learned by experience that one thing a 

"director of research" must never do is 

to direct research, nor can he permit 

direction of research by any super

visory board. 

Teamwork Necessary 

Successful research goes in the di

rection in which some Inquiring mind 

finds itself impelled. True, goals are 

set, goals of understanding in the case 

of fundamental research, and goals of 

practical accomplishment in the case 

of applied research. Teamwork in

creases eff ectiveness in either case, 

and the director of research does his 

part by building teams and seeing that 

they are supplied with facilities and 

given freedom to pursue their inquiry. 

He also insures for them contacts es

sential to their work, but at the same 

time protects them from Interference 

or diversion arising from demands of 

immediate operating needs. He assigns 

fields of research and broad objectives 

to the different groups working under 

his direction, but he must depend 

largely on those doing the work to find 

the gaps In knowledge and the oppor-

' tunities for practical improvements. 

Almost all research, as Dr. Kaemp
ffert has pointed out, is fundamental in 

character, whether it is done by uni

versities or industrial laboratories, 

but "pure" or basic research directed 

at understanding nature's laws and 

expanding our area of scientific knowl· 

edge is almost wholly a function of 

universities and endowed pure research 

institutes. Very few industrial labora

tories can afford to do much pure re

search. A few large laboratories, of 

which Bell Telephone Laboratories is 

one, do some such work in areas of 

very special relationship to their prac

tical researches. Returns from pure 

research are usually very long In com· 

ing and, when they are realized, almost 

always react to the benefit of the whole 

world of science rather than to the 

special benefit of the institution con· 

ductlng the research- a si tuation which 
1 gives little inducement to a corpora

t ion to support such work on its own 

j account. 

Universities a Source 

Consequently, industrial organiza

tions must draw very largely from uni

versities and pure research institutes 

for the advances in fundamental sci

ence on which their long-term technical 

progress depends. They draw, too, 

from the universities for the supply of 

men trained in the methods of scien

tific inquiry by pure sclence research, 

and for much of their work prefer men 
so trained. 

It is toward maintaining this supply 

of new knowledge and trained men 

that some of the principal recommen
dations of Dr. Bush's report are di· 

rected. His proposal aims to preserve 

the values of independent research that 

have been demonstrated to be succe88-

ful . I grant that, within hill plan, 

research efficiency would be improved 

by more teamwork than is common in 
university research. 

It would not, however, in my opin

ion, be improved by more "planning" 

or management by a supervisory board 

such as Dr. Kaempffert suggests, 

"mapping out the whole field of sci
ence to reveal gaps in our knowledge." 

This kind of management of research 

is not an "Industrial principle" of Bell 

Telephone Laboratories or any other 

successful Industrial research labora
tory of my acquaintance and, in my 

opinion, it is a principle to be avoided. 
OLIVER E. BUCKLEY, 

President, Bell Telephone Labora
tories. 

New York, Aug. 21, 1945. 

EditoriaZ comment on this letter ap
pears elsewhen~ ·on this page. 

The letter from Dr. Oliver E . Buck

ley, which appears elsewhere on this 

page, is important because it comes 

from the director of an industrial 

laboratory and because he shares the 

view of Dr. Conant that what is vague

ly, called "fundamental" research must 

be left to the free spirits of universities 

and foundations. Yet an analysis of 

Dr. Buckley's argument fails to sup

port his conclusions. When industrial 

laboratories were first established in
ventors of the lone heroic type decl~red 
that revolutionary contrivances could 

never come from hired chemists and 

engineers. The Germans were the first 

to disprove that with their development 

of coal-tar chemistry. Now we are told 

that fundamental research cannot be 

conducted by industrial methods: 

When the du Pont laboratories de
veloped the theory of polymerization, 

they obtained nylon as one result. Out 

of the fundamental research conducted 

by Bergius on coal came synthetic mo

tor fuels and alcohols. The General 

Electric Company's gas-filled lamp 

came out of a fundamental study of 

low-'pressure chemistry and the validity 

of the laws of radiation for hot wires 

of all diameters. Dr. LangmUir's stud
ies of surface chemistry, carried out in 

the same industrial laboratory, deserve 

to be called fundamental. Probably 

more fundamental research in photo

chemistry has been conducted in the 

Eastman laboratories than anywhere 

else. The instances could be multi

plied. Dr. Buckley argues that such 

fundamental investigations are con
ducted because industrial laboratories 

are organized for profit. Suppose that 

one of the few great industrial labora
tories that engage in fundamental re

search had found it necessary to de

velop quantum mechanics for profit. 

Can there be any doubt that it would 

have done so, just as the du Pont lab
oratories developed the theory of poly
merization? 

Because the profit motive may be 

uppermost in the minds of Industrial 

scientists, it does not follow that team

work could not produce results which 

are important but neither profitable nor 

patentable. If the scientists who are 

to conduct cancer research in the newly 

created Sloan-Kettering Institute in ac
cordance with industrial principles find 

it necessary to evolve a fundamental 
theory of growth that can be experi

mentally verified, is there any doubt 

that they will make the attempt? Had 

the extraordinary organization that 

gave us the atomic bomb been charged 

with formulating a new theory In 

physics which might or might not have 

been profitable, it would probably have 

been just as effective as it was in solv
ing a largely technological problem. 

Dr. Buckley thinks that because indus
trial laboratories must make profits, 

their principle of teamwork will not 

work in economically unprofitable tn

vestigations. 
When Dr. Buckley states that di

rectors of laboratories must leave their 

staffs to themselves, everybody will 

agree. But direction in the dictatorial 

sense is something different from map

ping out the whole field of science to 

reveal gaps in our knowledge that must 

):>e filled. A director should do no more 

than assign research tasks in the light 

of a map and a plan. No laboratory 

director can perform his function ef

ficiently without a plan of some kind. 

The alternative is what we have now 

in universities-projects which appeal 

to a. board of scientists but which do 

not fit into a comprehensive plan even 

in a special field. I 

~ L -

AFTER-EFFECT OF THE BOMB 

The Tokyo broadcast which an
nounces a mounting toll of life siter 

atomic bombs devastated Hiroshima· 

and Nagasaki cannot be dismissed as 

fiction. That atomic explosions induce 

persistent radiations in a bombed area 

hall been maintained by some physi

cists and denied by others. Probably 

there is an after-effect, but how in· 

tense it is and how long it la.sts we do 

not know. Tokyo's assertion that life 

is impossible in a. bombed area for 

seventy-five years, that flashlike ex· 

posure to ultraviolet rays emitted dur- · 

ing an explosion produces burns and 

blisters followed by dropsy, certatnly 

I needs verification, even though it seems 

medically Incredible. That blood counts 

reveal an alarming decrease in white 

cells, especially after an explosion, is 

more probable in the light of studies 

made to determine the health hazards 

in uranium plants. Nevertheless a phy
sician will insist on comparing blood 

counts made before and after an ex
plosion, on correlating these with 

others made in unbombed areas and 

on subjecting animals to explosions 

which will not kill but which 'Will dis
close physiological effects. Moreover, 

it must not be forgotten that Japan has 

had to contend with malnutrition, ex
posure and psychic shock. All these 
break down the body's resistance, and 

------ .., 
allowance must be made for all in pass- I 
ing on Tokyo's pronouncement. The · 

questions raised are all new. 
Those who accept the Japanese tale 

will rely on Prof. Harold D. Smyth's 

report on the elaborate precautions tak
en in uranium plants to protect work

ers. No man goes near a pile of urani
um during bombardment. The metal is 

handled by remote control up to the 
time when plutonium is separated 

chemically. The pile is shielded by 

concrete steel or some other radiation

absorbe~t. Research conducted in the 

plants did reveal abnormally low blood 

counts and-these were correlated with 
overexposure. But Professor Smyth 

makes it plain that blood counts are 

not entirely trustworthy criteria. 
There is no doubt that powerful 

alpha, beta and gamma rays dart out 
in all directions as a bomb explodes. 

So with neutrons, which are equally 
dangerous and which may disintegrate 

surrounding matter, so that it radiates 

for a time. But we have no trustworthy 

expression of opinion on that point 

from the physicists who gave us the 

bomb. Until they have delivered them
selves and until the physiologists have 

made their studies we can do no more 

than hope that Tokyo has exaggerated 

In an effort to arouse world sympathy. 
I 



. ATOM BOMB FAILS 
TO EXCITE SAVANTS 

"The medical profession," he . . . • . - . 
continued, "in every modern town Discussmg economic~ as a bndgel 

Only 1 of 31 Papers at Their 
Meeting Here Warns Bluntly 

of Dangers It Presents 

has · at its command poison and fo: hum~~:n. ';lnderstandmg, Ludwig 
bacterias that would' suffice to . Mises, vrsitmg professor at the ' 
kill whole towns if used for this G~a~uate. School of Business Ad
purpose. Yet these media are used n.umstr~tw.n, New York Univer
for the benefit of man, not for ag· Sity, said rt ":as a fallacy to .as
gression and destruction. Only the sum~. that society was responsible ! 
same attitude can save humanity fo~ the fact that not every.body 
from the danger of misusing the e~Joys the advantages that nches 
atom forces for selfish and de- give to a small number of people." 
structive purposes. "Society has not only created 

"The same attitude alone can wealth for those who possess it," 
also help to develop fully the h~ added, "it has i~ensely im
power of the atom for the service proved also the matenal -:veil-being 
of suffering humanity every- of those who are considered as 
where." poor when compared with the rich

OTHERS TREAT IT CALMLY 

See Merely New Phase to an 
Old Problem- Basic Tasks 

of Education Are Weighed 

Wider Sharing of Ideas Urged 
Professor Schairer advocated 

also a wider interchange of ideas 
between students and teachers 
across frontiers and pointed out 
that the best educational job now 
being performed in Germany was 
by the presence of the American 
soldier. He pictured the GI as an 
emissary of kindness because he 

By MORRIS L. KAPLAN was such a "kind person" with chil· 
dren. Germans, he added, were 

Perceptibly unaroused and even surprised at this, because they as
philosophical at the imminence of sociated strength with brutality. 
the Atomic Age, 120 scientists, Other speakers agreed that such 
philosophers and theologians dis- techniques of sharing should be 
cussed yesterday the broad aspects considered as an integral part of 
of educating peoples of the world future education and as a device 
and how to get along with each for teaching permanent coopera
other. tion between the freedom-loving 

Of thirty-one papers presented nations, but were less specific in 
to the opening sessions of the their proposals. 
sixth annual Conference on Sci- William Siefriz, Profel\'!or of 
ence, Philosophy and Religion in Botany at the University of Penn
their relation to the democratic sylvania, warned against permit
way of life, only one bluntly called ting s'!:ientists to become the ty· 
the attention of educators to the rants of the coming era. The mod
necessity for forming plans to ern scientist, he said, was a "high
adapt education to the new world pressure research man who is no 
situation created through the more immune to emotional think· 
atom bomb. ing than is the layman," and "the 

It was not that the savants fact that we are dealing with 
ignored the tremendous implica- scholars is no guarantee against 
tions inherent in the loosing of bureaucracy." 
radioactive elements. They dis- "Academic Imperialism," he went 
cussed the matter frequently, but on, "is evident on all sides. The 
rarely in a manner that would re- monarchial policies long evident in 
veal that they were bowled over the medical association now reveal 
by its dramatic essentials. Calm, themselves in such other organiza
judicial and unexcited, they ap-

1 

peared to deny the newness of tions as that of the chemists, where 
anything under the sun, or that the tremendous successes of chem
they fiddled while the world ical research in warfare have given 
burned. Their general tone sug- . this group of scientists unheard-of 
gested only that a new urgency 
had been added to an age-old prestige in the scientific world. 
problem. Such a power in science can be-

1\lan's Mind the Problem come as dangerous as the influence 

They expressed concern princl· 
pally over the problem of "mak· 
ing man's mind control his actions 
to keep him from destroying him• 
self." 

of a political or social group. 
There exists here a real threat to 
pure science, as a menace to 
scholarly life." 

Dr. Lyman Bryson, director of 
education and post-war studies o! 
the Columbia Brpadcasting Sys
tem, who was chairman of the 
morning session, said it was diffi
cult for the professor to engage in 
active community life and still 
have time left in which to do the 

Meeting at the Men's Faculty 
Club of Columbia University, 400 
West 117th Street, some of the 
nation's leading educator~! in their 
respective fields sought bridges 
for cultural understanding in edu
cation, economics and goveiinment. 
Their discussions were based on 
papers written by conference 
members and those invited to par- thinking and research required for 
ticipate. his studies. 

Elaborating their central theme, When the afternoon session's dis-
they asked how different elements cussion threatened for a time to l 
within education could be recon- border on the esoteric, Frank 
ciled; how education could be used Tannenbaum, Professor of Histor.y 
as a bridge between cultural 

1

at Columbia University, brought it 
groups; whether general education .down to earth with the remark 
should be basic to all others and · that the role of the intellectual was 
wJ;~ether scienc~ and religion had · a humble one, perhaps secondary, 
failed to provrde adequate inte· and that a sense of direction must 
grated cultural values. emerge from life's experience itself. 

More disturbed apparently by Limitations of Education 
the urgency of atomic forces, a 
refugee scholar who found a haven When Mark Starr, educational 
here in teaching only three years director for the International 
ago, after he escaped from Nazi Ladies Garment Workers Union, 
Germany, offered a concrete pro- asserted that "we all live in the 
posal on control of the atom. He corroding influence of a safety
is Reinhold Schairer, visiting Pro- f~rst atmosphere" and that sc!en
feasor of Education at New York lists a~d educators . should chm~ 
University and executive director down out of the rvory tower , 
of the World Education Service · Professor Tannenbaull!- commented : 
Council, who suggested that a. . Ano,~her speaker poi~ted out t~at 
solemn pledge to humanity equiva· m a certam country w~ere m- j 
lent to the ancient Hippocratic tellectuals were subservient, a 
0 th f . . b t great war resulted. I 

a 0 . P?Ys~cians e adop e~ .to Intellectuals dwell in a "false 
save crvihzabon . from the penis universe," a historian replied, add
of misused atonuc . forces. ing that "their trouble is that not 

Declaring that wrth the advent only do they write the books but ! 
o~ the Atomic A_ge, "scientists be· are the only ones who read them." 
gm to speak hke prop~ets and Another speaker, who is with 
s~atesmen l!k~ preach~rs, he pre· the Department of State, predicted 
dicted that science. philosophy and that the secret of the atomic bomb 
religion ~auld ·:?pen the door to would become generally known "in 
the Atomic Age. four or five years" and that after 

Professor Schairer advocated that the question of who 'Has to be 
that the pledge be accepted by destroyed by the bomb would de
ever:·one as a vital principle of pend merely "on who pulls the 
living and that school children be trigger first." 
required to recite it after the Therefore, he concluded, we must 
pledge to the flag. seek effective means to achieve 

The. secret of the atomic .bomb, world peace within the time limit, 
he sa1d, should be handled m the "or collectivism in death as well 
same manner the medical profes· 1111 in lifP. i!l our 'Prospect." 
sian handled its scientific know!· 
edge. 

er strata of society. Those whose 
income is lower than the average 
would prejudice their own rightly 
understood interests if they were 
to overthrow a social system which 
makes them much more prosperous 
than any other realizable organiza
tion of society." 

Hans J . Morgenthau, associate 
professor of political science at the 
University of Chicago, said the 
goal of political action was suc
cess and the goal of moral action 
was conformity, but that when 
conflict between ethics and politics 
arose, success became the ethical 
goal as well, "and God is always 
with the stronger battalions, with 
the party who wins the elections 
and with the biggest bank ac- 1 
counts." 

Columbia Appoints ( 
Interim President 

Dr. George B. Pegram 
Underwood & Underwood 

Dr. George B. Pegram, dean of 
the Graduate Faculties of Colum- · 
bia University and co-discover er of 
one method of slowing down neu
trons in order to split atoms, has 
been named acting president of Co
lumbia to succeed Dr. Nicholas 
Murray Butler, whose retirement 
will become effective on Oct. 1, it 
was announced yesterday. 

Dr. Pegram, who has been asso
ciated with Columbia since 1900, 
will serve as head of the university 
until the board of trustees selects 
a permanent president. A &pecial 
committee, headed by Frederick · 

· Coykendall, chairman of the board, · 
! will do the preliminary sifting of · 
· candidates, but Is not expected to : 
I make any recommendations for 1 
' several months. 1 

Most of Dr. Pegram's research : 
has been concerned with radioac
tivity, neutrons and nuclear phys- · 

· ics. It was he who announced, in 
1939, the splitting of the uranium 
atom by Columbia physicists. He 
also designed the special apparatus 
that made possible the maa.s prg
duction of "heavy o¥ygen." 

I 

' 
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Peace and Mrs. Roosevelt 

W E had the privilege of spending 
pan of the day set by President 

Truman as one of thanksgiving for vic-

tory with the widow of a man who did 
a lot to arrange for that victory. We 
escorted Mrs. Roosevelt last Sunday 
afternoon to a thanksgiving broadcast 
she made for C.B.S. She was greeted 
at the studio by Larry Hardy, a C.B.S. 
program director, who told her tl1e 
broadca t was to take four and a half 
minutes. ·"My goodness, I thought it 
was two minutes," said Mrs. R ., pulling 
out her script. She at down at a dead 
mike and read it off while Mr. Hardy 
clocked her, at first with an expression 
of alarm. "Four minutes and ten sec
onds," he said, sounding relieved. "Oh, 
I can cut it down," said Mr . Roo evelt, 
whose mathematics appeared to us re
grettably feminine. "I'll take it as it 
is," said a man in the room who was 
identified to us as Lyman Bryson, di
rector of C.B.S. postwar planning and 
Mrs. Roosevelt's announcer. In the 
middle of the actual broadcast, Mr. 
Hardy, watch in hand, made a circle 
in the air with his right forefinger, and 
Mrs. Roosevelt, an old hand at radio 
signals, speeded up a little. At the end, 
Mr. Bryson, who had introduced her, 
got off a you-have-just-heard sentence, 
after which he was hoved away fro:-:1 
the mike by an agile man with a mus
tache who said, "This is the Columbia 
Broadcasting System." Mr. Bryson ex
plained to us that he hadn't been al
lowed to say this because he is an exec
utive and not an announcer. "I ne\·er 
announce," he announced.· "I did it as 
a special honor to Mr . Roosevelt." Sev
eral news photographers were badger
ing Mrs. Roosevelt for a smile. "She 
sure is a weetheart," one of them said, 
in an aside . 

Mrs. Roosevelt allowed us to ac
company her back to her apartment, 
and on the way downtown she com
mented on the cheery atmosphere 
she had noticed in the city the past 
few days. "You see so many recent 
ci,·ilians with their new suits, their 
service buttons, and their girls, look
ing happy," she said. "The service men 
no longer have that look of forced 
rraiety many of them used to have." We 
got to Mrs. Roosevelt's place, where 
a Japanese tapestry from her father's 
collection has been hanging, un jingo
istically, throughout the war, and asked 
her how much her husband had known 
of the progress on the atomic bomb. 
"He never discus ed it with me," she 
said. "Of course I knew research on the 
atom was going on. The President 
would have been much relieved had 
he known we had it. I've been very 
much amused by some newspaper com
ment I read about the tremendous 
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gamble he took in developing the bomb. 
I suppose two billion dollars is a gamble, 
but goodness me, I wouldn't lie awake 
nights over that! The gamble that made 
you lie awake nights was whether Ger
.many would dev~lop the bomb first; the 
real rramble was the one involvin!! hu
man lives. In a curious way, t. 

a lot of difficulties there.' 'I thought 
we were going to Hyde Park,' I said. 
'The11 we'll go to the Far East,' he 
aid. '\Ve'll go to China and fix things 

there.' I said, 'Let's go to Hyde Park.' 
There were more things ahead that in
tercstc..d Franklin tha; anyone else I 

of rramble i something that nc 
Co~gress and the Adm'fnistratio 
will realize that the things 
in valve not only ourselves bu 
all over the world. The ga 
peace are as important as the 
of war.'' 

We asked Mrs. Roosevelt fo 
or two about the late Presid 
she said, " " 7 hen Franklin 
\Varm Spring,, he still would 
give us no dates for the end o£ 
~nything. But for the first time 
he was willing to talk about 
the architecture of peace, the 
kind of charter we'd write, so\ \ 
I knew he thought the war wao 
won. He and Churchill were 
very much alike. Churchill wa> 
with us when Tobruk fell; in
stead of being cru hcd, he im
mediately tu1~1ed to '\Vhat can 
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we do?' Franklin was like that. , • 1 
I never knew him to feel there 
wasn't a way out at the worst 
times in the war, but as time 
went on he became surer and 
surer. He was sure the Rus
sians were coming in against 
Japan. I remember his telling 
Anna and me, after Teheran, 
that he thought the Russians, 
would be rc~dy three to sixr 
months after the defeat of Ger.;: 
many. After Yalta, he felt that~ 
confidence between us and. 
Russia had grown greatly. He1 
wa older after Teheran, andr 
he tired more easily, and wet 
noticed that he seemed to save. 
himself, in the way of seeing, 
people, as never before. He, 
may have caught some bug at: 
Teheran, and he ran a low; 
temperature for a lonrr time,: 
though his stay at 1r. Baruch'> 
seemed to do him good, bu~ 
when people ay he knew he 
was going to die I think of a 
dinner we had shortly before 
he went to \Varm Springs
Anna, myself, and one or twc 
others. After Yalta, he looked 
upon him elf as a kind of ca1 
Ea t expert, and at this dinne1 
he said, 'After the war, let's gc 
to the Near Ea.t and settle tht 
difficulties there. There an 

I I 

''You reiJieiJ/Ver Trixie, rlo11' t you, Freddie?" 

• • 

was torn up after the game. Ele,·en
rear-old Crown Prince Akihito seems 
to prefer ha ,eball to golf. 

Fateful JViglzt 

I T was cold and windy on the night of 
January 25, 1939, when Dr. John 

R. Dunning, the physicist, split the ura
nium atom at Columbia University and 
realized that it was possible tn release 
atomic energy. A gale was ripping 
across the Hudson and rattling the bare 
vines on the wall of the uni1·ersitr 
building . . That morning, students tak-
ing their mid-rear examination had 
moved in and out of the Pupin Physics 
Laboratories, heavily muffled, concerned 
about their fate in Phpics 213 (Ther
modynamics) and other such course" 
That morning, too, Dr. Enrico Fermi, 
his colleague, had called on Dr. Dun
ning in his office on the first floor and 
the two had go.siped of cience and 
scientists. An in . tructor had just re
turned from Princeton with the news 
that physici ts there were talking about 
a report brought from Europe by the 
Dani h phpicist, Dr. Tiels Bohr. Be
fore ailing, Dr. Bohr had heard that, 
in Berlin, Dr. Otto Hahn had di.cov
ered barium and apparently other cle
ments of a medium atomic weight in 
the debris of uranium eli integrated by 
neutron rays from radioactive material. 
Dr. Hahn was quoted as having aid, 
":\sa chemist, I recognize barium when 

I sec it. As a physicist, I don't know what 
this means." Vlhat it meant was that 
the heaviest of elements had been split 
into elements of lighter weight, with a 
consequent release of atomic energ}. 
That sounds simple enough · now, after 
six years and two billion dollars. At that 
time it was a completely new hint as to 
the structure of matter. 

Dunning and Fermi were deeply in
terested in the question of atomic ener
gy. Thcr had a machine that would 
measure uch energy, and they discus eel 
the question of whether liquid, solid, or 
gaseous uranium would be best ro ex
periment with. They went to lunch at 
the Faculty Club and continued to talk 
about this. They hadn't made up their 
minds when Dr. Fermi had to leave to 
catch a train for Washington, where he 
was to attend a scientific conference. 
Dunning spent the afternoon in hi of
fice, pondering the que tion. He hadar
rived at no conclu.ion when he went 
out into the wind at ix o'clock. He dined 
with his wife in their apartment, on 
Claremont Avenue. Toward the end of 
the meal he decided that olid uranium 
would he best. He went back, through 
the wind, to his office. He left hi~ hat 
and coat there and then went to the 
research laboratorr in the basement. It 
was a little after seven o'clock. He 
started preparing his machine, which , 
is fairly , imple, a we will describe it: 
it consist of a holder for radioactive 
bombarding material, a chamber for the 



Tokyo Puts Toll of Atomic Bombs 
At 190,000 Killed and Wounded 

I 
By The United PreaL I 

SAN FRANCISCO, Aug. 22- shima apd Nagasaki totaled 480,-
Japan gave her first detailed re- 000 and added that it was impos
port of the atomic bomb today- sible yet to estimate the number of 
70,000 persons killed outright, 120,- missing. Bodies buried in collapsed 
000 wounded, 290,000 made home- buildings still were uncounted. 
less-480,000 in all known to have "Many persons are dying dally 
been affected- and an unknown ftom burns sustained during the 
number missing from the two raids," the broadcast said. "Many 
dropped by Superfortresses on two of those who received burns can
of her cities. not survive the wounds because of 

These casualty figures were sup- the ~canny effects which the 
plemented by the report of a Japa- atom1c bomb produces on the _hu
nese scientist sent to the scene of man body. Even those who rece1ved 
one blast to make a detailed inve~- minor burns, and looked quite 
tigation. The Tokyo radio quoted healthy at first, weakened after a 
his estimation of the explosions: few days for some unknown rea-
"monstrous, spectacular." son." . 

A Domei dispatch recorded by Domei said 60,000 were killed, 

The Uni~ - Press here sa~d ki~ed, 100,000 were w~ and 200,000 
wounded and homeless m Hlro- were homeless in Hiroshima, while 

10,000 were killed, 20,000 wounded 
and 90,000 homeles in Nagasaki. 

30-Kilometer Area Affected 
The Domei agency in an English 

language dispatc~ reported b:¥_ the 
Federal Commumcat10ns Commis
sion said · that since the explosion 
of the atomic bomb affected an 
area thirt~ kilometers in diameter, 
an_d practically all the houses in 

·this area were shaken down or 
· ~nocked down or reduced by fire 
1t was difficult to count all th~ 
dead bodies, many of which were 
buned under_ collapsed buildings. 

'nle latest mvest1gation also re
vealed that the atomic bomb hit 

the factory area of Uragami, on 
the northern side of Nagasaki sta
tion, during the Nagasaki attack 
on Aug. 9. Although topographic
ally part11 of the city of Nagasaki 
did not receive a direct concussion 
from the explosion, practically all 
windows and roofs of the various ' 
buildings in these parts also were 

or blasted, with the re
that almost the entire city 1 
affected by the bomb, Domei 

l l~ ..... , .. ~t .. .-'1 

War Department Is Silent 
WASHINGTON, Aug. 22 (}Pl 

War Department declined to 
l lnr·~~., .... t today on a report by the 

radio that 480,000 persons 
were killed, injured or made home
less by the two atomic bombs. 

I 

The first atomic bomb exploded 
in a shattering heat flash as it 
dangled from a parachute a quar
ter of a mile above Hiroshima, re-
leasing mighty whirlpools of en
ergy whose terrific pressure con
tinued for "a considerable length 
of time," Sutezo Torii, identified 
by the Tokyo radio as a scientist, 
reported. 

Torii, technician for Japanese 
Imperial Defense General Head
quarters, returned to Tokyo yes
terday from Hiroshima, where he 
made a detailed survey. His de
scription, couched in scientific 

' language that only occasionally de
scended to human terms, estimated/1 

time, speed and distance. 
"When the atomic bomb exploded 

there was seen a flash and white 
smoke, wh1ch gradually formed1 

into a cumulus," he said. 
"Persons on the ground who wit

nessed this monstrous spectacle! 
said when the atomic bomb ex
ploded they saw ripples of circu
lar heat rays. The waves are be-

1 lieved to have continued for ap
proximately two seconds. Explo
sive pressure after the blast was 
felt for a considerable length of 
time. There are about ten minutes 
between the time houses are de
stroyed and the time they first 
catch fire. 

Plane Glided In 

"The length of time oi the ex
plosive pressure depends on tlle 
distance, but is believed to be 
about the same as a sound wave. 
The relation between the flash and 
the explosion pressure seems sim
ilar to those between lightning and 
thunder and in proportion to the 
distance from the center of the 
explosion. 't'he s 'ld of the ex
plosion of · .c aton: bomb seems 
to have ~n h eard t the same 
time th< t' '' .!<.>ure o·. concussion 
was felt. 

He det ed th<' tl r Jh and pres-
sure of N1t1''Uf •vn as "ex-
tremely pu e. tul," adding that 
"after the atomic bomb exploded 
it swiftly scattered elastic ener
gies throughout the air." 

Witnesses told Torii that a 
United States Superfortress ap
peared in the sky on the morning 
of Aug. 6. Switching off its en
gines, it glided in at an altitude of 
25,000 feet and dropped the bomb. 

I 
While the bomb seemed to linger 
in the air on its parachute, the 
Superfortress sped away. By the 
time the bomb exploded the plane 
had traveled eight miles. 

"Three apparatuses attached to 
the parachute after the bomb ex
ploded fell on the ground north of 
the target area," his report con
tinued. 

"Since the explosive pressure is 
circular it is ineffective to seek 
shelter behind any object, although 
the effect is somewhat weaker 
than from the front ." There also 
was a difference as to "the sever
ity of burns sustained. The side 
directly confronting the bomb is 
serious, while the opposite side ill 
much lighter." 

He added that "anything black 
absorbed the heat more than white, 
and it left black stains on white 
clothing. From five to ten minutes 
after the atomic bomb exploded a 
black shower was apparent." 

BRITISH LINK BOMB 
TO CHARTER DEBATE 
Ratification Sponsors Give 
Equal Stress to Need for 
Controlli11g Atomic Weapon 

By HERBERT L. 1\fAT'l'HEWS 
By Wireless to THE NEW YORK Tuo:s. 

LONDON, Aug. 22-Acting and 
debating under the formidable 
shadow of the atomic bomb, both 
Houses of Parliament today dis
cussed the United Nations Charter 
in terms that made it clear that 
virtually unanimous ratification 
can be expected tomorrow when 
the debate ends. There were minor 
criticisms but no fundamental ob
jections. 

The debate, in fact, turned as 
much on the atomic bomb as it did 
on the charter and Prime Minister 
Clement R. Attlee himself in 
moving ratification ~f the cha~ter 
struck that keynote. ' 

"I am certain that all of us in 
this House realize that we are 
now faced with the naked choice 
between world cooperation and , 
world destruction," Mr. Attlee said. 
"It is therefore with the conscious
ness of six years of war behind 
us and the possibilities that hang 
over us in the future that I com
mend this charter to the House 
and ask for approval for its ratifi
cation." 

Mr. Attlee gave a detailed ex
planation of the Charter based 
upon its text. ' 

"Success of the new organization 
will not depend so much on its 
exact provisions as on the spirit in 
which they are worked " he de
clared. "If a great po.Z,er is re
solved not to carry out the prin
ciple~ ?f the <;barter, then no _{)a per 
provlS!Ons Will restrain it." 

Collective security, he said at an
other point, was not merely a 
promise to act when an emergency 
occurred but it was "active co
operation to prevent emergencies 
from occurring." 

"What I think is required," he 
added, "is continuous discussion of 
international affairs and not spo
radic action at a time of crisis." 

Speaking for the Opposition, An
thony Eden, who, like Mr. Attlee 
was at San Francisco helping t~ 
draw up the Charter, could only 
add his plea to that of ti1e Prime 
Minister. 

"If there ever was a subje~ 
upon which there should be una
nimity in this House it is this," he 
stated, "and I hope the House will 
pledge itself to uphold and apply 
Its principles in our own conduct." 

The most outspoken criti.c in the 
House was Lieutenant Ben Levy 
Laborite, who said the charter wa~ 
"an ill-fashioned alliance of the 
great powers piously hoping that 
they would love and cherish each 
other for ever and ever, amen." He 
also criticized the veto power, but 
he said he would vote f01· the mo
tion. 

Lord J ow itt, ln moving ratifica
tiOn of the charter in the House of 
Lords, said that the secret of the 
atomic bomb could not be kept in
definitely and that to try to do so 
would only encourage research in 
methods of destruction in every 
country. 

"It can only be solved by 
making effective the great prin
ciples that are incorporated in the 
charter," he added. 

Viscount Cranborne, who was 
also at San Francisco with the 
British delegation, said : 

"It is quite clear that if we do 
not end war, war will end us and 
the charter gives us one more 
chance of putting our affairs upon 
a better basis." 

From the whole tone of the de
bale it was obvious that the mem
bers of both Houses of Parliament 
wPre bul mildly interested in the 
Charter but intensely interested in 
the atomic bomb. 
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'SAVANTS IN (fLASH losophy "to· the end of human sur- of the blame for the failure of 
\) vival" and that he was not urging modern literature to meet high 

the conference to disband. standards. 

ON ATOMI(t PERILS He urged his colleagues, instead, "A large proportion of modern 

I 
\J to d? their utmost to inform the literature, especially poetry, is 1

1 publ!c that a new era has been itself written by and for sophisti-
brought about by the atomic dis- . , . 

Co f e H I A ed Of covery and that "man's survival cated highbrows, Dr. Bush said. n er nee ere s ccus "If th · t· t d h . on earth is now absolutely depend- e SCien IS s nowa ays ave , 
Concentrating Too Much ent on his ability to avoid a new everything their own way and have 

on Physical Sciences w~r·". . , . suspended the poets as guides and 
'With the Atomic Age, ' he said, oracles it is hardly to be won

, t "man now );las it within his grasp dered ~t. Even the poets bow 
By MORRIS L. KAPLAN to emancipate himself economical- down to them." 

Stung by the challenge of a ly .. ~f he willS; it h? will be in a William G. Constable curator of 
position to refme his competitlvl! th D t t f p · 't· f th magazine editor who told them a · 1 H t k th t e epar me~ o am ~ngs o e , , . unpu sea. .e. can a e e s ep Museum of Fme Arts m Boston, 

thou.sand yea:s ha<l passed smce f7om competitive man to co?pera- criticized the artist for remaining 
the first atomic bomt> was dropped tiVe man. The same atomic and aloof and declared his work should ' 
on Hiroshima scientists philoso- ele~trical energy that . can destroy have roots in the activities of the 

• . • . a city can also usher m an age of da 

-
iAtom Secret' Refused 
To Truman as Senator 

~ By MERRIMAN SMITU, 
r- United Press Staff Correspondent. 

WASHINGTON. Aug. 27. The experiments, which were 
Harry Truman tried hard but he kept from even the hard-working 
couldn't find out back in 1942 and beagles of th~ Truman committee, 
1943 what was going on at those dealt the atomic-bomb develop
three mysterious Army plants in ment pr?gram. 
Tennessee, New Mexico and Wash- Late m 1942, Mr. Truman be
ington. came alarmed at what he con-

phers and theologians attending economic sufficiency:· y. 
the second days' sessions of the The other alternatives, he de- Ad Copy as "Venal Poetry" 
sixth annual Conference on Science, clared, were the destruction of S. S. I. Hayakawa, Associate s 
Philosophy and Religion hastened modern civilization and all prog- Professor of English at the Illinois 
yesterday to climb aboard the ress, permitting man to revert to Institute of Technology, Chicag,o, 
bandwagon of the Atomic Age. his condition in society in 10,000 complained that most talented 

It is possible now to tell how sidered fantastic expenditures to 
the President as a Senator from build and operate the three plants 
Missouri heading the War In- about which the War Department 
vestigating Committee, demanded had erected a wall of secrecy, He 
in vain an explanation of what, decided that his committee shou1<. 

~ the Army was doing with several be told at least some of the story. 
milliOJ?-8 ?f dollars which Congre~s First Mr. Truman sent Harry ' 
was d1shmg out for secret experi- Vaughn (now Brig. Gen. Vaughn,! 
menta. lhis military aid) to one of three 

pla1;1ts as a Truman committee 
investigator. But even with the 
committee's backing Gen. Vaughn 

Accepting the thesis that imme- B. C., or the invention of a "solvent" writerS' of today, who might have 
diate action on .control of atomic with .which we might "equate" the bee~ ~ood pGets, are w:iting ad-

. . . atomic bomb. verhsmg copy. Describing the 
energies was VItal, If humamty was . persuasive, skilfully written adver-
to survive, poets, artists and nat- Says New System Is Essential tising copy as "venal poetry," he 
ural and social scientists vied with Plans for international coopera- said that it occupies 130 out of 
each other to offer possible solu- tion made at San Francisco are no 200 pages of each issue in "most 
tion to man's "insoluble" difficul· !?nger valid! J.:Ir. Cousins asse~~ed. class circulation magazines." 
t . I th h t d d' 1 th t We are buildmg soapbubbles, he Advertisers invoke "all the sym
Ies. n e ~a e Iscuss on a said, "if we expect this problem to bois of the home, of mother, ' of 

ensued, they Ignored the for~al be automatically solved by having the American way of life of 
papers ~hey had ~repared and m- America, Britain and Canada keep morality and of the Christi~ re
~ul~ed m_ old-fa~wned, pre-atom- the atom bomb a secret to them- ligion in order to sell a box of 
IC dialectics. selves. We must not forget that soap flakes," he remarked. As a 

A few die-hards objected to the we were not the only horse in the result it is impossible for writers 
procedure and implied that perhaps atomic derby; we just happe:red to "to say anything with enthusiasm 
a separate conference on the atom- finish first. The others Will be or joy or conviction." If they do, 
ic bomb was in order. Most how· along in due time." ~hey rul?- into the danger _of "sound-

k 1 d d th ' f He su,ggested that the current mg as If they were trymg to sell 
ever, ac now e ge e urgency o newspaper date-line 1945 was in- something," he said. 
the proble;n as presented by Nor- accurate and shou'Id re~d 2945, Sti~ulated by discussion of 
man Cou~ms, editc;>r of The Satur- "because a thousand years have atomic energy, most of the artists 
day ReVIew, of Literature, whose passed since the dropping of the present, including Walter Pach, 
paper on }'he Obsolesence . of atom bomb." Such is the urgency author of. books on painting, 
Modern Man touched off the fire- of the problem, he observed, that ~ough~ to ~nterpret their special-
works. it is no longer possible to plan lei- tzed fields m terJ?S of what each 

Stress on Science Opposed surely for world cooperation. Man one sh_oul~ c~n~r.Ibu~e b~oadly to 
A full-fledged row threatened at has leaped centuries ahead without h~mamty If CIVllizatton IS to sur-

one point to upset the seeming ac- being ready to face the conse- VIve. · . 
cord that had existed between nat- quences, he insisted. _Those who d~safreed . at _first 
ural and social scientists, when Calling for the establishment of Wtth Mr. Cousms thes1s either 
John Collier, former Commissioner a world government, he maintained acknowl~dged . that t~ey a~proved 
of India~ Affairs, protested ~at that the political question was one o~ ~emamed slle~t. Dis~ussiOns on 
social sCiences . a~d the humamt_1es of adjustment from "nationa.l man ~lmilar themes Will contmue_ today. 
were not receivmg due a~tent10~ to world man." Humanity, he 
and that natural, or physical sci- continued must recognize the flat 
entists, were hog~g the show. truth th~t the greatest obsoles-
Harlow Shapley, director. of t~e cence of all in the Atomic Age is 
Harvard O~servatory, .dem~d this national sovereignty. 
in a diSCUSSIOn of the fiVe billS be-
fore Congress, sponsored by Dr. . Danger of New Wars Seen 
Vanrtevar Bush, chief of the Office Far from banishing war, the 
of Scientific Research. atomic bomb in itself will consti-

If the opening session was tute a cause for war, he predicted. 
marked by a complacency that In the absence of world control as 
con11idered human destruction as part of world government it will 
an age-old problem not to be at- create universal fear and suspicion, 
tacked with fire and enthusiasm, he added, and "what a temptation 
yesterday's conference appeared for the blitzkriegers!" 
tinged at times with a note _of ~ys- Industry, he warned, will demand 
teria, or what modern SCI~~t~s~s the right to carry on its own exper
are wont to refer to as CriSIS iments with atomic energy. Why 
thinking." should not science and knowledge, 

More than 100 educators met in he asked be extended to other 
afternoon and night sessions at needs 'principally humanity's 
the Men's Facu1ty Club of Colum- health. "What a fantastic irony 
bia University, 400 West 117th that organized science knows the 
Street, to discuss cultural bridges secret of the atom but as yet 
in letters, art, music, natural and knows not a fig about the common 
social sciences in their relation to cold " he commented. 
the democratic way of life. But S~pporting Mr. Cousins' con
Lyman Bryson, director. of educa- cepts, Dr. Robert Maciver, ch~ir
tion and post-war studies of the man of the Department of Sociol
Columbia Broadcasting System, ogy at Columbia University, point
and chairman of the afternoon ed out that world government does 
meeting, sounded tl:fe keynote with not depend on cooperation between 
a confession that our culture may capitalistic states alone but is a 
not bring- to bear the influences question of relationship between 
of art and literature and "free all countries. 
thinking with sufficient in;tpres- A representative from the De
siveness to prevent destructiOn of partment of State declared that 
civilization." warproof relationships must be 

"Ivory Tower" Decried established among all the peoples 
Referring to a paper offered by of the world. Axis schools in Latin 

Milton C Nahm of the Depart- America, he pointed out, are still 
ment of Philosophy of Bryn Mawr heavily financed and better 
College, dealing with communica- equipped ~han any that come un
tion as a cultural bridge to under- der American influenc_e. In num
standing, Dr. Bryson questioned bers, he added, the r~ti? is fou! to 
whether "compartmentalization" one against de~ocrat~c mstitutions 
was valid, in view of recent hap- there. The PIO~~ermg instinct, 
penings. Unless we can discuss latent in this hennsphere, he ~aid, 
what contributions art and letters can. be u~ed as a cultural bndl?e· 
can make to survival "we are still Discussmg the role of the artist 
in the ivory tower," he said. in modern society, Dr. ~ouglas 

Pointing out that we may be in Bush, Prof~ssor. of English at 
even greater peril today than just Harvard Umvers~ty! deplored the 
after Pearl Harbor he asked fact that the maJority, after leav
whether "we are wasting our time ing college, are content with maga
talking about philosophy." zines and curret;~ best S;ellers an~ 

Mr. Cousins responded that we no longer read great literature. 
must be concerned with basic phi- He ascribed to the authors some 

, couldn't force his way through the 
· front gate. 

Mr. Truman persisted. He sent 
his trusted friend, U. S. Marshal 
Fred Canfil of Kansas City, to an

. other plant. By dint of consider
able talking Mr. Canfil got inside 
for a quick look. 

But atomic-bomb production, it 
developed, is so complex and so 
purposely spread out that Mr. 
Canfil couldn't make anyprogress. 
One department didn't know what 
the next was doing. 

Mr. Canfil did get enough of an 
eyeful to report to the Truman 
conunittee' that some mighty big 
business was going on in those 
three plants. Yet the Army could 
be building rockets to the moon 
so far as any real .information he 
could discover. 

Plea Made by Stimson. 
One report said Mr. Truman 

himself turned up next in the 
vicinity of a plant and accosted 
an atomic-bomb worker. Mr. Tru
man asked him what he was 
working on. 

"Bubble gum," was the reply. 
By this time Secretary of War 

Henry L. Stimson had learned of 
the Missouri Senator's efforts and 
went to his office on Capitol Hill. 
He pleaded with Mr. Truman to 
call a halt and to trust the War 
Department's judgment that the 
probable results wou1d be well 
worth the expenditure of a couple , 
billion dollars. 

Mr. Truman's high personal re
gard for Mr. Stimson's judgment 1 

· and honesty caused him to call ; 
off the investigation. The 

1 Truman committee's efforts to _ 
learn the secret of the atomic- ~ 
bomb program were halted. 

President Truman was notified 
of the successful New Mexico test . 
of the atomic bomb while at the ~ 
Potsdam conference. The day was ~ 
set for its first use against Japan. ~ 
It was to happen while the Presi- ~. 
dent and his party were aboard : 
the cruiser Augusta returning tb , 

- ---- this country. ;;, 
Bad weather and other unsatis- ~· 

factory technical conditions de
layed the first atomic bombing by 
three days. Mr. Truman admitted ~. 
later that he was "on pins and I'" 
needles" until news of the Hiro
shima raid reached the Augusta. 

Then Mr. Truman talked to his ~ 
staff about the potentialities of 11 
the epochal achievement. He ~ 

· spoke time and again of the tre- ~ 
mendous industrial potentialities I 
of atomic power and of . its pos
sible future development to per-
petuate peace. ~ 

o He spoke of the day when, with ~ 
e all nations living together peace- 11 
r fully and with war virtually out- ~ 
~ Jawed, the secret of the atomic ~ 
1 bomb could be elevated from a ~ 
' thing of secrecy to a development ~ 

known to and benefiting all the ~ 
w~d. l 



Damage EX:iS[u for Mlllla 

~·HIROSHIMA GONE, 
NEWSMAN FINDS 

However, u I trod my way • 
through the debris, wondering if 
my mother was still alive, I re
alized that in reality Hiroshima 
had been destroyed through the 
stupendous destructive power of a 

. . single atomic bomb. City Vanished Under Stngle Two miles from the center of the 
Blow of Atom Bomb, He Says ~~~l f~':~ ~~~~~~~:ee!v~;u~~~ 

After Tour of Area as if from heavily descending pres-
sure. Another half-mile farther I 
found walls of dwelllngs smashed 

The folZowittg dispatch was in and the roofs shattered, attest-
ing to the air pressure the bomb written by Leslie Nakashima, em- created. Such was my mother's 1 

played by The United Press in dwelling. · 
Tokyo at the outbreak of the war. But I found my mother safe. She 
It had been expected that he had been weeding grasl!! in a rela- 1 

• ld be interned but the police tl~e's vegetable field a~out two 1 wou . ' . m1les southeast of the c1ty when J left htm free. she saw the flash. i 
By LESLIE N AK.A.3HIMA She immediately threw herst:tf ' 

TOKYO Aug. 27 (Delayed) <U.P.l face down on the ground. T!l~ next 1 . . ' d t ne moment she heard a terr1f1c ex- , -H1rosh1ma w~s destroye. a 0 plosion. Arising she saw columns 1 
strike by a smgle atomtc bomb ! of white smoke rising from all 
dropped by a Superfort on the ' parts of the city, high into the ~Y· 1 
morning of Aug. 6. ~e said she started runnmg 1 

There is not a single building away from her home as. fa~t as she 1 . ·t h" h could, because she didn t know standing intact m the Cl y, w lC what would happen next. ' 
had a population of 300,000. A school in the suburbs near · 

The death toll is expected to mother's home has been converted! · 
reach 100 000 and people continue into a field hospital to care for peo- ' 
t die dally 'from burns suffered ple who suffered burns. The. rna- : 

. fo th bo 's ultra-violet rays. jority of these cases 1s beheved l rom e m . . nopeless. : [United States sc.1ent1sts say Many of the victims are uniden- , the atomic bomb will not have tifiable. t 
lingering after-effects in a dev- Even now two or three patients < 
a.stated area.] . . are dying daily at this one hos- c I arrived at Hir?llh1ma. at 5 pital. 

A. M., Aug. 22, to fmd out about Even at that locality, some three 
my mother, who lived in the out- miles from the city, leaves of vege
skirts of the city. . table plants are scorched, and it 

Alighting from .the tra.l!l, I was feared plants eventually would found that Hiroshima. station- die. 
once one of the largest m western 
Japan-no longer existed. The only Japanese Reports Doubted thing that was left was a concrete 
platform. OAK RIDGE, Tenn., Aug. 30 <lPl 

-Japanese reports of dea~s from Dumfounded by Destruction radioactive effects of atomic bomb-
Fragments of brick walls scat- ing are pure propaganda in the 

tered about testified to the 11ever- opinion of Maj. Gen. Leslie R. 
ity of the destruction. Groves, commanding general of the 

Getting out into the open, I was Manhattan District. 
dumfounded at the destruction be- studies by scientists in this 
fore me. country do not bear out the death The center of the city irome- reports, GE-neral Groves said at AI 
diately south and west of the sta- press conference here today. . 
tion was razed and there was a "While the people of the Umted 
sweeping view to the foot of the ' States would be committing suicide mountains to the east, south and ' if work on the atomic energy were 
north of the city. not continued," General Groves 

In other words, what had been said "I believe commercial uses 
a city of 300,000 had vanished. of this force are probably decade! 

As far as the eye could see there away." 
were 11keletons of only three con- "The atomic bomb is not an in
crete buildings standing in the · human weapon," General Groves 
city's chief busin~ss center. They told workers .and. ~Jitary personwere a seven-story former depart- nel in a surprtse vunt to the project 
ment store, a five-story newspaper yesterday. 
building and a two-story bank. "I think our best answer to any-

Except for parts of brick gates one who doubts this is that we did and burned-out underground air not start the war, and if they don't 
raid shelters there was no trace like the way we ended it, to re
of private b:Uldings. I a~so found member who started it," he said. 
very little corrugated 1ron left. 
This was significant, inasmuch &S 
every other Japanese city hit by 
firebombs has been found littered 
with corrugated iron after the fires 
had burned out. 

The sight before me as I headed 
for the outskirts of the city wher~ 
my mother lived was unbelievable. 
It Wall unbelievable because only a 
fortnight before the bombing I had 
seen the city intact when I evacu
ated my wife and two daughters to 
central Japan. 

Except for one or two bombs 
dropped on seaprate occasionl!l by 
B-29's Hiroshima had not been 
subjedted to heavy incendiary at
tacks. 

... 

Dead Nagas·aki Seen FY>om a 8-17; 
Atomic Bomb Wiped Out Center 

By W. H. LAWRENCE 
By WI relcss to THE N&W YORK Tndi:S. 

ABOARD A FLYING FORTRESS Block after block of buildings, 1 OVER NAGASAKI, Japan, Mon- which were jammed together so 1 day, Aug. 27-Burned, blasted and closely that Nagasaki looked from · 
seared, Nagasaki looked like a the air in peacetime like a sea of · 
city of death today as this Flying roofs, has disappeared. 
Fortress brought newspaper and The area where the bomb hit is 
radio reporters to see at low level absolutely flat and only the mark
for the first time the effects of ings of the building foundations 
the atomic bomb dropped on this provide a clue as to what may have 
Japanese port of 253,0000. been in the area before the energy 

An interior section of the city of the universe itself was turned 
was literally disintegrated from loose to destroy the industrial po
the impact of this secret weapon, tential of Japan. 
which was used against this urban When we first came over Naga- : 
industrial center on Aug. 9-one saki this morning just before 9 : 
day before the Japanese Govern- o'clock, there was not a living 
ment broadcast its offer to sur- thing to be seen in the area along J 
render. both sides of the Urakami River 

This is destruction of a sort -
never before imagined by man and where the bomb damage was con- f 
therefore is almost indescribable. centrated. I 

We have now been flying over ! 
the city for nearly an hour at such 
a low level that the curiosity of the[ 
Japanese residents in the outlying[ 
sections has been aroused and they 
are pouring into the streets by the 
hundreds to watch our circling 
plane. 

Down in the harbor area, well 
beyond the area of danger of im-
pact from the atomatic bomb, 1 ~--'--"~'-----there is an Allied prisoner of wa1· 
camp and in it we can see scores cans to land on Japanese home soil 
of demonstrating prisoners, some since hostilities ceased. 
of whom are waving the tricolor Colonel Tice said he flew over 
of the Netherlands. We have just Nagasaki at 1,500 to 2,000 feet. 
dipped in low and dropped some . "I flew over a~other Japanese cigarettes to them. ctty that looked JUSt as bad and 

We would like to land and get I've seen cities in France that 
from these prisoners their reac- looked as bad," he reported. 
tion to the atomic bomb that ex- "Part of Nagasaki was com· 
ploded so close, but unfortunately pletely flattened with one area 
there is no airfield near by where b.are, even of rubble, llke an open, 
this B-17 could be set down. fteld-probably where the mam r 

[A National Broadcasting bomb blast was felt. But part of 
Company correspondent on the the city is .prot~cted fro~ that flight over Nagasaki said two area by a h1gh ndge and m that 
prisoners' camps in the area part I could see street cars .operat
seemed to have been shielded mg, school bmldmgs standmg and 
from any effects of the atomic peoJ?le moving on the streets." 
bomb blast by mountains that Ttce and Hall were on a recon-surrounded them.] naissance mission when Flight Of-

. . , ficer Hall's P-38 developed fuel-Damage Exceeds Russtan Cttles system trouble and they had to 
This trip, arranged by the land at the Mittigahara airstrip on 

United States Army Strategic Air Kyushu. A B-17 flew in gasoline 
Forces, is the first opportunity for Hall's plane and all returned 
news men have had to see at first safely to their Okinawa base. 
hand the destruction wrought by j the atomic bomb. 7 'RaCJioactlvlty" Discounted 

This correspondent, who has seen The reports by the correspond- t 
the worst damaged cities of Russia ents on the B-17 flight and by 
and of Poland, was stunned by the Colonel Tice regarding activity ! 
sight of Nagasaki below him. seen in the Nagasak'i areas thatl 
About 50 per cent of the town were not directly affected by the 
seemed to have be~n completely atomic bomb blast, indicated that 1 
wiped out, and the destruction in Japanese accounts last week of I that area was worse than any the continued fatal "radioactivity" 
writer had seen in Stalingrad or from the atomic bombing might Warsaw. have been somewhat exaggerated, 

An arms factory is nothing but observers here noted last night. 1 
a mass of . twisted girders. The 
wooden tinderbox houses which 
weFe jammed eve to eve have dis-
appeared and all that remains are 
fragments that from the plane look 
about the size of match sticks. 

It is obvious that the flash when 
the bomb went off was great and . 
covered a large area. 

On the sides of a rugged, tree
covered hill that is close behind · 
Nagasaki whole sections of forest 
have been burned off. 

The winding Urakami River 

I 
flows almost exactly through the 
center of the destroyed area. It 
was clear from the view we have 
had today that it was no barrier to 
the spread of fire and destruction. 

We have as yet no accurate re
port on the number of persons who 
were killed and injured in the 
atomic bomb blast, but there is no . 
doubt that industrial Nagasaki 
was completely wiped out by the 
single bomb. 

Ridge Saved Part of City 
OKINAWA, Aug. 26 (JP)-Lieut. 

Col. Clay Tice Jr., of Phoenix, 
Ariz., reported today that street 

1
cars were running in part of Naga
saki yesterday even though much 
of the Japanese city was flattened 
by the atomic bomb dropped on it 
Aug. 9. . 

I 
Colonel Tice and Flight Officer 

Douglas C. Hall of Anamosa, Iowa, 
Fifth Air Force pilots, made forced I 
landings on Kyushu Island yester
Jday and became the first Ameri-



lapan Beaten Before Atom Bomb, 
Byrnes Says, Citing Pe.ace Bids 

By The Assocl&ted Press. 

WASHINGTON. Aug. 29-Sec- mo Stalin himself had rejected this 
retary of State JaJnes F. Byrnes Japanese effort to negotiate a 
challeng·ed today Japan's argument peace by declaring that it was too 
that the atomic bomb had knocked general for _him to act on. . Then, 
her out of the war. about the tune of the Berlin con-

He cited what he called Russian ference, the Jape.nese proposed 
proof that the Japanese knew that that Prince ~umimaro Kon?~e 
they were beaten before the first hea~ a. delegatiOn to se~k Russ1a s 
atomic bomb was dropped on Hiro- n:edlatlon, but the Berlm declara
shima. Foreign Commissar Vya- bon for unconditional surrender 
cheslaff M. Molotoff informed the put an end to th~t move. 
Americans and British at the Ber- Mr. Byrnes said that. he could 
lin Conference, Mr. Byrnes said, not say what had motlVated ~e 
that the Japanese had asked to Japanese surrender bu_t that ~~s
send a delegation to Moscow to ~ory would record the _ mfo~matwn 

. . . 1mparted by the Russtans m Ber-
seek Russ1an med1at10n for the end lin. He made it clear that he be
of the war-an act that Mr. Byrnes . · t t d f f th , heved that the men who had fought 
m erpre e as proo o e enemy s th t tl at int i th 
recognition of defeat. e war up 

0 1 
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He disclosed that Generalissi- Pacific and Asia deserved full 
credit for victory. 

Mr. Byrnes expressed. his views 
at a news conference mention of 
the atomic bomb. To the extent 
that the bomb had facilitated the 
surrender, he said, it saved the 
lives of hundreds of thousands of 
American soldiers and it saved the 
lives of hundreds of thousands o 
Japanese boys and millions xnore of 
Japanese people. It saved far more 
Japanese lives than were lost, Mr. 
Byrnes declared. 

Speaking as a member of Presi
dent Truman's special committee 
on atomic bomb policy, Mr. Byrnes 
said that the committee had com
pleted and turned over to the Pres
ident a memorandum for Congress 
on the form that legislation for 
control of the bomb might take. 

Mr. Byrnes' disclosure that Pre
mier Stalin had rejected tl1e Japa
nese mediation bid because it was 
too vague explained one point that 
had not been clarified by any top 
Government official. During the 
Berlin Conference, Acting Secre
tary of State Joseph Grew said 
that this Government had received 
no Japanese peace offer, but only 
some feelers. Afterward, when 
Moscow revealed the mediation 
proposal, the question was raised 
whether that did not constitute a 
real Japanese peace move. 

Mr. Byrnes' report brings out 
that the Russians in Berlin merely 
informed President Truman and 
himself of the Japanese activity 
but did not in any way present a 
Japanese peace offer. 

ATOM BOMB DID IT, 
ENEMY PRINCE SAYS 
Premier Adds That Emperor's 

'Love of the People' Also 
Prompted Surrender 

It really was the atomic bomb 
and the Emperor's "love of the 
people" that made Japan decide to 
call it quits, Prem1er Naruhiko 
Higash1-Kum told his Cabinet and 
members of the Lower House of 
the Japanese Diet yesterday. 
~he statement was made by the 

Prmce to the Japanese leaders at 
a roundtable conference in the 
Premier's residence, the Domei 
agency said in a dispatch inter
c~pted by tl1e Federal Communica
tions . C_ommission. Today tl1e 
Premier 1s scheduled to hold a sim
Ilar conference with members of 
the House of Peers. 

_One purpose for convening tl1e 
Diet on Sept. 4, the Premier de
clared, was to "clarify frankly" the 
reason~ for Japan's capitulation. 
The D1~t pro~eedings, the Premier 
emphastzed, 'will be watched by 
the entire world." 

Home Front in Confuston / 
G~neral Sadashi Shimomura, 

M1mster of War, said in a Tokyo 
broadcast yesterday that while he 
coulfiJ ~eadily understand the great 
co_nfus10n and uncertainty in the 
mmds of all Japanese he could not 
condone the intention' of some citi
zens to "take _disgraceful actions." 

Gen~ral Sh1momura, discussing 
J~pa_n s post-war prospects, made 
his ftrst. radio address to the people 
smce hts new appointment. The 
broadcast was recorded by the Fed· 
eral Communi7a.tions Commission. 

The War M1mster said tl1at tl1e 
sudden turn of recent events had 
left more confusion on tl1e home 
front than on the fighting fronts 
He added that t)J.ough the decisio~ 

· of the Emperor to surrender had 
ftrst moved him to "bitter tears, 

, he and his fellow men must ob~y 
' the Imperial rescript to the letter 
' General Shimomura added · "As 
' long . ~s Japan has accepted the 
. p_rovlstons .of the Potsdam Declara
. tlO_n, mak~g _complaints later or 
bemg fretful 1s certainly an atti
tude unbecoming the people of a 
great nat_i~n. Not only that, when 
the P~OVISions of the declaration 
are bemg enforced * * • [the] tak
mg of ~ hostile attitude against 
the foreigners, or showing disor
derly manners must be condemned. 

A 'New' Japan Urged in Press 
"Whatever terms tl1e Govern

ment has accepted, even though 
there may be points at which we 
may not see eye to eye from the 
stan?l?omt of our characteristic 
tradttlons and customs, we must, 
fc;>r th~ future of our nation, have 
dtscretwn and avoid any act of 
rashness . 
. "Moreover, we must not be car

rted B;way by our feelings and must 
not htde or destroy weapons which 
we are to turn over. We must 
honorably and witl1out regret hand 
over whatever we must in an or
derly and systematic manner 
T~us, it is necessary and imper: 
atlve to have the foreigners con
firm the beauty and the noble 
moral sense of the Japanese 
spirit." 

Tokyo's newspapers reported 
that the popular will was to "re
create an entirely new Japan 
rather tl1an rehabilitate it." 

English broadcasts directed to 
the United States by the Tokyo 
radio quoted the newspaper Asahi 
as having said that Japan's cur
rent situation "must be calmly re
flected upon without bitterness and 
without the pettiness of blaming 
any individual amidst ourselves." 

"We all are to share the common 
loss and destiny," the paper con
tinued. "It is at the same time 
sincerely desired that tl1e United 
States occupational troops will 
constitute themselves as a strong 
overwhelming contribution to the 
security of perm~ent peace of the 
world, for whic they are to 
stand." 

I 



UNO WILL GET DATA 
ON THE ATOM BOMB 

Charter Cives Security Council 
Jurisdiction Over Weapon, 1 

Stettinius Indicates 

By HERBERT L. MATTHEWS 
By Wireless to To Nxw You TINE!. 

LONDON, Sept. 1-The United 
Nations Charter, as drawn up at 
the San Francisco Conference, will 
cover the problem of the atomic 
bomb, Edward R. Stettinius Jr., 

I chief United States representative 
to the United Nations Organiza
tion, said today at his first press 

. conference since his arrival in 
' Britain. He added, however, that 
the new weapon made it more nee

\ essary than ever to achieve "the 
, speedy creation of the United Na
, tions Organization to keep the 

peace of the world." 
As soon as the Security Council 

of the UNO is functioning properly 
it will appoint a military staff com
mittee, he continued. This group 
will deal with all factors involving 
the use of. force, including atomic 
bombs, and will report its recom
mendations to the Security Coun
cil. 

Mr. Stettinius said that he had 
had long talks this morning with 
Ambassador John G. Winant and 
Dr. Benjamin Gerig of the State 
Department, who represented Mr. 
Stettinius the 1ast two weeks, when[ 
the ·uNO executive committee met. 
They brought him up-to-date on 
the work accomplished. Mr. Stet
tinius said that he was "delighted 
with the progress that has been 
made." 

The former Secretary of State 
would not commit himself or 
Washington on a permament seat 
of the UNO but said he was "ready 
to consult" with representatives of 
other n~tions on this point, which 
would mdlcate that he had defi
nite ideas on the subject. 

Mr. Stettinius has set up head
quarte~s . at 20 Grosvenor Square, 
the bmldmg Gen. Dwight D. Eisen
hower used before D-day. The exec
utive committee of the UNO will 
continue to meet in Church House, 
Westminister, and so will its sub
committees, which have just been 
constituted. 

The United States delegate said 
that he intended to stay here until 
the executive committee finished 
its work. He hopes to remain until 
the first meeting of the prepara
tory commission. This commission, 
which is the penultimate step be
fore constituting the General As
sembly, can be set up as soon as 
twenty-nine nations have ratified 
the Charter-the five main powers 
plus a majority of the other coun
tries. 

Mr. Stettinius said he thought 
that it would be necessary for the 
preparatory commission to hold a 
brief meeting, perhaps in a few 
weeks, and that the idea of consti
tuting the General Assembly di
rectly would not be feasible since 
many countries would doubtless 
want to change the personnel of 
their delegations for the Assembly. 

" I have dedicated myRelf wholly 
to the UNO," he said, "and have 
no other plans or objectives at the 
present time." 

Two weeks of discussions here 
have made it clear that the type 
of leadership he brings, backed, as 
it is, by an almost unanimous 
American public opinion, is highly 
necessary. It is obvious that the 
situation of 1919 and the League of 
Nations is now exactly reversed, 
with the United States playing a 
leading role and bearing primary 
responsibility for seeing the UNO 
through. 

The English, French and others 

I 
who had long experience with the 
League approach the UNO with 
some skepticism and with a desire 
to see how it Is going to work out 
before they get enthusiastic. Rus
sia is wary. No other public In the 
world has been educated to the 
Charter as have Americans nor has 
it been publicized to such a great 
extent in any other country. 

The delegates have demonstrated 
earnestness and sincerity In the 
past few weeks, but enthusiasm 
and energy have been somewhat 
lacking. It is felt that Mr. Stettin· 
ius can supply these qualities. 

Soviet Hints Race l-or Atom Bomb; 1 

Pooling of Data lor Peace Urged 
By Tilt United Pre1s. 

MOSCOW, Sept. 3-The mag- life," the article, by M. Rubinstein, 
azine New Times assailed today said: 
some sections of the American "At the same time, it Is clear to 
press for allegedly advocating that all right-thinking men that the dis
the United States "secure world covery does not solve any political 
mastery by threatening use of the problems internationally or inside 
atomic bomb," and warned that individual countries Those who 
other nations would soon Invent cherish illusions in this respect will 
weapons equally potent. suffer inevitable disappointment." 

The article, the first detailed The article bitterly attacked 
analysis of the atomic bomb's sig- the "Hearst-Patterson-McCormick 
nificance to appear thus far in the press" for its alleged arguments 
Soviet press, said that the missile's that the United St a t es use the 
develop111ent made lasting peace threat of the atomic bomb to en
and security imperative. It urged force its will in international af· 
international pooling of atomic fairs, and said: 
knowledge as "the most effective "These flagrant imperialists for 
method of mutual under standing of get history's lessons. They ignore 
all freedom-loving nations." the collapse of Hitlerite plans for 

Characterizing the bom b as "one _world hegemony, which were based 
of the greatest inventions of mod- l on intended utilization of tempo
ern science, fraugh t with enormous . rary su~;riority in technical devel-

in all :t. ld f h 11 opment. consequences 1e s o uman Th t · 1 "d th t " t ~ e ar lC e sa1 a many o h-

Nagasaki Plant Life Revives 
SAN FRANCISCO, Sept. 3 (U.P.) 

-The Tokyo radio said today that 
plants had . begun growing again 
m Nagasaki amid the devastation 
caused by the atomic bomb on 
Aug. 9. 

Tokyo, quoting scientists from 
the Kyushu Imperiai University 
said that shoots of plants wer~ 
found during "experiments to de
termine whether living creatures 
were able to exist or not in the 
areas struck by the atomic bomb!' 

The broadcast said that the bomb 
had three types of effects on the 
human body: (1) Instant death, 
(2) symptoms similar to dysen
tery and eventual death, and (3) 
bleeding gums, falling hair and 
throat ulcers resulting in death. 

The blood count of the victims 
decreased to 200 to 300 white cor
puscles per cubic centimeter, the 
broadcast addea, and "clinical 
study" revealed severe damage to 
bone marrow. 

American Visits Hiroshima Ruins 
The fi rs t atomic bomb, dropped 

on Hiroshima on Aug. 7, " leveled a 
three-mile square area so com
pletely that there is not one sal
vageable piece of tin or steel girder 

'

left," blackened every blade of 
grass and denuded every tree of 
leaves and small branches for six 
miles a round, Guthr ie Janssen, cor
respondent for the National Broad
cas t ing Company reported last 
night. 

Mr. Janssen, who had spent a 
day in the ruins of Hiroshima, de
scribed it as "the most terrible 
scene of huma n destruction in the 
world," a hundred tmes worse than] 
the rubble of Berlin. 

er countries have scientists who 
studied the problE~m of splitting the 
atom and who will work with re
doubled energy to invent weapons 
as good or better." It approved 
suggestions to vest the contrqj of 
atomic energy in an international 
:>ody, "since the fundamental prin
ciples are well known and hence-
forth it is simply a question of 
time before any country will be 
able to produce atomic bombs." 1 

ln addition to the gravest dan- 1 
ger threatening humanity, "should 
aggressors seize control of this 
terrible weapon," Mr. Rubinstein 
said that unlimited economic 
abuses were possible by exploita
tion of atomic energy productively 
under conditions of "capitalist 
monopoly." 

He said that the latter would 
cause "monstrous mass unemploy
ment and permanent elimination of 
millions of miners and other indus
trial workers and intensification 
of monopoly rule." 

J apan Still Censors Bomb News 
TOKYO, Sept. 1 (Delayed) UP)

J apanese newspaper men who had 
visited Hiroshima said today that 
the atomic bombing of that city 
paralyzed persons living ten miles 
away and that many of those dying 
from wounds originally received a 
burn only half an inch wide. 

These news men still were pre
vented by censorship from telling 
the whole story to their own people. 

Masayoshi Murakami of the 
Yomuiri Hochi said that even the 
slightest burn from the atomic 
bomb spread throughout the vic
tim's body, eventually causing 
death. Many are dying even now, 
he said. 

Murakami said that the talked 
with several who witnessed the 
surprise attack on Hiroshima. One 
man gave a coherent account and 
displayed a half-inch burn on his 
arm, the news man said. "The burn 
spread up his arm and throughout 
his body. Two weeks la ter he was 
dead," Murakami added. 

He said that witnessef. had paid 
little attention to the plane that 
had dropped the bomb because they 
.were accustomed to 100-plane at
tacks, "and, furthermore, the peo-
p_l~ expected raids only againstr 
ctbes the Americans had announced 
for destruction." 

PEPPER FOR SHARING 
OF ATOMIC SCIENCE 

PARIS, Sept. 3 (Reuter)
Claude Pepper of Florida, member 
of the United States Senate For
eign Relations Committee, strongly 
advocated today the paring of Ger
many to a country "the size of 
Fr~nce m p_opulation," the lowering 
of n~ tern a t10nal trade barriers in_ 
cludt_ng the elimination of ' the 
sterlmg bloc and British Empire 
prefe~ences, and the placing of the 
ato~1c bomb at the disposal of the 
mil_Itary staffs committee of the 
Umted Nations. 

"."Ye. want to get away from 
arbftctal trade restrictions , h 
said. "I am hoping that in th~ nex~ 
few weeks ?r months there will be 
an mternabonal conference to find 
a .w~y whereby preferences can be 
ehmmated." 

"The future is going to be an age 
of cooperation not only in keeping 
the peac_e but}n raising the stand
ard of hvmg, he continued. "The 
":'ar has shown us what coopera
~IOn can do; we must keep it up 

1
m _the _dangerous days of peace 
wh1ch he ahead." 

Mr. Pepper said that he thought 
the atomic bomb would be a force 
for peace, adding: "The United 
States does not want to monopolize 
the a tomic bomb. I am confident 
t~at the knowledge of its construc
tion will be given to the military 
s~affs committee of the United Na
tions. I thmk that is what should 
be done." 

Two Kinds of Atomic Blast 
By HOWARD W. BLAKESLEE 

Associated Press Science Editor 

The British official report on 
the atomic bomb in details re
ceived yesterday revealed that 
ther_e are two kinds of atomic ex- j 
plos10ns, one the city-destroying 
type, the other only about as pow
erful as ordinary explosives. 

The low-power explosion has im
portant implications for world 
safety in the promise that in pro
ducing atomic power for peace the 
engineers will deal with a force J 
\that is not much greater, in de-

l
structive capacity, than the acci-1 
dents in steam and gasoline power 
plants. 

1 The two kinds of atomic explo
sions depend, respectively, on fast 
neutrons for an atomic bomb and 
slow neutrons for atomic power. 

Fast neutrons are uncharged 

l
particles that travel at thousands 
of miles a second and with ener
gies of millions of volts each. Slow 
neutrons drop to energies of only 
a few volts or even fractions of 

' volts and also to a few miles a 
second in speed. 

These slow neutrons are about 
ten times more effective, however, 
~han the fast kind in producing the 
splits of cores of uranium or plu
tonium atoms. 

Their «lowness prevents their 
use in an atomic bomb. They would 
start the explosion without diffi
culty but before they could spread 
to detonate the entire atomic 
charge the expansion would sep
arate portions of the atomic ex
plosive. This separation would end 
the reaction. There would be an 
ordinary explosion. 

A peculiarity of the atomic ex
plosives, uranium 235 and pluto
nium, is that they are safe until 
the instant when more than two 
pounds are brought together into 
a single, closely packed mass. The 
slow neutron explosion would sep
a rate this mass too soon. 

The fast neutrons, however, work 
in millionths of a second and spread 
so fast that they Ignite all, or 
nearly all , the atomic explosive. 

The huge plant in the State of 

!
Washington that co~-:erts commo.n 
nonexplosive U-238 m to plutom 
um uses slow neutrons to produce 
its transmutation reactions. It is 
possible to control the slow neu
tron reactions so that they are 
safe from explosions. 

Fast neutrons will not even start 
the reactions of the Washington 
plant, even when a ton of pure 
common uranium is concentrated. 
The fast neutron explosive effect 
becomes possible only when the 
rare U-235 is extracted from com
mon uranium and concentrated in
to masses. 
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The Challeng. : 

One World or None 
•we are in a race with our technologies; 

with our mounting capacity to destroy. • 

By RAYMOND B. I"OSDICK 

GmBON remarks that the great

est theological controversies which 

racked the Roman Empire and af

fected the peace of millions turned on the 

question whether a certain word should 

be spelled with one diphthong or another. 

Today we have suddenly been projected 

into a situation where no controversies 

that affect peace can be tolerated, wheth

er they relate to diphthongs or anything 

else. Somehow or other we have got to 

come to terms with our atomic bombs. 

And those terms must be reached quickly. 

Time does not wait. The age-old emotions 

of hatred and intolerance have at last 

been ar~ed with weapons by which man 

can achieve his own complete destruction 

in one burst of universal fury. 

The supreme question which confronts 

us therefore--the question to which all 

other problems are merely incidental-is 

whether our new technology can be 

brought under control. Is man to be the 

master of the energies he has created or 

is he to be their victim? 
We knew, of course, that the techniques 

of war were reaching a peak of destruc

tiveness which modern civilization could 

not long survive. We knew that another 

war might easily bring our institutions 

and the painfully accumulated apparatus 

of human existence to the verge of cata

clysmic ruin. But we were not prepared 

for the possibility of complete annihila

tion-the ending of our civilization with a 

shattering abruptness--which the two 

bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Naga

saki now portend. 
Nor were we prepared for the picture 

which Gen. H. H. Arnold, head of the 

Army Air Forces, gave us the other day 

of the imminence of pilotless missiles di

rected Ul}erringly from any spot on the 

world's surface to any other spot, carry

ing improved atomic explosives "destruc

tive beyond the wildest nightmares of the 

imagination"-weapons which, he said, 

were "ideally suited to sudden unan

nounced attacks in which a country's ma

jor cities might be destroyed overnight by 

an ostensibly friendly power." 

IT is to this end that research is being 

feverishly rushed in laboratories here in 

the United States and doubtless abroad. 

"None of these weapons," said General ' 

Arnold, "is visionary or merely possible. 

They are probable almost to the point of 

inevitability. If we have another war, if 

another aggressor arises to strike the~ 

peace-loving nations, it will be with 

things like these that he strikes." 
This is the point in human destiny to 

which all the glories and toils of the past 

have at" last led us. These are the gifts 

which science has suddenly dumped in our 

laps-dumped in the laps of a race that is 

utterly unprepared, in terms of ethics, 

law, philosophy, economics,. politics and 

government, to meet the problems which 

they present. There is -little wonder that 

to many ears comes the sound of the 

tramp of doom. 
But this is not a time for defeatism. 

Around the world men of all races and 

faiths will rise to the challenge. In the 

midst of our deliberate preparations for 

self-obliteration, we say to ourselves with 

passionate emphasis that it need not and 

shall not occur. Like ra man torn in an 

impulse to commit suicide, we struggle 

with ourselves, hope and aspiration fight

ing with maniacal impulse--Jekyll Wres- · 

tling with Hyde. Although in 5,000 years 

of recorded human history we have never 

succeeded in stopping war, we promise 

ourselves we shall stop it now-in this 

generation. In spite of the fact that 

weapons once invented-from cavalry and 

gunpowder down to TNT and flame

throwers-have always been employed in 

subsequent struggles, we highly resolve 

that atomic bombs shall not be used 
again. 

THERE . is something inspiring about 

this determination. Confronted by the 

promise of death to our civilization, we 

insist upon life. In the face of a crisis 

more ominous than anything the race has 

ever met, we reaffirm our ability to .master 

it. We have few analogies from the past to 

encourage us, and in a real sense the cards 

are stacked against us. But we will not 

give up hope. We believe we can abolish 

war because without that belief we shall 

succumb to a senseless horror and blow 

ourselves and our civilization into drifting 

dust. And surely, if intelligence can con

trive a fate as disastrous and complete as 

these new weapons now promise, that 

same intelligence, backed by the spiritual 

forces of mankind, can bring our tech

nology under control and make it the 

servant and not the master of the people. 

That is the faith upon which we stake 

our expectations of a decent future. But 

with what works is that faith to be 

backed up? What are the steps that will 

lead us out of this jungle of untamed 

powers? 
In trying to answer this question we 

are on uncertain ground. Our social think

ing is so far behind our mechanical inven

tions that anything we do is bound to 

seem like extemporization. Our first de

fense must inevitably be the United Na

tions Organization. It is far from perfect, 

but it is at least a beginning. Had we 

known at San Francisco that atomic 

bombs were only a few weeks away, it is 

possible that the institution would have 

been greatly strengthened. It must be 

strengthened now-strengthened and im

plemented with imagination and daring. 

0 N Aug. 6, 1945, a mighty revolution 

occurred in human society; and we must 

be no less revolutionary if we are to cope 

with it-revolutionary in our thinking · 

and in our capac1ty for political and so

cial adaptation. 
One determined purpose must govern 

the development of the United Nations 

Organization in all stages of its evolu

tion: never to water it down, never to 

weaken its authority, always to build it 

up, always to add to its prestige and 

moral power until the time comes when 

it speaks for the (Continued on Page 35) 
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drama. With intelligence and 
conscience to guide us we can 
also make gigantic · strides in 
social control, bringing our de
structive weapons within the orbit 
of a world. auth9rity, and har
nessing their powers to enhance 
the happiness of men and in
crease the dignity and worth of 
the human person. 

T HIS is not an idle dreaiil- Its 
realiz.ation is distinctly possible, 
but only on the condition that we 
fight for it-fight for it with un
discouraged faith and grim te
nacity. If men everywhere realize 
the unprecedented peril in which 
they now stand, if they can de
velop the wisdom to use their 
technology only for constructive 
ends, if they will act on the prin
ciple that racial intolerance of 
every kind threatens the safety 
of the future, if ·they will m9ve 
out into a new world society with 
decisiveness and daring, then the 
twentieth century can · be re
deemed and, as Thomas Paine 
said, we can begin the world over 
again. 

But the time is short for all 
this. Man changes slowly, and 
his faltering steps toward adap
tation have often been mired by 
his own inertia and prejudice. 
But now we must move quickly. 
We are summoned to accomplish 
in perhaps two or three decades, 
or even less, what we have failed 
to do in all the long history of 
the race. Urgency presses on our 
heels. The brotherhood to which 
our philosophy and religion have 
borne witness for so many cen
turies has suddenly ·become a 
condition of survival. If Mr. Will
kie were writing his book today 
he would undoubtedly give it the 
title: "One World or None.'( And, 
since Aug. 6, 1945, that word 
"none" rings with an ominous 

sound. 
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WORLD UNIT URGED 
FOR ATOM CONTROL · 

League of Nations Union Asks ~ 
United Nations Organization 

to Set Up Special Agency 

By Wireless to THE Nzw You Tn11s. I 
- LONDON, Sept. 6-A resolu-
1 tion calling upon the United Na- c 
• tions Organization to establish an r 
'I agency to control atomic energy I 
t was adopted here today at a meet-

ing of the General Council of the 
5 once-powerful League of Nations 
d Union. Because of its important ~ 
e and distinguished leadership, this 
o organization, which is considering 
1- transforming itself to conform to ' 
·- the new world set-up, still com-

mands much respect in Britain. 
Y Its conference was held on the 
e eve of the resumption of the meet
e ings of the executive committee of 
•- the United Nations Organization 
- at which Edward R. Stettinius Jr. ' 
r will take his place for the first 
e time as chief of the United States 

delegations. 
r The resolution that the council 
; of the League of Nations Union 
· adopted read: 

"Recognizing that the discovery 
of the release of atomic energy has 
created a. deadly peril for world 

· civilization; believing that any at
tempt to ward off the danger by 
secrecy will be neither desirable 
nor effective; hoping that by in
ternational action so.me means may 
be found to prevent the use of such 
weapons as the atomic bomb; the 
General Council of the League of 
Nations Union Is nevertheless con
vinced that protection from the 
catastrophe with which we are 
threatened can only be achieved by 
abolition of war and that for that I 
purpose the closest political and 
economic cooperation between the 
states has become necessary. 

"The General Council further be
lieves that United Nations should 
set up an appropriate international 

, agency for the development of 
atomic energy in the interests of 
mankind." 

He Hopes to Cure Bomb Victims 

- A Tokyo radio broadcast last 
e night said that Dr. Masao Tsuzuki, 
n a professor at the Tokyo Imperial 
.- University and Japan's leading au-

thority on anatomy and pathology, 
was confident as the result of ex
tensive studies that a majority of 
moderately injured victims of the 
atomic bomb could be cured, The 
Associated Press reported. 

7 Dr. Tsuzuki has divided the ef-
1 feet of the atomic bomb on humans 
~ and animals into four categories : 
7 burns caused by light and heat 

waves, mechanical injury through 
explosion and concussion, injury 
resulting from some strong force, 

1 
as yet unknown even to scientists, 

1 and the harmful effects of the 
pitch-black smoke following the I 

: explosion. I 



T HE comics used to have a safe lead 
of twenty years over science, but 

the events of the past few weeks have 

pressed the comics hard and changed 
the appearance of the field. Science has 
swung into the rail position; the tired 
comics feel the hot whip on their flanks. 
Even the nomenclature suggests a shift 
in the race. The latest element to turn 
up is called plutonium-which is Dis
ney with a touch of mineral water. The 
word uranium had a mighty sound, a 
solemn sound, an awful sound. Plu
tonium i a belly laugh. Plutonium, in
cidentally, is not known in the stars; the 
stars are too high-minded. Plutonium 
is a mouthwash used by Mandrake. 
Plutonium is ju t something belonging 

to the comical race of people wh~ start
ed their first atomic fire under a foot
ball stadium. 

T HE atomic age i scarcely a month 
old, ret we feel as though we've 

been swimming in its clark, radioactive 
waters for centuries. We recall old 
times with difficulty. One thing we do 
remember clearly, however: on the 
night of August 6th, before the atom 
took complete charge, there was a brief, 
suspended moment whose unfamiliar 
sweetness we savored with a satisfaction 
untroubled by the foreknowledge of 
doom. For a few hours on that sum
mer night, several million American 

bors and girls of around sixteen sudden
lr rose to undreamed-of heights in their 
own households as they deftly took the 
conversation away from their fumbling 
parents and from the radio and, in lucid, 

painstaking, and ~ - .tntanly s1mple lan
guage, interpreted thL at:m1 to their 
elders. The necessary introductions, 
which were performed courteously and 
with hardly any patronizing, could have 
been made by no more competent au
thorities. Although it seemed as if it 
would shortly be followed by the end 
of the world, the evening was indis
putably a triumph . 

I T will be found, eventually, that 
jusr as impurities in water become 

radioactive from transmuted urani
um, impurities in thought become 
radioactive from transmuted facts and 
figures lurking in the pitchblende of 
the mind. \ Ve have long suspected 
that impurities in thought become radio
active. It is a major problem . Fascism, 
one of the commonest impurities in 
human thought, is unquestionably radio
active. 

tO Gamble By Eleanor Roosevelt 
HYDE PARK, Sunday-! won der 1f an~ne 

l!lCltlc::ea a little editorial item in one of the papers, 
long ago, praising a former President of the 

United States for having the 
courage to allot two b!Jlion dol
lars to our scientists for the re
search which p r o d u c e d the 
atomic bomb. What ridicule this 
President would have had to face 
had the research been unsuccess
ful! Super-boondoggling would 
have been the least of the ac
cusations leveled against him, 
stated the article. And so he 
was praised for being willing to 
gamble with the taxpayers' 

prise when so many greater gambles must be faced 
constantly. The man at tbe bead of a great n ation 
bas to accept final responsibility. He ta-kes the 
a dvice of scientists In a scientific project, and be 
gets the best advice he can. Every time some new 
move in a war is mapped out, it Involves not only 
the expenditure of money but the expenditure of 
human lives. Here, again, the head of the govern
ment takes the best advice t.hat he can get from his 
military advisers. Nevertheless, for good or ill, the 
ultimate decision and responsibility, when that 
mtlltary plan is made, remain with him. 

Do you think any President ur any head of a 
government-like Mr. Churchlll, for instance
thought m ore seriously about the gamble of two 
biJllon dollars on a scientific experiment than he 
did about the gamble of the human lives Involved 
in landing in Africa or on D-Day in Europe? 

• 

, since there was the possibility of failure! 
strl!tck me, as I read the Item, that some 
have very little conception of the respon

that any President of the United States, 
head of a government, must assume. In Too few of us ever think about the responsibility 

particular case, it seems to me, the decision which rests in times of crises on the shoulders of 
an inevitable one, since It was well kn~wn that the men who are heads of states. It is gracious 

race was on with Germany for this new discovery. 
we had not taken the gamble of discovery, we to acknowledge the courage of a man when you 

have taken the greater 2amble of destruc- recognize it. But in the present case the very 
in the event that Germany won in the race. acknowledgment showed h ow little we really un-

• .. • derstand the great r esponsibilities an d m ore 1m-
What struck me especially Js that the courage portan t decisions which r equired greater courage 
¥amble with mone:v should come as such a sur- ~a=lm~o_st.:.......d:..:.a:..:.ll.:.Y_· -----

Atomic Prophecy,l931 
That year ~wo famous scientists forecast 
the development and use of atomic energy. 

SUCCESSFUL development 
of the use of atomic power, 
though for more construc

tive purposes than atomic bomb
ing, was predicted fourteen years 
ago by outstanding scientists, 
whose forecasts were published in 
the eightieth anniversary edition 
of THE NEW YORK TIMES, on 
Sept. 13, 1!!31. 

Eight leaders in the field of sci
ence, government and industry 
were asked to envision the world 
of 2011, eighty years hence. Prof. 
Arthur H. Compton, Nobel Prize 
winner, and Dr. Michael Pupin, 
distinguished for his work in 
electrical communications, both 
predicted the discovery of the 
secret of atomic power and of the 

, means to harness it for benefi· 
cent use by man. Here are ex
cerpts from the prognostications 
of the eight men: 

Prof. . A. H. COMPTON
"During the next eighty years we 
may confidently expect power to 
become cheaper and more widely 
distributed and motors and fuel 
less bulky. Possibly this may 
mean the development of atomic 
power. We should at least know 
by that time whether we may 
look toward atomic destruction 
as a source .of power that man 
may use. 

"Following this power develop
ment, transportation should be
come faster and cheaper and 
communication by printed and 
spoken word and television much 
more common than at present, so 
that the whole earth will be one 
great neighborhood. With better 
communication, national bound
aries will gradually cease to have 
their present importance. Be
cause of racial differences, a 
world union cannot be expected 
within eighty years. The best ad
justment that we can hope for to 
this certain change would . seem 
to. be the voluntary union of 
neighboring nations under a cen
tralized government of conti
nental size." 

Dr. MICHAEL I. PUPIN
"Electron physics * • • has re
vealed a new view of the uni
verse. According to this view, the 
universe is a vast electrical struc
ture, having no other ]llass than 
the electrical energy of the elec
trons and protons, the compo
nents of its atoms and molecules. 
Electricity, therefore, is the fun
damental substance of the uni
verse ; electrical energy is its fun
damental energy ; the diffusion of 
this energy through the inter
stellar space by the radiation of 
the blazing stars is its funda
mental process. 

"These new concepts, created 
by electron physics, have already 
produced a coalescence of physics 
and chemistry into one science. I 
venture to suggest that in an
other eighty years it will produce 
a similar coalescence between all 
natural sciences." 

Dr. WILLIAM J. MAYQ
"Fear concerning diminishing 
food supply, overpopulation and 
racial prejudice may lead peoples 
to aggression. Preparedness to 
protect our particular civilization 
a nd insure peace is a sacred obli-

I 
gation to those who have gone 
before and those who are to fol
low. * • * Contagic;>Us and infec
tious diseases have been largely 
overcome and the average length 
of life of man has increased to 
fifty-eight years. • • • The prog
ress that is being made would 
suggest that within the measure 
of time for this forecast the av
erage lifetime of civilized man 
would be raised. to the biblical 
term of threescore and ten." 

HENRY FOBD--"Perhaps our 
most progressive step will be the 
discovery that we have not made 
so much progress as the clatter 
of the times would suggest. Cer
tainly there is today a wider and 
more intelligent recognition of 
the shortcomings of our civiliza
tion than at any previous period 
in this country, and that is a big 
step toward something better. 
* * * VVe shall go over our eco
nomic machine and redesign it, 
not for the purpose of making 
something different than what we 
have but to make the present 
machine do what we have said it 
could do." 

Dr. BOBEBT A. MILLIKAN
"Among the natural sciences it is 
rather in the field of biology than 
in physics that I myself look for 
the big changes in the coming 
century.. Also the spread of the 
scientific method, which has been 
so profoundly significant for 
physics, to the solutio of our so
cial problems is almost certain 
to come." 

Dr. WD..LIAM F. OGBUBN
"Inevitable technological prog
ress and abundant natural re
sources will yield a higher stand
ard of living. Poverty will be 
eliminated and hunger as a driving 
force of revolution will not be a 
danger. Inequality of income and 
problems of social justice will re
main. Crises of life will be met 
by. insurance." 

SIR ARTHUR KEITH-"Eighty 
years ago medicine was divided 
among three orders of specialists 
- physicians, surgeons and mid
wives. Now there are more than 
fifty distinct special branches for 
the treatment of human ailments. 
It is this aspect of life--its ever
growing specialization - which 
frightens me. • * • I hope that 
eighty years hence family life 
will still prevail and that there 
will be liberty and opportunity 
for every individual to develop the 
gifts which nature has bestowed 
on him or her." 

Dr. WILLIS B. WHITNEY
"There exist two widely divergent 
paths by which mankind has ad
vanced. One is Bacon's 'variation 
in the efficient'-doing better in 
some ways what has already 
been done. It has become famil
iar to man in economics, in work 
of general welfare, in the mere 
mechanics of time-saving. The 
other path, extending beyond spe
cific conceptions, leads to random 
and bold experiment to..pw:e re- _ 
search, where discovery is often 
unexpected. The most remark
able discoveries of the next 
eighty years will be of that 
kind." 

• 

' 
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Dr. Bush Sees 
jJ ·(.T. /'J 

Boundless Future for Science a 
WASHINGTON. 

H IROSHIMA and Nagasaki are a 

long way from Washington, yet 

thought waves sent from Fifteenth 

and P streets in the capital built them

selves into the mighty explosions which 

rocked the world. 

It was uncanny to sit recently in the 

large, dark-paneled room in which five 

years ago plans were laid fo_r the develop

ment of the atomic bomb. There around 

a long table a dozen scientists and mili

tary men discussed the splitting of the 

atom and the inauguration of a new form 

o( warfare. As they talked about the de

struction that this latent but still un

harnessed force might bring about, An 

drew Carnegie, the little Scotsman who 

gave away a fortune to promote peace, 

looked down from his frame on the wall 

At the head of the table sat a man who 

in appearance gave little impression of 

being vitally concerned with the smoke 

and din of battle. Tall, gaunt and angu

lar, with a humorous twinkle in his small 

blue eyes and an obstinate lock of coarse 

straight hair shooting forward from hi~ 
slightly bulging forehead, he would have 

seemed more in place at a teacher's desk 

in a country school; his leisurely manner, 

his pithy speech, bespoke the classroom 

rather than the battlefield. Yet as Direc

tor of the Office of Scientific Research 

and Development it was he who laid the 

plans and assigned the investigations 

which led to the epochal bombing and 

thus played an impqrtant part in bring

ing the war to a close. 

When the other day I saw Dr. Vannevar 

Bush.in that room the silence which greet

ed my questions concerning the new 

weapon of war was in sharp contrast 

with the mighty roar which echoed 

through the New Mexico desert where he 

had nervously waited to see if the hitherto 

untried experiment would be successful. 

Yet the silence which he preserved was 

as eloquent as the tiny wrinkles which 

shot upward from the corners of his eyes 

and mouth. They told in themselves of 

the satisfaction that he must have felt 

wheh the earth trembled and a tower of 

colored smoke rose 40,000 feet in th~ 

air. For then he knew the dream of the 

scientists had become a reality, the ex

penditures, no greater than the cost ·of 

one week of war, were justified, and peace 

was in sight. · 

I N a letter to Dr. Bush last November, 

President Roosevelt had pointed out that 

the Office of Scientific Research and De

velopment represented a "unique experi

ment of team-work and cooperation in 

coordinating scientific research and in 

applying existing scientific research to 

the technical problema of war." "There 

is no reason," the letter said, "why the 

lessons found in this experiment cannot 

' be profitably employed in times of peace." 

"The results obtained by the Office 

of Scientific Research and Development 

in conjunction with the oth.er committees 

working with it," said Dr. Bush, "show 

the value of team-work carried on under 

govet"llmental supervision. Men of science 

throughout the country gladly laid aside 

their peacetime pursuits and gave them

selves whole-heartedly to the work they 

were called upon to do. There was little 

chance {or them to gain anything. 

Anonymity cloaked their efforts and much 

that was accomplished was of necessity 

secret. 
"Now that the war is· over the demand 

for their services is not so urgent. Never

theless, science, properly directed, will 
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The OSRD director holds that . we have the 

knowledge to build a ·new and better world. 

By S. J. WOOLF 

Drawtn~ from lite by!\ J. Woolf. 

""All scientific progress results from the free play of free intellects." 

):>Uild a new and better world on the 

foundations which they have laid. It is 

a world which holds great promise for 

the common man. It is a world which 

gives a hope of peace through the fear 

inspired by its new weapons. A world in 

which the health of the people will be 

better and their span of life longer. There 

will be more jobs at better wages. The 

standard of living will be raised, there 

will be more leisure for recreation and 

study and the deadening drudgery which 

has been the burden of many will be 

lightened." 
Dr. Bush is loath to make predictions. 

The changes that have occurred in the 

last five years and the rapid development 

of so many new ideas have been so 

startling that he hesitates to say what 

may happen. However, as he raised the 

curtain ever so slightly on the world of 

the future, by implication as much as by 

words, he pictured a place in which the 

machine, driven eventually perhaps by a 

new power, plays an ever-increasing part. 

The vision of Wells and Verne become 

almost commonplace in an era when 

planes darting through the skies annihi

late distance by their incre:....~d speed, 

when the luxury liners of today will be 

almost as out of date as Fulton's Cler

mont, when the human senses will be still 

reinforced by electronic tubes and cir

cuits. Chemistry will create new products, 

homes will be built on new plans and 

housework become a matter of pushing 

buttons. Automatic controls will regulate 

our machinery, and man will talk with 

whom he will as he drives in hi!' lighter, 

speedier car. 

"When this war began," Dr. Bush 

said, "there were millions of workers In 

industries which were little dreamed of a 

quarter of a century ago. Radio, air

conditioning, plastics, rayon and nylon are 

but a few of the new products. This war 

has developed others which will find their 

way into use. 
·"The strides. made in medicine certainly 

justify great hopes. During the last war 

fourteen men out of every thousand in 

the Army died from disease. During this 

war the mortality was one in . 2,000. 

Penicillin and sulfa drugs, better vac

cines, the new insecticide and improve

ments in hygienic measures have all but 

conquered many diseases which once 

killed. thousands. We have discovered a 

control for malaria. The progress in 

surgery has been dramatic. New methods 

have been employed in the treatment or' 

mental diseases. 

"CARRIED over into peacetime, these 

developments and discoveries point the 

way to a healthier era. They are but a 

beginning. We are still far from our goal. 

Even now the deaths from t:vo diseases 

exceed the American lives lost in battle 

during the war. But the new 'world holds 

a definite promise for the mastering of 

these baffling menaces to life. 

"When one compares the flying crates 

of the last war with the swift planes of 

today and realizes how young the airplane 

is; its future cannot be predicted. Greater 

speed and greater safety together with 

more comfort are certainties. There will 

be corresponding- improvements in our 

surface travel and our methods of com

munication. 
"The possibilities of science in the world 

of tomorrow are boundless. I have not 

said a word about the advances that have 

been ma.de in agriculture in our scientific 

laboratories, nor have I spoken about the 

part that ~cience must play in our na

tional security. 
"Although we look forward to peace, 

we must continue our preparedness along 

technical lines. It was science that con

quered the U-boat and the V-1 bombs. 

The eyes of radar helped us win the war, 

but science brought forth a method of 

blindi.ng those eyes." 
Convinced that scientific progress is 

essential for our national welfare, Dr. 

Bush thinks that the Government must 

foster its development. He does not be

lieve that this can be left to industry, 

for industry is concerned of necessit y 

with the practical application of pure 

science rather than in opening up new 

frontiers. 

A ccoRDINGLY, and as a result of 

studies undertaken by different commit

tees, he suggests the establishment of a 

national research foundation which would 

aid financially colleges, universities and 

research institutes where the quest for 

basic scientific knowledge is carried on. 

The foundation would institute long-range 

programs of research, create scholarships 

and fellowships to afford opportunities for 

scientific-minded yourig men and women, 

increase the compensation of scientists in 

Government laboratories and encourage 

private research in Industry by allowing 

deductions from taxes for such work. 

Moreover it would foster the flow of 

information and remove the secrecy, as 

far as is consistent with public welfare; 

from what is being a ccomplished. But 

above all else it would permit freedom of 

inquiry. "For," he says, "all scientific 

progress results from the free play of 

free intellects working on subjects of t heir 

own cboice in ( Continued on Page 46) 
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Science Looks Ahead 

(Continued from Page 14} 

their own way." Carrying on "in 
his own way" has been charac
teristic of Dr. Bush all his life. 
Born fifty-three years ago in 
Everett, Mass., he often as a boy 
pumped the organ in the church 
of which his father was pastor. 
But as he did this he wondered 
why electricity was not used in
stead of hand power. Despite 
this interest in what was then a · 
comparatively newly harnessed 
force, he had no clear idea of 
what he wanted to do in life. 
He had not made up his mind 
when he was graduated from 
Tufts College. The only thing of 
which he was sure was that he 
would have nothing to do with 
radio or electricity. 

BUT he had to make his own 
living, so he took a job as an in
structor in mathematics. Con· 
tinuing his studies at the Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology, 
it W811 not long. before he was 
made an assistant Professor of 
Electrical Engineering in that 
institution, and eventually he be
came its president. 

· He was holding that position 
when he was appointed chairman 
of the National Defense Research 
Committee and when this com
mittee was absorbed by the Of
fice of Scientific Research and 
Development he was made direc
tor of the newly formed body. 

He has devised half a hundred 
contraptions which range from 
vacuum tubes to four-engined 
bombers. Recently a patent was 
granted him on a typewriter 
which makes the right hand mar
gin of the page as regular as 
the left. Were he to wear all the 
medals that hav.e been awarded 
to him he would look like a 
Christmas tree. 

But neither his teaching nor 
his scientific pursuits prevented 
him from indulging in hobbies. 
When I saw hi~ last year he was 
worried, despite the stress of his 
duties, because the thermostat 
in his aquarium had gone bad 
and he feared that his tropical 
fish could not withstand the chill. 
He is interested in color pho
tography and for a time was a 
pool fiend. He never became an 
expert, because he was more con
cerned with the velocity of the 
balls than getting them in the 
pockets. He has also dabbled in 
painting, employing a method of 
his own. He puts transparent 
color on ground glass behind 
which is a light and in this way 
obtains remarkable effects. 

LIKE many men of science 
there Is something of the dream
er and poet in him. With pride 
he gave me a short piece he re
cently wrote, in which in simple 
but eloquent words he compares 
the structure of organized sci
ence with the "exploitation of a 
difficult quarry for its building · 
materials and the fitting of these 
Into an edifiqe." Then in meta
phor and simile he describes the 
work of scientists, who are "The 
Builders." 

When I asked him what he con-

sidered the principal problem of 
scientists, he said: 

"The most important problem 
that faces science today is to 
bring up to date our metliod.s of 
transmitting and reviewing the 
mass of research which has ac
cumulated through the years. We 
have so much knowledge that we 
are engulfed in a sea of publica
tions in which we flounder. In 
the age of airplanes we must 
plow through this in square
rigged ships. We have not em
ployed the inventions that we 
have to · make this easier. 

" W ITH improvements, 
which will not take long to 
achieve, it will be possible to re- . 
duce the encyclopedia to the size 
of a match box and a library of 
a million volumes could be put 
on rolls of films that would take 
up comparatively no space. More
over, the cost will be negligible. 

"But it is not only in repro
ducing books that we have not 
advanced. · By the development 
of devices already in use it will 
be possible to set down in prlnt 
words as they are spoken. I can 
picture the scientist of the fu
ture with a tiny box strapped on 
his forehead photographing his 
experiments as they progress. 
And he will need no pencil or 
notebook, because his observa
tions will be recorded in print 
as he utters them. 

"We already have some ma
chines that solve complicated 
equations and mathematical prob
lems. With these as a beginning 
it is possible that othel\ machines 
can be devised that will manipu
late premises according to for
mal logic and we shall be able to 
turn a lever and punch out con
clusions. 

"The man of the future will 
sit at a desk on which are trans
lucent screens, a keyboard, push 
buttons and levers. Within it 
will be rolls of microfilm on 
which are books and records as 
well as the mechanism for work
ing it. There will be also un
exposed film for him to jot down 
his notes. All of this film Is so 
small that were he to write 5,000 
pages a day it would take him a 
hundred years to fill the . storage 
space. 

"' F the user wishes a certain 
book he finds out which key to 
strike through a code film, puShes 
it and it appears projected on 
the screen. He can read through 
the entire volume, stop it where 
he wants or turn to a particular 
page by means of the buttons on 
the desk. Instead of the old form 
of indexing there will be an im
proved system and selection by 1 

association, as the mind works, 
may eventually be mechanized. 

"And," he went on, "all of this 
is but a development of present
day mechanisms and gadgets. 
The Rodin of the future who is 
inspired to make a statue of 
'The Thinker,' may find that 
his models will be cogwheels, 
thermionic tubes and stral").ds of 
wire." 

/1 i..J..:. 
Japanese Research IJropped in War 

, With Big Laboratory Making Wine · 

Atom Energy Stadies Abandoned 
For Lack of Materials and 
Fands-Only $20,000 Set 
Asidt Yearly for Project 

By GEORGE E. JONES 
l!y Wireless to TD NEW YoJUt Tnaa. 

TOKYO, Sept. 7-Japanese !!Cl
ence and research fell into a. state 

· of inertia and neglect when the 
. military took over the Government. 
By the war's end virtually nothing 

1 remained of independent scientific 
• investigation. 

A visit today to the Institute of 
; Physical and Chemical Research 
. here revealed that of the 118 build
. ings once used by chemists and 
, physicists in Japan only thirty are 

in use. Once 2,000 persons worked 
at the institute, the largest of its 

: kind in Japan. Now only 600 are 
· employed there and their main 

daily task is the production of sake 
from drted sweet potatoes, an en-1---------

: terprise. that the Japan~se Govern- peacetime needs mmst be started 
. ment dlcta.ted when n~e was no anew he said. 

longer available for th1s purpose ' · 
· A small amount of vitamin pill~ A?utely aware . of the1r short-
J also were produced but the labora- commgs _and_ handicaps a~ the Jap

tories as such have disappeared. ~es~ sCientists are, the1r percep- · 
· bon 1s fully equalled by almost any 

Atomic Research Dropped Japanese with whom one can talk. ' 
Neither the Government nor the Hardly a conversation passes with

Army encouraged atomic research, ~ut a statement to the effect ~at 
apparently believing Japanese sci- Y_OU beat us because of superior 
ence incapable of working out a science." . . . 

· formula for harnessing atomic The atom1c bomb ep1tom1Zed for 
· energy. most Japanese this superiority, and 
' "We never heard of the atomic the destruction in Hiroshima and 
1 bomb until your Presidsmt an- Nagasaki brought home to the lay-
: nounced it," said S. K. Hoshino, an man what the better-educated Jap- . 
· institute director. "We did not get anese ~new all a~ong-that Ja~a-
1 any place with our experiments." nese SCience was mad_equate on 1ts 
' Fallen into dusty disuse are two own to con:pete . Wl~h the free 
· cyclotrons one of which broke thought and mvestigat10n of West-

down completely and the other of ern scien_ce, an~ that Japanese ~e
- which functioned only on a limited sources m tramed men, material 
l basis in breaking down certain and l!loney w~r~ too lim~ted: . 
' types of atoms. This equipment ~hi~ recognition of SCientific in
. had been installed seven years ago fer1or1ty alrea~y had led to re-
3 and had been used until six months peated expressions of hope that 

ago for the instruction of students. soon Japanese scientists could re
I Before the war Japanese scien- sume friendly relations with Amer
e tists had requested permission to ican and British laboratories
r view the University of California's avowedly, of course, for peaceful 
- equipment but they were turned purposes. 
e down, Mr. Hoshino said, and ex- Yet an editorial in the Mainchi, 

periments here never progressed a large Tokyo daily, entitled "Pos
e beyond the elementary stages, sibilities of an Unarmed Great 
e which are familiar to any college Power," said: 
1 physics student in the United "According to the notions held 
s States. heretofore no great power could 
- Behind this scientific atrophy exist that was not a strong power. 
~ lies the story of a military bureauc- Yet .;, * * can we not succeed to 

racy that suppressed free thought build up for the first time in the 
j and imposed many limited objec- history of mankind a great power 
1 tives on the research laboratories. without arms? 
V Mr. Hoshino, who studied in "It is said that on account [of 
'I London and later worked on a Jap- the atomic bomb] future wars will 

anese newspaper in New York for entirely change * * *. Inevitably 
f ten years, said that the military the theory and production method 
e here never would have cooperated of the atomic bomb will have to be 
,f to the extent that the United made public before long. At any 
1f States Government did in spend- rate the wars hereafter will have 
d ing billions of dollars in atomic- to be fought with weapons entirely 
t._ bomb development. The Japanese different and by entirely new 
.r Government, he said, gave the in- methods." 
is stitute only 250,000 yen [equiva-
- lent at the present exchange rates New Scl~nce Board Set Up 

·e to less than $20,000 annulLlly. . . 
~- In return the institute and other The Japanese Mm1stry of Edu
;t scientific establishments in Japan cation~ with the_ aim ,of "building 

were put to work experimenting a nation of sc1~nce, ~as ta~en 
on the production of synthetic over. all the a~mll"~i~tratlve offlc~s . 

_ gasoline, food concentrates and relating to sc1entlflc research m 
t medicines. Yet the physicists and the Board of Technolo~y ~ll:d has 

chemists themselves had no voice created a Bureau of Sc!enbf!c Ed-
in the direction of research and ucation, the "most important bu
many top-flight research men were reau in the Ministry," Domei, the 

· taken into the Army and Navy. Japanese news agency, said yester-
; Simultaneously a number of day. , 
, students declined to enter this In a wireless dispatch beamed · 
{ field and those who did lacked to Asia and recorded by the Fed-
' adequate equipment and, in some era! Communications Commission, • 
1 cases, scholastic preparation. Domei said that a science research 
3 Some efforts were made to im- council, to be organized with 
:1 prove upon American military "learned persons from the entire 

weapons but so far as Mr. Hoshino natiOn, will cast aside all scientific 
• knows these efforts came to studies which heretofore have been 
; naught. He said that there had devoted solely to war." 
: been no substantial improvement ''To mobilize the knowledge of 
_ made on an American built radar learned persons for the purpose of 
_ that had been captured at Manila building a new scientific Japan," 
f early in the war and that had been the council will place emphasis on 
r long since outmoded by American the study of basic sciences, the 

improvements. "All we could do dispatch said. 
'I was to imitate." he said. In addition, an ''international 
t Even now, he said, there has division will be set up within the 
1, been no preparation by Japanese council to study the essence of the 
l - scientists for the post-war require- scientific studies of other countries 
k ments such as new industries, soil and to promote the advancement 

er improvements and public health. toward a scientific civilization," 
Investigations for the puropse of Domei added. 

• 
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HEAT TO BE PRODUCT 
OF ATOMIC ENERGY 

General Electric Experts Think 
This t\1e Most Probable 

Use of New Power 
I I 

SCHENECTADY, N. Y., Sept. 

1

3-The most probable use of nu
clear energy, the basis for the 
atomic bomb, is as a source of heat, 
two experts of the General Elec-
tric Company said today in answer I 
to questions received from industry 
and the general public about the 
potentialities of atomic power. 

Concerning the possible use of 
nuclear energy as a source of 
power to heat and light homes 
and buildings, operate factories, 
propel ships, locomotives, airplanes 
and automobiles, Harry A. Wilme, 
vice president Jn charge of engi
neering policy, and Dr. C. Guy 
Suits, vice president and director 
of the research laboratory, pre
dicted that several uses of nuclear 
energy would become technically 
possible, but that it was too early 
to predict whether such uses would 
be economically practical. 

In stating that the most prob
able use of nuclear energy was as 
a source of heat, the officials said 
that such heat in turn might pro
duce steam or hot gases for use in 
conventional types of power-gener
ating equipment. 

"Some people have asked con
cerning the possi~ility of direct 

!
conversion from nuclear energy to 
electric power in usable form. This 
seems to us an extremely remote 
possibility," said Mr. Winne and 
Dr. Suits. "There is a long road 
of development ahead. 

"It is true that the success of the 
bomb demonstrated that we can 
release a tremendous amount of I nuclear energy in one instantane
ous blast. at a controled time. But 
to make this form of energy com
mercially useful we must learn how 
to generate it and control it in a 

way that is adaptable to power 
production. We have no doubt 
that we shall learn how to do this , 
but the learning will take a lot of 
research , development and time." 

Concerning the dangers to hu
ma.n life which result from the 
radiation accompanying nuclear 
energy, they said : 

"Obviously. if we should have lo 

1 encase a nuclear power plant ln 1 
many feet of lead or concrete it 
would lose some of its attractive-
ness. Here also we believe we 
shall find a practical solution to 
the problem, but this will take 
time." 

Molit difficult to answer i the 
question of the economic practica
bility of commercial use of nuclear 

!
energy. The $2,000,000,000 cost of 
the atomic bomb program unques
tionably could be reduced greatly 
if a similar project were to be 
started today, based on the knowl
edge gained through this develop-
ment, but it would still be a tre
mendously costly undertaking. 

To central power stations, rail
roads or other businesse~ in which . 
the generation or use of power is ' 
of extreme importance, the engi
neering and research chiefs gave 
this advice: 

"Were we responsible for con
ducting the affairs of such organi
zations, we should go right ahead 
with our plans for the years to 
come on the basis of present-day 

'

available sources of energy, name
ly, coal, oil and water power. Only 
as research and development pro
ceed shall we learn the limitations 
and possible practical commercial 
applications of nuclear power_." 

Many scientists and engmeers 
were assigned by General Electnc 
to the atomic bomb project. Mr. 
Winne supervised the development 
and production of apparatus manu
factured in virtually every General 
Electric factory for the Govern
ment plants which produced the 
bomb. Dr. Suits directed research 
activities on the project. As early 
as 1940 Dr. K. H. Kingdon and Dr. 
H. c. Pollock of the research lab
oratory staff were among the first 
to isolate uranium 235, used in nu
clear energy research and !11 the 
manufacture ot the .a.tomic bomb. 

SICKNESS AFTER VISIT 
TO HIROSHIMA DENIED 
SAN FRANCISCO, Sept. 8 <U.P.l 

A broadcast over the Tokyo radio 
today quoted a Japanese scientist 
'as having said that all persons one 
kilometer or less from the atomic 
bomb explosion at Hiroshima Aug. 
6 who had not been burned had 
luffered after-effects. 

However, Uzuhiko Kurimoto, as
istant professor of contagious dis
!l.Se research of the Tokyo Impe
ial University, said that he had 
iscovered no evidence that trips 

. o the bombed area after the ex
plosioR had resulted in sickness. 

The broadcast, recorded by The 
'United Press, said that Dr. Kuri
moto and two other researchers 
,had just left Hiroshima after hav
ing completed an eleven-day study 
of "the effects of the atomic bon;tb 
on human beings." 

Dr. Kurimoto said that a study 
of about seventy cases had con
vinced him that while some persons 
further than two kilometers from 
the explosion had been burned, 
none "have shown signs of any 
sickness originating from the 
atomic bomb." 

[From Late Edition of Yesterday'• TIMES.] 
Nagoya Plane Plant Wiped Out 

NAGOYA, Japan, Sept. 7 UP)
The largest air plant in the world 
is in complete ruin here. American 
bomb appraisal experts who in
spected the wrecked plants here 
and in Kobe and Osaka pronounced 
the devastation complete. Nagoya's 
Mitsubishi aircraft works were 
recognized as the largest in the 
world in December, 1944, when 
they were producing 17 per cent 
of Japan's planes. They covered 
more than 5,000,000 square feet. 

CONNALLY WANTS 
U. S. TO KEEP BOMB 

Would Provide Special Force 
for Security Council-Mead 

Proposes Outlawing It 

WASHINGTON, Sept. 8 UPl
Sen. Tom Connally, chairman of 
the Senate Foreign Relations Com
mittee, proposed today that the 
United States furnish a flying task 
force of atomic bombers to the 
United Nations Security Council 
but retain the secret of their awful 
power. 

His suggestion was the second 
defenite plan put forward during 
the day for control of the new ex
plosive force. Sen. James M. Mead, 
Democrat, of New York proposed 
an international agreem~nt to out
law the use of atomic bombs in 
war. 

"The secret of the atomic bomb 
ought to be retained by the United 
States," Senator Connally flatly 
told an interviewer. 

The Texas Democrat added: 
"We shall never use it, except in 

the interest of world peace or our 
own necessary self-defense. 

':The United States is a member 
of the Security Council and will 
furnish a contingent of air forces. 

Would Keep Secrets in U. S. 
"Armed with a few atomic 

bombs such a force conceivably 
could crush any attack or act of 
aggression quickly and effective
ly." 

Mr. Connally declared that in 
addition to keeping the secrets of 
atomic fission for this nation, we 
should tie up "all available sources 
of uranium and other elements 

1 necessary to the manufacture of 
the atomic bomb." He said that he 
had not been in1pressed by the 
theories that civilization might not 
b~ able to survive the atomic 
bomb. 

"Civilization has survived floods 
and storm, the Black Death, the 
plague, barbaric massacres and 
bloody wars," he said. 

He added that the history of 
warefare showed that for every 
offensive weapon an adequate de-
fense had been contrived. l 

Senator Mead told a reporter 
that he believed that a world 
scared by the explosive power of 
nuclear energy would think twice 
before it violated an anti-atom 
bombing agreement and invited its 
own destruction. 

As a precedent, the chairman of 
the Senate's War Investigating 
Committee pointed out that bat
tling nations generally lived up to 
their pledge not to use poison gas 
in World War II. 

But Senator Richard B. Russell, 
Democra!:., of Georgia, did not 
think that parallel would hold. 

"The Axis would have used poi
son gas if Germany and Italy had 
not been so vulnerable to it them
selves," he declared. "I would be 
glad if an international agreement 
could be reached not to use the 
atomic bomb in war. But I don't 
think you can ever trust an ag
gressor." 

Russell Supports Connally 
Senator Russell agreed with 

Senator Connally that the United 
States should not share the secret. 

"We might make available to 
the World Security Council a cer
tain number of bombs if it has to 
use force to keep the peace," he 
said. 

"But I think we ought to keep 
the technical know-how to our
selves as long as possible." 

President Truman has said that 
he intended to give Congress later 
his ideas on what to do about the 
bomb as well as the development 
of atomic energy for peacetime 
uses. 

And Senate Republicans intend 
to demand that Congress have the 
final word on policy. 

Chairman Robert A. Taft, Re
publican of O:ttio, said _that the 
minority Steermg Comrruttee had 
agreed on that point. But he ad
mitted that none of the Senators 
had any definitP. ideas yet on what 
the policy might be. 

The Republicans are backing a 
resolution by Senator ArthW: ~
Vandenberg, Republican, of Michi
gan, for a joint committee of six 
House and six Senate members to 
study the development and control 
of the bomb. 

Senate Commerce and Military 
Subcomrclttees, headed respective
ly by Senators Warren G. Mag
nuson, Democrat, of Washington, 
and Harley M. Kilgore, Democrat, 
of West Virginia, plan joint hear
ings about Oct. 1 on the whole 
field of scientific research. 

But Senator Vandenberg thought 
the atomic bomb problem was too 
far reaching to be dealt with ex
cept by a joint, special committee. 
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The brieffng period .enctect Wltn The scientific personnel of our On we went through the night. \ Weather Planes Fly Allead 

a moving prayer by the chaplain. "Superfort" includes S/ Sgt. Walter We so~:m rode out th~ storl!l and our weather planes ahead of us 

ATOMIC BOMBING We then preceeded to the mess hall Goodman, 22, of 1956 Seventy- our shtp was once agat~ satlmg on are on their way to find out where 
for the traditional early morning fourth Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., and a smo<?th co~rse straight. a_head, , the wind blows. Half an hour be
breakfast before departure on a Lawrence Johnson, graduate stu- on a direct lme to the Emptre. fore target time we will know 

OF NAGASAKI TOLD 
bo~bing mission. d~nt at the University of Califor- Our alti1~1eter showed that we what the winds have decided. 

' · - ma, whose home is at Hollywood, were travelmg at a hetght of.17,000 Does one feel any pity or com-
A convoy ~f .trucks took us .to ·Calif. feet. TJ!e thermometer registered passion for the poor devils about 

the supply bml?mg for the spec~al The third "Superfort" is com- an outside temperature of 33 de- to die? Not when one thinks of 

By FLIGHT MEMBER 
e9.uipment . car~ted on combat .. mts- manded by Maj. James Hopkins, grees below zero centigrade, about Pearl Harbor and of the Death 
swns ... ThiS mcluded . the Mae 1311 North Queen Street, Pales- 30 below Fahrenheit. Inside our March on Bataan. 
West, a parachute, a ltfe. boatd an tine, Tex. His officers are Second pressurized cabin the temperature Captain Bock informs me that l 
oxyg:en mask, a fla~11 sui~ anf a Lieut. John E. Cantlon, 516 Nort11 was that of a comfortable air-con- we are about to start our climb to 

I ' survival vest. We sti . ha a ew Takima Street, Tacoma, Wash., ditioned room, and a pt·essure cor- bombing altitude. 
hours before take-of~ time,. but we pilot: Second Lieut. Stanley C. responding to an altitude of 8,000 He manipulates a few knobs on . 

!
Seething Pillar of Fire Rose all went to ~e f!Ytilng fteld and Steinke, 604 West Chestnut Street, feet. Captain Bock cautioned me, his control panel to the right of ' 

stoo.d .around 11_1 lit e groups or West Chester, Pa., navigator; and however, to keep my oxygen mask him and I alternately watch the 
60,000 Feet From Blast- sat m Jeeps t~lk.mg rather casu~lly Second Lieut. Myron Faryna, 16 handy in case of emergency. This, white clouds and ocean below me 

about our mtsston to t_he empire, Elgin Street, Rochester, N. Y., he explained, might mean either and the altimeter on the bombar-
Pianes High Up Rocked as the Japanese home Islands are bombardier. something going wrong with the dier's panel. We reached our alti-

known hereabouts. . . . The crew are Tech. Sgt. George pressure equipment inside the ship tude at 9 o'clock. We were then 
11_1 command of our mtss~o5n 1~ L. Brabenec, 9717 South Lawndale or a hole through the cabin by over Japanese waters, close to 

1\laJ. Ch~rles W. Sweeney. • :0 Avenue, Evergreen, Ill. ; Sgt. Fran- flak. their mainland. Lieutenant God-
ELECTRICAL STORM ON TRIP 124 Hamtlton.Avenue, ~orth Q11:m- cis X. Dolan, 30-60 Warrent Street, The first signs of dawn came frey motioned to me to look 

cy, Mass .. His flag_shtp, ca~ry~~g Elmhurst, N . Y.; Corp. Richard F . shortly after 5 o'clock. Sergeant through his radar scope. Before 
the atom1~ bomb, IS name d e Cannon, 160 Carmel Road, Buffalo, Curry who had been listening me was the outline of our assam
Great Artiste, but the ~~arne oes N. Y.; Corp. Martin G. Murray, steadily on the earphones for radio bly point. We shall soon meet .our 

Two Other B·29's Escorted n.ot appe~r or: th~ body of the lfreat 7356 Dexter Street, Detroit, Mich., reports while maintaining a strict lead ship and proceed to the fmal 
silver shtp, With 1ts m;tusua Y ong~ and Corp. Sidney J. Bellamy, 529 radio silence himself, greeted it by stage of our journey. . . 

Strike Ship-Enemy Flak Met four-bladed, <?range~ttpped propel Johnston Avenue, Trenton, N. J . risin to his feet and gazing out We reached Yakoshtma at 9.12 
lers. Instead It earned the numb~r On this "Superfort" are also two g. d and there, about 4,000 feet ahead 

Going In to the Target 77, ll;!ld s,?meone ~em~rk~ that 1: d!stinguished .obs.ervers from B~it- th~I~~n goo:d to see the day," he of us, w.as The Great Artis~e with 
was Red G~a~ge s wmmng num am, whose sctenbsts played an 1m- told me "I . et a feeling of clau- its precious load. I saw Lteuten
ber on the gndtron. portant r~:lle in the development of trophobia he~med In in this cabin ant Godfrey .and Serg~nt Curry 

Mr. Laurence, science writer for Bombardier an 8th A. F . Veteran the atomic bomb. One of these is s t 'ght, strap on the1~ pa~achutes and I 
THE NEW YORK TIMES and a Pulit- M J'o Sweeney's co-pilot is First Group Capt. G .. Leonard <;heshire, a If1 

is ~typical American youth, decided to do h.ke~tse. ·t 
. a r 24 f famous Royal A1r Force ptlot, who e _ __ We started Circlmg. We saw It -

zer Prize winner, is a special con- Lteut. Charles D. Albury, • ~ is now a member of the British • tie towns on the coastline, heed-
sultant to the Manhattan Engineer 252. Northwest Fourth S~reet, Mt- military mission to the United looking even younger . than his less of our presence. We kept ~n 
District, the ·var Department's ami, Fla. The bomb~rdter, upof States The other is Dr William 20 years. It takes no mmd reader circling waiting for the th1rd shtp 

"':hose shoulders ;~s~ he respons.- G. De'uny, Professor of. Applied to read his thoughts. in our formation. 
special service that developed the btllty of depos~tm., the . atomic Mathematics London University "It's a long way from Hopeston, It was 9:56 when we began 
atomic bomb. bomb .square on 1ts target, Is Capt. one of the g;·oup of eminent Brit~ Ill.," I find myself remarking. heading for the coastline. Our 

By WILLIAI\1 L. LAURENCE Kermit K. Beahan of 
1004 

Tele- ish scientists that has been work- "Yep," he replies, as he busies weather scouts had sent us code 
WITH THE ATOMIC BOMB phone Road, H~us\on, Tex., w~~ ing at the "Y-Site" near Santa Fe himself decoding a message from messages deciphered by Sergeant 

N 9 is. celebrating his wenty-seven N M on the enormous problem~ outer space. Curry informing us that both the 
MISSION TO JAPA , Aug. btrthday today. in~ol~~d in taming the atom. "Think thi,~ atomic bomb will prima~y target as well as the sec-
(Delayed)-We are on our way to Captai~ :'3ea~an has ~he award Group Captain Cheshire, whose end the wa.r? he asks hopefully. ondary were clearly visible. 
bomb the mainland of Japan. Our of the. Dtstmgmshed Fly~g Cross, rank is the equivalent to that of "There IS a very good chance The winds of destiny seemed to 
flying contingent consists of three the Air Medal and one Stlvert O~k colonel in the United States Army that this one may do the trick," I favor certain Japanese cities that 
specially designed B-29 "Super- Leaf Cluster, t?e Purple ·~~ar 'the 'Air Forces was designated as an assure him, "but if not then the must remain nameless. We circled 

Western Hemtspher~ Rt on, e observer of the atomic bomb in next o~e or two surely w!ll. Its about them again and again B;nd 
forts," and two of these carry no European Theatre R~b!Jon an~ two action by Winston Churchill when power 1s sue~ th~t no natwt;, can found no opening in the thtck 
bombs. But our lead plane is on b.attle ~tars. ~e participated~~ the he was still Prime Minister. ·He stand up agamst 1t very Ion~. umbrella of clouds that covered 
its way with another atomic bomb, first Etghth .At_r Fore~ hetathvy Gom- is now the official representative This was not my own VIew. _!. them Destiny chose Nagasaki as bardment mtsston agams e er- . . . · t t 
the second in three days, concen- mans from England on Aug. 17, of Pnme Mmtster Clement R. the ultimate arge ... 
trating its active substance and 1942, and was on the plane that Attlee. had heard it expressed all around . We had been ctrcl:ftl fo~ s~~ 
explosive energy equivalent to transported Gen. Dwight D. Eisen- In Storm Soon Mter Take-Off a few hours earlier before we took bme when we notice ac P 
20,000 and, under favorable condi- hower ~ro~ Gibraltar to Ora~ at We took off at 3:50 this morn- off. To anyone who had seen this of smake coming through the 
tions, 40,000 tons of TNT. ~he b~gmnmg of the North Afrtcan ing and headed northwest on a man-made fireball in action, as I white clouds directly at us. There 

We have several chosen targets. m~asw~ .. He has ha~ a numbbetr of straight line for the ~mpire. The had less than a month ago in the were fifteen bursts of flak in rapid 
hatr-rat~mg escapes m com a · · ht 1 d d threatening · C t · 

One of these is the great industrial Th · t the Great mg was c ou Y an • desert of Nem Mexico this vtew succession all too low. ap am e navtga or on with only a few stars here and · ' · · ' · 
and shipping center of Nagasaki, Artiste is Capt. Ja!lles F. Van Pelt there breaking through the over- did not soU?d over-optt.mtsbc. . Bock changed h~s course. There 
on the western shore of Kyushu, Jr. , 27, of Oak Htll, W. Va. The cast. The weather report had pre- By 5:50 1t was realli~ht outs.tde.l soon followed etght more ~ursts 
one of the main islands of the Jap- flight engineer is M/ Sgt. John D. dieted storms ahead part of the We had lost our lead sht~ but Lt~u- of flak, right up to our altitude, 
anese homeland. Kuharek, 32, of 1054 Twenty-sec- way but clear sailing for the tenant Godfrey, our navigator, m- but by this time were too far to 

ond Avenue, Columbus, · Ne!J.; final and climactic stages of our forms me that we had arranged ! the left. 
I watched the assembly of this S/Sgt. Albert T. De Hart of Pia~- odyssey. for that cont.mg~ncy. We have an We flew southward down the 

man-made meteor during the past view, Te~. , who celebrate~ hts We were about an hour away assem.bly P?mt m the sky a?ove chatmel and at 11 :33 cro~sed the 
two days, and was among the thirtieth birthday yesterday, lS ~e from our base when the storm the little Island of Yakoshtma, coastline and headed s~ratght for 
small group of scientists and Army tail gunner; the radar operator IS broke. Our great ship took some southea:st of Kyushu, at 9.:10. We Nagasaki about 100 m~les to th.e 
and Navy representatives privi-, S/ Sgt. Edward K. Buckley, 32, .of heavy dips thrqugh the abysmal ! are to Circle there .and watt for the west. Here agail). we. circled until 

529 East Washingto.n Street, L1s- darkness around us but it took rest of ou~ formation. . . we found an opemng m the clouds. 
leged to be present at the ritual of bon, Ohio. The ~adio operator 1s these dips much more gracefully Our gemal bombardier,. Lteuten- It was 12:01 an~ the goal of our 
its loading in the ''Superfort" last Sgt. Abe M. Spitzer, 33, of 655 than a large commercial airliner, ant Levy,. comes over to mv~te me mission had arnved. 
night, against a background of Pelham Parkway, North Bronx, producing a. sensation more in the to take his front-row sea~ m the We heard the pre-arranged 

I threatening black skies torn open N. Y.; Sgt. Raymond Gallagher, nature of a glide than a "bump" transparent nose of the ship and I signal on our radio, put on our 
at intervals by great lightning 23, of 57? Sou~h Mozart Street, like a great ocean liner riding the ac?ept. eagerly. From that vantage arc-welder's glasses a?d watched 

Chicago, IS assistant flight engi- waves, except that in this case the pomt m .space, 17,000 .feet above tensely the maneuvermgs o~ tJ::.e 
flashes. neer. . . air waves were much higher and the Pacific, ~me gets a vtew of hu~- strike ship about half a mlle m 

It is a fuing of beauty to behold The lead sh1p 1s also carrying a th rh thmic tempo of the glide dreds of mtles on. all sides, hor1- front of us. 
this "gadget." In its design went group of scientific personnel, head- e h { ter · zontally and vertically. At that "There she goes!" someone said. 

ed by Comdr. Frederick L. Ash. - mtilc notal. seed· a strange eerie light height the vast ocean below .&nd out of the belly of gust the Ar-millions of man-hours of what is f th 1 d thh k b t erg mto 1 k b 
worth, USN, one o e ea ers m coming through the window high e s y a ove seem om e tiste what looked like a b ac o -

without doubt the most concentrat- the de~elopment .of the bomb. The above the navigator's cabin and as one great sphere. . ject went downward. 
ed intellectual effort in histo~ group mcl~des Lieut. Jacob Beser, I eered throu h the dark all . I was on . ~he ins1de of that Captain Bock swung around to 
Never before had so much brain- 24 of Baltimore, Md., an expert on P d I g tartling phe ftrmament, ndmg above the g1ant get out of range· but even though 

. • aroun us saw a s - t · f h·t 1 · ' · b f d · 1 atrborne radar. Th h . r iant moun ams o w 1 e cumu ous we were turnmg ~way m the oppo-
power een ocuse on a smg e The other two Superfortresses in nome~on. h de w ;:- mg b ~arne clouds, Jetting myself be suspended site direction and despite the 
problem. our formation are instrument prop~ 1ers. a d~ome /~ ~ e in infinite space. One hears the fact that it w~s broad daylight in 

This atomic bomb is different .E!_anes, carrying special apparatus grea ~s Iscs 0 ue am • :-"hirl of the motors be~in~ o~e, but our cabin, all of us became aware 
from the bomb used three days ago to measure the powe.r of ~he bomb . 1t . soon b~comes . tnstgntfiCant of a giant flash that broke through 
with such devastating results on at the time of explosiOn, htgh speed The same lummous blue flame ap- agamst the tmmenstty all arom;td the dark barrier of our arc-weld
Hiroshima. cameras and other photographic peared on the plexiglass windows and lt before long ~wallowed by It. er's lenses and flooded our cabin 

equipment. in the nose of the ship, and on the There comes a pomt where S{lace with intense light. 
I saw the atomic substance be- Our "Superfort" is the second in tips of the giant wings it looked also swallows bme, and one 1.1ves T bl i th Bl . t 

for it was placed inside the bomb, line. Its commander is Capt. Fred- as though we were riding the through eternal . momen~s ftlled Phone rem es n e as 
By itself it is not at all dangerous erick . C. Bock, 27, of 300 ~est whirlwind through space on a with an OPI;lresstve lonelmess, as We. removed our glasses aft~r 
to handle It is only under certain Washmgton Street, Greenville, chariot of blue fire. though all life had suddenly van- the ftrst flash but the light sttll 

. . · · Mich. Its other officers are Sec- It was I surmised a surcharge ished from the earth and you . are lingered on, a blmsh-green light 
condtbons, prod.uced m the bomb ond Lieut. Hugh C. Ferguson, . 21, of static' electricity 'that had ac- the oT.'IY one left, a lone sm:v1vor that illuminated the entire sky all 
assembly, that It can be made to of 247 Windermere Avenue, High- cumulateed on the tps of the pro- travelmg endlessly through mter- around. A trern.endous blast wa~e i 
yield up its energy, and even then lapd Park, Mich., pilot ; Second pellers and on the deielectric rna- planetar~ space. struck our shtp and ~ade ~t 
it gives only a small fraction of Lieut. .Leonard A. Godfrey, 24.' of terial in the plastic windows. One's .M':f mmd soon returns to the tremble from nose to tail. This 
·ts total contents-a fraction how- 72 Lmcoln Street, Greenfield, thoughts dwelt anxiously on the mtsswn I am on. Somewhere ~e- was followed by four more blasts 1 

- -'- 'Mass. , navigator; and First Lieut. recious car 0 in the invisible yond these vast mountains o~ whtte In rapid succession, each resou~d- ' 
ever, large eno':lgh to produce the Charles L~vy, 26, _of 1954 Sp.encer ;hi ahead of us. Was there any clouds ahead of me there hes Ja- ing like the boom of cannon fire 
greatest ~x~Ios10n on .ea~th. Street, Phtladelphta, bombadter. lik~ihood of dan er that this heavy pan, the land of our enemy. In hitting our plane from all direc-

The br1efmg at midnight re- The enlisted personnel of this 1 t . t . I? th t h . about four hours from now one of tiona. 
vealed the extreme care and !he "Superfort" are : TISgt. Roderick el~c ~lc t enst~~ mt .te ff;nosp eie its cities, making weapons of .war Observers in the tail of our ship 
tremendous amount of preparation F Arnold 28 of 130 South Street a I a ou mt~ b sef 1 0 t · C t . for use against us, will be Wiped saw a giant ball of fire rise as 
that had been made to take care R~chester: Mich., flight engineeri expresse Y ears 0 ap am off the map by the greatest wea- though from the bowels of the 
of every detail of the mission, to Sgt Ralph D Curry 20 of 1101 Bock, who seems nonchalant and pon ever made by man. In one- earth belching forth enormous 
make certain that the atomic b01;nb Sou.th Second. Avenu~, H~opeston, impertur.bed at the ~ontrols. He tenth of a million.th of a second. a white' smoke rings. Next they saw 
fully served the purpose for whtch Ill., radio operator; Sgt. William qu~.cklJ>: teassure~ :ffie · fraction of time unmeasurable by a giant pillar of purple fire, 10,000 
it was intended. Each. .target in c. Barney, 22, o! Columbia City, It IS a farm~tar phenomenon !' any clock, a whirlwind from the feet high, shooting skyward with 
turn was shown in detatled maps Ind., radar operator; Corp. Robert ~een often . on shtps. I h~ve se~n skies will pulverize thousands of enormous speed. 
and in aerial photographs. Every J. Stock, 21, of 415 Downing 1~ many t.tmes on bombmg rm~- 1 its buildings and tens of thousands 
detail. of. ~he cours.e was rehearsed Street, Fort Wayne, Ind., assistant I swns;, It 1s known as St. Elmo s

1 
of its inhabitants. 

- navigation, altitude , weather, flight engineer, and Corp. Ralph Fire. 
·where to land in emergencies. It D. Belanger, 19, of Thendara, N . Y .. 
came out that the Navy had sub- tail gunner. 
marines and rescue craft, known 
as Dumbos and Superdumbos, sta-
tioned at various strategic points 

l
in the vicinity of the targets, ready 
to rescue the fliers in case they 
were forced to bail out. 

~ • • • • --.- - ~ _,j 



= -By the time our ship had made 
another turn in the direction of the 
atomic explosion the pillar Of pur
ple fire had reached the level of 
our altitude. Only about forty-five 
seconds had passed. Awe-struck, 
we watched it shoot upward like a 
meteor coming from the earth in
stead of from outer space, becom
ing ever more alive as it climbed 
skyward through the white clouds. 
It was no longer smoke, or dust, or 
even a cloud of fire. It was a living 
thing, a new species of being, born 
right before our incredulous eyes. 

At one stage of its evolution, 
covering millions of years in terms 
of secnds, the entity assumed the 
forpt of a giant square totem pole, 
with its base about three miles 
long, tapering off to about a mile 
at the top. Its bottom was brown, 
its center was amber, its top white. 
But it was a living totem pole, 
carved with many grotesque masks 
grimacing at the earth. 

Then, just when it appeared as 
though the thing has settled down 
into a state of permanence, there 
came shooting out of the top a 
giant mushroom that increased the 
height of the pillar to a total of 
45,000 feet. The mushroom top 
was even more alive than the pil-

l
lar, seething and boiling in a white 
fury of creamy foam, sizzling up
ward and then descending earth
ward, a thosand Old Faithful gey
sers rolled into one. 

It kept struggling in an ele
mental fury, like a creature in !he 
act of breaking the bonds that held 
it down. In a few seconds ot had 
freed itself from its gigantic stem 
and floated upward with tremen
dous speed, its momentum carrying 
into the stratosphere to a heitht ofl 
about 60,000 feet. 

But no sooner did this happen 
when another mushroom, smaller 

l
in size than the first one, began 
emerging out of the pillar. It was 
as though the decapitated monster 
was growing a new head. 

As the first mushroom floated 
off into the blue it changed its 
shape into a flowerlike form, its 
giant petal curving downward, 
creamy white outside, rose-colored 
inside. It still retained that shape 
when we last gazed at it from a 
distance of about 200 miles. 

William L. Laurence of The New York Times (left) and Maj. John 
F. 1\loynahan of West Orange, N. J., public relations officer, at an 
airfield in the Pacific before tak,ing off on mission over Japan. 

The New York Times !U.s. Army Air Forceal 

Site ol Atomic Bomb Test 
To Be National Monument 

l!y The Associated Preas. 

WASHINGTON, Sept. 8-Sec
retary of the Interior Harold L . 
Ickes took steps today to create 
a new national monument at the 
site of the first test explosiOn of 
the atomic bomb in New Mexico. 

The first atomic bomb was ex
ploded on July 16 on public graz
ing lands with!lrawn in 1942 for 
use by the War Department as a 
bombing range. The site became 
known as the Alamogorda Bomb· 
ing Range. ~. 

Mr. Ickes directed Fred W. " 
Johnson, Commissioner of the 
General Land Office, to reserve 
the lands surrounding the place 
of the atomic bomb experiment 
for a new national monument. 
He said: 

"The harnessing of the basic 
power of the universe through 
the atomic bomb ushers in a new 
era in man's understanding of 
nature 's forces and presages the 
use of atomic power not only as 
a forceful influence toward the 
maintenance of world peace, but 
also as an instrument, through 
use in peace, for the creation of 
a better standard of living 
throughout theh world. 

"It is only fitting, therefore, 
that a national monument be es· 
tablished at the site of the first 
non-laboratory use of atomic 
power to commemorate that 
great historic and scientific 
event." 



0 

HIROSHIMA TOLL 126,000 
Domei Reports Figures Given by, 

Prefectural Government 

TOKYO, Sept. 8 UPl-Domei, the 
Japanese news agency, said today 
that 126,000 persons had been 
killed at Hiroshima by the world's 
first atomic bombing. 

This figure is more than twice 
as great as any previously reported 
by the Japanese. 

Domei, quoting the Hiroshima. 
Prefectural Government as author
ity for its report, listed casualties 
ah follows: Instantly killed, 66,000; 
died of injuries, 60,000 ; Missing 
and believed dead, 10,000; seriously 
injured, 14,000; slightly injured, 
104,000. 
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ATOMIC FORCE 
ITS MEANING FOR 

MANKIND 
• 

ANNOUNCER: "This revelation of the secrets of nature, long mercifully withheld 

from man, should arouse the most solemn reflections in the mind and conscience of 

every human being capable of comprehension."' 

The three participants in the discussion which follows represent the University of 

Chicago, which served as a principal center of fundamental research in the develop

ment of the atomic bomb. The University on August IO announced the establishment 

of a comprehensive program for studying the peacetime uses of atomic force. To pro

mote this study, the University has created two institutes-one for nuclear study and 

ane far metal study. Among others, the University has announced the appointment 

of two Nobel Prize winners, Harold Urey and Enrico Fermi, to the faculty of the 

institutes. 

• 
MR. HuTCHINS: Gentlemen, is the atomic bomb good or bad for the world? 

MR. GusTAVSON: On the day that the first atomic bomb was dropped, I met 

the director of the University laboratory which helped to develop it . His first 

words to me were: "This is a very sad day for us. Let us hope that we've not 

placed dynamite in the hands of children." 

MR. HuTCHINS: Was it wise to use this bomb against Japan? 

MR. OGBURN: By ending the war, it saved more lives than were lost at 

Hiroshima. 

MR. HUTCHINS: Was the war not going to end anyway? 

MR. OGBURN: But when? The Japanese minister to Sweden has said that the 

'This quotation is an excerpt from the statement on the atomic bomb by former 

Prime Minister Churchill. The text of this statement was ~eleased on August 6, 1945, 

by Prime Minister Attlee. 

I 



A round the Round Table . . . . 
REuBEN G. GusTAVSON was recently appointed Vice-President and 
Dean of the Faculties of the University of Chicago. He came to 
Chicago from the University of Colorado, where he had been serv-

ing as acting president. Mr. Gustavson studied at the Univ~rsity of Denver and 
received his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees at the University of Chicago. He was a 
member of the department of chemistry of the University of Denver from 1920 
until 1937, when he became professor of chemistry and chairman of the depart
ment at the University of Colorado. In 1942 he was made dean of the graduate 
school and the next year acting president of the University of Colorado. He has 
been a contributor to the Journal of the American Chemical Society and the Jour
nat of the American Medical Association. 

RoBERT M. HUTCHINS, who has been the President of the University 
of Chicago since 1929, recently became Chancellor of the Univer-
sity. Before coming to the University of Chicago, he served as dean 

of the Yale Law School and lecturer and professor of law. Chancellor Hutchins 
attended Oberlin College and received his A.B., A.M., and LL.B. degrees at 
Yale University. Since 1943 he has been a director of the Encyclopaedia Britan

nica. He has written numerous magazine articles and is the author of No Friend

ly Voice (1936); The Higher Learning in America (1936); and Education for 

Freedom (1943). 

WILLIAM F. OGBURN, Sewell L. Avery Distinguished Service Pro
fessor of Sociology at the University of Chicago, did his undergrad-
uate study at Mercer University and received his A.M. and Ph.D . 

degrees from Columbia University. Before coming to the University of Chicago 
in 1933, Professor Ogburn taught at Princeton University, the University of 
Washington, and Columbia University. He has been active in national affairs 
and served as director of research for the President's Research Committee on 
Social Trends. He also served on the Consumers Advisory Committee, the 
N.R.A., the Resettlement Administration, and on the science commission of the 
National Resources Planning Board. He was the editor of Recent Social Changes 

(1933) and Technological Trend and National Policy (1937). He is the author of 
many books, among which are: Progress and Uniformity in Child Labor Legisla

tion (1912); Social Change (1922); The Social Sciences (1927); Economic Develop- • 
ment of Post War France (1929); Yot' and Machines (1935); and S ocial Char

acteristics of Cities (1937); and is co-author of Sociology (1940). 



atomic bomb brought the plea for peace. We cannot have peace or progress 
without paying the costs, as Charles Darwin showed. 

MR. HuTCHINS: This is the kind of weapon, I believe, which should be used, 
if at all, only as a last resort in self-defense. At the time that this bomb was 
dropped the American authorities knew that Russia was going to enter the war. 
It was said that Japan was blockaded and that its cities were burned out. All 
the evidence points to the fact that the use of this bomb was unnecessary. There
fore, the United States has lost its moral prestige. 

MR. GusTAVSON: At the very least we might have used another method. We 
might have demonstrated the effectiveness of the bomb by calling our shot in 
advance and by giving the Japanese an opportunity to watch us drop a bomb 
on an uninhabited part of Japan and then calling upon Japan to surrender. 

MR. HuTCHINS: Perhaps the future is more important than the past. Ogburn, 
as a social forecaster, what seems most important to you about the atomic 
bomb? 

MR. OGBURN: This may well be one of the most important inventions of all 
time. The explosive energy in the atomic bomb, in my opinion, undoubtedly 
brightens the prospect for abolishing war, but if, in addition, atomic energy is 
harnessed, we will usher in the "Atomic Age" and may produce sweeping changes 
comparable to those of the Industrial Revolution, which was brought in by 
steam. The Industrial Revolution, we all know, created our cities, made nations 
bigger, shifted world power, weakened the family, revolutionized agriculture, 
built an enormous industry, and led to the creation of powerful central gov
e=ent-more powerful than the world had ever known. 

MR. HuTCHINS: Gustavson, you are a scientist .' What do you say? 

MR. GuSTAVSON: I would say that the bomb teaches us the value of funda
mental research. The work done by Professor Fermi and others on the effect of 
the neutron on the uranium atom was research carried on out of curiosity and 
for the general purpose of increasing human understanding. There was no spe
cific purpose of producing atomic energy--certainly no intention of producing 
world-shattering bombs. The basic work was an attempt to find out about the 
universe in which we live. To me that is the important lesson; and that is the 
way all really important discoveries are made. 
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MR. HuTCHINS: My own conviction is that the moral burden which this dis

covery places upon the peoples of the earth and the necessity of a world organ

ization to control this force are most important. Let us take u'p in order the so

cial and industrial consequences, the implications for research, and the impact 

of this discovery upon war, peace, and world organization. 

MR. OGBURN: Let us first see what we are talking about. If we are talking 

about the explosive capacities of uranium-which is the only thing that is known 

definitely and publicly now-that is one thing; if we are talking about harness

ing power from uranium and regulating its flow through machines-which is 

something I have not yet heard whether we can do-then the social conse

quences, of course, will be much greater; but if we are talking about releasing 

atomic energy not from uranium alone but from other and more abundant ma

terials-such as, for instance, clay or water-and of this I am skeptical as well 

as uninformed-then, in my judgment, no human imagination can encompass 

the consequences. 

MR. GusTAvsoN: This is the most important discovery that bas been made 

since the discovery of fire . It is more important than all the inventions since the 

Industrial Revolution combined. This discovery is the answer to the dream of 

the alchemist. We are dealing here with the transmutation of elements, the de

struction of matter, and the liberation of tremendous quantities of energy

energy the intensity of which defies description. For example, when dynamite 

explodes, there is an intensity represented by about four volts. We are now talk

ing about something of the order of two hundred million volts. 

MR. OGBURN: This is very impressive, but inventions are nearly always over

promised. Ninety-five per cent of them never materialize at all. Take, for in

stance, the singing wire or the talking book, which were invented in the 189o's. 

They have not been put to public use yet. Or take another invention-that of 

gas warfare-which put fear in our hearts and which was certainly overpromised 

twenty-five years ago at the end of the first World War. It has never material

ized up to its promises. My calculations show that it takes, on the average, about 

thirty-five years for an invention to materialize, and sometimes it takes two or 

three hundred years or longer. All inventions of the past which I have studied 

have been resisted . Let us look at the example of prefabricated housing, for in

stance. We could have had it fifty years ago, but instead it has been resisted by 

the building trades, certain real estate interests, and, of course, the mortgage 

companies. They do not want it. 

MR. GusTAVSON: It seems to me that the trend today, however, is away from 

resistance and toward too-ready acceptance of new things. As a people, we are 

credulous and volatile rather than skeptical and slow to change. Take vitamins 

and nylon, for example. 
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MR. OGBURN: We must not allow ourselves to begin talking like Jules Verne. 

MR. HUTCHINS: Maybe this time Jules is justified. 

MR. OGBURN: If Jules Verne were sitting around the RoUND TABLE this 
morning, he would be using the atomic bomb for organizing a war on Mars. 

But ~here are many, many forces which slow up change. Civilization is merely 
a complicated mass of interrelationships, like a huge piece of machinery. We can
not change one part without changing many parts. To bring in a regulated atom
ic power means, for instance, changing railroads, electric-power systems, banks, 
factories, and many other types of social organizations. All this takes time. We 
do not get inventions adopted overnight. 

MR. GuSTAVSON: We may not get inventions adopted overnight, but we do 
know certain things about this discovery. We do know that we get out of it in
credible heat, incredible power, incredible radioactivity, and new elements. 

MR. OGBURN: But there is a third factor, it seems to me, which slows up the 
use of inventions. An invention will not be used if it costs too much. President 
Truman told us that atomic energy cannot compete, in terms of costs, with coal 
or electricity at this stage. The first two atomic bombs cost, it is reported, one 
billion dollars apiece. One cannot pick up a piece of U-235 as cheaply as one can 
pick up a piece of coal and put it in the furnace. The question still is whether it 
will be brought down cheap enough, and this we certainly do not know yet.• 

• President Truman, in his statement announcing the use of the atomic bomb, said, 
in part: 

" •••• Before 1939 it was the accepted belief of scientists that it was theoretically 
possible to release atomic energy. But no one knew any practical method of doing it. 

"By 1942, however, we knew that the Germans were working feverishly to find a 
way to add atomic energy to the other engines of war with which they hoped to enslave 
the world. But they failed. We may be grateful to Providence that the Germans got the 
V1's and the V 2's late and in limited quantities and even more grateful that they did not 
get the atomic bomb at all. 

"The battle of the laboratories held fateful risks for us as well as the battles of the 
air, land, and sea, and we have now won the battle of the laboratories as we have won 
the other battles. 

' "Beginning in 1940, before Pearl Harbor, scientific knowledge useful in the war was 
pooled between the United States and Great Britain, and many priceless helps to our 
victories have come from that arrangement. Under that general policy, the research on 
the atomic bomb was begun. With American and British scientists working together, 
we entered the race of discovery against the Germans. 

"The United States had available the large number of scientists of distinction in the 
many needed areas of knowledge. It had the tremendous industrial and financial re-
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MR. HuTCHINS: Then let us assume that we have a fundamental discovery, 
but that it is in a very early stage. What are the social consequences, Ogburn, 
that you as a social scientist can reasonably foresee, even at this stage? 

MR. OGBURN: I have been trying to argue that we need not get a case of the 
jitters and that inventions, though they disturb our sense of security, have a 
way of developing slowly. They develop against social inertia and in the face of 
resistances arising from the complicated nature of our society, and they come 
with the handicap of high costs. But to answer your question. If we cannot abol
ish war, we can pretty well count on a considerable effect on the layout of our 
cities and on city planning. The cities have already been dispersed by the auto
mobile and more recently by the bomber. If explosives of this kind can reach 
them, our cities will be further dispersed and spread outward. Thus, this is a 
tendency which is already underway. 

MR. GusTAVSON: Can we look forward to more leisure? 

MR. OGBURN: Any great new use of energy has the potentialities of reducing 

so :rces necessary for the project, and they could be devoted to it without undue im
pairment of other vital war work. 

"In the United States the laboratory work and the production plants, on which a 
substantial start had already been made, would be out of reach of enemy bombing, 
while at that time Britain was exposed to constant air attack and was still threatened 
with the possibility of invasion. 

"For these reasons Prime Minister Churchill and President Roosevelt agreed that it 
was wise to carry on the project here ..••• 

"The fact that we can release atomic energy ushers in a new era in man's under
standing of nature's forces. Atomic energy may in the future supplement the power that 
now comes from coal, oil, and falling water, but at present it cannot be produced on a 
basis to compete with them commercially. Before that comes there must a be long period 

of intensive research. 
"It has never been the habit of the scientists of this country or the policy of this gov

ernment to withhold from the world scientific knowledge. Normally; therefore, every
thing about the work with atomic energy would be made public. 

"But under present circumstances it is not intended to divulge the technical proces
ses of production of all the military applications, pending further examination of possible 
methods of protecting us and the rest of the world from the danger of sudden destruc

tion. 
"I shall recomm"nd that the Congress of the United States consider promptly the 

establishment of an appropriate commission to control the production and use of atomic 
power within the United States. I shall give further consideration and make further 
recommendations to the Congress as to how atomic power can become a powerful and 
forceful influence toward the maintenance of world peace" (New York Herald Tribune, 

August 7, 1945). 
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and, I may say, even abolishing physical toil. We might, if we look forward into 
the future, even have factories without any laborers in them at all; but, of course, 

this will all come slowly. 

MR. GusTAVSON: Could we not have technological unemployment on a scale 

of which we have never dreamed? 

MR. OGBURN: We could, if the inventions came quickly enough, but most in
ventions produce technological unemployment only temporarily. Unemploy

ment, in the main, is really caused by the business cycle, fiuctations, and by 

population changes. I have calculated, for instance, that during the depressions 

of the 193o's only 15 per cent of it was technological. 

MR. GusTAVSON: Remember, this is a fundamental discovery of very funda
mental character. It could affect our whole industrial" civilization. 

MR. HuTCHINS: What about the effect on the standard of living? 

MR. OGBURN: It will make the atomic age an age of abundance. I am par

ticularly excited, though, about the possibilities for transportation, which I have 
been studying recently. If atomic energy could be put in a rocket-and that 

does not seem to be very difficult-and if these rockets could be kept cool and 

slowed near their destination, it would be perfectly possible, I think, to travel 

three thousand miles an hour. This would mean that we could leave New York 

one day and arrive in China the day before. 

MR. HuTCHINS: Who is talking like Jules Verne now? 

·MR. GusTAvsoN: Let us not forget that the bomb is the end product of a 

series of discoveries. In all probability the liberation of atomic power, in a fash

ion that can be controlled for industry, will likely be much simpler than the 

making of the bomb. 

MR. HuTCHINS: I am interested in the suggestion that this discovery will 

favor the big industries-at-least in its present stage where we have relatively 

rare materials and a relatively expensive process. How do you gentlemen feel 

about public versus private control of this material and this process? 

MR. OGBURN: Let me give some illustrations on this point. Most of our power 

inventions which we have now have ,developed big industries of the public utility 

type-electricity, railroads, aviation. These are certainly not the industries for 

small businesses. I suspect that the development of atomic energy will be in this 

class. It will tend to strengthen the big industries. It is very likely, by the way, 

to speed us further on the "road to serfdom," as the term is now used. It will 

tend to reinforce movements toward monopoly and toward cartels if, of course, 

we do not do something about it. But if it can be used in very small packages, 

then it may, of course, not accentuate this tendency. Most probably, however, 
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it will put tremendous power in the hands of large industrial units. That brings 
us to the question of what we are going to do about it. 

MR. GusTAVSON: It seems to me that it will go about the way the develop
ment of power in general has gone. We have seen the government step into the 
power problem to control the great water resources for the development of elec
trical power. We are increasingly coming to the conclusion, I believe, that any
thing so fundamental to our economic structure as electricity, or power in gen
eral, ha~ to be something that is government controlled. The government would 
logically have a lot to say about the development and distribution of atomic 
power. 

MR. OGBURN: I agree. Military reasons, of course, are added to the economic 
reasons in this case. 

MR. HuTCHINS: You both thus feel that on the military side there is no ques
tion but that the government will have to continue in control of this process and 
the materials used in it. But if large industries are the only ones which are in a 
position to develop the process or exploit the material at the present time, then 
we shall have to have governmental regulation of tho~e industries. 

What are the implications of this discovery for medicine and for health and 
for biology? 

MR. GusTAVSON: They are tremendous, of course. The radioactivity asso
ciated with all this work has great possibilities for good and for harm-indus
trial hazards, for example, in the new industries-the exposure of workingmen 
to dangers which we never suspected before. We are going to use these radio
active JUaterials, too, in the study of disease processes. We are going to use them 
in attempting to follow the fundamental researches in biology. The implications 
for public health, as I said, probably cannot be overstated. 

MR. HuTCHINS: You think that we may have as great a revolution in medical 
treatment and in biological investigation as we can see ahead of us in the physi
cal sciences and in technology, is that correct? 

MR. GusTAVSON: There is no question about it! 

MR. HUTCHINS: We have now come to the second main point of discussion on 
this RoUND TABLE. If the government has succeeded in creating a notable curse 
with two billion dollars and the concentrated effort of thousands of scientists 
over four or five years, why could we not ask that the government devote the 
same money and effort to the elimination of some of the already existing curses 
such as cancer, influenza, venereal disease, unemployment at home, or starva
tion abroad? 

MR. GUSTAVSON: The important point here is that while it is relatively easy 
to get large sums of money to study the cancer problem which you have .sug-
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gested, it is by no means easy to get large sums of money to study the funda
mental properties of living matter. In the last analysis, solution of the cancer 
problem will be a by-product of fundamental research on how the cell divides, 
why it divides, and so forth. We should remember that the nucleus of the cell is 
just as important in biology as the nucleus of the atom is to nuclear physics. We 
should remember, as I said before, that, when Professor Fermi did some of the 
fundamental work leading to the atomic bomb, bombs were the furthest thing 
away from his t-hinking. Similarly, the cure for cancer will come indirectly. It 
will probably come out of fundamental research and not out of the study of 
cancer. 

MR. HuTCHINs: But does this not mean that such researches would have to 
be centered in universities rather than in industry or under the auspices of gov
ernment? 

MR. OGBURN: The history of research has shown that industry is interested 
in applied research and that government i~ interested, in the main, in contem
porary applications. The only fundamental research of any significance has been 
done at the universities. Take, for instance, radio broadcasting and radar. They 
were dependent upon the discovery through pure research and science of Hertz
ian waves. 

MR. GusTAVSON: After all, where did the government turn in its hour of 
great fear? It did not turn to industry, and it did not turn to itself; it turned to 
the universities. 

MR. OGBURN: The atomic bomb has now put to the universities the biggest 
challenge which they ever faced, in my judgment. We have to know what to do 
with the dangerous weapon which we have created. Without liberal education 
and spiritual education it may become our master and our destroyer. What the 
natural scientists do is to unloose these new inventions which cause a reorganiza
tion of society, a reorganization of our economic institutions and of our social 
institutions, and always, what should not be forgotten, a revaluation of our 
ideologies. But here we are, sitting around trying to give the answers in a half
hour on this RouND TABLE, when it cannot be done. It took two billion dollars 
and three years, so we are told, to produce an atomic bomb. If the various social 
scientists had two billion dollars and three years of research, maybe we could 
give better answers, but I think maybe that we ought to consider declaring a 
moratorium on all pure-science and natural-science development until we social 
scientists can catch up. 

MR. HUTCHINS: I understand that you are not seriously suggesting a mora
torium. You are suggesting that Gustavson and I should get out and raise two 
billion dollars for the support of social science research. We will be glad to do 
that. 
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MR. OGBURN: That is chicken feed, Hutchins, mere chicken feed! We need 
much more than that. 

MR. HuTCHINS: I would like to consider whether, even if we had two billion 

dollars for social science research, we could have any effect upon society if so

ciety were not educated enough to accept the results. 

MR. OGBURN: That, of course, is the basic problem. 

MR. HuTCHINS: I want to ask whether it is not necessary, therefore-and 

whether this is not another of the responsibilities of the university-to develop 

liberal education for all. 

MR. GusTAVSON: Quite right! Even Harvard and Yale and the University of 

Colorado, my former institution, have at last decided to devote themselves to 

general education as a preliminary to specialization. It would seem to me that 

this must be the trend and that it must be tremendously accelerated. 

MR. HUTCHINS: If we are going to have a society which knows what to do 

with these constant surprises from the physical scientists, we are going to have 

to have an entirely different level of general intelligence in the community from 

the one which we have been used to in the past. 

MR. OGBURN: That, Hutchins, is really the challenge of the atomic bomb. 

The bomb produced a sort of paralysis in Japan, but also, we would like to note 

that the first week in the atomic-bomb age has given the rest of the world a very 

bad state of jitters, to say the least. What we really fear, I think, is not the bomb 

so much as the unknown. But we need not fear it if we can control the develop

ment and control the knowledge and use it consciously and confidently for good 

and not for evil. 

MR. HuTCHINS: That brings us, does it not, to our last point, which is the 

military and political significance of atomic force? 

MR. OGBURN: It is an interesting fact that nations in the past, throughout 

the long history of mankind, have risen and fallen pretty much on the basis of 

inventions. England dominated the wor.d during the nineteenth century. She 

did it, because the harnessing of the first mechanical power-steam-brought 

the Industrial Revolution to England fifty years before it did to any country on 

the Continent. Prior to that, France and other west European countries dis

placed the Mediterranean countries, because agricultural inventions made the 
river valleys of France such powerful forces. Before that, the Mediterranean 

powers rose because of another invention- the boat. Now, along comes a still 

more important development-atomic energy. Will there be a realignment of 

international powers? 

MR. HuTCHINS: What I get out of what you have been saying is that the 
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United States is going to dominate the world, because the United States is sitting 

on this secret. 

MR. GusTAVSON: If the United States tries to sit on this secret, it will make 

itself the most hated power on earth. But we cannot sit on this secret. If the his

tory of science shows anything, it shows that discoveries are made practically 

simultaneously in several parts of the world and that no single nation develops 

an idea of this kind. As you well know, Hutchins, the men who are going to work 

on nuclear physics at the University of Chicago come from Italy, from Hungary, 

from England, from Canada, from the United States. This bomb was a compos

ite that grew out of the efforts of many people. If any one nation attempted to 

isolate itself scientifically, it would soon be outstripped by the others which 

would not be parties to the secrecy. 

MR. OGBURN: Brains, in a hereditary sense, as the biologists know, are pretty 

well generally distributed over the world. The thing which we have to look out 

for, though, is what the distribution of the natural resources is, for this new 

source of power. Where do we find uranium? In Colorado, Utah, and Canada, 

but it also exists in Czechoslovakia, in Africa, and in Russia. That puts it in the 

hands of what we call the "peace-loving nations." May I say that I hope that 

they will continue to love peace. 

MR. GusTAVSON: Your implication that the release of atomic energy is lim

ited to uranium is open to question. In all probability we shall learn to apply the 

process to other more abundant elements. It seems to me that this discovery 

really equalizes the nations by placing atomic power, with all its potentialities, 

into the hands of all small nations. What we have done is the equivalent of plac

ing a slingshot in the hands of a David. 

MR. OGBURN: Not yet, not yet. The chances are strong that the difference 

between the big nations and the small nations will be increased rather than di

minished. That is what happened with the tank and the bomber. They practi

cally killed off the small nations as effective factors in the distribution of power. 

The atomic bomb will very likely strengthen the big nation, because, whatever 

the little one can do, the big can do better and quicker. 

MR. GusTAVSON: But your assumption is that it takes tremendous industry 

and a lot of airplanes to do this sort of job. It is altogether possible that rela

tively small numbers of workers in a small country, such as Denmark, could 

develop all the facilities which are necessary without a single bomber. With 

only a runway, a rocket, and an atomic bomb a man in Copenhagen might be 

able to destroy Berlin. 

MR. OGBURN: The big nation could still produce bigger, better, and quicker 

results. What do you think, Hutchins? 
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MR. HuTCHINS: The first thing that I think is that peacetime military train
ing in the United States now becomes an irrelevant issue. We do not need a big 
army to operate an atomic bomb; we do not need much of an air force. Peace
time conscription is a soporific. We should not rely upon large masses of half
trained men; we should pin our faith upon scientific research. 

MR. GuSTAVSON: At the present stage uranium is known to be distributed 
only in certain places. Manpower and industrial strength related to its use are 
important. The issue is whether, as scientific research proceeds, it will not result 
in a further redistribution of power which might bring the smaller nations back 
on the same level. But the upshot in any case is that the atomic bomb cannot be 
suppressed. Ogburn, by talking about the abolition· of war, did you mean that 
something like the United Nations organization might abolish war by agree
ment now that the atomic bomb has fallen? 

MR. OGBURN: It is the best chance to banish war which we have had since 
the League of Nations-at least to banish it for a time-a very long time. 

MR. HUTCHINS: I do not follow you at all. After the last war it was said that 
the airplane and the TNT bomb were going to be so horrible that nobody would 
ever fight again. And Hitler began to fight as soon as he saw that he had in
dustrial resources and a political position adequate to give him a good chance 
of success. Is that not always going to be the case? We are not going to abolish 
war merely by making it horrible. 

MR. GusTAVSON: People are going to fight for whatever they think that they 
can win. They always have; and they always will. 

MR. OGBURN: The Japanese apparently thought that it was too horrible. But 
do not misunderstand me, I am not saying that we can banish war forever. All 
that we can foresee is about twenty or twenty-five years ahead. The problem is 
practically, to make war much more difficult. If the atomic bomb has all these 
destructive capacities, it may be our golden opportunity. 

MR. HUTCHINS: We have always had this chance. 

MR. OGBURN: But we did not have the atomic bomb. 

MR. HmcmNs: The whole question is: What is at stake and what are our 
chances? If a man has a chance to dominate the world through the control of 
atomic energy, that is a very large stake. And if he has, through the advances 
made by the scientists in his country, an opportunity to use this atomic force in 
such a way as to justify him in thinking that he has the edge on his enemies, he 
will take advantage of his situation and start another international conflagra
tion. How are we going to prevent this? Did I understand you to say that you 
thought that we could have an international agreement which would either stop 
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scientific progress in weapons or make every nation feel that it should never 
take advantage of such progress? 

MR. OGBURN: Such an agreement is not impossible, certainly. 

MR.. HuTCHINS: The question is not whether it is impossible but whether it 
would be effective. Up to last Monday.! must confess that I did not have much 
hope for a world state. I have believed that no moral basis for it existed and 
that we had no world conscience and no sense of world community sufficient 
to keep a world state together. But the alternatives now seem clear. One is world 
suicide; another is agreement among sovereign states to abstain from using the 
bomb. This will not be effective. The only hope, therefore, of abolishing war 
is through the monopoly of atomic force by a world organization. 

MR. OGBURN: But that is a thousand years off. 

MR. HuTCHINS: Remember that Leon Bloy,3 the French philosopher, referred 
to the good news of damnation, doubtless on the theory that none of us would 
be Christians if we were not afraid of perpetual hell-fire. It may be that the 
atomic bomb is the good news of damnation, that it may frighten us into that 
Christian character and those righteous actions and those positive political 
steps necessary to the creation of a world society, not a thousand or five hundred 
years hence, but now. 

lSee Ralssa Maritain, Adventures in Graa (New York: Longmans, Green & Co., 
1945). 

The RouND TABLE, oldest education program continuously on the air, departed from its 
uSlt.al procedure to present a special scri pt broadcast today. The participants met in advance, 
prepared a topical outline, exchanged data ami views, ami prepared statements of their posi
tions. The opinion of each speaker is his own ami in no way involves the responsibility of 
either the University of Chicago or theN ational Broadcasting Company. The supplementary 
information in this transcript has been developed by staff research ami is twt to be considered 
as representing the opinions of the RouND TABLE speakers. 
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What Do You Think? 

1. How can we, if we are to control for good ends the achievements of the physi

cal sciences, improve the level of general intelligence of the community? 

2. To what extent do you think that modern man's problems lie in his failure to 

adjust himself quickly enough to the new demands of a technical age? Do you 

think that "the age of science," by enhancing man's material existence, has 

caused him generally to concentrate upon the material side of life to the ex

clusion of other values? 

3· What is the role of education in defining values for mankind? Do you agree 

that the atomic bomb has given the universities "the greatest challenge" 

they have ever faced? Without spiritual and liberal education, may the atom

ic bomb become our master and our destroyer? 

4· Is man any more or less a moral creature today than he has been at other 

periods of history? Is war an indication of man's moral failure? To what ex

tent? How can scientific knowledge be made the servant of great ends? 

S· What is the history of the influence of important inventions upon society

its social and economic institutions and its ideologies? What are the social 

"resistances" that might cause this new invention to develop slowly? Would 

you favor a "moratorium" on natural-science research until the social sci

ences catch up? 

6. Once at war, do you believe that there is a real moral distinction between the 

use of one kind of weapon and another? Do you believe that we have "lost 

our moral prestige" by dropping the atomic bomb? Why or why not? 

7. Has the atomic bomb intensified the obligation and responsibility of men for 

their fellow-men? Does it make the achievement of a world community the 

primary requisite today? Is there now a basis of moral responsibilitY which 

may bind us to our neighbors for common goals? What does Hutchins mean 

by "the good news of damnation"? Discuss. 
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The People Sav .. 

The following letters are representative of the views expressed by the RoUND 
TABLE audience on "Patents and Monopoly," broadcast August 5, I945· 

An Excellent Purpose Served 
I enjoyed very much the program 

which you had yesterday relating to pat
ents, and I feel sure that it served an ex
cellent purpose.-A listener from New 
York, New York. 

* 
A Worth-while Service 

I want to congratulate you upon the 
fine job that was done in organizing this 
program on the patent system. I believe 
that you performed a worth-while service 
to business, the patent system, and in
ventors in providing such an interesting 
outline for discussion.-A listemr from 
Chicago, Illinois. 

* 
An Inventor's Opinion 

As one of the large group of those who 
regard themselves as inventors-a group 
which was not represented in your discus
sion-! beg to add something to that dis
cussion ..... I would especially recom
mend that patent attorneys come under 
more strict surveillance by the Patent 
Office; that the quality of their services 
and the money they obtain from clients 
be subject to close scrutiny; that a clear
ing-house be established through which 
all sales of patents and all contracts must 
pass where it would be assured that the 
inventor got a fair deal; that a court of 
review be set up to which the inventor 
could appeal if he believes that he has 
been imposed upon because of bad con
tracts; that a fund be established for sub
sidizing-or "grub-staking"-the strug
gling inventor if his idea holds promise of 
important improvement and that the gov
ernment, thereby, become a partner in the 
royalties or revenues from the patent; and 

* 
that a patent be effective for twenty 
years but that after ten years the holder 
of the patent would be forced to grant 
licenses to anyone so desiring under uni
form terms prescribed by the aforesaid 
clearing-house.-A listener from Norfolk, 
Virginia. 

* 
Advantages of Licensing 

In the matter of licensing patents, I 
was surprised that nothing was mentioned 
of the method adopted by the auto in
dustry. They have an interchange which 
automatically grants use to every mem
ber of their association at a stipulated and 
agreed royalty after the owner of the pat
ent has had one year's exclusive use of it. 
To that system is attributed the tremen
dous success and progress of the auto 
industry. 

It seems to me that, while there-may 
be some honest and justifiable criticism to 
compulsory licensing, there could be some 
way of bringing its overpowering ad
vantages to the forefront in order to bring 
about the adoption of voluntary rather 
than compulsory means.-A listener from 
the Bronx, New York. 

* 
Suppressing Patent Rights? 

I listened with interest to today's dis
cussion on patents, but I wish that some 
mention had been made of the practice of 
buying patent rights by large companies 
for purposes of suppressing them. Of 
course, these patents expire like others, 
but, in the meantime, seventeen or twenty 
or more years have passed during which 
the public has been denied the privilege 
and advantages which the patents in ques
tion would have offered.-A listener from 
Winnipeg, Canada. 
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